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AT LEAST 
BUY ME DINNER 

FIRST! 

Ss: okay, we've got this huge “Star 

Wars” juggernaut bearing down on 

us, rampaging through America like King 

Kong or Godzilla on the loose. I’m totally 

hyped like everyone else, but there's this 

little nagging voice at the back of my 

mind whispering that life could be just a 

teensy bit sweeter if, say, there were a 

Phantom Menace RPG on the way. But 

alas, it is not to be. West End Games is out 

to lunch, and probable successor Deci- 

pher is still sticking toes in the water to 

see if it really wants to get into the RPG 

business, so there’s no roleplaying game 

in sight. No pod racing through the 

canyons of Tatooine or blasting through 

the upper atmosphere of Naboo to battle 

the dastardly Trade Federation. Aw.... 

Licensed games definitely deliver the 

thrills. They give you a chance to live the 

AeA ice adventures of your favorite films and books. What gamer 

ing go well together—usually. hasn’t wanted to battle ringwraiths in Mordor or beam 

aboard a rogue Bird of Prey with phasers set to kill? Thanks 

to companies like I.C.E. and Last Unicorn, you can do just that. 

Licensed games are good for the gaming industry, too, continually bringing fresh 

blood into the hobby. “Star Wars,” “Star Trek” and even “Sailor Moon” can draw main- 

stream fans into the game stores—something original RPGs and CCGs have a tough time 

doing. The Pokémon CCG alone is hauling new kids into gaming by the truckload, includ- 

ing that most elusive of demographics in our industry—girls. 

Property-based games do have their dark sides, though. In many cases, they're hand- 

icapped with badly-written or inappropriate rules. The Babylon Project RPG and Hercules 

and Xena CCGs have great concepts, but bad execution. Others, like the Indiana Jones and 

Middle-earth RPGs, are saddled with rules way too complex for their subject matter and 

intended audience. Happily, there are success stories. The biggest licensing successes— 

the Star Wars and Call of Cthulhu RPGs among them—show what happens when a strong 

property is married with a great game system that suits it. 

Another downer: these kinds of games largely thrive at the expense of original games. 

Companies have only so much dough to spread around on new lines, and many compa- 

nies will go for the sure thing of a proven licensed property rather than risk it all on some 

designer's hot concept. You can't really blame the logic; everyone's familiar with, say, Tomb 

Raider, so a company doing the RPG version doesn’t have to sell the concept to dubious 

distributors and customers; it’s already got a high recognition factor and enthusiastic 

fan base. But what if Wizards of the Coast—a diminutive RPG company in 1992—had 

spent its annual budget on the Jurassic Park RPG instead of... Well, you get the point. 

Fortunately, companies like Alderac, Pinnacle, Five Rings Publishing and Atlas are 

out there pushing the envelope, showing that there's still room for original RPGs and 

CCGs—provided they come with fantastic ideas and solid product support. Which gives us 

the best of both worlds: cool, original games like the debuting Seventh Sea swashbuck- 

ling RPG and also—maybe someday—the next Star Wars RPG. 

King Kong photo courtesy of Everett Collection. Paul Sudlow phota by Paul Schiraldl 

Paul Sudlow 

Associate Editor 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

MAGIC QUEEN 

In InQuest #42, you printed a letter from 

Jared Reece stating that no good-looking 

girls play CCGs. I have on thing to say to 

Reece: “Kiss my ass!” I am a varsity cheer- 

leader who is homecoming queen for my 

school. I was in the Miss Teen California 

competition and made it to first runner 

up. I also play Magic and AD&D. I can kick 

your ugly ass at any CCG. Magic is not fash- 

ion, but a game for cool people. With ¥ 

and regards. 

Maria Lonoe 

Los Angeles, Calif. 

Maria probably would have won Miss 

Teen California if she hadn’t chosen 

to recite “There was a man from Nan- 

tucket” during the poetry competition. 

HANDYMAN 

I was intrigued to read about people meet- 

ing and marrying through Magic. Here's 

my story: 

I was attending a community college, 

and there was this quiet, shy boy who sat 

near the back. I picked on his choice of 

flannels and ball caps almost daily. Then 

when another classmate and I were dis- 

cussing Magic, this boy turned to me and 

challenged me to a duel. I accepted and 

got my ass handed to me. Now, he’s mine. 

We married in October after exactly one 

year of being together. 

Jen Sperling 

Binghamton, N.Y. 

The problem is that most girls get 

offended when you grab their butt 

during a Magic duel. Your husband 

is one lucky cardflopper. 

=——hk 

WORDS FROM A 

W.E.N.C.H. 

This is in response to your request for anec- 

dotes about couples getting together 

through Magic: A close friend of mine from 

high school taught me how to play around 

the time Revised was published. When he 

went away to college, I called up an old 

friend and taught “him” how to play Magic. 

It was only fair, he got me interested in 

D&D years before when we were in middle 

school. We taught other people—had to 

spread the addiction, right?—but we often 

found it enjoyable just to play one on one 

(no crude jokes, please). 

We spent a lot of time together, and 

about seven months later, he asked me out. 

Anyway, we've been together for 3+ years 

now and are getting married in May. Magic 

and true love... Life is good. 

Carol L. 

Co-founder of Team W.E.N.C.H. 

Must ... resist ... Spitting Slug ... 

Forbidden Crypt... remark. 

WHEN GOOD CARDS 

GO BAD 

I use the price guide for keeping my cards 

up to date. Last month I got to one of my 

cards and noticed the price went down. It 

was Mogg Maniac and I don’t get it. The 

card should be worth more than $1.25. It’s 

my favorite card because it helps me win. 

I've won lots of games when I was at five 

life or less because of this card's ability to 

deal damage when it’s dealt damage. Why 

is it only worth $1.25? 

Julie Hines 

Clifton, Ill. 

Our own price guide grandpoobah 



MORE LETTERS.. 

“Larzo” Pearson says: “Why? Because 

of the most basic law of economics: 

supply and demand. Uncommens from 

recent Magic sets are in big supply 

with millions in print. Demand for any 

single uncommon is not that high. 

Besides, most players would rather 

spend $3 for a booster pack and get 

15 cards, including three uncommons, 

than pony up a buck an quarter for a 

single card.” 

LOW-CUT BLOUSE 

This letter is in response to Kathy Erick- 

son, the girl that suggested women put on 

makeup and perfume before a tournament. 

It sounds like reasonable strategy, but after 

having my low-cut blouse deck fail time 

and time again I realized most men go to 

tournament to play the game. I just came 

back from the Urza’s Legacy pre-release and 

the fact that I knew the rules, knew the 

cards and got both a Time Spiral and Gaea’s 

Cradle in my starter deck was a bigger dis- 

traction than my beautiful face and 

voluptuous breasts. Most of these guys 

would rather get a Black Lotus than a shot 

with a knockout like me. 

_ as chosen by 
Sey Pies 

Cara Mapes 

Port Jervis, NY 

Cara's right, nothing detracts me from 

Magi... ummm, this envelope smells 

really nice. And there's a pretty flower 

drawn on it. Flowers, pretty. | espe- 

cially like yellow ones with... 

SMART GIRL 

“Dungeon Master from Hell” in IQ #44 was 

hilarious. You guys come up with the fun- 

niest stuff!! Hee hee. I musta read it 

3,000,000,000 bazillion times! My fave is 

Tom Slizewski. He's soooo funny. I am look- 

ing forward to more comics like that. 

Ling Tany 

Alfred, N.Y. 

Fan tally, not counting moms: Tom: 

1 Rick: 99,842. Yikes! This is going to 

be harder than I thunk. Thanks, Ling. 

RETURN OF THE 

INKSTER 

Fire Swan and I assure you it will be the 

downfall of the free world as we know it. 

Anarchy will erupt in the streets, and fire 
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will rain from the sky! Hanson will become 

mandatory listening! It’s the apocalypse, 

people! 
Rebecca Inkster 

Franklinville, N.J. 

Chill Becky, take a deep breath, 

release. Now, repeat to yourself: “I'm 

OK, | have a life, mmm-bop, bop, bop, 

mmim-bop...” 

RANDOM SPELLFIRE 

BASHING 

Probably not all Spellfire fans are idiots. 

There’s always a minute chance they're 

under the influence of alcohol. 

Teresa Burton 

Indian Orchard, Mass. 

Ouch! That was really uncalled for. 

FRENCH GIRL 

Tll try to be civil about this, but it is get- 

ting more difficult by the moment. Is there 

any chance that since Spellfire has lasted so 

long and with many players who still 

staunchly defend the game, that there 

might be more merit to it than you or the 

other “brains” at InQuest care to admit? I 

know people who find chess incredibly bor- 

ing, same for bridge or Monopoly, but I 

would be hesitant to universally slam those 

games because of their incredible staying 

power and popularity. Why not support all 

the games that have a significant number 

of players. If you did that, then maybe 

more CCGers would buy your mag and you 

wouldn’t have to spend so much time on 

RPG and board games in order to remain 

in business. 
Rick Teverbaugh 

via E-mail 

For those who don’t know, “Rick” is 

French for “Tammy.” Tammy seems 

to be unaware of a few things. First, 

there are no “brains” at InQuest. Sec- 

ond, chess and Monopoly will never 

last. Sure, their first editions sold 

okay, but if they’re supposedly doing 

so well where are the expansions? 

MORONS 

In our town there is an ongoing war 

between cardfloppers and dicechuckers. 

You see, the conflict is that us cardflop- 



InQuest Gamer seeks 
REAL 

ANSWERS 
TO STUPID 

QUESTIONS 

To: General Mills Cereal Co. 

Sirs: 

Magic: The Gathering is a world popular 

sport with hundreds of thousands of dol- 

lars given away annually at tournaments. 

Is there any chance we'll ever see a Magic 

champion on a Wheaties box? 

Yours truly, 

E.T. Dudley 

The Wheaties marketing group takes 

the lead in the selection of individu- 

als to appear on our cereal packages. 

However, there are some similarities 

in the people who have appeared on 

Wheaties packages. They are all cham- 

pionship athletes, fit a wholesome 

type image, have a wide breadth of 

appeal—and eat Wheaties regularly. 

Selecting a Wheaties champion has 

never been an easy task, especially ina 

country graced with so many out- 

standing athletes. Although we wish we 

could honor them all, it is not possible. 

We appreciate your interest and | 

hope you wall continue to enjoy our 

Breakfast of Champions. 

Sincerely, 

Vanessa Paulsen 

18 inauesteamern4g 

pers think that AD&D sucks, and they think 

that Magic sucks. What a bunch of morons! 

Anyway, every Friday night, while 

dicechuckers sit around a table eating junk 

food and pretending to be important, we 

bust down their door, run in with blazing 

torches and herd them down to the sacri- 

ficial pit. Once there, we sacrifice them to 

the All Mighty Atog in the Sky. 

Levi Crawford and Blake Elford 

Port Charlotte, Fla. 

I'm not certain if Levi and Blake are, 

strictly speaking, chicks. But they 

seem to spend a whole lot of time 

together, even writing letters as a 

couple. | see marriage in their future. 

| BE THE JUDGE 

I've been trying to find out how to become 

a DCI sanctioned Judge for Magic. The near- 

est place that holds tourneys for me is 

Honolulu, and some of us struggling card- 

floppers would rather buy cards than a 

plane ticket. I figure having a sanctioned 

judge on Maui would help expand the tour- 

nament scene in Hawaii, and what better 

way to learn and really know the rules than 

to become a judge? Thanks for whatever 

info you can provide. 

Jason “Phormat” David 

Lahaina, Hawaii 

Again, | can’t be certain if, anatomi- 

cally speaking, Jason is a chick. So 

to keep with the theme, I'll get the 

answer from a girl at Wizards of the 

Coast: 

Me: “Hello this is Tom Jones from 

InQuest, can you explain to our read- 

ers what it takes to become a DCI 

sanctioned Magic judge?” 

Tara McDermott, DCI judge certi- 

fication coordinator: “The primary way 

is to contact us, and we'll help you 

get in touch with a level Ill certified 

judge. Then there’s an application pro- 

cess with the level Ill judge that 

includes a written exam, judging two 

events and having your abilities eval- 

uated. However, if there are no level 

IH judges in your area, you can become 

a level I judge just by passing the exam 

and judging 710 sanctioned tourna- 

ments. Note that a tournament does 

not need a certified judge in order to 

EVEN MORE LETTERS... 

be sanctioned. So if you live in a 

remote area, you can take the exam, 

fill out: the sanctioning paperwork and 

judge 10 tournaments to become a 

level I judge. Interested people can 

contact me directly at DCljudge@wiz- 

ards.com for complete details.” 

Me: “So you're an actual girl?” 

Tara: “Umm... yes.” 

Me: “And you actually play Magic?” 

Tara: “I’ve been playing since 

Revised. | love sealed format the 

most.” 

Me: “What's your favorite Magic 

card? “ 

Tara: “Master Decoy.” 

Me: “Do you like Crypt Cobras?” 

(click...] 

SECRET OF THE 

BUTT WOLF 

While studying the Unglued cards, I noticed 

something out of the ordinary. At the bot- 

tom of the cards, it says what number it is 

out of 94 and has a word written after it. 

For example, the card Volrath’s Motion Sen- 

sor says “39/94 Clockwork.” When all 94 

words are put together in order, does it 

say something? If so, what? 

Daniel Rischar 

Chardon, Ohio 

OK, it’s painfully obvious, that after 

only 11 letters, we're already fresh 

out of chicks. | won't insult your intel- 

ligence by claiming Daniel's a girl. 

Unglued does indeed contain a hidden 

message if you read the cards in order 

from one to 94. The message is a list 

of Unglued card names that didn’t 

make it into the set—like Chicken 

Choker, Butt Wolf and Squee’s Play. 

A LOT = ONE 

I was just thinking about all the contro- 

versy between guy and girl gamers. If you 

really think about it, there really are a lot 

of girl gamers. I know one in particular. 

She is hot and plays some CCGs. She plays 

Star Wars and Babylon 5. I just wish I could 

get her, but she has a boyfriend. Worse 

yet, the lucky bastard does not 

play anything. 

Tom Sienkowski 

Waterford, Wis. 



LAST OF THE LETTERS... 

and already know how to beg. | can’t 

hook you up with Sarah, however, 

since you didn’t send a photograph. 

Rule of “InQuisition” #72: No match- 

making without photos. And don’t try 

the Swan trick and send one of the 

pictures that came with your wallet. 

I can tell. 

| bet he plays Chicken Choker when no 

one’s looking. As for getting the girl, 

have you tried a leg snare? 

book is all you gotta buy and a source- 

book or two for whatever world in 

which you want to play. Tired of your 

current setting? Just buy another 

supplement and bibbity-boppity-boo, 

you already know the rules. 

WHAT TO PLAY? 

My friend Ben and I need a new game to 

play. We are currently playing the Star Wars 

RPG and Palladium’s Rifts RPG. We've tried 

Magic, but aren't loaded, so we could only 

pick up a starter deck or two. We tried the 

Star Wars CCG and found it boring. Are there 

any good games out there that aren't too 

expensive, easy to learn, fun and not hard 

to find? 

SCAMMER 

In the “Pig Head” letter from Tarah Towey 

(‘InQuisition,” IQ #45), Sarah accused guys 

of being prejudiced & biased against female 

gamers, but it isn't so. I myself have never 

met a female gamer, but I think it would 

be interesting. Do you think I could have 

Sarah's address? She said she was, ahem, 

not bad looking. I’m pretty good looking, 

so I'd like to get in contact with her. 

Trevor Marlin 

White House, Tenn. 

CARDFLOPPIN’ 

BABES NEED DATES 

We're students at an all-girl cosmetology 

school. When not in class all we do is play 

Magic and other CCGs. We've developed 

dozens of killer decks you guys have never 

even thought of. Also, we always ante up 

even if our opponent chooses not to 

because it’s good practice and gives us 

something to play for. Our hobbies include 

cooking, housework and collecting comics. 

We'd really like to meet some of the nice 

guys who write to “InQuisition.” 

Jarred Trauve 

West Warwick, R.I. 

Jacks fit your profile. You haven’t 

really gamed until you’ve made back- 

to-back tensies. But if you want 

something a bit more cerebral—that 

means “brainy’—try Steve Jackson's 

GURPS. Once you learn the rules, you 

P.S. Please! 

Nice try Trevor. | think you’ll go far 

can play in most any setting. The basic | with girls since you live in White House Gwendy Stacey 

Gallileo Cosmetology Academy 

Rouge, La. 

QUESTION I may have completely made up the 

THE MONTH last letter. 

So, how'd I do my first time out? 

IF b42)%) COULD aN 4 — ONE Wanna see me coated with Arby’s 

MA GI Cc el =| A © | RE TO c‘SHow Horsey Sauce and thrown to starving 

AND TELL” AT SCHOOL, wombats? Think I should get paid an 

WHAT WOULD YOU TAKE? extra dozen donuts a week ‘cause an 

almost all-chick “InQuisition” was such 

a great idea? Write or e-mail. And don’t 

hold back, use curse words if you have 

to, draw obscene pictures to express 

your feelings if you don’t write so good. 

But remember, | love you—every geeky 

one of ya. See you next month if I still 

have a job here. eo) 

—Tom Slizeswki 

Tom Slizewski has Kleptamania, But hes 

been taking something for it. 

While the atogs were the hands—or is it paws? claws?—down winner among 
the provided choices, almost half of you out there in Magicland had more 
destructive and disruptive plans for your time in front of the class. The 
Cosmic Horror and Shivan Dragon were popular among those whe wanted to 
feed the teacher to their pets, while the Serra Angel was chosen by stu- 
dents who wanted to get lucky. Our favorite: the voter who decided to take 

“the little bunny on Illusions Of Grandeur.” 
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What’s happening 
in the world of gaming... 

Lights... Camera... Dragon! 
“DUNGEONS & DRAGONS” (Yin ssctsty no cice nested. ater ney to deat 

MOVIE ANNOUNCED : “Qu of promises, the much-delayed “Dungeons & Dragons” movie 

i has entered the final stages of pre-production. 

i The $28 million dollar film, a joint partnership between Sweet- 

i pea Entertainment and Silver Pictures, is scheduled to begin | 

i shooting on location in Prague this spring or early summer. Court- 

; ney Solomon, 28, Sweetpea Entertainment's president will direct 

: the film. Well-known Hollywood mogul Joel Silver, best known 

for the “Lethal Weapon” films, will serve as executive producer. 

There are three main heroes in the film, all of which are to be 

played by non-big name young actors: a commonplace thief, 

an inexperienced sorceress and a recently crowned empress. 

When an evil wizard dethrones the young heir because she 

seeks equal rights for the rich and poor of her land, 

she allies herself with the other two adventurers 

in search of a powerful magic artifact that will 

help save her kingdom. The screenplay was 

written by Topper Lillian and Carole 

Cartwright, with a rewrite by Mark Leahy, 

none of whom have major film credits. 

The film’s special effects will be done by 

Station X Studios, a Santa Monica-based 

company that specializes in creating dig- 

ital special effects and software. Station 

X has worked on films such as “My 

Favorite Martian” and Kevin Smith's 

soon-to-be-released “Dogma.” 

A live-action “D&D” movie has been 

andied about since Gary Gygax tried 

drum up interest in the early ‘80s. No 

rious progress was made, however, until 

Solomon purchased the film rights from the 

ld TSR regime in 1991. For a brief time, it 

ked like the film was going go forward; in 

August of 1997, a week's worth of principal photog- 

raphy took place, but filming was halted for unknown 

reasons. Nevertheless, the footage—said mainly to 

consist of outdoors scenes with horses and their 

riders—was later edited and scored. Actor Justin Whalin, 

a.k.a. “Jimmy Olsen” of “Lois and Clark...” fame, was cast in 

the role of the thief at that time, but it’s currently unknown 

if Whalin is still involved with the project. Sweetpea Enter- 

tainment declined to discuss any details concerning the movie's 

storyline or possible casting decisions. 

The principals involved won't confirm anything further, but 

from snipets of the script circulating on an internet industry dis- 

CHEESE DRAGON The “D&D” movie should have 

state of the art special effects, unlike this 

plastic lizard from the “Dragonslayer” film. 

‘OUI HS] @Sy ABewW! sucBeug 'y suoaBung peouerpy ‘salseque4 0104 Jo AsequNOS SOYOYd ,WN}npUeg O42 PUE iq ALL, PUE ,JeABISUCBEICI, 
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BOX OFFICE HEAT? Sweet Pea Entertainment 

hopes to breathe life hack into fantasy films 

with the “D&D” movie. 

cussion group, the 

movie looks be 

more serious than 

fantasy shows like “Hercules” or “Xena.” Don't expect to see any i 

campy battle sequences or over-the-top characters. Fans of the role- 

playing game will recognize familiar magical items and equipment, : 

but don’t expect everything in the film to jibe with the source- : 

books. Plans call for the adventurers to encounter as many as a : 

: dragons. Driving the plot will be the 

: fate of the kingdom decided by 

i the outcome. 

: shortly after the announcement 

: that director Peter Jackson (“Heav- 

: Tolkien's “The Lord of the Rings” tril- 

; by a studio to produce three fan- 

: tasy films helped the owners of 

: cast the “Dungeons & Dragons” 

; characters. Since a specific starting 

: date and the length of filming 

adventurers’ search for a magical 

rod that can control dragons. Rumor 

has it that, near the film’s climax, 

dozens of dragons take to the sky 

and battle each other, with the 

ee 

Activity on this project comes 

enly Creatures”) would write and 

direct three films based on J.R.R. 

ogy. Jackson's trio of movies is 

estimated to cost $120 million and 

scheduled for release in late 2000 and 

2001. It’s likely no coincidence 

that this sort of major commitment 

the film rights to the “D&D” movie 

start the ball rolling again. 

Currently the search is on to 

have yet to be announced, no ten- 

tative release date has been 

mentioned. If filming does begin by 

this summer, you can expect to see it 

come out just as the hype begins to 

dozen traditional D&D monsters: orcs, goblins, elves, gnomes, : build for the first of the “Lord of the 

trolls, etc. But it will also be true to its namesake and show the : Rings” movies late next year. 

Mf Patrick Sauriol group venturing into underground dungeons and meeting mighty i 

Free Free Magic Booster Packs 
ue to a rash of Magic card bannings recently, Wizards of the Coast 

s offering to send players a booster pack for each of the newly 

banned cards they mail in. 

Currently, only Earthcraft, Dream Halls, Recurring Nightmare, 

-) Fluctuator, Time Spiral and Tolarian Academy are eligible. Wiz- 

ards of the Coast believes that banning and/or restricting cards 

is critical to creating long-term stability in the tournament envi- 

ronment. “We recognize this can be frustrating and disappointing 

to players who purchase Magic product only to find that some 

cards are no longer allowed in one of the most popular tourna- 

ment formats. That’s why we’re offering this redemption 

program,” the company said. 

To participate in the program, fans must fill out a redemp- 

tion form and enclose one or more of the above cards. For 

each card sent to them, WotC will send you a booster pack 

from the expansion in which your card was found. Cards 

must arrive in playable condition, and Rath Cycle cards will 

only be accepted through November 1, 1999. Urza block 

cards will be accepted until November 1, 2000. Com- 

plete details and a 

redemption form are avail- 

able at www.wizards.com. 

Blom Siizewski 

BANNEDS FOR BOOSTERS Send in one of 

| the recently banned Magic cards, get a 

, booster pack. 
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Magic: The Gathering is a registered trademark of Wizards of the Coast. LBS, L5R and Doomtown is ™&© FAPG. "Star Wars” ™&© Lucasfilm. 

Let : There | Be Sanctioning: 
pcs 

t’s not just for Magic any more. 

There was a time when the Duelists’ fonuaeaten 

fm International (DCI) cared only about Magic play 

ers. Then last year BattleTech cardfloppers were admitted _ 

into the fold. Now Five Rings’ stable of CCGs—includin: 

Doomtown, Dune, Legend of the Five Rings, Legend of the 

Burning Sands and Rage—will join the tournament sanc 

tioning and player ranking organization. 

Players of these titles will receive a different DCI card for 

each game in which they compete, though a single member- 

ship number will be used to keep track of their ranking for all 

sanctioned games. With the sanctioning of these CCGs, tw 

new types of player rankings will also be introduced: cumula- 

tive lifetime total per game and the highest total score in th 

players’ best six finishes annually. 

And there’s more. Five Rings CCGs, like Legend of the Five Rings 

and Doomtown, are also getting their own leagues, allowing fans ; 

to play sanctioned matches at their local stores. According to Ed : an important aspect of the 

Bolme, Doomtown brand manager, “the integration of Five Rings : story. For Doomtown, Bolme said, “the first global storyline tour- 

CCGs leagues with the DCI tournament system will provide fans with : nament will determine which outfit finds the motherlode. It’s 

an unrivaled play environment. Two days after we announced the i scheduled for May. The second will be around Halloween 1999.” 

news, we had over 150 tournaments scheduled nationwide.” : Players can obtain complete info by calling (888) 4-5RINGS or 

Twice a year or so Sek tournaments will be apalehals in scale and : by wasting the ERPG website at www. frpg.com. ll Andrew Lupe 

m Star Wars: 
The Phantom 
Menace CCGs 

ung Jedi looks to be the next Star Wars CCG expansion... sort of. 

“Sort of” because the game’s publisher, Decipher Inc., is now 

calling the existing Star Wars CCG, “Classic” Star Wars, and the 

new Young Jedi will be an original, non-compatible game. 

This new game will reflect the events from the film “Star Wars: The 

Phantom Menace” and target younger players in the 9-13 age bracket. 

The core YJ set is due out in June. Two expansions have been announced 

to follow later this year with approximately 400 cards being released 

for YJ in ‘99. YJ’s core set and announced expansions will contain 

all the main characters, starships and locations shown in “The 

Phantom Menace.” 

For Classic Star Wars CCG fans, there will be the Endor expansion this 

May and a Death Star II set has been announced for later in ‘99. After 

that, Decipher won't confirm its plans, but there has been talk of a 

possible Hoth mini-series and cards based on the “Star Wars” novels like 

“Shadows of the Empire.” A set 

based on the Dark Forces video 

game has also been mentioned 

as a possibility, though it’s 

unlikely to see print this year. 

Bite 

PARTY CRASHERS Doomtown, L5R, 
the outcome will determine oe 

LBS and others join DEI. 

tr icheiman 

VOUNG JED! Next Star Wars CCG not 

" compatible with existing game. 
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Teen agic Linked to 

Devil Worship _ 
RELIGIOUS GROUPS 
RIGHT ALL ALONG 

=e rincipals, minis- 

P::: and uptight 

fs moms have been 

proven right: Magic 

leads to Satanism. 

The largest Satanist 

group in the United 

States, the Brothers 

of Beelzebub (BoB), 

claimed in a recent press 

release announcing a 

fiery end of the world 

that they spend most of 

their time playing Magic: 

The Gathering while 

awaiting the return of 

the Prince of Evil. 

“We're looking for a 

one way ticket to hell, 

and Magic is as close as 

you can get without 

having to find some- 

thing as cumbersome as 

a sheep to sacrifice,” 

according to Brother 

Asmodeus, 22, the ; 

group’s treasurer. “I guise DARKPACT 

started playing when [RECUR E UAT Ets Coit is 

The Dark expansion was released. Soon the cardboard ritual of 

sacrificing creatures to my Lord Of The Pit wasn’t enough and 

I offered up my hamster, Mr. Chuckles, on a dark altar I con- 

structed in my bedroom,” he said. ; 
“T too was seduced by this game when I was a mere child,” 

said Brother Orcus, 15, newest member of the six-person group . 

and recently named membership chairman. “Once you cast a 

Dark Ritual, can you ever really go back?” he questioned. “Can 

you again feel the sweet caress of the sun or the gentle touch 

of the wind on your pale cheek without flashing back to the dark 

sorcery you committed at the card table? I say thee nay! A 

thousand times nay!” he said. “Nay, nay, nay ...” 

CONTEST WINNERS BoB favors, Rochester draft and have started a competitive 

league against other Satan-worshipping groups. “To further 

ED McMAHON rs) ON THE AVENE honor our dark master we play only with black cards,” said Sis- 

ter Sally “the Succubus” Sinkozwski, 42, of the league-leading 

Elder Demon Initiates (EDI). “We use the other, weaker colors 

to make pentagrams on the floor of our temples. Also, we taunt 

the white cards before shredding them and casting them into 

the fires that are home to the supreme one,” she said. 

Satanists called for the “annihilation by flame and fire” of 

Wizards of the Coast after the company banned Darkpact and 

Demonic Attorney in 1994. Still, all devil worshipers agree that 

Magic Sixth Edition—which they call six-six-sixth edition—is the 

best thing to happen to the game since Living Death. 

Bf Lirpa Sloof 

SUPER! 

Superman ™&© DC Comics. Monk photo courtesy of Fato Fantasies. 
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info served in bite-sized chunks 

® jn a recent online chat, White 
Wolf revealed their sixth World of 
Darkness game is entitied “Hunter.” 

__ ® Battlelech creator Jonathan 

Wiseman recently told Wired 

“magazine that he has cowritten 
a treatment for a “Battlelech” 

feature film. 

_ ® Palladium Books are planning a 

line of novels based on their Rifts 
RPG settings. The first series 

will be a trilogy written by 

Adam Chilson. : 
@ . Talsorian Games has formed 

Atomic Rocket Games to take over 

_ exclusive licensing and production 

of Mekton. ARG is expected to have 

Mekton Z back in print and back on 

store shelves shortly. 

® R. Talsorian Games is also 

developing a new Cyberpunk RPG, 

currently titled Cyberpunk 2030X._ 
e Little Brown and Company of 

London is reissuing Terry Brook’s 

“Shannara” series of hooks this 

summer with new covers by Steve 

Stone. Stone used many of the 

techniques he developed when he 

_ ereated the Divide 8 Conquer’ map 

in InQuest Gamer #45 for the pho- 
torealistic covers. 

TERRY BROOKS’ SHANNARA 

@ The upcoming Blaze of Glory 

expansion for Decipher’s Star Trek 

CCG is dedicated to hand-to-hand 

combat with an emphasis on Klin- 
gons, Romulans and the more 

warlike races. 
@ Wizards of the Coast will 

release a special edition expansion 

to the AD&D Core Rules CD-ROM as 
part of this years 25th anniver- 

sary of Dungeons & Dragons, which 

will allow for the creation of custom 

classes, support character kits 

from the many player's handbooks 

and include HTML versions of the 

nine AD&D books in the original 
Core Rules CD-ROM. 

e TriStar will release “Heauy 

Metal: F.A.K.K, 2” in late August. 

The sequel to the classic 1981 ani- 

mated film is based on Kevin 

Eastman and Simon Bisley's Melt- 

_ing Pot comics. Eastman's wife, B- 
movie queen Julie Strain, voices 
the lead character she inspired. 

° Capcom is developing a pre- 
quel to Resident Evil for the 
Nintendo 64 entitled Resident Evil 

Zero, as well as a sequel to Strider 

for the Sony PlayStation. 

_ © Warner Bros. Interactive has 
signed a multi-platform licensing 

deal to have Ubi Soft create 

games based on the WB’s “The 

Adventures of Batman and Robin” 

animated series. 

® Todd McFarlane Entertainment 
will supervise the scripting pro- 

cess and character design for the 

“Doom” feature film. 
e Production begins this sum- 

mer on a “Battlestar Galactica” 
feature film featuring CGI effects by 
No Prisoners, the same company 

who worked their magic on last 

month's Wing Commander feature. 

® The home video versions of 

both “Highlander” and “Highlander 

2: The Quickening” will be removed 

from store shelves on June 3Uth 

and go on moratorium status. 

¢ Sequels for “Blade,” “Inde- 

pendence Day” and “Godzilla” are in 
the works for the near future. 

Clive Barker will write and 

direct “American Horror’ for New 

Line Cinema, a horror film set 

against the American railroad’s 

expansion west, circa 1866. 

e Playmates Toys will soon 

release a talking 12-inch Lara Croft 

Tomb Raider doll, with fabric 

clothing, rooted hair and 

realistic-feeling skin. 

By Sean Jordan (SeanJordan 
@aol com) and the \Q Gamer staff 
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Show Us the Toys! 
A GAMER’S GUIDE 
TO TOYFARE *339 

very February, an 

E army of Power 

Rangers, pokémon 

and Barbies descend on 

Manhattan for the Amer- 

ican International Toy 

Fair, a superconvention 

for the folks who 

buy toys for big retail 

chains like Sears and 

FAO Schwartz. 

Picture entire floors 

decked out with Batmen 

and WCW wrestlers— 

walls and walls of ‘em. 

Imagine rows and rows 

of top secret “Episode I” 

action figures; unfortu- 

nately, the “Star Wars” 

toys were so top secret 

we couldn't beg or 

wheedle our way in to 

see them. But we saw 

plenty of the other 

plastic goodies that dom- 

inate the toy market 

these days. 

Of particular in- 

terest to gamers were 

ReSaurus’s batch of 

Magic-inspired figures—big burly prototypes of the Serra Angel, 

Talruum Minotaur and Orgg. There's no firm word yet on when 

these will hit the market, but ReSaurus guesses late this sum- 

mer. If they do well, Juzam Djinn, Soldevi Golem and Dakkon 

Blackblade are next. ReSaurus also had some cool Old West toys 

for Deadlands and Doomtown fans, including marshals, outlaws and 

bounty hunters. 

Pokémon goodies were everywhere, from the Hasbro toy dis- 

plays to WotC’s CCG posters. There was even a Pikachu VW Beetle 

tooling around outside. “We're in our third print run in two 

months,” said WotC public relations coordinator Carol Rogalski 

of the Pokémon CCG. “We can’t keep them on store shelves.” Look 

for the first expansion, Jungle, in June. 

The eagerly awaited Final Fantasy VIII PlayStation game has 

just been released in Japan to screaming mobs, and Bandai is 

releasing six new action figures from the game this year, includ- 

ing husky hero Squall Leonhart and cute Rinoa Heartilly. At six 

inches, these bad boys ‘n’ girls loom over last year’s batch, all of 

which were a mere four inches tall. 

The one true G.I. Joe is back! According to Hasbro reps, the 

fuzzy-headed, 12-inch doll did so well in the collector's market 

that, after decades, he’s returning to toy stores everywhere. Keep 

an eye out for the Joes of Desert Storm, Delta Force and even as 

an entire series of heroes, Rough Rider Teddy Roosevelt and Apollo 

astronaut Buzz Aldrin among them. Alas however, the kung-fu grip 

is long gone. Mi Paul Sudiow 

feminine goodness thanks to ReSaurus. 

PLASTIC PERFECTION Serra Angel in all her 

Serra Angel photo by Paul Schiraldi. 



Black Sunday 
DARK MAGIC DOMINATES AT 

PRO TOUR LOS ANGELES 
f you want to get your opponent down to zero life, but have | 

[= for yourself, there’s nothing like three Corrupts and a 

Pestilence to do the trick. It probably also doesn’t hurt to 

have a name more than twice as long as your opponent's. 

Steven O’Mahoney-Schwartz of Boston overwhelmed last year's | 

Pro Tour Player of the Year Jon Finkel in the final round of Pro | 

Tour Los Angeles the last weekend in February by drafting an 

insanely strong mono-black deck. Game after game, the dreade 

Pestilence/Corrupt combo came into play. The Pestilence allowed 

O’Mahoney-Schwartz to do damage to all creatures and players ! 

equal to the number of black mana he pumped into it, while the 

Corrupts hit his opponents for damage equal to the number of 

swamps he controlled, gaining him an equal amount of life. Any- 

thing of Finkel’s which survived this one-two punch, 

O’Mahoney-Schwartz zapped with a Befoul. If that wasn’t bad | 

enough, Unnerve, Cackling Fiend and Duress served to force Finkel | 

to discard precious cards from his hand. With such a supercharged 

deck O’Mahoney-Schwartz’s only loss in the best of five final 

match came in game three, when Finkel’s Monk Realist showed 

up in time to destroy the dominating Pestilence. 

Realizing the weaknesses of playing a mono-color deck, even 

in Draft format, O’Mahoney-Schwartz drafted a bit defensively, 

picking but not using two Runes Of Protection: Black and a Dis- 

ciple Of Grace, thereby reducing the cards that his opponents 

might have to use against him. 

O’Mahoney-Schwartz came into the final eight ranked third. ; 

It was a tough road into the top bracket and he only narrowly : 

defeated his own brother. “I feel really bad about it,” he said i 

afterwards. He also had a hard time beating Terry Lau, another i 

finalist, in the eleventh round. “I barely won with virtually no 

time left in the match.” : 

The champion netted a check for $25,000, and his first Pro Tour : 

win; he came in second at PT-Paris and is the master of the Grand : 

Prix, with two Grand Prix wins and three top eight finishes. Finkel i 

had no choice but to console himself with the $15,000 prize for : 

second place. Mike Long, fresh from his victory at the Duelist : 

Invitational (see story on next page), took eighth place and a i 

prize of $4300. In fact, four of the Duelist Invitational invitees : 

were in the top eight, including 0’Mahoney-Schwartz. : 

The tournament was held on the Queen Mary—yes, the big : 

cruise ship—while it was docked in Long Beach, California. 

There were 338 players at this, the 18th Pro Tour event. And 

this may have been the first Pro Tour with a serious injury, as 

PRO TOUR L.A. WINNING DECK 
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SHIP SHAPE IM L.A. Steven O’Mahoney-Schwartz bagged 

$25,000 by winning Magic Pro Tour Los Angeles. 

a luckless Danish player cracked his head on a metal box, requir- 

ing a quick hospital trip and stitches, forcing him out of the main 

event. Also at the Pro Tour were the Junior Super Series Western 

Division championships; Adam Prokopin and Rodney Burt, Jr. 

: won the ages 15-17 , and 14-and-under categories, respectively. 

The next Pro Tour takes place in New York, April 30-May 2, and 

will be played in Constructed Urza's Saga block format, with invi- 

tations based on Standard 

ratings. ll Rick Moscatelio 

‘oucH AND OOUBLE OUCH! Pestilence 

* and Corrupt caused much pain. Magic tourney phatos and Seldon photo supplied by Wizards of the Coast. 



Long Wins Contest 
of Champions TOP GUNS wacic sHarpsHooters 
papa: 16 best Magic players in the world received 

all- VORLD GIC PLAVERS 

“expense paid trips to Barcelona, Spain, for the 1. PLAYER OF THE MONT H 

em third annual Duelist Invitational tournament held 

this past February. 

After four grueling days of play, Norway's Sturla 

Bingen ended up in the finals against perpetual pow- 

erhouse Mike Long of the United States. The finals, 

which were played using the Classic (Type 1) format, pit- 

ted Long’s trademark Necro deck against Bingen’s 

Tolarian Academy-based deck. In a tense match, Long © 

prevailed 3-2. 

As a prize for winning the Invitational, Long will 

get to design his own card and have it included in a 

future expansion. When asked about the card, Long only _ 

shook his head. “I don’t know what the card will be yet. 

I hadn't planned on winning,” he said. 

Competitors invited to the Invitational were chosen 

based on various accomplishments such as winning a 

Pro Tour or holding the number one spot in DCI rank- 

ings. WES skills were tested ina pvaniety of play formats 

; : 4 including traditional 

ones like Classic and _ 

Standard, but play- _ 

ers also had to cope 

with some unortho- 

dox ones as well. In 

one portion of the 

tournament each 

player received an 

identical card pool 

with which to build 

a deck. 

This was the first 

title event to be 

played using Sixth 

Edition rules. 

Bf Alex Shvartsman 

LONG WAY 10 THE TOP Mike 

Long wins in Spain. 

_grine Drake now have a new ordnng: “When [this 

creature] comes into play, if you played it from your 

____ hand, untap up to [the appropriate number of] lands.” 

___ Remember that “played” is not the same as “put into 
play.” These creatures won't untap any lands if you 

_____ bring them in play with Sneak Attack, for example. _ 

_e + Priest Of s the following errata: “When Priest 
___ Of Gix comes into play, if you played it from your 

hand, add BBB to your mana oe : 

This 1 new errata doesn't fix any rules loopholes; 

rather, it’s designed to deal with a recent rash of 

combo decks involving “free” creatures. However, 

___ some combos still work. For example, with a Mana 

 i@i#=4#8§4=§ ~~ ‘Flare i in play, a Palinchron and six lands will ae / 

faeries, Great Whale, Palinchron and Pere. —_—you unlimited mana. 
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RELEASE OF THE. 

Seventh Sea 
Player's Guide and Game 

Master's Guide .. -. 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Game 
FRO: Alderac Entertainment Group 

RELEASE: April 

Ff an PL. F 

GOGT: Player's Guide $24.95, Game Master's Guide '$29.95 
THE GIST: What the award-winning Legend of the Five Rings 
RPG did for Japanese-flavored medieval fantasy, this new offer- 

ing from the same creators promises to do for swashbuckling high 

seas adventure. Instead of medieval-era swords-and-sorcery, Sev- 

enth Sea players will romp about the later years when frilly coats 

and powdered wigs were manly things to wear. 

In the new and compelling world of Theah, dueling pirates 

meet dangerous sorcerers on the high seas, in intrigue-filled 

courts and among ancient ruins. Lead Developer John Wick offers, 

“Yes, there are musketeers, pirates, secret 

societies, exploration, intrigue, nations 

at war and everything else that made the 

17th and 18th centuries cool.” In other 

words, “Ladyhawke” fans and Scarlet 

Pimpermel wannabes will be dabbing away 

the perspiration with scented hankies 

waiting for this game. 

He goes on to explain the flavor of 

the game as being one of cinema rather 

than realism. “Seventh Sea is a game 

system that emphasizes drama, not 

reality: People don’t go to action- 

adventure movies because they 

emphasize reality; they go to action- 

adventure movies because they're fun.” In other words, expect 

to get away with outlandish acts of heroism and derring-do. 

Failure to swash your buckle could result in your feathered 

hat being confiscated. BUCKLE YOUR SWWASHES High adven- 
Using the “classic” approach to RPGs, there is both 

a Player's Guide, which is fully oriented towards a char- 

acter’s life and times in the world of Theah, as well as 
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a separate Game Master's Guide chock full of campaigning infor- 

mation and those all-important secrets that give the GM insight 

into how Theah and the players should interact. Both books are 

bound in a new fashion John calls “lay-flat binding,” which means 

you can leave the book open to a key page during play without 

propping it open. 

Anyone familiar with Rokugan from L5R products knows how 

much lavish detail and exquisite flavor these guys are capable of. 

The imagination boggles at what they will do with “musketeers 

meet monsters and magic.” We see a rise in cutlass sales and fenc- 

ing lessons in the coming months. 

A LONG-EXPECTED PARTY 
CATEGORY: Collectible Card Game Expansion 

FROIN: Iron Crown Enterprises 

RELEASE: April 

GOST: $10.00 
VeIE GIST: The Middle-earth CCG gets a whole new look and 

feel with this new series of scenarios and sites to use. Complete 

with stories and full descriptions of such places as the citadels of 

the Witch King and Bilbo Baggin’s Shire, the game caters to the 

player who is truly in it for the sheer joy of Tolkien's great works. 

You play to accomplish a goal, such as protecting the Shire or 

gathering trinkets and toys for Bilbo’s wondrous birthday party— 

something the more cutthroat tournament players might learn a 

thing or three from. 

ALTERNITY: THREATS FROM 
BEYOND 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Supplement 
FROM: TSR 

RELEASE: April 
GOST: $19.95 
THE GIST: Okay, so your Stardrive campaign has gotten into 

a bit of a rut, eh? Tired of having your heroes chase marauders 

and pirates across the space lanes? Bored with exploring strange 

new worlds, blah blah blah? There’s nothing like a good old-fash- 

ioned alien invasion to spice up the galaxy, that’s what we say. 

This book is full of everything you need to alter the face of your 

campaign forever, including early-seed rumors of the oncoming 

threat, details of who’s doing what to whom and tips introduc- 

ing the new alien lifeforms into your game—especially the ones 

who don't get all friendly when you give them candy and a phone. 

BABYLON 5 WARS, 2ND EDITION 
CATEGORY: Board Game 
PROV: Agents of Gaming 
RELEASE: April 

GOST: $49.95 

TRE GIST: You bank into a tight roll, hit the port thrusters for 

half-a-second, and try to refocus your eyes faster than the Centauri 

on your tail can adjust. The crosshairs line up and you let loose 

with flaming hot death. If you have dreams like this on a regular 

basis, you've been waiting for this boxed set of pure B5 gaming 

action. Revised and expanded, it comes complete with everything 

you need to live out your fantasies of fighting the great battles 

that plunged Earth, Minbar, Centauri Prime and everyone else into 

utter chaos. White Stars and Thunderbolts are included, but please 

remember, they're only miniatures; you can't really get inside them. 

BACK EAST: NORTH 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Supplement 
FROWN: Pinnacle Entertainment 
RELEASE: April 

GOST: $20.00 

TRE GIST: Well, pard, ya'll been wantin’ ta know what's what 

back in the tin-horn lands o’ the east. Now you get to find out in 

this first of a two-book series that unveils the land of the free and 

the home of the brave in the days of the weird west. The Civil War 

didn’t quite go as expected, and life teeters on the brink between 

normalcy and wild adventure for those who still call themselves 

Americans. Magic-driven cars and horse-drawn carriages make for 

a whole new kind of traffic snarl in the streets of Boston and New 

York, and you don’t even want to think about the new kinds of 

city crime; you sarsaparilla-drinkin’ Yankees don't have the stom- 

ach for it. 

CHILDREN OF THE NIGHT: CREATED 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Supplement 
FROWN: TSR 

RELEASE: May 

GOST: $18.95 
THE GIST: No one builds ‘em like these anymore. Thirteen 
unique golems, all created by sorcerous means for nefarious pur- 

poses, are set loose with their own stories, powers and goals. 

Complete with adventures that can be single-shot game sessions 

or the basis for entire campaigns, the latest in the line of popu- 

lar guidebooks is great for any Ravenloft or AD&D game where 

the dungeon master wants to scare the bu-jeezus out of his play- 

ers. Forget Frankenstein; these abominations define the dreams 

of mad scientists and alchemists everywhere. 

DAIKATANA 
CATEGORY: Computer Game 
FROM: Eidos Interactive 
RELEASE: May 

COST: $49.99 
THE GIST: Doom. Quake. If you know these names, you know 
what truly intense action gaming is about, and Daikatana’s legacy 

lies in those names. Quite possibly the most visually stunning 

and intense game ever done, the story centers on an ancient mys- 

tical Japanese sword, time travel, and devils and demons galore. 

By all accounts, this will be the next huge thing in deathmatch 

multiplayer gaming. Though single-player detail is impressive this 
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time around, we all know what the real deal is: This could be the 

multiplayer gore fest we've been waiting for. 

a 

DARK LORE 
CATEGORY: Board Game 
FROM: Griffin Games 
RELEASE: April 
GOST: $24.99 
THE GIST: Don't you hate it when your more “normal” friends 
drag out Trivial Pursuit, and you get to watch some guy named 

Pete rattle off the answers to every single question about sports 

and geography while you look morosely at that one pitiful piece 

of plastic pie that you got for knowing the one “Star Trek” ques- 

tion and want to throw up? You are avenged, my friends! Covering 

topics like sci-fi and horror movies, supernatural monsters and 

magic, and comedic horror, this trivia game will finally make you 

the party stud and let Pete play the gimp for once... unless of 

course you're ugly and your momma dresses you funny. 

DOOMTOWN: MOUTH OF HELL — 
CATEGORY: Collectible Card Game Expansion 
FROM: Five Rings Publishing 
RELEASE: May 
COST: $8.99 per starter, $2.49 per booster 
THE GIST: Gomorra gets weirder and nastier yet as 181 new 
cards are added into the insanity that is Doomtown. Wanna know 

the deal on the secret motherlode of ghost rock? Well, this set 

brings it around. Look for new action cards for harrowed dudes, 

which may tip the scales of the weird west in favor of the 

damned. Gomorra is not a sane place, after all. And if your 

lookin’ to corral the whole set, six of the new cards can only be 

found in the starter decks, so get ready to round ‘em up the 

hard way. 

Pe 

DRAGONLANCE 15TH 
ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Game 
FROM: TSR 
RELEASE: May 
GOST: $25.95 
THE GIST: A decade and a half 
have passed since Margaret Weis and 

Tracy Hickman made “gaming 

novels” cool with their first 

blockbuster “Dragonlance 

Chronicles” trilogy. News of 

their return to the lands of 

Krynn has AD&D and fantasy 

fans drooling worldwide. This 

all-new look at the original 

world and game material lets 

you recreate the adventures of 

Tanis, Sturm, and Raistlin or 

ride along side these legends 

with your own new characters. 

Only you, the dungeon master 

and fate can decide what will § 

happen to you in Krynn, the 

land where dragons roam and 

gods dabble in the lives of 
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mortals. Both SAGA and AD&D Second Edition rules are supported 

this time around. 

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS GAME 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Game 
FROM: ISR 
RELEASE: April 
GOST: $9.95 
THE GIST: In the beginning, there was nothing. The tables were 
bare of dice, chips and scribbled notes of prophecy, and no players 

sat on the edge of their seats awaiting the next words of their game 

master. Then, there was Dungeons & Dragons, and all was good and 

right with the world. Over a quarter of a century later, the most 

popular RPG of them all is back and better than ever, looking to get 

its dragon claws into a whole new generation of gamers. TSR returns 

to its roots with a completely revised version of the game that 

started the coolest hobby known to man, with a 32-page rulebook 

to ease the anxious newbie into the basics, and a 32-page adven- 

ture book to get that wet-behind-the-ears GM up and running. Heck, 

even the dice are included! What more could you want? 

aa ae 

LEGEND OF THE FIVE RINGS: 
PEARL EDITION 
CATEGORY: Collectible Card Game 
FROM: Five Rings Publishing 
RELEASE: May 
GOST: $8.99 per starter, $2.99 per booster 
THE GIST: The best games get better with age, and the L5R CCG 
is a prime example. A fantastic starting point for new players as 

well as a real opportunity for collectors, this edition—not expan- 

sion, mind you, but edition—features a ton of old favorites plus 

12 all-new cards, revised borders to boost collectability, and a 

nifty-keen honor spinner to add that touch of class and make all 

the wannabes go “oooh.” IQ's choice for 1998's designer of the year, 

Dave Williams, is behind this set, ensuring it as a must-have for 

all fans and an ideal sealed-deck set. If you do not buy these 

cards, they will be dishonored and messy seppuku will follow. 

MAGIC: THE GATHERING 
CLASSIC 

7 CATEGORY: Collectible Card Game 
FROWN |: Wizards of the Coast 
RELEASE: April 
GOST: $9.99 per starter, $2.99 per booster 
THE GIST: Times have changed, and Magic 

is changing with them. Creator Richard _ 

Garfield has high hopes that this new 

edition will leave its mark and = 

, change the way people look at 

y the game: “I played an inte- 

gral part in the reevaluation 

process for the Classic rules and 

I am confident that the elimi- 

nation of extraneous and 

complicated rules will help 

establish the game as a classic 

like chess or Go.” Get the scoop 

on Classic on 

page 38. 

ge 

Magic: The Gathering is a registered trademark of Wizards of the Coast. 



MARVEL SUPERHEROES: 
FANTASTIC VOYAGES 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Supplement 

FROM: TSR 
RELEASE: April 
COST: $8.95 
THE GIST: It’s not called the “World’s Greatest Comics Mag- 
azine” for nothing! Live the life of the Thing, the Human Torch, 

the Invisible Woman and the iggly-wiggly Mister Fantastic. Or 

alternately, you can take on their arch-foes with your own 

characters, testing their fortitude against the forces the Fan- 

tastic Four have faced (Stan Lee, eat your heart out). Either 

way, this collection of stories and adventures features some of 

the deadliest and coolest villains in Marvel history, including 

the skrulls, the world-eater Galactus, the Frightful Four, and, 

of course, the unconquerable Doctor Doom. Make yours Mar- 

vel! Excelsior! 

PRINCE OF PERSIA 3D 
CATEGORY: Computer Game 

FROIVI: Broderbund 
RELEASE: May 
COST: $49.95 
THE GIST: In 1989, a cool hybrid of action and adventure 
was created with the release of the wondrous and exotic Prince 

of Persia, and now, those adventures have moved on to a whole 

new level of intensity. With bleeding-edge 3D graphics and 

animation, this one promises to leave you breathless as you 

fight, leap and explore your way through a fantastic vision of 

12th-century Persia. Combining coordination, reflexes, and 

logical thinking, this is one game for the true connoisseur. 

Grab your camel and your magic lamp and hang on for the ride 

of your life. 

THE THOUSAND HELLS 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Supplement 

FROM: white Wolf Studios 
RELEASE: May 
GOST: $17.95 
THE GIST: Remember that scene in the classic “Big Trouble in Lit- 
tle China” where Wang tells Jack about the Thousand Hells of the 

Chinese as they're about to 

drown in the elevator? Wel- 

come to the real thing, 

bucko! The nightmare con- 

tinues for the Western 

supernaturals as they are 

exposed to the frightening, 

twisted unreality that 

makes up the other world 

of the East. The Yama kings, 

their akuma and just where 

the Eastern Demons fit into 

everything is explained, and 

the coming of the Demon 

Emperor of the Sixth Age 

makes this a vital book to 

os the cosmology of the “Kin- 
THE THOUSAND HELLS : MI dred of the East” line. 
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TRINITY: STELLAR FRONTIER 

TRINITY: STELLAR FRONTIER 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Supplement 

FROIN: White Wolf Studios 
RELEASE: May 
COST: $19.95 
THE GIST: In the blink of an eye, they carried humanity across 
the cosmos and expanded Earth's presence in the universe. But one 

day, they simply vanished, leaving the extra-solar colonies stranded 

and Earth foundering without a means to reach across the stars. 

They are the Upeo wa Macho, and they are back with a vengeance. 

Everything you want to know about this mysterious psionic order 

is revealed, including why they left and what brought them back— 

including the terrible threat heralded by their return. 

WRAITH: THE GREAT WAR 
CATEGORY: Roleplaying Game 

FROM: White Wolf Studios 
RELEASE: May 

COST: $25.95 
THE GIST: Ghostly dogfights in ethereal biplanes over the 
realm of the dead? Only White Wolf could bring you something like 

this. As the world is plunged into “The War to End All Wars,” so 

too are the Shadowlands sliding into a civil war that threatens to 

destroy everything that Oblivion could not. The greatest wraith 

of all, Charon, has gone missing, and the massive amount of death 

in the trenches of Europe has stirred the afterworld into a frenzy 

of catastrophic proportions. Like Vampire: The Dark Ages before 

it, Wraith: The Great War provides an alternate setting for your 

favorite World of Darkness game. © 

The Thousand Hells and Trinity: Stellar Frontier are ™ & © WhiteWolf. 
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The future of 
Magie isthe new 
Classic Edition. 
Youll never play 
the game the 
same way again. 

o you thought Hammer of Bogardan was a relic of the past? Think 

again. The most powerful graveyard card of all time is coming back 

unchanged in Magic's next set. 

Did we massage a Ouija Board for that nugget of info, or swirl up our 

crystal balls? Nah, we went to the source, Wizards of the Coast (WotC), and 

asked them what was in store for Magic’s future. In late April, WotC will 

release the sixth edition of its basic card set; entitled Classic Edition, this 

new set will shake up Magic like none before it, changing some of the core 

spells and creatures, even the way we play the game, in an effort to stream- 

line Magic's rules system. For a future forecast on Classic Edition and some 

of Magic's other end-of-the-century products, break out your own Tarot 

cards or you can just read on a little further... 

Classic Edition 
Hammer of Bogardan is in. Necropotence is out. The core Magic cards, 

which almost all tourneys revolve around, are changing big time. Accord- 

ing to Classic Edition lead designer Bill Rose, “Classic Edition is supposed 

to shake up the tournament environment. We tried to bring back cards we 

thought were popular. Hammer of Bogardan seemed like a natural. I don’t 

think it’s too strong, but it’s good and people like it.” When asked why 

Necropotence was removed, he explains, “When good cards come in, good 

cards have to go—the top 100 can only have 100 cards! We intentionally 

try to change the environment so the same decks don’t always win... Necro 

will come back. Not this year and probably not next year, but some day Necro 

will come back.” 

What's Out 
Fifth Edition had 429 cards in it, but Classic Edition is only going to have 330 

(plus basic land). Since new cards rotated in from Alliances and the Mirage block 

(plus a few commons and uncommons from Tempest) make up 50 percent of 

Classic Edition, that means a lot of Fifth Edition cards had to go. Rose explains 

that “some cards were easy to cut.” For example, nobody is going to miss Hip- 

parion and Reef Pirates. Ditto for Helm of Chatzuk, Ironroot Treefolk or Shield 

Bearer. A lot of the weaker card “chaff” from Fifth Edition is gone. 

Many more got the ax because they use a game mechanic that is only 

being supported in Expert-level sets. Since Classic Edition is an Advanced-level 

product, it is intended to be an intermediate step between Starter-level prod- 

ucts like Portal and Expert-level sets like Tempest and Urza's Legacy. That 

means the set’s designers tried not to put anything into Classic Edition that 

might confuse new players. Thus, Benalish Hero and all the other creatures with 

Banding got cut. They also removed all creatures with Protection from Color. 

That means no White Knight, Black Knight, Whirling Dervish, Sea Sprite, 

Knight of Stromgald or Order of the White Shield. 

by Randy Buehler a the IQ Gamer staff 
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out the rest of the year for Magic’s upcoming ‘39 

projects. Let’s take a look at the calendar over 

the next year: 

T hat many or more cards will be released through- 

JUNE: URZA’S DESTINY 
The conclusion to the Urza's trilogy sees our heroic 

planeswalker struggle across Dominaria and finally 

put an end to the Phyrexian invasion. in addition to devel- 

oping the echo and cycling mechanics, Destiny expands on 

“leaves play” effects and presents us with another four 

preconstructed decks. “Battle Surge” controls the envi- 

ronment with stalling tactics to stymie your opponent while 

you use surprise, “without summoning sickness” creatures 

to attack. Blue creatures are nigh unstoppable when pow- 

erful enchantments are played on them in the “Enchanter” 

deck. “Assassin” employs a swarm of black weenies, discard 

effects and creature elimination to kill everything in sight. 

Finally, “Fiendish Nature” relies on quick mana sources to 

call upon big green monstrosities faster and sneaks in a 

little black for graveyard manipulation. 

JULY: MAGIC: THE GATHERING STARTER 
Portal has been fairly well received as a way to learn the 

Trample’s out too. So War Mammoth is gone, but they still 

printed Argothian Swine and Child of Gaea in Urza’s Saga, and WotC 

will continue to print tramplers in the future, just not in the basic 

set. “There are enough cards that we can make Classic Edition both 

simple and powerful,” says Rose. Poison is another mechanic that 

you won't find in Classic Edition. Good-bye Pit Scorpion. 

Some individual cards were deemed too complicated for an inter- 

mediate-level set. You and I may understand Magical Hack and 

Dark Ritual just fine, but for beginners or players who don't read 

up on the latest rulings, these cards can cause confusion. The rule 

about how to cast Dark Ritual has changed three times in the last 

two years! This philosophy helps explain why Incinerate is out and 

Shock has replaced it in Classic. 

InQuest Gamer Presents: 

Unreliable 
History of 
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game, but it’s being phased out in favor of Magic: The 

Gathering Starter. It’s basically the same thing, just with 

a friendlier name, and should do just as good a job of 

teaching beginners the basics. 

OCTOBER: ARCHIMEDES 
It’s not the real name of the next standalone Magic set; 

Archimedes is just the code name they're using. Now, in 

real life, Archimedes was a Greek physicist who messed 

around with gravity and invented the lever. Maybe there 

will be real cool gravity tricks in this one. Or maybe it’s 

named after that stupid owl in “Clash of the Titans,” so - 

expect cards like It’s For The Birds and Nocturnal 

Barndweller. We can’t wait to tear open some booster 

packs and get our hands on those hoo-ters. 

FALL: MAGIC: THE GATHERING CD-ROM ENCYCLOPEDIA 
All the Magic cards on one CD-ROM? Yep, the Magic 

Encyclopedia has that and more: complete card lists; 

comprehensive deck-building and deck-analysis fea- 

tures; up-to-date errata, card text changes and rule 

additions. Plus, you can savor all the actual cards— 

Serra Angel, Juzam Djinn, Jester’s Cap, etc.— in 

full-color glory. 

———— a a I I 

Even removing all these cards, the design team still had a lot 

to cut, so a bunch of cards got caught in a “numbers crunch.” Force 

Spike and Murk Dwellers, for example, are perfectly reasonable 

cards, but they only had room for so many commons of each color. 

What's In 
In order to figure out what cards should be put into Classic 

Edition, the designers took a look at all the lists from the 

top eight decks at last year’s regional championships. They 

knew that Classic Edition would make up around 20 percent 

of the pool of legal cards in Standard tournaments, so they 

calculated the 100 most played cards from Regionals’ top 

decks and put 20 of them in the set. 

In the days when dinosaurs walked the Earth and Enik the good 

Sleestack was lusting after Holly, Magic cards were just rocks. 

: WHAT'S THE 

THIS GAG = DEAL WITH DARYL 

7 WOULD BE FUNNIER pet HANNAH AS A HOT 9, BLONDE NEANDERTHAL? B IF WE WERE ©: 
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] Tired of the same old Magic? Well, Classic Edition is really shaking things up. 

Look for popular tournament cards like Chill, Uktabi Orangutan 

and Hammer of Bogardan to resurface at Standard tournaments 

in the near future. Also look for River Boa and Pillage—they’re 

getting rotated in too. A number of the popular tournament cards 

from Fifth Edition remain in Classic. Armageddon isn't leaving, 

and neither is Earthquake or Llanowar Elf. 

There are, of course, lots of old classics and basic, staple cards 

in Classic Edition. Giant Growth, Bog Wraith and Prodigal Sor- 

cerer are all in and “probably always will be.” Disenchant, 

Counterspell, Drudge Skeleton and Elvish Archers also make return 

appearances. Some new classics like Shock and Pacifism are in 

Classic Edition and will probably stay in the basic set for many years 

to come. 

But then came the Ice Age and all but the 

hardiest and most warmly dressed 

creatures were snuffed from the Earth. 

/*BUUURRRP! * 
WHEW/ | 

STINK EVEN 
ON ICE! 

BLIMEY...ME 
T JUS STOPPE 

BEATIN’! 

OH | GET IT... 
“ICE AGE." HEY... 
WHO PUT MASCARA 

ON MY OPERA 
GLASSES? 

A few older cards that have probably been gathering dust in 

your closet are also making their return. Mana Short is back 

along with Obsianus Golem and Fire Elemental. Multiplayer play- 

ers will be happy to know than Syphon Soul is being brought 

out of retirement too. 

Finally, a lot of “first chancers” from Alliances and the Mirage 

block got rotated in. Creeping Mold is in Classic Edition. So are 

Volcanic Dragon, Celestial Dawn and Final Fortune. Infernal Con- 

tract is in, though it may not be as powerful without Cadaverous 

Bloom or Squandered Resources to go with it. The artifact-or- 

land-destroying Pillage is also in and might allow red decks to 

return to a more control form like the old-school Sligh decks. 

In the Middle Ages, famine and pestilence threatened | Then France surrendered. 

to kill everyone with an English accent. 

ROLL OVER IN 
ONE WORLD WAR 
AND THEY NEVER 

LET IT GO. 
A FERRET! 
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in the past that never quite worked out. Here are 

some of the most infamous: 

¢ Magic Dead in ‘94: Did you know that 

T here have been a lot of future plans for Magic 

Ice Age was originally going to be a 

different game, possibly with dif- 

ferent card backs, and that “The 

Gathering” was going to be 

phased out? The idea was to 

retire the basic set and repeat 

as much as 50 percent of it in 

Ice Age, which would then be the 

only game in town. Public outcry 

stopped this plan. 

¢ Different Colored Backs: The first Magic 

expansion set came close to having different colored 

backs. Arabian Nights was always intended to blend in with 

Beta, but WotC thought people might want to know which 

expansion sets their opponents were playing with. Can you 

imagine if every expansion set had different backs? All 

you'd have to do is look at the top of your deck and you 

could probably figure out what card you'd be drawing. 

Common sense won out and the Arabian Nights card 

backs were changed to match Beta. 

° Poison...Bad! Urza’s Saga was almost loaded with poi- 

son creatures, but the designers decided that the 

cards weren’t up to their normal high standards of 

quality, so they axed them all. 

¢ All-time Worst Magic Card: Another card that didn’t 

quite measure up to the design team’s high standards 

was the Jinxed Brooch. This card almost appeared in 

Exodus and was designed to combo with Jinxed Idol and 

dinxed Ring. Jinxed Brooch would require your opponent 

to sacrifice a non-Jinxed permanent whenever he took 

damage during his upkeep. However, without the combo, 

Jinxed Brooch was “possibly the worst card in Magic,” 

says Rose, and so they scrapped it. 

Cowboys later showed up and paved the way for 

Clint Eastwood to make a living. 

EARTHA KITT ON 
UP TO THREE A TEETER- £ 
CARDS! HAL, 
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The roaring ’20s saw somebody write The Great 

Gatsby and post-impressionist art was all the rage. 

Rules Changes 

The biggest impact of Classic Edition will probably not come from 

the changes to the card pool, but instead from the rules changes 

that accompany it. Lots of people have complained that the 

rules have gotten too complicated, what with all the rulings and 

errata that have come out in recent years. All those patches 

(not to mention a couple of literally unanswerable questions) are 

evidence of a problem. “The basic structure of the rules was 

beginning to break down,” explains Rose. “We felt it was better 

to have a little pain now so we'll have a rules system that will 

last and Magic can become a classic game like chess or Go.” 

Here are some of the bigger rules changes and some examples 

to help ease you into the new Magic: 

¢ Combat: It sees the biggest changes. First of all, tapped blockers 

do damage. It will no longer do you any good to tap your opponent's 

creature after he declares it as a blocker. While this makes tap 

effects like Jolt and Master Decoy a little bit weaker, any creature 

with a creature ability that requires you to tap it is better. 

Example: A 1/1 Prodigal Sorcerer can single-handedly take 

down a 2/2 by blocking it and then shooting it. The 1/1 Angelic 

Page can also take down a 2/2 by pumping itself up before dam- 

age is dealt. 

e Damage Prevention: Combat damage works differently now 

too. There used to be a really complicated series of damage pre- 

vention steps, but now damage prevention spells work like 

anything else—you cast them in response to whatever damage 

you want to prevent. 

Example #1: If I block your 2/2 Grizzly Bears with my 2/2 

Pearled Unicorn, they deal two damage to each other and then 

I can respond to this damage by adding a Healing Salve to the 

stack. When my Healing Salve resolves it creates a three-point 

damage “shield” around my creature. The shield will prevent the 

next three points of damage dealt to my Unicorn until the end 

of the turn. 

Example #2: If my 4/4 Serra Angel is blocking your 4/4 Sen- 

gir Vampire I can let the creatures deal damage to each other and 

then cast Unsummon on my Angel. Since Serra already dealt her 

damage, your Vampire will still die. However, my Unsummon means 

Serra isn’t around to receive the four points from the Vampire. 

Death at Zero: Remember all those annoying Pros-Bloom decks 

that would cast Vampiric Tutor and Infernal Contract until they 

were at zero life? Sometimes they'd even drop down to negative 

10! However, one big Drain Life later they were at a positive life 

total but you were dead. That never did seem fair and now the rules 

agree with you. As soon as you hit zero, that’s it—start shuffling. 

The ’60s were an age of peace, love and the 

ready availability of hallucinogenic drugs. 

SCREW THATN| ~~ ,,. DRAGONS Live : 
WHO pickep Y } FOREVER, BUT NOT J) 
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Example: My opponent's got a slew of cards in his hand, but 

is only at two life. Trying to stay alive, he attempts to cast Ger- 

rard’s Wisdom and gain two life for each card in his hand. In 

response, I Shock him for two points. He dies before the Gerrard's 

Wisdom resolves. 

* Comes into Play Abilities: You can now respond to comes-into- 

play abilities with any sort of fast effect, so, for example, after an 

Uktabi Orangutan comes into play and an artifact is targeted for 

destruction, you can respond by using that artifact (or doing any 

other fast action). 

Example: A Bone Shredder enters play and targets my Frenetic 

Efreet with its creature-elimination ability. I can then flip a coin 

to see if my Frenetic Efreet phases out and escapes destruction. 

® No More Interrupts: Counterspell, Dismiss and all the other spells 

that used to be interrupts are now just instants that can target 

spells. There wasn't any real reason to have a whole separate class 

of spells and a whole set of timing rules devoted just to permis- 

sion, so WotC got rid of it. 

Example: Power Sink just got weaker, since the guy getting Sunk 

can still use his mana to cast instants before the Sink resolves. 

The buyback Forbid also takes a hit, since your opponent can now 

respond with instants before the Forbid comes back into your hand. 

° The Unified Stack: The biggest change that comes from the 

new, unified “stack” is that you can now do something after a 

stack starts to resolve. Let's say your opponent casts Armageddon 

and you don’t have a Counterspell. You can cast Impulse and go look- 

ing for one. Once the Impulse resolves and you pick a card, it’s no 

longer too late to use that card to counter the initial Armageddon. 

Example: Your opponent casts Armageddon; in response, he 

sacrifices all his lands to a Zuran Orb to gain life for the “soon to 

be destroyed” lands. As the last land is sacked to the Orb, you 

respond by Countering the Armageddon. Your land is safe; your 

opponent’s isn't. 

These rules changes may sound complicated or counter-intu- 

itive, but that’s the way it’s always going to be with something 

different. With all of Magic getting a facelift come April, why don't 

you check out the new look yourself and see what you think. As 

Bill Rose puts it, “Classic Edition rules may seem complicated, but 

it would take twice as much room to explain how things work 

under Fifth Edition rules.” @ 

If you want to read more of Randy's thoughts on Classic 

Edition, pick up a copy of the Official Classic Sixth Edition 

Game Strategy Guide, due out at bookstores in May. 

What would you like to see as the 
next big Magic property? 

A. Online Game 

B. Cartoon 

C. Movie 

D. Roleplaying Game 

E. Theme Park 

F. Other 

Everybody wants something different... And there're 

enough everybodies to support just about anything 

related to Magic. Voters were pretty evenly split 

between an Ultima Online-like game and a movie, with 

a Magic RPG narrowly winning out. In the “Other” 

category, everything from Mortal Kombaié-type video 

games with creatures, to breakfast cereals—"They're 

always after my Urza’s Charms”—to behind-the-scenes 

videos on the Magic design team. However, we're bet- 

ting around here that the mana symbol-embossed dog 

collar and leash probably won't make it past the 

approval stage.- 

The 90s were rocked by scandal and paranoia as a 

president was impeached, the world dreaded the coming of 

the new millennium... 

And the future? With the exception of Dionne Warwick, no one can say 

what the face of Magic will be in the new century... 

? HEY, YOU 
GUYS TRY THIS 

Pos waste “SOYLENT GREEN" 
AND WHY 
ARE YOU 
YELLINGP 

/ YOU DID /7, 
YOU FINALLY DCI. WHAT A pepe 

CROCK. 

THE END 
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InQuest Gamer reveals 
top 10 Star Wars CCG cards. 



would have captured Luke long before he became a Jedi and they certainly 

wouldn't have been overrun by a bunch of midget wookie-wannabes. Of course, 

this is no news to veteran Star Wars CCG players. If you want to obliterate your 

foes, you need the best of the best—and the men in white ain't it. So which cards 

should the Emperor have recruited if he didn't want to get the shaft? 

We scoured through mounds of Star Wars cards—1,573 different ones to be 

exact—to pull the 10 best. But if you think the likes of Luke Skywalker and Boba 

Fett made the list, it is you who are mistaken about a great many things. Our list 

is based on more than just name recognition; they're judged on criteria like playa- 

bility, power and usefulness in a wide variety of decks. Some cards may be considered 

better than another in some areas but have been left off the list due to one or more 

restrictions. Yoda, for instance, may have made the list for his usefulness and high 

ability, but got left off due to his lack of power and deployment restriction. 

Jerry Fredricks 

HIDDEN BASE 
Easily the best objective in the game, now that 

operatives have been errata’d, Hidden Base 

turns good Light space decks into great Light 

space decks. The front side of the objective 

allows you to deploy one system per turn from 

your reserve deck, speeding any space deck up 

substantially. Once flipped, it creates a Force 

denial situation by demanding that your oppo- 

nent spend one Force before drawing a card. As 

if that weren't enough, you can also cancel two 

of your opponent's Force drains each turn. 

Hidden Base is a strong card, but it’s lim- 

ited to certain kinds of decks. Also, a 

well-prepared opponent will know what to 

expect from one of these decks and will be 

ready to cancel your objective by probing at 

opportune times. 

See were the Emperor's undoing. If they hadn't been so inept, they 

Untercover 

This potent effect an be deployed on any of 

your spies at a site. While Undercover, your 

spy cannot be battled or targeted by weapons 

in a battle, and most importantly, this effect 

prevents your opponent from Force draining 

at that site. Is your opponent draining you for 

four or five at a site where Vader, Tarkin and 

a whole crew of Imperials are present? One spy 

with an Undercover takes care of the problem 

without throwing half your deck at your 

opponent's horde. EFFECT 

This effect complements other strategies, 

making it more versatile than Hidden Base. 

It’s one of the top cards in the game because 

you don’t have to change your basic deck 

strategy, but you do need to find room for 

both the spies and the Undercovers. Also, it 

does little against all-space decks other than 

supply a five-destiny. Emperor photo courtesy Everett Collection, Star Wars ™ & © Lucasfilm Ltd. Decipher: authorized user. 
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GRIMTAASH/MONNOK 
The ultimate counter for any deck type that 

uses multiples of key cards, Monnok and 

Grimtaash allow you to eliminate any dupli- 

cates in your opponent's hand for a measly 

four Force. Both interrupts can also be used 

to force your opponent to discard down to 

eight cards if he has 13 or more. However, 

these days most players take precautions 

against Grimtaash/Monnok during deck con- 

struction, making it less useful than it was 

a year ago. 
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©EXECUTOR 
Without a doubt, the Executor offers the 

biggest impact of any single card in the 

game. A whopping 12 power and immu- 

nity to attrition less than 12 make it a 

menace even when it’s alone. Add one 

pilot to it for a destiny draw, and this 

beauty can control the system of your 

choice. It is only limited by its high 

deploy cost. 
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NABRUN LEIDS/ 
ELIS HELROT 

The ultimate transport card, Nabrun and Elis 

allow you to transport your characters to prac- 

tically anywhere on the table at any time. 

They are best used to move a huge fighting 

force from a good Force drain site to any other 

site where your opponent can be easily beaten 

to death. Card for card, Nabrun and Elis will 

do much more damage than Grimtaash and 

Monnok, allowing you to control when and 

where a crushing battle takes place. 

The best starfighter in the game has it all: 

great hyperspeed, potential immunity to attri- 

tion and a boatload of interrupts and effects 

that make it better. Even ground-based Light 

decks would be wise to include this card in 

case a little firepower is needed in space. Load 

up the Falcon with Captain Han Solo and Chew- 

bacca to get two destiny draws and control of 

your choice of one of your opponent's sys- 

tems. However, most decks are ground-based, 

which limits the Falcons usefulness at times. 

SENSE 
There are 379 interrupts in the game— 

more than any other card type—and Sense 

cancels all but 17 of them. This ultimate 

interrupt is a staple in every Star Wars 

deck, despite several magic bullet cards 

that have tried to limit its usefulness. In 

a control-oriented game, the player who 

wins the Sense/Alter wars is almost 

assured of victory. 

OBI-WAN KENOBI 
What's not to love about the old man? He's 

one of three characters with an ability of 

six or higher—perfect for all those Senses— 

and one of five characters with a power of 

five or better. He’s immune to attrition less 

than five, and his ability to send characters 

away is awesome. Most importantly, he gets 

to use the potent Obi-Wan’s Lightsaber to 

cleave through opponents. 



HAN WITH HEAVY BLASTER PISTOL 
Since the Enhanced Premiere set offered up this Light side gem, play- 

ers have used one word to describe this card—“broken.” The frosty 

Han has card economy like no other card in the game. He’s got great 

power for deploy cost and a built-in weapon. He can pilot the 

Millennium Falcon as well as Captain Han. He's got the ability to draw 

extra battle destiny when hanging out with Luke or Chewbacca. Most 

importantly, he can deploy anywhere. He doesn’t have immunity to 

attrition, but then, neither do the other versions of Han. 

Han beats Obi-Wan out for the number two spot because of his ver- 

satility, adding the piloting skill and built-in weapon the old man lacks. 

With no drawbacks to speak of, there’s only one reason Han isn’t numero 

uno; his outfit doesn’t include a black cape and weird-ass helmet. 

ofarth Vader 

“POWER G ABILITY G DARK JEDI 

The moment Vader is deployed, he changes the entire scope of the game. 

With a power of six and immunity to attrition less than five, he can go 

anywhere he wants to go. His ability to add one to each battle destiny 

drawn guarantees you never drawing a zero and makes your opponent's 

immunity to attrition that much easier to overcome. Best of all, Vader 

comes in more than one flavor: the Dark Lord Of The Sith from Special 

Edition has the ability to choke Light characters in a battle, and Vader 

with Lightsaber gives the Dark player an easy way to Hunt Down And 

Destroy The Jedi. He also has six ability, and Vader's Lightsaber makes 

him a Force draining machine. What more could you ask for? 4 

Jerry Fredricks plans to use the Jedi mind trick to get into “The 

Phantom Menace” on opening day. 

Phantom 
= 7 A 
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3) Darth Maul 
> 

Dark Lord of the Sith. Allied with an unknown power. Interfered 
secret mission led by Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan Kenobi. 

POWER 5 ABILITY G DARK JEDI 

Once per game, may deploy Maul’s Lightsaber from 
Reserve Deck; reshuffle. When present with a Jedi 
Knight at same site, may lose two Force to initiate 

an Epic Duel. Immune to attrition < 5. 

MAUL SHOPPING Since the new prequel game isn’t going to he outfor | 

| months, we'd love to see Decipher put out a few of the more popular 

_| “Phantom” characters as Star Wars CCG cards. Kinda like this one. 

‘ou probably know by now that Decipher has 

obtained the “Phantom Menace” license, and 

with it, the right to produce any number of 

products based on the characters and events in 

“Episode One.” A starter-leve!l product named 

Young Jedi has been announced, but mum’s the 

word on how the advanced game will work. If we 

were working on developing the prequel game, here 

are some of the things we'd be sure to include: 

"© COMPATIBILITY WITH THE EXISTING STAR 
__ WARS CCG. We can't stress this one enough. Who 

_ wouldn't want the opportunity to have Darth Vader 
take on young Anakin ‘Skywalker or have Jar Jar 

Binks and Chewie hang side by side so they can com: 

pare | notes on being lovable sidekicks? _ 

ORE THAN ONE VICTORY CONDITION. The only 

_ way to win in Star Wars is to run your opponent 

_ out of cards. While it’s still an original victory — 

conditions, it would be nice to have others. For 

example, maybe a Trade Federation player | co Id 

win by economic domination. 

POLITICAL ACTIONS OF VOTES : 

_ Council and the Senate are important 

Phantom Menace,” why not crea 

mechanics similar to Babylon 5's voting or Varn: 

: pire's political actions? It should be just as 

important in the prequel game to control the poli- 

tics of the table as it is to control the characters. 

_e LOTS AND LOTS OF JEDI. Lots and lots of 
- lightsaber. Most importantly, a way for Jedi to 

Initiate duels without requiring specific cards. 

mayios9 4/7 



“Soylent Green is made from. . p-e-o-p-l-e!” The Tyrannosaurus Rex 

first stomping onto the scene in “Jurassic Park’ As science fiction 

buffs we remember these scenes more fondly than our first kiss, our 

first job—which we're actually trying to forget—or graduation day. And 

remember when the “Independence Day” aliens blew up the White 

House? Certainly among the coolest sci-fi moments. 

Sounds like the makings for another great article. And you know 

how we at JQ Gamer love lists. For this one, we polled our writ- 

ers, friends and the hard-core aficionados who visited our 

web site to come up with the 50 most memorable science 

fiction film and TV moments ever. Yes, ever! Don't 

argue, just read. 

By Charlene Brusso, Matthew Saunders and the /( Gamer staff 
“Independence Day" photo courtesy of Everett Collection 
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+ WHITE HOUSE 
EXPLODES 

Independence Day 
The president of the United States barely 

makes it onto Air Force One before a mas- 

sive blast from an alien ship hovering 

above the White House disintegrates the 

embodiment of American democracy. These 

aliens have arrived by the thousands, and 

their immense flying saucers have sta- 

tioned themselves around key world cities. 

They mean business, and it’s all-out war 

for humanity's survival. 

a VISITORS 
EAT RATS 

V 
TV reporter Mike Donovan nearly wets him- 

self after sneaking aboard a mothership 

and discovering Visitor leaders Steven and 

Diana stretching wide their seemingly 

human jaws to gulp down a pair of live 

rodents—as well as laying out their inva- 

sion plans. Aliens from a dying world, the 

Visitors proclaimed that they had come to 

Earth seeking to share the planet's abun- 

dant resources, in exchange for sharing 

their technology and knowledge. 

é. 2 ba BOOK 
BURNING 

Fahrenheit 451 
In a totalitarian future, firemen still serve 

and protect society. And when the alarm 

‘ sounds, the dedicated public servants race 

off in their red fire engine to save lives. 

Sirens wailing, the firemen quickly speed 

to the endangered home, arriving just 

seconds after its owner flees. But rather 

than pulling water hoses from their truck, 

the firemen hurriedly gather a stash of 

hidden books and dump them on a 
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portable grill. Sworn to 

protect the social intel- 

lect, fireman Montag steps 

forward, turns on his 

flame thrower and torches 

the illegal books. 

4a7iet 
DESTROYS 

SPEECH 
Escape from New York 
Manhattan's been turned 

into the maximum secu- 

rity prison for the entire 

country. But things get 

complicated when the 

president crashes there. 

With only 24 hours before 

the president must deliver a crucial tape of 

information to a peace summit, disgraced 

war-hero “Snake” Plissken is recruited to 

rescue him. However, when the president 

proves ungrateful after his rescue, Snake 

secretly switches tapes and rebelliously 

destroys the president's. 

é MAN OF STEELS 
FIRST APPEARANCE 

Superman: The Movie 
Lois is in trouble! And when Lois is in trou- 

ble, can Superman be far away? It’s a classic 

moment as goofy Clark Kent looks quizzi- 

cally at the exposed public telephone, as if 

wondering where the booth that goes with 

it has gone. But an alley will serve as well 

as a phone booth for a quick change, and 

with an “Excuse me” to the man admiring 

his cape, Superman appears to save the day; 

in the nick of time as always, he catches 

the plummeting Lois and—after a moment 

of panic and astonishment from the crowd 

below—the helicopter that followed her. 

a Lee THE 
PLEASURE DOME 

Logan's Run 
Escaping his pursuers, Logan's unpre- 

pared for what he finds when he 

finally gets outside the dome city— 

a long-abandoned and forgotten 

Washington D.C., lying in ruins and 

overgrown with vegetation. It turns 

out Logan’s hedonistic 23rd century 

society where people pursue promis- 

cuous, pleasure-filled lives is all 

that’s left of America. 

a MANKIND'S 
KNOWLEDGE 

TURNS TO DUST 
The Time Machine (1960) 

After a scientist from turn-of-the- 

century England constructs a time 

machine, he uses it to visit the 

future. What he finds are young, blonde 

humans, leading lives of total serenity. 

Something doesn’t feel right about these 

“Eloi,” though—a suspicion confirmed 

when they lead him to their “library.” After 

he pulls a book from a shelf and opens it, 

it falls to powder in his hands. Unfortu- 

nately, they no longer have need of 

such knowledge. 

és ears ON 
THE MENU 

A Boy and His Dog 

Vic and his telepathic canine sidekick Blood 

travel across a post-nuked America with no 

greater goal than survival. But then Vic meets 

a girl, Quilla June, who takes him to an under- 

ground community. Blood stays on the surface, 

while Vic goes below, and life seems good— 

until he realizes they only want him to 

replenish their gene pool. Vic escapes back to 

the surface with Quilla following and finds 

Blood starving to death. Pragmatic Vic kills 

Quilla... followed by a scene with Vic and his 

best friend chowing down beside a roaring fire. 

4 Qaiver 
Frankenstein 

An operating table holding the doctor's 

patchwork man ascends toward the light- 

ning storm amid declarations of his own 

insanity, declarations that reach a 

crescendo of madness amidst the thunder. 

With the first twitch of life in his new man, 

Dr. Frankenstein realizes what it is to be 

God... and can’t handle the power. 

a. HANDSHAKE SHOWS 
CATASTROPHIC FUTURE 

The Dead Zone 

When regular guy Johnny Smith shakes 

hands with visiting politician Greg Still- 

son, he sees flashes of the future: a terrible 

future of global war perpetuated by the 

deranged president of the United States— 



“The Thing" and “Forbidden Planet” photos courtesy of Foto Fantasies. 

Stillson! Smith awoke with the power to 

see the future of things he touches after 

emerging from a five-year coma. Now, 

armed with this power, he most stop Still- 

son, or the world will die by fire. 

& DISEMBODIED 
THING LIVES 

The Thing (1982) 

A team of scientists in the Antarctic discover 

what seems to be a space ship frozen in the 

ice and accidentally release a murderous alien 

capable of shapechanging to look like any 

kind of animal... or human. After several of 

a second research team die violently, the 

survivors corner “The Thing” and decapitate 

it—only to find out just how unstoppable 

it is as the disembodied head sprouts skinny 

spider's legs and scuttles away. 

x, GSAUCER RISES 
FROM ANTARCTICA 

The X-Files: Fight the Future 

Confirmation of the truth behind U.F.0.s 

has remained ever elusive for the duo— 

until now. When Scully's abducted, Mulder 

tracks her to a secret government facility 

buried beneath the Antarctic’s icefields. 

He finds her, but the pair are chased back 

to the surface by alien guards. As the 

agents get clear of the installation, the 

ground begin to rumble, and the facility 

slowly rises into the air, revealing itself 

to be the mother of all flying saucers. 

a, TENTACLE MIMICS 
HUMAN FACES 

The Abyss 
An undersea oil rig and its crew are 

recruited by the Navy to recover a sunken 

nuclear submarine. Backing up a no-non- 

sense team of Navy SEALs, the rigger crew 

finds more than they bargained for—alien 

and mysterious glowing creatures. The 

humans learn the aliens are just as curious 

about them when a watery tentacle enters 

the rig. The humans meet the alien ten- 

tacle face-to-face and watch as the 

tentacle’s tip mimics their faces. 

3 BLOOD CELLS 
ATTACK SHIP 

Fantastic Voyage 
To save a dying scientist, a crack medical 

team and a mini-sub are miniaturized and 

injected into the scientist’s bloodstream, 

where they must journey to the brain to 

destroy a bloodclot. After surviving dan- 

gerous whirlpools while passing through 

the heart, the team is attacked by hostile 

white blood cells, which see the sub as a 

foreign entity which must be destroyed. 

The big, blobby leukocytes engulf the ship 

and foul its propulsion system, forcing the 

team to leave the sub and fight them hand- 

to-hand. 

3 BERSERK BIKER 
MEETS SEMI-TRUCK 

Mad Max 
As one of a dying breed of highway patrol 

cops in a post-apocalyptic future, Max has 

his work cut out for him. 

His archnemisis Toecut- 

ter leads a psycho biker 

gang that terrorizes the 

roadways and murders 

Max’s partner and fam- 

ily. This makes Max mad, 

and he decides it’s time 

for some payback. He 

reserves the ultimate 

justice for Toecutter 

who, during a high- 

speed chase, crests a hill 

and smacks head-on into 

a semi. 

3 ROBOCOP 
BLOWS 

AWAY DICK JONES 
Robocop 

In near-future Detroit, a dead police offi- 

cer finds himself resurrected as a prototype 

police cyborg. “Robocop” tracks down his 

killer—Dick Jones, a leading official of the 

company that runs the police department 

and built him. When Robocop confronts 

the criminal in front of the company 

bosses, the cyborg is powerless to do any- 

thing, as Jones had him programmed never 

to harm any employee of the company. 

Helpless, that is, until the company’s direc- 

tor fires Jones, instantly allowing the 

cyborg to blast Jones and send him plum- 

meting stories to his death. 

3 DEATH OF 
DEEP THROAT 

The X-Files, “The Erlenmeyer Flask” 

F.B.I. agent Fox Mulder can trust no one 

except for Deep Throat. A well-connected 

government official with ties to the secret 

figures behind the U.F.0. conspiracy, he 

has emerged from the shadows to aid Mul- 

der. But when Deep Throat leads Fox and his 

partner to a clandestine facility housing 

alien embryos, he’s gone too far; his asso- 

ciates gun him down in front of the stunned 

federal agents. And with him dies the truth. 

3 ee HITS 
FORCE FIELD 

Forbidden Planet 

Sent to investigate the status of a deep space 

colony, Commander Adams’ space cruiser 

lands on Altair-4. Adams and his crew are 

greeted by Dr. Morbius and his daughter, 

the only survivors of an invisible monster's 

attack years before. When the creature 

retums and begins slaughtering Adams’ crew, 

they erect forcefields around the ship. But 

they quickly realize the shields are useless 

when the roaring creature’s gigantic body, 

begins slamming into the shields and shrug- 

ging off dozens of laser blasts. 

BATTY SAVES 
DECKARD 

Blade Runner 

Deckard was hired to hunt down rogue repli- 

cants, androids who'd gone into hiding on 

Earth; now, he’s down to the last and most 

dangerous, Batty. But the murderous 

machine has turned the tables on the cop 

and cornered him in a derelict building. As 
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Deckard dangles from a ledge what seems 

like miles above the street, Batty chooses 

to pull his tormentor to safety. “Quite an 

experience to live in fear, isn't it? That's 

what it’s like to be a slave.” Batty has 

proved himself to be more human than 

Deckard, despite his artificial soul. 

3 1 SURROUNDED IN 
THE DESERT 

Day of the Triffids 

The brilliant glow of a falling meteor blinds 

every human who sees it. Those who aren't 

left blind soon discover the meteor’s light 

has activated some mysterious space spores, 

which grow into giant, man-eating, walking 

plants called Triffids. A small group of 

sighted people set off to find a safe place. 

However, one morning, they wake to find 

the hum of the electrical fence guarding 

their complex has attracted every triffid in 

the area. Trapped, the terrified humans must 

figure out a way to escape the sea of triffids 

which ranges as far as the eye can see. 

3 petite SUR- 
VIVOR'S GLASSES 

BREAK 
The Twilight Zone, 

“Time Enough at Last’ 
When Henry Bemis accidentally survives 

a nuclear war while reading in the bank 

vault during his lunch break, he discov- 

ers he’s finally free from his wife and boss’ 

disdainful nagging. Not unhappy about 

recent events, he begins gleefully stock- 

piling books from the library's ruins. But 

just as Bemis settles down to read his first 

one, his glasses slip off his nose and shat- 

ter, trapping him in a blurry world forever. 

y J a PICARD SEES 
FIVE LIGHTS 

Star Trek: The Next Generation, 
“Chain of Command, part II’ 

Captain Picard is captured during a clan- 
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destine mission to sabo- 

tage an illegal Cardassian 

bomb. As a prisoner he 

becomes the subject of 

intense torture by Gul 

Madred. Madred tries to 

break the Federation offi- 

cer by making him admit 

he sees five lights when 

there are only four. Just 

before he’s freed, Picard 

finally breaks and— 

although he doesn’t 

actually admit it until 

he’s back aboard the 

Enterprise—really sees 

five lights. 

y J S SUPERMAN CRUSHES 
ZO0D'S HAND 

Superman II 
Zod is the leader of three Kryptonian super- 

criminals, with powers just like Superman’s. 

They force the man of steel into a machine 

which will remove his powers; however, Super- 

man has pulled a switch. When the lights go 

on, he is protected inside the crystal cham- 

ber while the powers are stolen from the 

criminals. Unknowingly, Zod orders Super- 

man to kneel and take his hand... which he 

does, much to the painful surprise of the evil 

general, as Supes crushes it easily. 

oe ores 
BARADA NIKTO’ 

The Day the Earth Stood Still 
At the height of the Cold War, a mysteri- 

ous spaceship carrying Klaatu and his 8-foot 

tall robot sidekick Gort lands in the middle 

of Washington, D.C. Klaatu is wounded by 

a trigger-happy soldier and taken for treat- 

ment. Gort—who can disintegrate targets 

at will with a laser-like beam from his 

head—stands guard outside the ship. As 

the hours count down, Klaatu befriends a 

woman and reveals that if he doesn't reach 

the ship in time, Gort is programmed to 

destroy the Earth. Sneaking back to the 

ship, she carries the message which coun- 

termands Gort’s directive: the immortal 

phrase, “Klaatu Barada Nikto.” 

2 aes LAST 
PLANTS HEAD INTO 

DEEP SPACE 
Silent Running 
When Earth is ravaged by nuclear war, the 

planet's last remaining vegetation is trans- 

planted to biodomes orbiting Saturn. There, 

the salvaged forests are cared for by Free- 

man Lowell, who struggles futilely against 

his callous shipmates to preserve his beloved 

plants. When the crew is ordered to blow up 

the biodomes and return home, Lowell 

refuses and kills his crewmates to prevent 

them from fulfilling the order. But fearing 

the rendezvous ship will finish the job, he 

blows himself up as a diversion while send- 

ing his green-thumbed robot and the sole 

remaining biodome safely into space. 

y] % “SOMETHING 
WONDERFUL’ HAPPENS 

2010 

The big black monoliths from “2001: A Space 

Odyssey” are back. Astronauts sent to explore 

Jupiter's moons find them and the old Dis- 

covery spaceship along with the HAL 9000 

computer. While trying to figure out what 

HAL’s been up to for the last nine years, the 

astronauts repeatedly encounter the cryp- 

tic message that “something wonderful” is 

going to happen. The viewer is never quite 

sure what this is until the monoliths dive 

into Jupiter, increasing the planet's mass so 

much it ignites into a star, providing the 

necessary light and warmth to make another 

habitable planet in our solar system. 

y J STARSHIP 
SABOTAGED 

Contact 

After Earth receives a radio signal from deep 

space containing schematics for building a 

high-tech starship, the Earth’s resources 

are dedicated to building the huge project. 

But as the installation is undergoing final 

testing, a religious fanatic detonates a 

bomb. The ship, the crew and its launch 

facility are blown to bits in a catastrophic 

explosion, seemingly ending man’s hope to 

explore space with the new technology. 

2 3 “DARTH VADER’ 
THREATENS 

GEORGE MCFLY 
Back to the Future 
Marty will cease to exist if his teen-aged 

future father fails to ask his future 
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mother, Lorraine, on that fateful first date. 

The problem: Besides a huge inferiority 

complex, George McFly is a sci-fi geek who 

won't miss his favorite radio show, “Sci- 

ence Fiction Theater.” So enter 

Marty—already having been mistaken once 

for an alien—in his radiation suit, armed 

with only a Walkman, a hair dryer and a lot 

of creativity. “Darth Vader from the planet 

Vulcan” threatens to melt George's brain if 

he fails to win Lorraine. 

2 SHERIDAN’S SACRIFICE 
ON ZHADUM 

Babylon 5, “Z’ha‘dum’ 
John Sheridan went to Z’‘ha’dum to learn 

the truth about his wife and did, much to 

his sorrow. She had become an agent of 

the Shadows, lost to him forever. Now 

trapped between them and certain death, 

Sheridan implements his plan. As his 

ship—carrying a nuclear device—crashes 

through the dome of the Shadows’ city, 

Sheridan leaps into a seemingly bottomless 

chasm. It was a suicide mission. He knew 

it all along and still chose death and the 

truth over all other options. 

2 KIRK SACRIFICES 
EDITH KEELER 

Star Trek, “The City onthe 

Edge of Forever” 
Dr. McCoy accidentally travels to Earth’s 

past and changes history, altering events 

so that the Federation no longer exists. 

To save the future, Kirk and Spock follow 

him back to the 1930s where they meet a 

beautiful social worker named Edith Keeler. 

Kirk falls head over heels in love with her, 

only to discover that she must die in order 

to restore the proper timeline. Torn 

between love and duty, a devastated Kirk 
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reunites with McCoy, just in time to see 

his love rundown by a truck. 

y) ALIEN 
KIDNAPPERS 

Close Encounters of the Third Kind 
In Muncie, Indiana, dozens of homespun 

townsfolk stand witness to repeated U.F.0. 

sitings, sitings filled with numerous color- 

ful ships. The E.T.s seem just as interested 

in the amazed residents, particularly in 

young Barry Guiler. Descending upon his 

home like a rolling storm, the ships’ electro- 

magnetic energy assails the house, sending 

toys and appliances whirling about wildly 

as the dancing lights draw Barry to the door. 

But when Barry's mom tries to catch him, he 

slips through the pet hatch, hovering briefly 

between her hands and an unknown force 

before quietly slipping up and away. 

i res MASSACRE 
MARINES 

Aliens 

When contact is mysteriously lost with 

a colony stationed on the planet where 

Ripley and her ill-fated Nostromo crew 

tance. The cup of water on the dashboard 

begins to tremble. Slowly, the T-Rex moves 

up to the vehicles. The children scream as 

their flashlights reflect off the enormous 

reptilian eye looking back at them though 

the jeep window rapidly fogging over from 

the hot breath of the dinosaur. They've 

drawn its attention and must now deal 

with its insatiable hunger. 

j PREACHER INCINERATED 
BY MARTIANS 

The War of the Worlds 

After a meteor falls to Earth in Califor- 

nia, the simplistic townspeople are 

excited, hoping to turn it into a money- 

making sideshow. But their joy quickly 

turns to fear when the rock reveals itself 

to be a Martian spaceship, the first to 

begin landing around the world. Hoping 

to defeat the would-be invaders, the U.S. 

military surrounds the ship. But the local 

preacher, Pastor Collins, wants to give 

peace a chance, and approaches the ship, 

quoting scripture. Seemingly intrigued, 

the ship briefly pauses, then blasts Collins 

to kingdom come. 

first encountered the deadly alien, the 

Marines are sent to investigate. Cocky, 

arrogant and armed to the teeth, they're 

eager to begin “killing lotsa bugs.” But all 

their bravado is meaningless when they 

enter the aliens’ hive while searching for 

survivors. The blips on their motion- 

detectors begin slowly, as one, two, then 

dozens of aliens descend on their posi- 

tion. And when the biomechanical 

- nightmares begin dropping from the ceil- 

ing, the massacre commences. 

j FIRST APPEARANCE 
OF T-REX 

Jurassic Park 
The storm in the night sky reaches a thun- 

derous crescendo as sparks from the 

shattered electrified fence dance across 

the muddy road. Inside one of the jeeps, 

the paleontologists suddenly grow silent as 

a deep rumbling can be heaid in the dis- 

v | UNSTOPPABLE 
T-1000 

Terminator 2: Judgment Day 

The T-1000 Terminator is the ultimate 

killing machine. Composed of shape-chang- 

ing metal, it’s impervious to injury and 

can morph its body into any number of 

weapons or people. Even freezing it solid 

can't stop it. After the T-1000's frozen form 

is shattered, the heroes sigh with unified 

relief. But before the group can start rejoic- 

ing, the terminator’s remains begin to melt 

from the nearby heat and slide slickly 

across the ground to reform. 

v | LONDO WATCHES 
BOMBING 

Babylon 5, “The Long Twilight Struggle” 

With substantial help from the powerful 

Shadows, the Centauri blast their way to 

the Narn homeworld and begin devastating 

the planet. As Londo watches the unre- 
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lenting bombardment from a viewport, you 

can feel his horror, as he’s confronted for 

the first time by the attack’s mercilessness 

and the high cost of his ambition. 

j ANDROID GUN- 
FIGHTER’S FIRST KILL 

Westworld 

Expecting the gunslinger in the android- 

populated amusement park to fire blanks, 

Peter Martin accepts the call-out. But the 

challenging robot has malfunctioned and 

loaded his gun with real bullets. The duel 

ends with Peter dead and his friend John 

realizing that something’s gone terribly 

wrong, as the gunfighter begins to pursue 

him with deadly intentions. 

j RIKER GIVES 
ORDER TO FIRE 

Star Trek: The Next Generation, 
“The Best of Both Worlds, part I’ 

Commander William T. Riker’s decision: Can 

he kill his captain? As Locutus of Borg, 

Jean Luc Picard holds the fate of the Fed- 

eration in his hands. So when the Enterprise 

crew manages to whip together a weapon 

that just might destroy the Borg jugger- 

naut—the cube that has devastated the 

forces of the Federation and threatens Earth 

itself—Riker puts his feelings for his friend 

aside and orders the crew to fire on the 

newly converted human-borg liaison. 

a 
v | DESTRUCTION OF 

THE ENTERPRISE 
Star Trek Ill: The Search for Spock 

Outgunned and desperate to save hostages 

on the planet below, Kirk prepares to sur- 

render the Enterprise—but that’s not the 

James T. Kirk we know and love. He doesn’t 

believe in the no-win situation. So he tricks 

the Klingons into coming aboard and blows 
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up the ship. As he 

stands on the planet 

below, watching the 

flaming hulk of that he 

loves most in this world 

cross the sky, he pleads 

“My God, Bones, what 

have I done?” And his 

friend answers, “What 

you had to do... What 

you always do... Turn 

death into a fighting 

chance to live.” 

LD repninaren... 
The Terminator 

Even after its human flesh is burned 

away, the endoskeleton of the T-100 

series Terminator continues its mission— 

to kill Sarah Connor. There seems to be 

no way stop this thing. No matter how 

heavily damaged—whether gunned 

down, burned to a crisp or blown in 

half—it will never end its pursuit until 

its target is dead. That is, until Sarah 

crushes the mechanical demon in a 

hydraulic press she had crawled through 

to escape it. Her last words are both 

ironic and sum up the survivor she has 

become: “You're terminated.” 

j FROM BONES TO 
SPACECRAFT 

2001: A Space Odyssey 

hauled away on a stretcher shouting his 

gruesome discovery: “Soylent Green is 

made from p-e-o-p-l-e!” 

ITSA 
COOKBOOK 

The Twilight Zone, “To Serve Man’ 

When an advanced race of aliens called 

the Kanamits arrives on earth, it seems 

like the dawn of a new age. The aliens 

appear eager to please and use their supe- 

rior technology to solve many of 

humanity’s problems. But as the first 

humans are boarding a ship bound for the 

Kanamit homeworld, United Nations trans- 

lators are finally able to decode the alien 

language and learn the horrible truth: To 

Serve Man is a cookbook. 

HAN SAVES 
THE DAY 

Star Wars 

The opening sequence of this classic 

shows the “dawn of man” as apelike 

humanoids learn that the bones of 

their prey make formidable tools— 

and weapons, to use against enemy 

tribes. It is the first step in their evo- 

lution into beings ruled by intellect 

rather than instinct. And no scene is 

more poignant in depicting this step 

than when one of the apes throws a 

bone into the air, twirling end over 

end until it reaches the blackness of 

space and is replaced by an orbiting 

missile platform. 

SECRET OF 
SOYLENT GREEN 

Soylent Green 

Overpopulation has strained Earth’s 

food resources to the limit. So when 

the government announces an afford- 

able new seafood biscuit called Soylent 

Green, it’s well received. Police detec- 

tive Thorn, however, begins to suspect 

something fishy’s going on. He investi- 

gates and discovers the truth, but before 

he can get the word out about the gov- 

ernment’s dirty secret, security forces 

neutralize him. Mortally wounded, he’s 

The assault team of rebel forces has dwin- 

dled to a hopeless few. Luke Skywalker 

has his computer off with Darth Vader— 

the man who can kill with a gesture—on 

his tail and the Death Star seconds away 

from ending the Rebellion. When sud- 

denly, from above, a blinding sun behind 

him and a mighty “Wha-hoo!” on the 

com-link, the Millennium Falcon swoops 

in to give Luke the opening he needs to 

save the day: “You're all clear kid, now 

blow this thing so we can all go home!” 

VADER REVEALS 
HE’S LUKE'S FATHER 

Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back 

Luke is defeated. There is nowhere left to 

turn. Now, he must choose between join- 

ing Vader and the Empire or a straight drop 

to certain death. The apprentice Jedi 

clutches at the stump where his hand once 

was... until the revelation comes, a trump 

card from the Sith lord: “Luke, I am your 

father!” Despite his cries of denial, Luke 

realizes the truth of the statement. Alone 

and fearful, he flees rather than surren- 

der to the dark side and drops down the 

shaft, choosing to end his life rather than 

join his father’s evil. 
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Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1978) 

Matthew Brunell is the last man in San Fran- 

cisco who can truly be called a man. He has 

watched everyone he knows systematically 

replaced by the pod people. Could he fool 

them by pretending to be emotionless, just 

like all of the duplicates? As he walks the 

desolate streets, he's approached by a woman 

who has also escaped the invaders; they alone 

may be the last humans on Earth... except, 

at her presence, Matthew turns slowly and 

wails the strange alien alarm, his eyes bulging 

with bizarre, unnatural accusation. 

VADER TURNS 
ON EMPEROR 

Star Wars: Return of the Jedi 

At the end of “Return...” Luke is defeated, 

at the Emperor's mercy. Though the young 

Jedi defeated his father, he was unable to 

overcome this dark master. But there is a 

key moment, a pause in the conflict, as 

Vader looks at his son and his own sev- 

ered hand and realizes what he has become 

and must now act on his son’s behalf. He 

lifts the Emperor and throws him into a 

ventilation shaft. Anakin Skywalker is 

whole once more; he has redeemed him- 

self—saving his soul, his son and the 

future of the Jedi at the cost of his life. 

DEATH OF 
SPOCK 

Star Trek I: The Wrath of Khan 

Spock has saved the ship from the explo- 

sion of the Genesis device, but at what 

cost? Through the thick glass of the radi- 

ation-flooded engine room, he wheezes: 

“Ship? Out of danger?” Admiral James T. 

Kirk nods helplessly in affirmation. “The 

needs of the many outweigh the needs of 

the few,” the Vulcan replies, groping blindly 

against the glass. “Or the one?” Kirk 

answers sadly. “I have been and always 

shall be your friend,” Spock says with his 

last breath, having made the ultimate sac- 

rifice for the crew of the Enterprise. 

FIRST 
CHESTBURSTER 

Alien 

As the crew members of the Nostromo 

enjoy a final meal before settling into their 

sleep pods, Kane abruptly breaks into con- 

vulsions. His friends struggle to restrain 

the flailing man—just barely—so he can’t 

harm himself. A small patch of blood slowly 

appears on his chest, only then does the 

absolute terror of their situation blindside 

the frightened crew. Kane's chest erupts 

from within, spewing his insides all over 

the room and releasing a snake-like alien 

with steel teeth and acidic blood. It skit- 

ters across the room and disappears. 

TAYLOR FINDS STATUE 
OF LIBERTY 

Planet of the Apes 

Though lost light-years from Earth, on a 

planet ruled by intelligent apes who use 

humans as slaves, astronaut George Tay- 

lor's existence is looking up. He’s escaped 

the apes and has secured food, a horse and 

a beautiful woman. As he rides into the 

sunset, he looks up and sees the broken 

and weather-beaten form of the Statue of 

Liberty, buried waist-deep in the sand of 

the beach. He’s not on an alien world; he’s 

on a future Earth. Falling to his knees, he 

screams futilely at those who destroyed it 

and his world. “I’m back. I’m home... We 

finally did it... Maniacs! You blew it up! Oh, 

damn you! God*#$% you all to hell!” ee) 

Space... too tight... no... room... for... 

pithy... author... 
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uel to the death on a catwalk in Cloud City. Watch the enemy's shields col- 

lapse beneath your ship’s punishing phaser barrage. As a First One, coax the 

younger races into following your lead. 

Sound like fun? Welcome to the world of online gaming, where thou- 

sands of players like yourself interact through their favorite qRUAEDIRYE, 

games via the Internet. 

Except... science-fiction heavyweights like “Star Wars,” “Star — 

Trek” and “Babylon 5” just aren’t available yet as massive online 

games. Yeah, there are plenty of popular titles like Quake, StarCraft 

and Ultima Online worth giving up an hour of “X-Files” or skipping donut 

time at the crack of dawn, but we can’t wait any longer to fight the Empire, out- 

wit the Borg or dodge the Shadows. Call us impatient, but we’re going to show 

you what it would be like if we created the games ourselves... 

hate by Paul Schiraldi. Stan Wars ™ & © Lucasfilm Ltd. Star Trek ™ & © Paramount Pictures. Babylon 5 ™ & © Warner Bros. 
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i-xpand the Rebellion from the secret base on Hoth or build political power in the Imperial chambers 

of the Empire’s capital world, Coruscant. Whether you play a droid, jawa, wookiee, even a human, 

our online “Star Wars” game would give you the galaxy and all its glory. 

We'd use an Ultima Online-style approach—third-person perspective, high-detail graphics and 

an open-ended skill system which lets you determine your profession by your game actions. Start- 

ing from the backwaters of an Outer Rim world like Tatooine, you choose your character's side in 

the galactic wars. Align your character with the Empire by disposing of a few “Rebel scum” or take 

your place in the Rebellion by freeing an Imperial-controlled orbital city or seeking out a Jedi to 

begin your training. 

Speaking of Jedi, you can’t just start out as one. First you have find the right teacher, prove your- 

self worthy and survive the training process. Jedi are the most powerful player characters in the 

game—the ultimate good 

guys who have been play- 

ing for more months than 

your character has cred- 

its—and if one accepts 

you, your character has his 

work cut out for him. You'll 

struggle to master combat 

skills open only to the 

Jedi, like Acrobatics and 

Lightsaber Dueling, and 

explore the ways of the 

Force with special powers 

like Telekinesis, Force 

Awareness and Psychic 

Suggestion. In your final 

test, you build your per- 

sonal lightsaber and face 

your greatest enemy—a 

bad-ass NPC from the 

game, maybe a Sith Sor- 

cerer or a cunning bounty 

hunter. Only then do you 

truly become a Jedi. 

Our game would 

emphasize heavy roleplay- 

ing. For instance, you create 

a chadra-fan smuggler and start him on the seamy side of Coruscant. Thanks to a 

high Star Pilot skill, you pick up a few credits taking the more dangerous runs 

though the Imperial blockades, then earn a whole lot more by selling the over- 

powered blasters in your cargo hold to other players. Eventually, you amass enough cash for passage 

to Bespin where you set up shop as the mercenary who put Lando Calrissian out of business. 

All of your favorite “Star Wars” goodies are here as well—provided you can cough up the credits 

for them, that is. Every fresh-off-the-shuttle Academy Cadet can buy himself a regular blaster, but 

you'll have to complete a few missions or sign up with a mercenary outfit if you want a set of Man- 

dalorian Armor or a heavy blaster pistol on your hip. And lightsabers? Don’t even think about ‘em unless 

you follow the path of a Jedi. 

The major characters in the movie—Han Solo, Darth Vader, Luke Skywalker, etc.—appear periodically 

as well, but under direct human control (run by company staff members) instead of computer oper- 

ated. (We can't imagine Darth Vader aimlessly flopping around the bridge of the Executor stammering 

“T fail to grasp your meaning” whenever someone tried to talk with him.) Since humans control the 

main characters, they can organize intricate meta-plots, creating missions and opportunities for player 

characters. For instance, Grand Moff Tarkin wants to discredit an Imperial admiral, so he enlists play- 

ers to spread false rumors, conduct clandestine sabotage missions and entice the Rebels into an easy 

attack on the admiral’s private weapons outpost. And just imagine if you became Emperor. 

NO $QL0 Though Han is definitely in our 

Star Wars computer game, you'd be 

playing with thousands of other players. 



@efend the front lines against the Dominion, explore the dangers of Borg space, survey a newly dis- 

‘covered planet, and then kick back for some much-deserved rest and relaxation (everybody knows 

how quiet and uneventful those trips to Starbases and entertainment planets are, right?). 

Visually, our “Star Trek” game uses the behind-the-shoulder, almost first-person viewpoint of the 

Tomb Raider series and Heretic II. This puts you in midst of the action and allows plenty of screen space 

to interact with both the environment and the other characters around you. Direct player-to-player 

voice support adds still more reality to the game. 

Set in the current “Star Trek” universe (“Deep Space Nine”/”Voyager” series, as well as the latest 

“Next Gen” movies), you play one of the chief officers on a ship serving the Federation, the Klingon 

Empire, the Romulans, the Cardassians or the Dominion. Although the game's time frame puts you in 

the era of Picard, Sisko and Janeway, classic “Trek” appears on rare occasions through missions tak- 

ing you back in time. Depending on what sectors of uncharted space you venture into, you may 

stumble across a temporal rift or dimensional wormhole. Are you ready when a simple patrol propels 

you through a dimensional doorway into the ‘Mirror, Mirror’ Universe? 

Once you're ready to create a character, choose from hundreds of alien races—besides the standards 

like Vulcans and Trill, you can even play a Gorn!—select a career choice and divide your skill points 

to be a Scotty-like engineer or diplomatic captain like Picard, then pick up your ship assignment. 

Depending on your profession, you can be security chief, head engineer, medical doctor, navigator, and 

so on. Select a job with few openings (like the captain’s spot, for instance) and you draw the command 

of a small scout ship. Posi- 

tions which require 

multiple crew members 

land you on a high-profile 

ship like the Enterprise 

(those big ships always 

need more security help). 

Propelling the game 

along are the various 

orders and directives from _ 

Starfleet Command andits | 

sister organizations for | 

the alien races. Your mis- 

sions require exploration 

of new territory, diplo- 

macy with other races, 

trade growth, a flexing of 

military muscle or even 

direct warfare. Direct 

player-to-player and ship- 

based combat can happen, 

although the characters 

are bound by their affili- 

ation’s treaties. A great 

many things happen in / 

deep space, though, and 

your superiors might not _ : : SMORGAS-BORG You'll encounter 

hear about everything that happens on a particular voyage. more than 200 alien races in our 

In addition to the smaller missions, there’d be a series of over-arching, massive [Ryle i Ou eute 

storylines, such as the Borg Invasion or the ever-present Federation/Romulan con- 

flict. These involve the players from time to time in all kinds of roles, whether it’s a first-line defense 

against another “resistance is futile” Cube, an undercover mission through the Neutral Zone or play- 

ing a Dominion spy, pretending to be a character you are not, on a hostile enemy world. 

As your character progresses in experience, he or she moves up the chain of command. Think 

you're ready for your own Klingon Battle Cruiser? Challenge the captain to combat for the right of com- 

mand! Advance far enough, and you take your place at Starfleet Command or the Klingon High Council, 

issuing orders to the starships under your command. 



intrigue, espionage, hidden agendas and covert power plays fill the world of “Babylon 5.” And, as you might 

“expect, those same elements play a central role in our online version of this popular television show. 

From the technical side, our B5 game draws together a combination of game play and interaction fea- 

tures from Alpha Centauri, Myth II and Populous. Like Alpha Centauri, we'd emphasize diplomacy and 

intrigue, keeping it “dark conspiracy” like the back-stabbing struggle for the Centauri Throne or the Vor- 

lons’ possession of human vessels to carry out their bidding. Populous gives us its omnipotent outlook, giving 

you broad powers over the game's “child” races, yet tempering those powers with a strong Artificial Intel- 

ligence model. Finally, Myth II supplies us with its unique, “look in any direction” viewpoint. With a few 

simple mouse movement, youll be able to swoop across the Nam homeworld, pick your way through a crowd 

at Babylon 5 itself or find an optimal vantage point during a Centauri/Minbari space battle. 

Instead of a roleplaying approach, our “Babylon 5” game takes a strategic angle on the series, focusing 

on the First Ones and their 

interactions with the vari- 

ous younger “child” races of 

the universe. You take the 

role of one of the mysteri- 

ous First Ones, the 

ultra-powerful races who 

appeared at the dawn of 

time, and spent the years 

since then developing tech- 

nologies that boggle the 

mind. Your technological 

prowess gives you god-like 

status and capabilities, 

whether it’s whisking around 

stars to scout out enemy 

defenses or mind controlling 

a Psi-Corps task force to 

annihilate an opponent's 

command headquarters. 

From your lofty perch as 

a First One, you influence 

the affairs of the race under 

your “direction.” Again, the 

details are up to you. Do you § Lo 

strengthen their social order ~ 
by placing religious centers on the ari homeworld, or do you enhance combat effec- 

tiveness with space-based command bases around Centauri Prime? Do you encourage 

religious philosophies, even though your servants may one day worship something other than you? 

As the game progresses, you gain special abilities unique to your group of First Ones. Perhaps you 

can influence an individual's actions, create matter from nothing, warp space and time, or simply 

keep the supply ships running on schedule (now that’s a special ability). Your allegiances might shift 

from race to race as you fight for control of the galaxy. Some races naturally respond to certain abil- 

ities, so building a good match between your character and the NPCs is vital. For example, if your First 

Ones focus on military might, the combat-oriented Narns make a good match as a “child” race. 

As an added twist, you also select the type of victory conditions your group of First Ones seek: mil- 

itary, diplomatic, economic, sociological or any of several other possibilities. This general theme 

determines your victory conditions for each scenario, but the specifics of how to win change every time 

you play. For example, if you played the Shadows, you might choose “galactic disorder” as a sociolog- 

ical victory condition. Trigger enough races into planetary civil war—maybe by introducing the Drazi 

to deadly weapon technology before their time—and you win. Of course, the Vorlons might have a say 

in matters and “order” the galaxy by indoctrinating the very races you hoped to corrupt. wo 



emember when Enchantress decks had Rabid 

Wombats, Thicket Basilisks, Lures and no 

chance to win if you killed the Enchantress? 

Man, that deck was fun. But that’s all it was—a 

fun deck. Well now there’s a new Enchantress in 

town... the Argothian Enchantress is one cheaper 

to cast and untargetable. She’s not leaving the 

table unless your opponent is packing Earthquake 

or some other non-targeted way to kill an 0/1. 

What this means is that Enchantress decks aren't 

just for fun anymore. Not now that you can play 

eight Enchantresses in a Standard-legal deck, four 

of which are really hard to kill. Enchantress decks 

have become lethal tournament-winning decks. 

Flow to Play 

This deck was a lot better before the DCI banned Earth- 

craft, but it’s still a killer deck. The idea is that you pile 

a bunch of Wild Growths and Fertile Grounds onto one or 

two land. Meanwhile you try to get as many Enchantresses 

into play as possible so you can draw more cards when- 

ever you play an enchantment. Play your Enchantresses 

before you play enchantments whenever possible. 

After 3-5 turns you should be drawing so many cards that 

every time you play an enchantment, you draw another one. At 

that point the only thing that can slow you down is if you run out 

of mana. That's where Urza's Legacy kicks in! Cast Frantic Search 

and choose to untap your Serra’s Sanctum and whichever lands you 

piled all those Wild Growths on, plus you dig two cards deeper 

into your library to find whatever cards you need to keep going. 

You can also use Turnabout to untap all of your lands. Since your 

lands will usually produce much more than four mana, Turnabout 

should generate a large amount of mana. Eventually, you'll have 

more than 20 mana floating in your mana pool, and as soon as you 

draw a Fireball, point it at your opponent and win the game! 

One of the strengths of the deck is that most of the “combo 

cards” either produce mana or allow you to draw extra cards. 

Be - That means they are all useful on their own, even before 

~ _you get the engine running. Exploration lets you keep 

the deck 
GREEN SPELLS 
4 Argothian Enchantress 

2 Eladamri’s Vineyard 

4 Exploration : 
4 Fertile Ground 2 Fireball 

3 Sylvan Library 

4 Verduran Enchantress 

4 Wild Growth 
LAND 

12 Forest 

4 Island 

3 Attunement 
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4 City of Brass 

SOME ENCHANTED EVENING A date 

putting extra lands into with this habe means lots of cards. 

play as you draw them. The Vineyard also accelerates you with two 

extra green each turn and might even cause your opponent to 

mana burn to death. Wild Growth and Fertile Ground also accel- 

erate your mana development, while Sylvan Library will help you 

draw the cards you need at the beginning of the game. Don't for- 

get that you can draw extra cards with Sylvan Library, and this 

deck wants to win as quickly as possible, so most of the time you 

want two more cards rather than eight life. 

The special land Serra’s Sanctum is another key to the deck. You 

play so many enchantments that the Sanctum should produce a lot 

of mana each time you tap it. Then Frantic Search and Turnabout 

will allow you to use it over and over again. You don't actually 

have any white cards in your main deck, so just think of all that 

mana as colorless mana—perfect for sinking into a large Fireball. 

Once you have out a few Enchantresses, Attunement should 

4 Frantic Search 

3 Turnabout 

3 Serra’s Sanctum 

Magic: The Gathering is a registered trademark of Wizards of the Coast Inc. 



F With cards like Earth- 

craft banned, players will have to go back to the old 

days for killer combos. 

let you draw 

your entire library. Whenever you cast it, you get to draw one card 

per Enchantress and whenever you use it, you get to draw three 

more cards! When the engine is running, you'll have plenty of extra 

cards (especially land) to discard. The best way to learn how to play 

this deck is just to build it and do some test draws. Assume your 

opponent can’t interfere with you and try to win as quickly 

as possible. 

Weaknesses 
There are two main deck types that can cause problems for this 

deck. One is super-aggressive decks like Sligh and Suicide Black. 

Suicide Black can sometimes outrace you and win the game faster 

than you can, while Sligh can slow you down by killing your Ver- 

duran Enchantresses. If you have a slow draw, youl need help from 

your sideboard. As long as you get Worship into play and control an 

untargetable creature, your life total can never go below one, which 

will probably be lights out for your opponent. 

The other sometimes troublesome match-up is against a heavy 

permission deck. You certainly don’t want your game-ending Fire- 

ball to get counterspelled. The trick to beating those decks is to 

try to cast Turnabout on them and tap all of their lands. That way 

they can't stop you from going off. The best time to do this is dur- 

ing their discard phase so you'll get to untap before you do anything 

else. Another sure way to beat these decks is to Power Sink any 

random spell they cast in order to tap them out and allow you to 

go off unhindered on the next turn. 

How to Sideboard 
This deck has plenty of enchantments, so feel free to sideboard out 

whichever ones don't seem very good against your current opponent. 

All the non-enchantments in the deck are fairly important and 

should not be sideboarded out, with the possible exception of one 

of the Fireballs. Against Sligh, the red-hosing Chill is obviously use- 

ful. Against Black, the counterspell-enchantment Lifeforce is better 

than most of the enchantments in your main deck. Against another 

Enchantress deck you should be able to devastate them with the land- 

destroying Winter's Grasp. Wait until they put a bunch of 

enchantments on one land and then blow it up. The land destruc- 

tion plan is so good against Enchantress decks that if a lot of people 

in your area play landkill, you need to add to your sideboard the best 

land preservation card around, Sacred Ground. i 

Freelancer Randy Buehler likes to chant in the forest. Now all he 

needs is some weird-ass squirrel cat for his shoulder. 

n honor of our sci-fi theme this month, we bring 

you the following theme deck. In an episode lit- 

tle known to Magic historians, Urza and Mishra 

actually cooperated in a space race before the 

Brother’s War began. Yep...Urza, Mishra, Tawnos, 

Hurkyl and all their friends devoted themselves to 

getting the S.S. Zemo into space. If you can man- 

age to get one or two of the space threats into 

play, and use your scientific advancements and 

robotic crew to guide your ship out of harm’s way, 

your future looks good. 

More KILLER DECKS for your other favorite CCGs => 
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TREK 

he Jem’Hadar are among the greatest warriors in the “Star 

T Trek” universe. But what do these vicious fighters do to 

Ms relax after a hard day of subjugating other races? The 

“Deep Space Nine” episode “The Jem’Hadar” gives us an answer: 

They go camping. Can it be just a coincidence that Ben Sisko and 

company first ran into the Jem’Hadar on a camping trip? 

Deck Concept 
The premise of this deck is pretty straightforward. The Jem’Hadar 

solve a Gamma Quadrant planet mission using Subjugate Planet. 

After the mission has been solved, the Jem’Hadar build a Colony 

there. Then, they just sit back and relax. Throw in a Horga’‘hn, and 

the Jem’Hadar really feel the love. They may still need to make 

a Ketracel-White run to a nearby supply depot, but other than that, 

they can hunt, fish, capture Starfleet officers or whatever else the 

Jem’Hadar do to relax. 

How to Play 
Some players use Colony Preparations in their Dominion colony 

decks, because it lets you download a colony. It is also univer- 

sal, so you can seed multiple copies; however, instead of Colony 

Preparations, this deck utilizes the special features of some unique 

Gamma Quadrant planet missions. Camping Trip is a great place 

to build a Colony because Vorta and Jem’Hadar may report directly 

to that mission. Aid Fugitives is a key to the dilemma strategy of 

this deck. Intelligence Operation is the Founder homeworld and 

The Great Link can only be seeded at this location. Rescue Founder, 

the cd eck 
SEED DECK 1 Fair Play 41 Lovok Founder 3 Palor Toff Alien Trader 

FACILITIES 1 Hide And Seek 4 O'Brien Founder 4 Wormhole 

4 The Great Link 1 Hidden Agendas 1 Ometiklan DOORWAYS 

1 Primary Supply Depot 5 Hippocratic Oath 1 Ornithar 2 Bajoran Wormhole 

3 Lack Of Preparation 1 Remata’Klan 3 Q's Tent 

DOORWAYS 1 Mirror Image 1 Temo’Zuma OTHER 

1 Beene 4 Unscientific Method 2 Virak’kara 4 Colon 

} Shagedoor 2 Tarellian Plague Ship 1 Weyoun 7 ie? Thera 
1 Space-Time Portal OBJECTIVE 9 YakTalon a's TENT SIDE DECK 

cient 1 HQ: Secure Homeworld 3 Young Jem'Hadar 1 Alternate Universe Door 
hs Eiginvas 1 Subjugate Planet SHIPS 4 Bsicran wormhole 

i mie He EQUIPMENT 3 Jem'Hadar Warship, aes 
; iullpence ciate 1 Jem’Hadar Birthing EQUIPMENT 4 Dead End 
ni Rescucttoundse Chamber 41 Jem'Hadar Dierupior Rifle 4 Full Planet Scan 

ARTIFACTS 1 Ketracel-White 2 Ketracel-White 1 Goddess Of Empathy 

4 Horgathn DRAW DECK EVENTS 1 Invasive Beam-In 

DILEMMAS PERSONNEL 4 Kivas Fajo Collector 1 Lore ’ 

: ; 4 Borath 1 Recruit Mercenaries 1 Recruit Mercenaries 

: Alnian Brain Teaser 2 Eris 1 The Traveler Transcen- 1 Reflection Therapy 

: ebiae Se 41 Founder Leader dence 1 Regenerate 

© Grystaline Entity 4 Goran’Ager INTERRUPTS 1 Subjugate Planet 
; sgae 1 Keevan 1 Full Planet Scan 1 The Devil 

1 Kira Founder 
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owling 

DA RINGLEADER If you gotta subjugate 

new Gamma Quadrant worlds—and you do 

Sheers planebatie: gotta—Remata’Klan is your Jem’Hadar. 

sion in the Gamma Quadrant with a Dominion icon, is the fourth 

mission in this deck. These unique planet missions provide another 

benefit. Camping Trip, Aid Fugitives and Rescue Founder are all 

protected by Fair Play where Colony Preparations can be stolen 

by an opponent. Two Construct Depots in the Alpha Quadrant 

round out the six missions in this deck. Construct Depot is a great 

Dominion mission because an opponent cannot attempt it. Even 

the Borg are unable to establish a gateway there. 

This deck’s dilemma strategy is based on medical depletion. 

Combine the five Hippocratic Oath dilemmas with the Aid Fugi- 

3 Kevin Uxbridge 
“Star Trek” and "Star Trek Deep Space Nine” TM & © 1989 Paramount Pictures, Decipher Inc. authorized user. 



REALLY BAD ACNE Young : 

Jem’Hadar will be an unpleasant © 

sight for your opponent. 
tives mission to wipe the table 

clean of your opponent's medical personnel. Hippocratic Oath can 

be seeded under any mission and it relocates medical personnel to 

Aid Fugitives in the Gamma Quadrant. Aphasia Device, Tarellian 

Plague Ship and Crystalline Entity can decimate a crew if there is 

not enough medical available. 

The Crystalline Entity dilemma becomes even more dangerous 

with Lore in play, since Lore doubles its requirements to two sci- 

ence and two medical. Unfortunately, Lore cannot normally report 

to the Gamma Quadrant. Recruit Mercenaries in combination with 

the Altonian Brain Teaser dilemma provides an effective way to 

bring Lore directly into the Gamma Quadrant. First, you seed 

Altonian Brain Teaser at your Primary Supply Depot location. 

Next, attempt the mission and tip off the Brain Teaser to nullify 

the Recruit Mercenaries 10 point loss. When personnel with 

treachery are present, you can play Recruit Mercenaries there to 

download Lore from your Tent. With Lore in play you get some 

nice skills and attributes in addition to pumping up your Crys- 

talline Entity dilemmas. 

Weaknesses 
Altonian Brain Teaser is a big help in getting Lore in play, but it’s a real 

bummer if your opponent seeds it where you plan on building a Colony. 

Points scored by a Colony are bonus points and are nullified by the 

Brain Teaser. So, if the Jem’Hadar encounter the Brain Teaser while 

subjugating a planet, they will have to go elsewhere to build a Colony. 

Another threat to this deck is a Black Hole. The Black Hole can 

rapidly destroy your four Gamma Quadrant missions, leaving an 

opponent in the Alpha Quadrant untouched. There are two ways 

Bajoran Wormholes can defend against this tactic. First, you can 

beat your opponent to the punch and play a Bajoran Wormhole 

between your opponent's space cards—leaving no place to play the 

Black Hole. Second, if your opponent does manage to get a Black 

Hole in play, drop a Bajoran Wormhole next to it. When the Black 

Hole is about to suck in your Bajoran Wormhole, you can destroy 

the Black Hole by playing another Bajoran Wormhole from your 

hand. Even the Jem’Hadar know when they need a little help from 

the Prophets. 

The Jem’Hadar may be the deadliest fighters in the Gamma Quad- 

rant, but deep inside the heart of every Jem’Hadar soldier, there is a 

Boy Scout just dying to “camp out.” And let's face it; we'd rather hang 

with the bad boys than a bunch of aging Starfleet officers at the Grand 

Canyon. Everyone together now, “Row, row, row your boat...” ) 

ard Photo courtesy Foto Fantasies. 

= David Bowling may have been many things, but he was never a 

Boy Scout. 

the non-killer deck MEME DD 

THE BALD AND THE BEAUTIFUL 
h this game, the Federation haa the most bald 

personnel. They aleo have the highest number 

of beautiful cards. Weill, at least, | think sa. 
Beauty is in the eye af the beholder, after all. And 

now, it can be in your deck! 

if you've ever pub together a Federation deck, 

you know that there are a lot ef persennel that 

are very similar. Deciding between them can be dif 

fieult. When in doubt, use this chart, You'll be 
surprised at how effective a deck can be when it 

has a 1:1 bale:beautiful ratio! This list dees nat 
include any alternate universe cards. Let’s not go 

there, eh? Oh, and if you think we miesed some of 

the beauties, you may want to raise your stan 

dards,..unlees you're the kind of guy whe thinks 

the Golden Girls were het babes. 

There are many possible Federation missions 

from which to choose, so use the ones you like. 

Sprinkle in the interrupts ef your choice and you're 

set to go! I Jason Robinette 

mayig99 71 



f you tune your deck well, it’s even possible to win with 

licids. Those wacky creatures that can turn into enchant- 

ments may not be plentiful, nor powerful, but they're fun 

to play, and with some deck-building tips they can be as dev- 

astating as Shivan Dragons after a Taco Bell feast. Sort of... 

Step 1: Theme 
First, have a good idea of what kind of a theme deck you wish to 

build. In this case, the theme is licids. The easiest thing to-do 

would be to throw as many licids as possible into the same deck 

and call it a day. Not only would that deck win zero games, there 

is no satisfaction in building it. Instead, consider all the available 

licids to decide which have the best abilities. 

Step 2: Colors 
Clearly, Dominating Licid, with its ability to take control of other 

creatures, is your best choice. Using this creature suggests that the 

deck revolving around it should probably be a control deck. Blue and 

white are the choice colors for such a deck. Blue offers counter- 

magic and a variety of good control cards in addition to having the 

Dominating Licid on its team. White supplements 

blue very well, as it is capable of remov- 

ing any permanents that get past 

the countermagic. 

ve 

Bouncing 

between creatures and enchantments, 

Licids can be quite the headache. 

(IT GAMERASD 

1 Ss by Alex eae 

Most of the better blue cards you will end up using require two 

blue mana to cast, while most of the white cards require only 

one white mana. This suggests that the deck will work best with 

a heavy blue base and a splash of white support cards. 

Step 3: Creatures 

Calming Licid and Stinging Licid are both good choices in such 

a‘deck. A built-in Pacifism ability allows Calming Licid to hold 

off your opponent's creatures until you are ready to deal with 

them on a more permanent basis. Even though the Stinging 

Licid’s special ability—it becomes a creature enchantment which 

deals two damage every time its host taps—is not quite as use- 

ful, it is an inexpensive creature that will work well in the 

overall theme. 

Licids require some mana to operate efficiently, so the deck 

needs a few creatures to slow down an opponent's assault in the 

early game. Hammerhead Shark works nicely for this purpose, 

since it’s a 2/3 creature for only two mana. Moreover, it is also 

one of your most potent weapons should you face a creature- 

less control deck—which will almost certainly play Islands and 

allow your Shark to attack. 

As the deck includes a fair amount of powerful enchant- 

ments, look into a list of available creatures 

CONTROL FR 
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that may interact well with them. Monk Idealist will allow 

you to reuse a Legacy Allure, or get back a destroyed Con- 

fiscate or Pacifism. It is also a decent creature you can cast 

on turn three, so several of them go into the deck. 

You may consider blue’s Gliding Licid, but in the end, it 

won't make the cut because it’s a little too expensive (U2 for 

a 2/2 creature) and its flying-granting ability wouldn't be 

all that effective in this deck. 

Step 4: Spells 
Which spells are most powerful when combined with the 

licid strategy? Winds Of Rath immediately comes to mind. 

This variation on a Wrath Of God allows creatures with 

enchantments on them to survive the destruction—per- 

fect for a licid deck. Have the licids jump onto each other 

and your other creatures while you wipe out an opponent's 

army with a single spell. 

By choosing the Dominating Licid as the flagship card of 

this deck, we have committed to a secondary theme—gain- 

ing control of your opponent's permanents. Legacy Allure is 

an excellent card in this case. Licids should have little trou- 

ble holding off your opponent’s creature while you place 

enough counters onto the Legacy Allure enchantment to 

finally claim that creature for your own. The “steal anything” 

sorcery Confiscate works well too. 

Casting cost is an issue however. You do not want too 

many expensive cards in your opening hand, and so we 

only use two Confiscates (UU4), but four Legacy All 

ure (UU). 

Several Pacifisms round out the creature-removal aspect 

of the deck, taking out bothersome creatures early with 

little mana commitment. A downside of this strategy is 

that a Pacified creature survives Winds Of Rath, but you 

can use Capsize to bounce the Pacifism back to your hand 

when you're ready to deal with this creature via other 

means, or even return your own permanent to save it from 

destruction. Capsize is one of the better blue utility cards 

printed in a long time and it easily fits into a variety of 

decks; when playing blue, it is almost always a good idea 

to include a few. Finally, two Disenchants help deal with 

whatever non-creature threats your opponent possesses; 

this is another card you want in any deck that has 

white mana. 

Step 5: Lands 
Twenty-three lands should allow you just the right speed of 

mana development. Sometimes a player draws way too much 

land during a course of the game; however, that isn't as much 

of a problem thanks to the new cycling lands from Urza’s 

Saga. All the deck should ever need is six mana. If you draw 

more land later, you can cycle away some of it. 

Next time you build a theme deck, watch out for the many 

support cards that can be fun to play and would work 

very well in your deck. Not all such cards are obvious, 

’ but you will find them if you keep your eyes open. And 

always, always beware the licids. ) 

Alex Shvartsman (ashv@concentric.net) dressed up as a 

licid last Halloween, but got ejected from the party when 

he tried to jump onto the host. 

wa) \(o)-f-(o/ee 
He: are the top cards in the deck and how to 

play them: 

CALMING LICID: Calming 

Licid can hold off net one, but 

two creatures. As your opponent 

attacks, pay one mana to jump 

off the enchanted creature, 

block another attacker and jump 

back onto the same “Pacified” 

creature before damage is dealt. 

CAPSIZE: Cast this instant 

during your opponent's discard 

phase so that you have untapped 

mana available as often as possi- 

ble. You can even Capsize some 

of the cycling lands you had to 

play early in the game to turn 

them into other cards. 

CONFISCATE: Bide your 

time and hold this card until the 

perfect opportunity to play it 

comes along. Stealing the right 

permanent, like your opponent’s 

Torch Song, is key to winning 

with this deck. 

COUNTERSPELL: with only 
a few | countermagic cards i in th 

MAY1999 SS 
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Pokémon CC by Rich Lipman 

s™ ary and Ash were nearing the end of their duel, and 

| @gmeach had only one prize left to collect for the win. Gary's 

© last hope was Electabuzz, and he was fresh and ready to 

fight. Ash’s Hitmonchan was badly hurt and was paralyzed by 

Electabuzz’s last attack. Ash drew his card and came up with 

a Switch. Pulling Hitmonchan out of the fight would force the 

his only remaining pokémon, a lowly Rattata, off the bench and a deeper strategy to be seen? 

into battle. A lotta good that Switch would do... Or was there Ash used the Switch to pull Hitmonchan to the bench and 

_INQUESTGAMER49 



_ STRATEGIES 
send the Rattata up. Gary drooled at the prospect of squish- 

ing the rat pokémon and finally beating his rival, but his grin 

turned to shock when Ash used Rattata’s ability to retreat 

without cost and bring Hitmonchan back up. The short stint 

on the bench had cured it of its paralysis and it knocked out 

Electabuzz with its special punch. Gary walked away mum- 

bling under his breath at how the fates conspired against him, 

but Ash knew that Gary would return one day to get even. 

The Pokémon.CCG lets you stage your own epic battles just 

like in the Gameboy game or the TV show. But to reign supreme, 

you need to know the inside dope on building and wielding 

killer Pokémon decks. And here it is. 

ri 

There are essentially three different types of basic pokémon. 

First up are pokémon who come out big and strong but don't 

evolve, like Magmar, Hitmonchan and Jynx. With these guys, 

what you see is what you get. These pokémon are especially 

effective in the early game before your opponent has a chance 

to evolve his pocket monsters; however, they're also good 

® defense. For example, Zapdos can take quite a beating before 

going down. 

The second type of pokémon are those who can evolve once. In 

their basic versions Seel, Pikachu and Magikarp don't offer much in 

PIKACHU STREET Be a quaran- the way of offense. But once 

teed winner with our Pokémon they evolve into Dewgong, 
° Raichu and Gyarados, they pack 

paths to victory. 
a serious punch and become 

Pokémon is ™ & © Nintendo. Wizards of the Coast authorized user. 

solid fighters. 

The third basic pokémon type is where you start 

talking major poké-beatdown; these are the guys 

with three evolutionary stages. Bulbasaur and Nido- 

ran are cute and seemingly harmless, but once they 

evolve into Ivysaur and Nidorino, your opponent'll be 

choking on his chortles. Bring out their stage two 

forms of Venusaur and Nidoking, and these roly-poly 

beasts can wipe the floor with almost anything your 

opponent can muster. Some third stage pokémon, 

such as Alakazam, come with cool powers which allow 

AND GAME IDEAS F' DR BEGINNERS 

them to wreak havoc on enemy pocket monsters from the safety 

of the bench since their powers are not attacks. 

With that as background, let’s look at some deck building 

principles. Your first step is deciding how you want to win. Do you 

want to beat your opponent down quickly before he can build 

up? Do you want to render your opponent helpless by depower- 

ing his pokémon? Maybe you'd like to buy yourself some time 

and prepare some poké-beatings by loading up a Charizard or Zap- 

dos before bringing him out? Once you decide your victory goals, 

you can build your deck to take advantage of that theme. 

There are two main ways not to design a pokémon deck. 

The first is to pile a ton of different types into one deck. No mat- 

ter how cute you think they all are or how much trouble you 

have deciding which powers are the coolest, you'll rarely have 

the right energy cards in your hand when you need ‘em if you 

just dump a bunch of random monsters together. A handful of 

electric energy won't help you much when you have out a bunch 

of fire and grass pokémon. 

The other big mistake is going mono, with only one pokémon 

type. Sure, you'll have all the right energy and plenty of it, but 

if you run into a deck filled with critters your little guys have a 

weakness against, you're toast. Even worse is encountering a deck 

which features many foes resistant to your type. As good as Char- 

mander is, even a weak water pokémon can take him down without 

much trouble. 

The best approach to deck building until you've become a true 

pokémon master is to include at least two—but not more than 

three—varieties of pokémon, along with some colorless types. 

This gives you a good distribution of energy to match up with 

monsters in play. Overall, youll want between 20-24 pokémon in 

your deck—12-18 of which should be basic. 

Be careful when adding higher stage pokémon into a deck. 

Since you can't play a stage one or two card unless the next low- 

est stage is in play, you could be stuck with useless advanced 

monsters in your hand if the deck distribution is wrong and the 

right basic critter doesn’t come up. Start with about one stage one 

or two for every three basic pokémon of the same type and tune 

from there. 

Once you've determined the types of pokémon you want to 

vulnerable to certain types of — 

ee 

from those. 

Thunder a coin. If tails, 
Pikachu Jet to itself. 

Pokémon come ‘in different 

10 

30 
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include in your deck and how many will evolve, you need to con- 

sider your energy requirements. If your deck is full of pokémon 

with small energy requirements you can probably get away with 

22-26 energy in your 60 card deck. On the other hand, if youl 

be blowing through a lot of energy—maybe because you'll be dis- 

carding a lot of energy to “supercharge” your creatures (see the 

sample deck), or because your deck is loaded with big pokémon— 

include more energy cards, maybe 26-28. 

When you can, work in some pokémon with resistances to 

other types; you never know when you'll be up against enemies 

of the type you have protection against. For example, Diglett is 

a rather unremarkable pocket monster in most situations, but he 

can bring powerhouse Electabuzz to a dead stop thanks to his 

-30 resistance against electric pokémon. 

Retreats are key in Pokémon; there are a bunch of times you'll 

want to haul your favorite beast’s butt out of the fire and drop 

him back to the bench again, usually to shake a poison counter 

or save him from certain death. When building a deck, keep an 

eye out for cards with low retreat costs. The lower the cost, the 

fewer energy cards you'll have to shuck to yank your little mon- 

ster out of harm's way. 

The last step is adding in trainer cards. Pick those which will 

either enhance your deck theme or cover some of its weaknesses. 

If you use a lot of energy to power your pokémon, you may want 

to consider Energy Retrieval. If you envision yourself playing a fast 

deck, you may want to hurt your opponents’ ability to defend 

with some Energy Removal or include some Plus Power to enhance 

your attacks. 

Certain trainer cards are powerful in any type of deck. Bill 

lets you draw two cards and Professor Oak lets you discard your 

hand and draw seven new cards. There’s no point in not having 

multiples of these in your deck; drawing extra cards keeps your 

energy up and lets you fish for that key stage two pokémon when 

LAYOUT 
ICTIVE This pokemon 
is “on the field” and is the only 
one that may attack and defend 

When you defeat an 

opponent's pokemon, take a card 

from this pile and put it in your 
hand. The first player to run 

through his prize pile or defeat 
all of his opponent s active 

creatures wins 

oe) | These guys 
__ are on stand-by, ready to enter 
_ the fray on a tag-team basis or 

replace a heaten teammate. 
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AND IN THIS GORNER Electrabuzz 
makes a great starting pokémon, 

but watch out for Diglett! : 
you need him. Potions and 

Full Heals keep your little buddies alive and kicking. If you play 

with a lot of evolved pokémon, toss in a couple of Computer 

Searches to help you dig ‘em out of their hiding places in the 

deck. Packing a Switch or Gust Of Wind will help you arrange the 

battlefield in your favor. 

Got your deck ready, pokémon trainer? Good, ‘cause it’s time to 

do battle. Your opening draw, along with the deck design, will tell 

you how to start your game. 

If your deck features a bevy of blitzing beasties, pick one that 

- Draw new cards from 

eter. 



can dish out the damage from the get-go as your opening, active 

pokémon, with an attack cost of two energy at most. 

Rattata, Machop and Electabuzz are three basic poké- 

mon who can get going on the first turn. 

If your deck builds slower—maybe you need time 

to cook up some potent evolvers—toss out a sacrifi- 

cial lamb to take some hits while you prepare your 

stage one and stage twos for battle. Chansey and 

Onyx make great starting punching bags and can buy 

you the few extra turns you need get your Charizard 

fired up and ready to go. 

There comes a time in most games when you 

must decide whether to let your little soldier take 

one for the team or jerk him back and put out a 

pokémon that isn’t quite ready to do its stuff. What 

you should do in situations like this depends on 

what's left in your deck and how many prizes your 

opponent has left to claim. Early in the duel, it’s 

probably better to let your cute lil’ pokémon fall on 

its sword and spill its blood for the cause to buy 

you an extra turn or two to power up the next wave. 

Later on in the game, when it becomes critical not 

to let your opponent get a prize, pulling your pocket monsters 

back is wiser. 

Don't waste your energy! If you have a pokémon on the ropes, 

you may not want to toss energy on it just to get one more attack 

in before it croaks—unless you can win, of course. In most sit- 

uations, you're better off building up one of your benched guys 

to take his place. 

While 99 percent of the time you want to knock out your 

opponent's pokemon as soon as you can and claim your prize, there 

are times when it might be better to leave it in the hot seat and 

bide your time. For example, if he’s got a wussy pokémon out 

front—like Onyx—which has a high retreat cost, you might be 

better off leaving him there while you strengthen your back 

benchers. This is especially true if your opponent has a really 

scary pokémon on the bench which will rock your world if it 

makes it up front. 

While you don’t have to play all of your basic pokémon to 

the bench, remember to have at least one or two there at all 

times to protect you against losing by not having an available 

replacement if your active one is defeated. You don't need to fill 

up all five slots as soon as you can; it’s often better to keep some 

cards in your hand and see what turns up from the deck. 

Late in the game, when your opponent only needs one more 

prize to win, serving up a wimpy pokémon can be deadly. With 

one Gust Of Wind, your opponent can summon your weeniest 

guy to the fore to take a fatal “poké” in the eye. Of course, the 

inverse is also true; if you see your opponent play a weakling at 

the last moment, don’t hesitate to Gust him into oblivion. 

POKE TILL YOU DROP 
Pokémon is a successful game because the rules are simple and 

the game plays smoothly, without timing problems. It’s a fun 

game because there's a lot of strategy involved and because it’s 

more laid back than most other CCG’s. Every deck is capable of 

throwing things at you a little differently from the last one. 

Each trainer you face will offer different challenges. Now that 

you have some clue how to deal with them, go forth and 

become the best pokémon trainer in the world! @ 

Rich Lipman has been spending hours trying to teach his 

Metapod to stiffen on command. 

OF: & Ice” is a 

fast-building energy 

discard deck 

designed to crank out fire poké- 

mon who can roast your 

opponent’s weenies. Pap the 

little suckers out, evolve them 

when you can and discard 

energy to smite your enemies. 

°® The Charmander/ 

Charmeleon/Charizard series 

is one of the most powerful in 

the game and capable of teal- 

ing a world of hurt. Not too 

much in the game can stand up 

to a fully loaded Charizard. 

° Fire pokémon are 

vulnerable to water attacks, 

which is where your water- 

based guys fit in. They can soak up a lot of damage and 

have some useful abilities on the side. 

¢ The Seel/Dewgong series works well. Seel has 

a high hit point total for a basic pokémon while 

Dewgong is one of the most powerful stage one crea- 

tures available. 

* Magmar can deal a lot of damage, has 

reasonable hit points for a basic and fits in with the 

decks theme of discarding energy to “supercharge” 

the pokémon. 

° The Staryu/Starmie series is added for two rea- 

sons: Staryu can deal 20 damage with only one energy 

and Starmie’s star freeze is effective, using almost any 

type of energy. 

® The Energy Retrieval and card drawing helps min- 

imize the disadvantage in using Fire Energy to 

“supercharge” the fire pokémon; you can always be sure 

more energy is on the way. IB Rich Lipman 
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LASTEST 

have a paltry force of eight troops to stave off 25 oncom- 

ing undead. The body parts of your comrades litter the 

ground before you. Wave after wave of enemy attacks have 

pushed your forces against a rock and a hard place. Fear 

dances in the eyes of your troops as you bark out a final set 

of commands. Minutes later, your survivors stand victorious. 

Smoke rises from the ground as the last of the fires started 

by your archers die out; craters are all that remain where 

explosives were placed. There's just enough time to get a sigh 

of relief when you feel the ground shake, and spy a pack of 

wolfman-like Myrkadians racing toward you... 

These are the odds you will be facing in Myth II, the sequel 

to the award winning real-time strategy game by Bungie Soft- 

ware. Myth was the first strategy game that allowed the player 

to utilize all 360 

T: tides of war are conspiring against you today. You 

FIRE AN STONE It’s war with all the 

fantasy trappings. Even exploding dwarves! 
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degrees of the battlefield, a battlefield that became even more 

interactive with realistic physics affecting decisions. The scenery 

provides cover and impacts the effectiveness of your weapons, 

forcing you to manage your troops closely. There are many 

variables, but quick thinking, tight management of your forces 

and the proper use of each unit's special abilities will see you 

through. We'll get you going in this article with the forces of 

good. Once you get the basics down, go online for a crack at 

playing the bad guys. 

Units 
One of the most important parts of the game is knowing which 

units to use in which situations. Send four dwarves against 

four archers, and you get four dead dwarves. Send four archers 

against four stygian knights, a quartet of slaughtered bowmen. 

Four dwarves against four knights? The smoking remains of 
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armor. Whether or not you're alive 

at the end of a mission depends on 

how well you can juggle and arrange 

all of your units. To get an idea of 

the good and bad that comes along 

with each unit, here is a fighter- 

by-fighter breakdown of what to 

exploit and what to watch out for: 

Warriors: These are your bread 

and butter field units. They are 

pretty tough, with no special abil- 

ities, and they need to be within 

sword range to hit their target. 

Strengths: Tough, effective in num- 

bers, and one of the faster units. 

Weaknesses: No special abilities, 

often tagged by friendly fire. 

Berserks: “Braveheart” versions 
- 

of the warriors. They have less armor and are great sprinters, 

allowing them to chase down enemies. Best used in numbers to 

take out long range units—just be sure that you use several at 

a time since a couple will usually get toasted. Strengths: Speed, 

quickness of attack. Weaknesses: Their “armor” is a kilt. Kilts 

were never known for their protective qualities. 

Heron Guards: Warrior versions of the field doctor jour- 

neymen units, the Guard members wield two swords, move 

quickly and are able to heal themselves or another unit as a spe- 

cial ability. The Heron, simply put, are the kings of the melee 

units. Their healing ability, while limited, is still quite effec- 

tive. Keep in mind that the healing ability takes a moment to 

use, so don’t wait for your troops to be at death’s door before 

saving them. Strengths: Tough, fast, quick melee attackers with 

ability to heal. Weaknesses: They're still melee units, and can 

be fodder to numerous ranged attackers. ; 

Archers: Use them well and they can control the flow of a 

game. Poorly, and they'll end up hacked into pieces. They should 

be your back line, attacking and falling back repeatedly, and 

should always be used in groups. You should also practice your 

Vital stats 

DEATH FROM ABOVE Terrain makes a big 

difference, especially if you’re attacking 

from the high ground. 

warrior/archer attacks so that the warriors can attack without 

getting hit by friendly fire. Also, they're usually more expend- 

able than your warriors, so don’t get everyone else killed trying 

to save them. Strengths: Flaming arrows can force an enemy into 

a position easier to attack, good for getting units off of hills and 

whittling down attackers. Flaming arrows can also set off explo- 

sives an enemy is carrying. Weaknesses: If caught they die 

easily, because they can’t fire arrows at short range. They also 

tend to plant arrows in allies’ backs. 

Dwarves: “Make a hole!” The tanks of your armies, these 

stout warriors pack explosives that can kill numerous oppo- 

nents in a couple of shots. They're none too quick, but few can 

make it through the explosions that hit them. Strengths: Power. 

The explosives will cut through troops, especially in groups. 

With effective timing, the explosive satchels they can set are 

also a great way to herd enemies, or make archers waste fire 

arrows to set them off. Weaknesses: They're psychos with a dis- 

tinct lack of foresight towards friendly troops. Watch ‘em, or 

they'll cut a hole through your defenses. Their bombs often 

won't work in the rain, and can be deflected away from an 

intended target. They're also walking explosives, so one stray 

spark (or fireball) will blow them and anyone near them to 

kingdom come. 

Warlocks: The warlocks are like smarter dwarves in many 

ways. Their fireball attack does more splash damage than the 

dwarves, and are much more accurate. However, their magical 

energy regenerates slowly. They are most useful in the begin- 

ning and at the end of a battle. They are physically weak, so 

if you've got a fast unit that can take a fireball for your war- 

lock, use it. Get one or two shots in with your warlocks, and 

quickly move them to a position on the perimeter of the bat- 

tle with an escort of some sort. They are also perfect as a reserve 

force for the end of battle. Strengths: Accuracy, large amount 

of damage. They're great for “popping” wights or blowing up 

dwarves. Weaknesses: None too tough, and their ammunition is 

dependent on how much energy they have left, which can leave 

them high and dry if they're chased down. 

Battie Tactics 

Whatever you're fighting against, the ability to maintain posi- 

tioning of your troops is essential to victory. If you just fire them 
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all in at once against a prepared foe, you'll end up digging 

graves for the pieces of your troops. Regardless of which troops 

you have, it’s usually best to keep them spread out in a long 

line. This will make sure any explosives coming your way will 

hit only one unit. When setting up, you should take a look at 

the surroundings and try to see where you want to force the 

enemy's troops. Try to herd them to lower ground or open fields 

to maximize your ability to fire ranged weapons at placed 

satchels or to set the ground on fire. Also, evaluate how impor- 

tant where you are is. Don't hold onto the final hill if it’s on 

fire and about to be stormed from three sides, since it’s tacti- 

cal advantage is pretty much nil. 

Defense. If you are on defense, keeping a tight rein on 

your units and shifting in response to the oncoming attack is 

both smart and essential. The creatures in Myth II will often 

attack straight on, and if you put your dwarves and archers in 

the center of your units, with a couple of warriors angled on 

either side, you should be able to handle most things thrown 

B2 INQUESTGAMER49 

SHH! Be vewy quiet in the library, espe- 

cially when you're about to hurl explosives. 

your way, as long as you're not too horri- 

bly outnumbered. If the enemy begins to 

get too close for comfort, make the archers 

and dwarves fall back, while sending 

nearly all of the warriors in to intercept. 

And above all, make sure the dwarves don’t 

start lobbing high explosives into the fray. 

Get them all out of direct combat and hit 

the space bar to freeze them. 

Offense. On the offense, try to utilize 

any and all numerical advantages. Typi- 

cally the AI has creatures of the same type 

hang out in groups, which makes your life 

much easier. If they've got lots of thrall, 

or some other creature with only a melee 

attack, send in the dwarves and archers 

to bulldoze a path. Use warriors and the 

fleet-of-foot bezerkers to chase down 

spear-wielding soulless, since they can take a couple of hits 

and live. Always try to use more than one unit when attacking 

anything with a ranged weapon; the pause that comes after 

they fire should give you a sizable window of attack. This strat- 

egy is especially key against the lightning-throwing fetch, 

which can take out a unit in one shot. 

Terrain. The hills and valleys of the rotating 3D world of 

Myth II give you plenty of factors to worry about during game- 

play. Since units with ranged weapons have better accuracy 

and range when they are at higher elevations, the importance 

of controlling the high ground is unquestionable. However, 

even two dwarves dropping death from the top of a hill will be 

toast against greater numbers, and if all of your forces are occu- 

pied by holding the high ground, you have effectively limited 

yourself while your opponent has all kinds of room to maneu- 

ver with. Trees and buildings will provide cover from enemy 

fire, and are a great way to protect your troops, or to at least 

regroup survivors and try to get a grasp of the situation. You 



HAVE FUN STORMING THE CASTLE Siege tactics are 

just one of many strategies you'll need to perfect. 
can often 

change a situation where you're being chased down to one where 

the hunters are walking into your trap if you can shield yourself 

with cover. 

Positioning. Whenever you are fighting on a level with choke 

points, be it castle entry points, rooms within interiors or just val- 

leys outside, use the environment to your advantage. 

Explosives do a higher amount of damage inside, so a satchel 

here and there in doorways can take out whatever is foolish 

enough to chase you. When forced to storm a castles entry- 

way, be sure to get close to the walls and look all around 

the other side so you know what to lead with. 

One of the most offensive moves in Myth II is being able 

to flank an opponent. By using archers and dwarves with 

melee units on the fringes waiting to close in once the enemy 

gets close enough, you can spread out the formation and 

draw your enemy in closer and closer. The idea is to drop the 

ranged units back further and to the side, while letting 

swordsmen take care of the other melee units, who will have 

already taken some damage from your ranged fire. The position- 

ing of the troops when engaging is also important. It takes’a 

good amount of practice, but try to spread out the warriors so that 

when they fight, each one can hit its target. Send fire arrows 

after opposing dwarves immediately—consider them bombs within 

your enemies ranks. And above all, make sure that your final 

troops aren't a couple of wounded archers. If someone's gotta die, 

sacrifice the archer. 

Tangibles. The order of commands you use in combat can tip 

the scales as well. There’s no need to wait for the enemy to come 

into range when you can control-click on the ground directly in 

front of them to launch preemptive strikes. Using warlocks or 

dwarves in this fashion will help avoid a tit-for-tat fight where 

luck is the determining factor of who wins. Another thing to keep 

in mind which may tilt the scales in a skirmish is that your units 

gain experience with the number of kills they have, so the fight- 

ers with more kills are worth looking after. Also, unlike the forces 

of light, undead units can hang out underwater, which makes 

them the perfect ambush units. Try not to travel directly next to 

water, so that if something pops its head up youll have time to 

get some ranged shots in. This is especially true if a wight 

appears—its explosion can trigger dwarves and wipe out troop 

formations. Fortunately, dwarves and archers have better range 

than the wight’s explosion, but there is always the risk of 

being surrounded. 

Bombs Away! 

Now you should have enough to get started on Myth II. Jump 

CHEAT SHEET 
HOT SPOTS 
There are several good Myth Il sites on the net. For a 

comprehensive site filled with message boards, strat- 

egy columns and places to find multiplayer 

tournaments, point your browser to www.Mythii.com. 

eFor news and links to get information from multi- 

player areas, try The Myth Townhall: 

www.townhall.clanplaid.net 

elf you're interested in mapmaking and editing, check 

out Sons of Mygard: 

www.myth.theresistance.net 

eAnd for game films that are both entertaining and 

educational, try The Carnage Film Festival 

www.geocities.com/timessquare/realm/4564 

Who says you never learn anything worthwhile from 

the Internet? 

EXPERT TIPS 
e Practice moving your more expensive units out of 

harm's way on the fly. For example, maneuvering a 

warlock out of the way of 

another warlock’s fireball, 

or getting a melee unit to 

“take the bullet” for the 

magician. 

* Got a contingent of troops 

to take out? Send in a dwarf 

with archers as back up. 
Once the enemy troops 
start getting close to the 

dwarf, send a couple of fire _ 
arrows at the dwarf. He'll _ 
blow up, as will allthe 

_ © Set up your arche 
| melee units fighting. Thi 

into the single player mode to get the hang of how each unit 

deals with different situations. Going online at bungie.net is 

another great way to get some practice in. After all, a live oppo- 

nent with all the units at his disposal will be more crafty than the 

set AI will be. So get out there and start blowing things up! 

New York City native Nachie Castro now screams “make a hole!” 

whenever getting onto a subway car. He has little trouble find- 

ing seats. 
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FOR THE HOTTEST GAMES 

EVERQUEST 
* You can cast defensive and stat-boosting spells on yourself 

while engaged in combat, and you can do it efficiently with a lit- 

tle keyboard work. Remap “target nearest NPC” to F2 and put your 

favorite defensive spell into the third quick-key slot. During com- 

bat, a quick combination of F1, 3, F2 will allow you to cast a spell 

on yourself without missing a beat on the attack. 

® The Qeynos guards aren’t very friendly toward necromancers, 

attacking them on sight. If you want to travel to or from Erudin, 

use the underground Qeynos aqueduct system. There are two under- 

EVERQUEST 

water entrances outside the city: One is beneath the docks by the 

Port Authority and the other is behind a secret door along the north 

wall. (Look for the ivy-patched area east of the main gate.) 

© Speaking of secret doors, Norrath is full of them. The rogue guild 

in the gnomish city of Ak’anon is hidden behind one of the curtains 

in the cleric guild. 

Nee ener eee 

BALDUR’S GATE 
® Even the most stalwart adventurers can be overwhelmed by 

numbers. If you're facing a large group of enemies, such as the dread 

wolves in the basilisk area, you don’t necessarily have to face them 

all at once. After scouting the area with a thief, carefully inch a 

character toward the mob, drawing foes to your group a few at a time. 

® Another good way to deal with a mob is to send a charmed 

NPC in first. You can do this by accompanying him with an hidden 

or invisible character and then ordering the NPC to attack. 

® Before head- 

ing off to chapter 

six and finishing the 

game, stop by the 

Sorcerous Sundries 

magic shop in 

Balder’s Gate and 

stock up on wands 

of master summon- 

ing. Generating 

hordes of defensive 

creatures will be 

super handy espe- 

cially at the end. 
BALDUR'S GATE 
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® Having trouble 

getting into the 

haunted cathedral? Go 

to the grotto with the 

key-shaped pedestal and 

shoot fire arrows into 

the unlit torches to 

either side of the statue. 

A door will open. When 

you come to the closed and barred door, put rubble on the right 

pedestal and stand on the left one. Run through when the way is 

clear, and keep the gate open by using the lever inside the door. 

® When attempting missions that offer to sell you tips, buy the 

tips, start the mission and read them. Then start the mission again 

and spend all your money on equipment. 

ee 

ULTIMA ONLINE 
® A common tactic used by PKs is to paralyze their victims and 

then blast away. To 

escape, prepare ahead 

of time with an explo- 

sive potion or 

magic-trapped box. As 

soon as you become 

paralyzed, double-click 

the potion or box and 

the resulting explosion 

will break the paralysis. 

® Taming night- 

mares is a lucrative, but risky proposition. To avoid the nightmare’s 

dangerous fireball attack, taunt your target. Then, as soon as you 

hear it growl, recall to safety. Quickly return and your task will be 

much easier, as the nightmare won't fireball again. 

ULTIMA ONLINE. 

cane 

ALPHA CENTAURI 
® Much like in Civilization II, the special projects that give 

you instant technology advances—in this game Secrets of the 

Human Brain and Universal Translator—are key to giving you an 

edge over your opponents, live or AI. 

® You can activate the scenario editor by hitting Ctrl-K. The 

options are listed under 

menu/scenario. How- 

ever, cheating will affect 

your score. 

© If you want to do 

a little cheating without 

hurting your score, you 

can do “reconaissance 

work” to explore the 

map. When moving a _ : 
unit, left-click and drag. [GLUES 
You'll be given the coordinates of the map areas you drag over— 

even those you haven't explored—as well as any landmarks or cities 

located there. @ 



Dates for GameCamp 

Magic: The Gathering® 
624-6730. 
7/87/14 
7/22-7/28 
7/2 

Describe your ultimate day at GameCamp 

to win an all-expenses-paid week! | soso 

QaMGampO 
Contest 

One week-long session at GameCamp for: 
Magic: The Gathering”, Advanced Dungeons & 
Dragons”, or Warhammer” 

Includes roundtrip airfare, room, meals, and 
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(Approximate value $1,500.00) 
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except going for free. You can win a week-long trip simply by writing—in 
200 words or less—what your perfect day at GameCamp would be like. 

Maybe you’d spend all day in a BattleTech® simulation pod obliterating 
everything in sight. Or you’d play the Magic® TCG for one whole day— 
winning every game—with Urza cheering you on. It’s all up to you. But use 
your imagination, because we’re judging your description on originality and 
creativity. 

Send your typewritten (or otherwise legible) entry, along with your name, 
address, phone number, birth date (for ages 10-17 only), and email address to: 

GameCamp Contest/I 
P.O. Box 707 
Renton, WA 98057-0707 

For more information on GameCamp, call (800) 923-0017 or visit our website at 
<www.wizards.com/GameCamp>. 
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ORIGINAL CREATIONS TO ENHANCE ROLEPLAYING 

by Chris Doyle 

LUxxor Alien Wizard 
endrils of blue-black smoke rose from the 

base of the sky-orb. The orb hummed softly 

amidst the silence of the villagers, its bright, 

silver surface marred only by the blood of those 

unlucky enough to be in its path as it fell earth- 

ward. With a sharp hiss, a portal opened in the 

enormous sphere. Thick clouds of dark blue mist 

issued from the opening and then parted to reveal 

a large, hideous figure enshrouded in a voluminous 

black cloak. He reached skyward, his long pur- 

plish, clawed fingers clutching a short silver stave 

across which small arcs of lightning played. At 

once, the surrounding crowd fell to its knees... 

ORIGIN 

Luxxor is an alien stranded on a world of 

superstition and magic who masquerades as a 

powerful wizard, holding sway over a primitive 

population of humanoids. He simulates spells with 

the use of high technology equipment and 

gadgets. Through the use of carefully chosen 

clothing and his “magic,” Luxxor hides his more 

alien features and technology. 

Undersized for his species at a mere seven feet 

tall and hounded by his peers, Luxxor was driven to 

pursue scientific research, a position of low status 

among his warrior race. As a desperate outcast on a 

foreign world, Luxxor has used his intelligence, cun- 

ning and acting talents to become the stereotypical 

wizard of his new world. It didn’t take long for the 

alien to realize the power he held in comparison to 

the inhabitants of this island in the void and enjoys 

intimidating the puny humanoids. 

Luxxor's immediate goal is survival, but he enter- 

tains the possibility of repairing his ship and returning 

home. To achieve these goals, he indiscriminately uses 

the plentiful and terrified population he has enslaved. 

HISTORY 

Luxxor was an innovative scientist, fine-tuning 

the details on a new drive engine for a small 

prototype spacecraft when a miscalculation 

stranded him on a world of low science, high 

violence and powerful 

DEATH FROM ABOVE Luxxor’s alien science magic. He was forced to 
appears to be super sorcery. crash-land in a secluded 

mountain region of a 
Art by Ed Beard Jr. Magic: The Gathering is a registered trademark of Wizards of the Coast 



world where he had little hope of 

finding the advanced technology 

needed to get home. 

A primitive tribe of humanoids 

witnessed the ship streak across the 

sky and investigated the crash near 

their village. They decided the 

metallic craft must be a vehicle of 

the gods. Using his ship’s sensors, 

Luxxor observed the humanoids 

from within his craft for weeks while 

his wounds healed and he surveyed the damage to his ship. In 

time, Luxxor learned a great deal about the villagers’ culture, 

including their fear and respect for magic. 

The stranded scientist created a disguise to hide his alien 

appearance and studied their language with the aid of translat- 

ing programs. He tinkered with various mechanical contrivances 

to simulate magical effects. When he felt fully prepared, Luxxor 

revealed himself to his new subjects and established himself as 

the dark sorcerer appointed by the gods to rule them. 

SPECIAL ABILITIES 
Luxxor has several advanced technological devices he uses to 

simulate magic spells: 

e Hidden under his cloak is a portable langquage-translating 

computer. The receiver is shaped to look like an ornate medallion. 

° By mixing various chemicals secreted by his own body, he 

can create a thick blue smoke which can be released though hoses 

attached to a bodysuit which captures the secretions. 

e A marble-sized sphere hovers near his hand. When acti- 

vated, it covers Luxxor in a force shield that grants him protection 

from the limited weapons of his adopted world, though not from 

the more powerful magic of true magic-users. 

e Luxxor carries a short metal stave which can generate vary- 

ing levels of electrical charge on command. He can throw these 

lightning charges up to 50 feet. This stave also allows generated 

an antigravity field which allows him to fly at speeds up to 40 

miles per hour. 

© His ship is equipped with a hologram projector. When 

Luxxor’s mind is plugged into the computer core of his ship, the 

ship’s projector can create holograms from Luxxor's thoughts, 

projecting vivid illusions up to 150 yards. 

CAMPAIGN IDEAS 
© The player characters (PCs) are hired to acquire a rare, magical 

ore, used in the recharging of magic items. Perhaps the PCs even 

need to recharge their own failing magical equipment. 

When they arrive at the site, they discover the humanoids, 

led by Luxxor, already control of the ore. Luxxor needs it to pro- 

vide energy for his ship. 

© The PCs are hired to rescue an NPC inventor who was kid- 

napped by Luxxor’s humanoids. What appears to be a random 

attack is actually only one of several kidnappings throughout 

the area, as Luxxor is assembling the planet's greatest sages and 

inventors to help him repair his ship. 

The band of humanoids under Luxxor's control captures the 

PCs. They are stripped of their weapons and placed in a cell. The 

former humanoid chieftain offers to free the PCs in return for a 

favor. He wants them to defeat Luxxor, or at least reveal his cha- 

rade to the tribe. ] 

Chris Doyle uses hologram projectors, smoke pellets and a lot 

of bribes to make it appear he’s a professional writer. 

LUXXOR, ALIEN WIZARD 
Luxxor’s wide variety of abilities provide many 
options for foiling the plans of your opponent. 
He can deal direct damage or summon flying 

wearies as necessary. Plus, his alien 
technologies grant virtual invulnerability. You 

could say he’s extraordinary... 

mayigs9 B7 



Alpha Centauri 

Sid Meier's Alpha Centauri © Electronic Arts. 

A great leap forward for mankind. 

, eady for humanity's new great leap forward? Sid Meier's 

Alpha Centauri, a veritable sequel to his critically acclaimed 

dsbest sellers Civilization and Civilization 2—even though 

produced by a different manufacturer—is a strategy game based 

on mankind’s first steps at the colonization of space. 

Picking up almost where Civilization 2 left off, Alpha Centauri 

follows the U.N. colonization spacecraft Unity on its voyage to Chi- 

ron, the nearest planet with an atmosphere sufficient to support 

life. Problems ensue during the trek, and the ship jettisons seven 

life pods to Chiron’s surface, each with the makings of a plane- 

tary colony and manned by people with differing ideals on how 

society should be run. Your mission? Choose a faction and lead 

them to political and military supremacy! 

Alpha Centauri mixes hard science fiction with a critical analysis 

of human history. The game designers really did their homework, 

and it shows. Gameplay is packed with both realistic societal 

developments—e.g., the more advanced a settlement gets, the less 

efficient it is— and funky sci-fi stuff, from chaos guns to psi-tech 

goodies. Periodic text interludes sweep the player into the ever- 

developing storyline, and every faction follows its own doctrine, 

which may or may not benefit you. 

AC’s interface excels in presenting a lot of data in an 

orderly fashion. Its “governor” feature, which automatically 

manages bases for you when you want it to, is very helpful 

in ruling your ever-growing empire. Of course, you have plenty 

of opportunities to roll up your sleeves and micromanage your 

sprawling empire to your heart’s content. Each base can be set 

to explore, build, discover or conquer, so that a faction can 

maintain a balance of size, infrastructure and military might. 

A design lab allows for implementation of scientific break- 

throughs, upgrading equipment with improvements like new 

weapons and better shielding. 

What gives the game true depth and sense of saga are the 

multiple victory conditions. Sure, you can stomp every enemy 

into dust, but there are other paths to success: Win diplomatically 

by being voted supreme leader of the planet by your opponents, 

economically by cornering the global energy market, or theo- 

logically by completing a secret project titled “Ascent to 

Transcendence” and reach mankind's next evolutionary step. 

The options don’t end there, however. Alpha Centauri offers 

up a host of additions that allow for virtually infinite replay. A 

random map generator, scenario and planet customization, a 

smooth multiplayer experience and the freedom to name your 

faction are just some of the cool options at your fingertips. 

Alpha Centauri has surprisingly minimal technical requirements. 

You won't need a jacked-up Pentium 400 to get up and running. 
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PUBLISHER: Electronic Arts 
GENRE: Science fiction strategy computer game 

RELEASE: February 1999 

SYSTEM: 133 MHz Pentium, 16 megs RAM, 60 megs HD space 

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $39.99 

a 
= 

ALPHA BITS Civilization gets updated for space 

colonization in Alpha Centauri. 
If you're looking 

to dive right into Alpha Centauri and all its wonders, expect to 

spend a good amount of time familiarizing yourself with a host 

of scientific discoveries and technologies like polymorphic soft- 

ware, eudaimonia and nanominiaturization on your path toward 

transcendental thought. And while you don’t need to hold an 

advanced degree to get started, it will take some effort to learn 

the ropes, especially for those new to the genre. Gameplay doesn't 

differ tremendously from the Civilization games, which is some- 

what disappointing considering how many years the game spent 

in production. 

Also, the world display, while adequate in the early and mid- 

game, becomes cluttered later in the game when more units and 

bases are in play. A downloadable patch offering an alternate 

color palette, available from the official Alpha Centauri Website, 

promises to help a bit. 

If you enjoyed the Civilization games or are an enthusiast of 

strategy games in general, Alpha Centauri is a must-buy. Sid 

Meier, the god of god games, comes through once again. The 

intuitive interface, in-depth gameplay, and near-limitless options 

will have you glued to your screen. So grab a copy and fire up 

the missile units and propaganda ministers; you have a planet 

to master. ™ Dan DiGiacomo 



Trinity and Darkness Revealed ™ & © White Wolf, Pokemon ™ & © Nintendo. 

Darkness Revealed 
PUBLISHER: White Wolf Game Studio 

GENRE: Science fiction RPG campaign 

RELEASE: March, August, December 1998 

Pokémon 
PUBLISHER: Wizards of the Coast 

GENRE: Anime CCG 

RELEASE: January 1999 

FORMAT: 102 cards; 60-card preconstructed decks and 11-card 

booster packs 

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $9.99 per deck, $2.99 per booster. 

Cute has officially come to CCGs. 

rop your adorable lil’ pokémon into battle, power them 

up with energy, evolve ‘em and watch ‘em take bite bites 

out of their enemies’ hides. Watch out, though, because 

some pokémon are resistant to yours. 

The Good and the Baci 
Pokémon is a brilliant adaptation of the TV show and Gameboy game, neatly capturing 

the spirit and action of an actual pokémon battle. The rules are elegant and simple; 

even someone new to CCGs can pick up the game in minutes. The large number of 

pokémon and the strategies of combat provide enough variety to keep the game 

fresh for some time, even for players of more advanced CCGs. It’s a friendly game, 

with no messy timing issues, controversial cards or arcane errata. 

Pokémon’s primary flaw is that card balance is off. Why play a trainer card which 

allows you to draw two cards when you can play one which lets you draw seven? With 

no regulating factors like casting costs, some lesser cards seem destined to drop off the 

face of the Earth as players favor the power cards. Finally, players who crave the com- 

plex strategies of Magic might find the game a little too tame after a couple of bouts. 

The QOeal 
With the release of Pokémon, cute has officially come to CCGs. With a popular sub- 

ject and simple gameplay, it’s the perfect game to bring new players into the CCG 

hobby. It sold over 400 million cards in Japan, and seems destined to do just as 

well here. # Paul Sudlow THE VERDICT 

An epic saga packed with nasty 
twists and Machiavellian intrigue. 

44 », arkness Revealed” creates an epic Trinity campaign in | FORMAT: Three 120-page softcovers 
three books: Descent into Darkness, Passage Through | SUGGESTED RETAIL: $15.95 each 

Shadow and Ascent into Light. Each contains two or 

three adventures with location source material and color sections with in-uni- 

verse information for players. The plot sends characters across the galaxy to 

Luna, the Crab Nebula, Mars and to sites on and above Earth. 

The Good anc the Gad 
“Darkness Revealed” relies on Machiavellian intrigue between psi orders and nasty 

plot twists, complete with Aberrant and alien influences. The player background 

material provides useful information while setting the proper tone for each © 

adventure. Each book is peppered with good art and helpful sidebars, plus tips on _ 

running scenarios if you're missing an earlier campaign supplement or wish to skip 

an adventure. The nefarious plot’s gradual revelation blossoms into another 

adventure sourcebook, Alien Encounters: Invasion, which came out in February. 

A minor quibble: Though the books do a good job of providing what you — 

need to run each encounter and evoke the proper mood, you'll need to flesh 

the locales out if you want to use them in more extended conflicts or as 

settings for other adventures. : 

The Oeal 
In three stout books, you get an epic campaign filled with elements which 

play off the Trinity universe's strengths: psi orders, Aberrants and aliens and : Adventur weebook for Trinity 

their inherent twists, surprises and betrayals. A solid ; - ; 

value for your money. ™ Peter Schweighofer THE VER 
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The Tomb of luchiban ™ & © AEG. Urza's Legacy & Magic: The Gathering is a registered trademark of Wizards of the Coast. 

PUBLISHER: Wizards of the Coast 

GENRE: Fantasy CCG expansion 

RELEASE: February 1999 

FORMAT: 143 cards; 15-card booster packs 

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $2.95 per booste 

Legacy is unlikely to leave a distin- 
guished mark in Magic history. 

=== ow do you keep a game fresh after 15 expansions? Urza’s 

Legacy, the 16th expansion for Magic: The Gathering, gives 

# good indication that Wizards of the Coast is still trying to 

figure out the answer. Premium foil cards have caused considerable buzz around 

their latest offering, but the buzz is clouding a set that is mired in mediocrity. 

The expansion’s one innovation is “sleeping sorceries,” enchantments that trigger when 

certain conditions are met. With the ability to duplicate the effects of powerful cards 

like Mind Twist and Time Walk, these cards add an interesting wrinkle. There are also 

several cards that fit well into existing decks, especially in the form of useful crea- 

tures like the cheap 3/4 Simian Grunts or the protection-giving Mother Of Runes. 

Unfortunately, Legacy lacks pizzazz. The new lands that turn into creatures are 

cool, but they’re no Mishra’s Factories. The 5/5 Evsicerator is neat, but it’s no Juzam. 

A big problem is continuity. Most of Magic's expansions have had a tight theme, 

bound either through play mechanics or storyline, but Legacy has neither. With no 

unifying mechanics and a hard-to-follow story that covers a millennium, Legacy is 

more a collection of random cards than an expansion. 

library, 

Ln om | 
J RIL my entire vil oe gl On did 
Me this Mo yen # also gave 

As Magic sets go, Urza's Legacy is average. As always, there are a few high-powered cards, _ 

but there is little that will radically alter the way the game is played, and even less with — 

regard to theme. Once you get past the glitz of the foil cards, Urza's 

Legacy leaves little about which to get excited. @ Jeff Hannes 

PUBLISHER: Alderac Entertainment Group 

GENRE: Oriental fantasy RPG adventure 

RELEASE: January 1999 

FORMAT: Boxed set 

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $29.95 

Killer traps are like Russian 
roulette—boring and deacdcily. 

@™ ay what you like about seppuku, but at least it leaves a 

<< , respectable corpse—unlike the Tomb of Iuchiban, a meatgrinder 

ss of a scenario that will annihilate your PCs in numerous messy 

ways. It’s Rokugan’s answer to AD&D's The Tomb of Horrors, and the player charac- 

ters (PCs) must venture into it to save the Emerald Empire from the evil Bloodspeakers 

or—which is much more likely—die trying. 

The atmosphere’s right; close your eyes and you're in Rokugan. Particularly good 

is The Journal of Kuni Visten, which relates the violent history of the entombed sor- 

cerer, Iuchiban. The scenario has some classic villains too, like Iuchiban’s mad 

lieutenant, Yajindan, a scheming body-swapping maho magician. 

The problem is the scenario. It’s incredibly derivative; it’s like The Tomb of Hor 

rors designed by the demi-lich’s mad uncle. It’s blandly linear, starting with a 

routine chase and ending at the tomb with a random collection of deathtraps 

Killer traps are like Russian roulette—boring and deadly. There are suggestions as | 

to how to tone down the Tomb’s nastiness, and you're warned to use only PCs o 

third rank or above. But it’s not enough. Even if the PCs succeed, they'll only 

escape with the deus ex machina resolution that’s provided. 

Killer dungeons are 20 years out of date; and the rules of L5R aren’t suitable fo 

slaughter-fests anyway. This might work as a tournament dungeon, but on no 

account use it in your campaign with your players’ favorite characters... unles 

you hate them. & Dan Joyce 
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The Great War 

Wrath of the Minotaur 

Wrath of the Minotaur ™ & © TSR, Inc. Babylon 5 ™ & © Warner Bros. Precedence Publishing. authorized user. 

PUBLISHER: Precedence Publishing 

GENRE: Science fiction CCG expansion 

RELEASE: December 1999 

she Babylon 5 CCG captures the complex texture and flavor of | FORMAT: 350 cards; 2 different 60-card starter decks and 

the television series and combines it with an open-ended 10-card booster packs 

=. game engine. The 350-card Great War expansion brings a | SUGGESTED RETAIL: $8.95 per starter, $2.49 per booster 
new level to the B5 CCG. 

The perfect jump point into the 
Babylon 5 universe. 

Great War starter decks provide the last, best new entry point for beginners since the 

Premiere Edition. New rules for the League of Non-aligned Worlds and the Home Fac- 

tions are one of the most exciting and enjoyable aspects of the new expansion. Pull 

the strings of nefarious Lord Refa or devious William Morgan Clark. You can even play 

a massive game with 10 or more players. 

The set’s biggest downer is the poorly edited rules; for example, page 53 is miss- 

ing. Surf to www.eternity.com/B5/b5rules.htm to find out what you didn’t get in your 

rules. This is not a big plus when wooing beginners. Non-aligned Worlds and Alternate 

Factions create as many exceptions to the old rules as they do new ones, and even a 

First One would get confused at the logistics of running a 10-player game. 

nie mae sana, 

een 

08 Seenee 

Despite the confusing rules, the new starter decks provide the perfect jump point int 

the Babylon 5 universe for the uninitiated. The wealth of other cards have been designe 

to make your existing decks more lethal. This set is worth the investment for the reg 

ular B5 CCG player as well as new initiates. @ Sanford L. Clark 

One of the best intro adventures | PUBLISHER: TSR 
to fantasy roleplaying ever. GENRE: Fantasy RPG adventure 

RELEASE: January 1999 
=~ tep into a world of devious monsters and hidden riches. | FORMAT: 47-page softcover 

=, Uncover long lost books and slay evil villains. Wrath of the | SUGGESTED RETAIL: $4.95 

2 Minotaur is the new Dungeons & Dragons Fast-Play Game 

designed to introduce you to the worlds most popular fantasy roleplaying system. 

Wiss Gtiassill dani’ Utne P FAST-PLAY Game 

This module is a great introduction to the roleplaying. It jumps into the D in ns Dr = ungeonsé.Dragons action without wasting too much time on rules and teaches players the 

hazards of dungeons without killing their characters. True “roleplaying” is 

introduced gradually over the course of two separate adventures. An incident 

with a shepherd defending his flock holding a cocked crossbow teaches players 

not to kill everything they see. Useful DM tips abound, such as advice on 

roleplaying kobolds. 

Unfortunately, there is no appendix or index, so you have to flip through 

the pages for rules or definitions you may have forgotten. Also, you will need 

to photocopy the character pages in order to play because their backside 

contains part of the module. 

This is one of the best intro adventures to fantasy roleplaying ever. Yes, 

there are flaws, but the bottom line is that beginners can both run and play 

in this adventure. Few books accomplish this and, none do so at the 

incredible price point of five bucks. If you’re new to roleplaying, buy this 

book. Heck, at this price, buy it even if you're only [= P 

curious. '= Todd Posey 
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Il you gotta do to win this stuff is correctly answer the following 
questions about “The Empire Strikes Back.” So drop your Magic 

cards and put your “Star Wars” knowledge to the test! 

IN “THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK: SPECIAL EDITION”: 

1. How many different TIE fighters appear on screen? 
2. How many times does Luke ignite his lightsaber? 
3. How many times is a droid verbally told to shut up? 
4. How many storm/snowtroopers do we see get blasted 

by lasers? 
5. What are six different names Han calls Princess Leia? 

AN el 4 

Fill out the entry form, put everything in Send to: 
an envelope. “YOUR NUMBER’S UP 

: NEUTRAL. C/o InQuest Gamer, P.O. Box 118, 

| GK@UND 
Congers, NY 10920-0118 

THIS CONTEST IS 
SPONSORED BY 

NEUTRAL GROUND: STAR WARS 
THE BEST PLACE TO SATISFY ALL YOUR 
GAMING NEEDS WITH LOCATIONS IN 
NEW YORK, ATLANTA, DETROIT, E 
ORLANDO, BIRMINGHAM AND SAN NAME DATE OF BIRTH 
FRANCISCO. FOR MORE INFORMATION ON 
NEUTRAL GROUND. CHECK THEM OUT f 
ONLINE AT WWW.NGROUND.COM ADDRESS 
OR CALL (212) 633-1288. 

i CITY STATE ZIP 

[ PHONE NUMBER (WITH AREA CODE) 

E-MAIL ADDRESS (IF YA GOTS ONE) 

| 5 

i 41 

i 2 

[ 3 

i 4 



TRACKING TRENE 

Oh, My God! 
They Banned Kenny? vy rich vismen 

just about everything else from the Standard environ- 

ment. On March 1st, the DCI dusted the moth balls off 

their patented Urza’s Ax of Banning™ and eliminated some 

of the most popular combo cards around, ripping into their 

singles value as well. Many people guessed that Recurring 

Nightmare ($5) and Time Spiral ($5) would be on the list, but 

no one figured that the ax would also whack Earthcraft ($3), 

Fluctuator ($3), Dream Halls ($3) and even the horribly bro- 

ken Lotus Petal (25 cents). It’s obvious that Wizards of the 

Coast wants to put a crimp in combo decks. 

0 kay, they didn’t ban Kenny, but it seems like they cut 

Hey Mister, 
Wanna Buy An Earthcraft? 
The newly banned cards aren't the only ones that have seen a price 

hit. The Great Whale ($6) has been reduced to the mediocre whale, 

partly because of new errata on the “free” creatures—you only 

get to untap lands if you actually cast the creature—and partly 

because of the death of Recurring Nightmare. Survival Of The 

Fittest ($9) may survive in decks but won't be the awesome game- 

5. Babylon 5 CCG 
6. HighlanderCCG 
7. Legend of the Five. Rings 
8. Deadlands: Doomtown 
9. BattleTech 
410. Middle-earth — 
BIGGEST MO\ ER | 
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SWEET DREAMS The nightmare is 
over as some of Magic's deadliest 

breaker it once was. The combo decks hit the road. 
Argothian Enchantress ($6) 

derived much of its value from its Earthcraft decks. 

A few cards may see a shot in the arm as new decks replace 

those which have been wiped out. Mana Flare ($5) and Palinchron 

($10) can generate infinite mana. Living Death ($14) and 

Tradewind Rider ($20) will see even more demand now that combo 

decks have been dealt a blow, rumors of Multani-geddon featur- 

ing Multani, Maro-Sorcerer ($7) are stirring as well. Phyrexian 

Colossus ($6) and Colossus Of Sardia ($5) will be stars of new per- 

mission decks relying on Legacy’s Tinker ($1). 

Curses! Foiled Again! 
Now that Legacy has been out for a little while, a few interest- 

ing trends have emerged. More packs have been opened in the 

search for the coveted foil cards than is normal for most expan- 

sions. This has had the effect of weakening the price of rares, 

which are more available than they usually would be. The lack of 

a high impact rare, like Cursed Scroll ($22) or Stroke Of Genius 

($14), has also hurt prices some. The main candidate for big bucks 

was the Icy-like Ring Of Gix, but its appearance in the fast-sell- 

ing “Radiant’s Revenge” preconstructed deck has knocked its 

value down to $10. Conversely, some dealers have jacked up the 

price of the “Revenge” deck. The hottest-selling singles of late 

include Defense Grid ($7) and Palinchron. 

The foil cards have been selling briskly for eye-popping 

prices. Key cards like Ring Of Gix and Palinchron are approach- 

ing the $80 mark, while lesser rares have been in the $15-$25 

range. The uncommons and commons have settled around $10 

and $5 respectively, give or take a few bucks depending on 

the card. Complete foil sets on eBay have been selling in the 

$2200 range. Magic: The Gathering is a registered trademark of Wizards of the Coast. Pokémon ™&®© Nintendo. 



TAKE A PIKACHU AT POKEMON Pokémon, poké- 
mon, pokémon. They're everywhere you 

look. In case you're out of the loop, poke- 

mon are monsters which can be trained to 

battle other critters of a similar ilk. The 

kicker is that most of the creatures are so 

darn cute. In Japan, there are stuffed ver- 

sions of most of the pokémon, as well as 

bookbags, keychains, models and just about 

anything else you can slap a picture on. 

What started out as a Gameboy game has 

grown into one of Japan’s biggest licenses, 

including—you guessed it—a CCG. 

In January, WotC brought the Pokémon 

craze to the U.S. gaming industry with the 

English version of the CCG. Surprisingly, 

the cards have been hunted down by Poké- 

obssessed youths and veteran Magic players 

alike. The initial print rum—marked with a 

first edition stamp—immediately sold out. 

The first edition boosters are now selling 

for between $4-$5 if you can find them, 

and that edition’s singles have a 25% pre- 

mium. Wave two of the boosters, printed 

without the stamp, followed quickly and 

they've been just as hot. 

“We haven't been able to find many 

boxes at all,” says Ed Fear, owner of Mil- 

lennium Games in Rochester, NY. “Packs 

disappear as soon as we put them out. The 

singles have been selling fast too, especially 

the foils.” Even the preconstructed decks 

have sold well. The “Zap” deck, featuring 

Mewtwo, has proven to be the most popu- 

lar of the four. 

GOTTA FIND EM ALL There are 32 rares in the 

base Pokémon set—half of which are foils 

and rarer than the non-foils. The odds of 

pulling a foil card are one in three packs, 

which has caused their value to shoot up. 

The fact that some of the most powerful 

pokémon are foil hasn't hurt either. The 

key foils are Charizard ($12), Alakazam 

($10), Raichu ($10) and Venussaur ($9). 
The others are between $5-$8 and all of 

them are selling briskly. Don't expect the 

Pokémon game craze to die down any time 

soon. Four expansions have already been 

released in Japan—Jungle, Fossil, Team 

Rocket and Gym Leaders. WotC will gradu- 

ally be releasing the English translations of 

these sets through this year and next year, 

and you can expect the first printings of 

each set to be white hot. S 

Rich Lioman is often visited in his dreams 

by dancing pokemon wielding anal 

probes. Don't ask. 

1 RING OF GIX 
eeling blue? The top 10 is this 

month, despite the absence of the 

now-banned Time Spiral. Urza’s 

Legacy's strongest cards may be green, 

but its blue spelis have garnered most 

attention. With the most popular 

combe decks banned out of existence, 

players are looking to the Palinchron 

and Second Chance to get their fill. 

However, the tep spots go to a pair 

of all-purpose artifacts. The Ring Of 

Gix is easily the hottest card in the 

set, and Cursed Scrojl continues to sit 

atop every Magic player's wish list. 

Yhe control capabilities of Legacy's 

Defense Grid have vaulted it onto the 

list at number five, and the Archivist 

Pops on at number 70 ‘cause people 

like to draw cards. 

| a (During your next upkeep after #8 Permanent comes under your control, 
Pay WS casting cost or sacrifice it. 51] 
1, & Tap farget ar tifact, creature. or 

: 
it . 

| Not every cage is made of bars. 

4 card Target opponent 
chooses a card. at random fron your 

. If he or she chooses the 
named card, Cursed Scroll deals 2 
damuge to target creature or player. 

an extra turn after this ong, 

The greatest gift is the opportunity 10 
right one’s wrongs. 
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© Lifetap 
® Lightning Bolt 
@ Living Artifact 

Living Lands .... 

© Living Wall 

© Llanowar Elves . 
: © Lord of Atlantis . 

ALPHA LIMITED {one Lad... BU Ted alan 
WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1993 |; © Donsenator 00 | @ Magical Hack 
Cards have black borders. : tien Below ...S0RR & i ® Mahamoti ae 
Alpha cards have rounder corners : Bitiwdint cd sn @ Manabarbs 

when compared to Beta cards. i ® Cooper Tatlet e : @ Mana Flare .... 

Full Set (300 cards) dais } ® Mana Short... 
Starter Deck (60 cards) .. i : a H ® Mana Vault . 

Starter Box (10 decks) : : @ Meekstone .... 

Booster Pack (15 cards)... . 18000 : - mnechom ae 
Booster Box (36 packs) my oe 

@ Cursed Land .... 
® Cyclopean Tomb Fi 

@ Dark Ritual... 

All unlisted cards are 80% of Beta value. 
Unlisted Alpha errors are worth 

125% of Beta value. Darkpact ... 
Deathgrip .. 

@ Black Lotus .., @ Deathlace,.... 
® Chaos Orb... " Demonic Attomne! 
@ Force of Nature St R 45.00 : 
© Forcefield . Demonic Hordes . 

© Gaea's Liege. sc R 200 : & ee 
© Gauntlet of Might ART R 13000 ena aa 

© Disenchant .. 
@ Jade Monolith @ Disi 

® Living Wall 
Disintegrate .. wf 

® Disrupting Scepter ...... 
® Lord of Atlantis 
@ Mana Short ... 

 Mox Emeral 

@ Drain Life 
@ Dragon Whelp . 

® Drain Power 
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QO The First Transport Is Away! : O Reflection.............04 

1 dasant ant arvauseaneerian 5.00 ? © Report to Lord Vader ... 
4,00 : @ Res Luk Ra'auf ......... LIN R 
3.00 
4.00 

} Q Ryear’s Run 
} O Size Matters Not 
: O Smuggler's Blues 

O21 

-EFF R 

@ Wampa ...ceseeceee GRE R 3.00 ? Q Son of Skywalker 
@ Weapon Malfunction ...UEF R 4.00 : © Space Slug ........... CRE R 

QO Wes Janson ...ccereree REBR 3.00 
© Who's Scruffy-Looking? UW R 4.00 

@ Yaggle Gakkle : : 
© You Have Failed Me. 
© You Will Go to Dagobah... LIN R 
© Zev Senesta ........4++5 REB R 

DAGOBAH EXPANSION : 
DECIPHER-1996 : 
Full Set (180 cards) 

Booster Pack (9 cards) .. 

Booster Box (60 packs) . 

Commons 
Unlisted Uncommons .... 

© Asteroids Do Not Concern Me 
. UEF R 3,00 

EFFR 3.50 

STAR. 13.50 
3.50 
3.50 
8.50 
5.00 
3.00 
4.50 
3.00 
3,75 
3.00 
5.00 
8.00 
4.50 
2.50 
3.00 
3.50 

O At Peace . 

@ Avenocer 

@ Bad Feeling Have | 
@ Bombing Run............ 

BUSsh)  Siscangnpacargal 

@ Bossk’s Mortar Gun 
@ Broken Concentration ... ncentration POWER 3 

@ Dagobah: Cave 
O Dagobah: Yoda's Hut 

@ Dengar ee ceeseeee 

@ Dengar's Blaster Carbine WEA R 

.EFF R O Descent Into The Dark .. 
@ Dragonsnake 

O Effective Repairs . 

© Egregious Pilot Error ...UN R 3.00 
@ Executor on... eeeeee STA R 30.00 

@ Executor: Holotheatre ...LOC R 3.50 
@ Executor: Meditation Chamber 

4.00 
@ Failure at the Cave 

@ Field Promotion 

@ 4-LOM's Concussion Rifle WEA R 

@ Frustration veiLlINR 
O Han's Toolkit... -DEV R 

© Hiding In the Garbage ...EFF R 

@ Hound's Tooth 
O | Have a Bad Feeling. . This 

@ | Want That Ship... 
@ 16-2000... 
@ 1G-88 

© Stone Pile 

@ The Dark Path 
O The Professor . DRO R 

© (G-88's Neural inhibitor WEAR 500 : © This Is More Like it ......UIN R 
@ 1G-88's Pulse Cannon ...WEAR 4.50 : © This Is No Cave .. i 
Oltls the Future You See JTER 3.50 : © Through the Force... ‘See LIN R 

© Jedi Levitation 
O Landing Claw 

@ Lando System? 

. UN R 
-DEVR 
:LIN R 

O Tight Squeeze 

OB i 
@ Unexpected Interruption LIN R 

@ Lieutenant Suba MP R = 4.00 = @ Visage of the Emperor .,.EFF R 

© Light Maneuvers VIN R 3.00 : © We Can... Outmaneuver Them 
@ Location, Location, LocationEFFR 3.50 2 oo. seeeeeeeeeees U/LINR 
@ Lost in Space........... EFF R 4.00 ? © We Don't Need...Scum...U/LINR 

O Luke's Backpack ...... DEVR 4.00. : CQ WHAAAAAAAAADODOW! UIN R 

@ Mist Hunter .STA R 6.50 $ © What is Thy Bidding My Master? 
EFF R 

3.50 
4.00 
3.00 

300 : 
7.00 
300 : 
4.50 
3.00 
4.00 

3.00 
3.50 

3.50 
-REBR 30.00 

3.50 

ABILIY 3 

3.00 

3.00 
3.50 
4.00 
3,00 
4.00 
3.00 
6.50 
3.00 
4.00 

+ @ Boba Fett 

$ @ Boba Fett’s Blaster Rifle WEA R 
+ @ Brief Loss Of Control 
$ O Bright Hope .... 

? @ Captain Bewil 

3 O Captain Han Solo 
? @ Chief Retwin ....... 
+ @ Cloud City: Dining Room LOC R 
: O Cloud City: Guest QuartersLOC R 

: O Courage Of A Skywalker LIN R 
3.00 : 

350 : 
3.00 : 

e Zuckuss 
@ Zuckuss’ Snare Rifle 

@ Atmospheric Assault . 

} O Beldon's Eye ..... 

ARMOR S 

DOUBLE TAKES 

O Bionic Hand .... 

AL Alien 
CRE Creature 
DEV Device 

WEF R 30.00 

PRICE DATA’ 

$ O Dark Approach 
: @ Dark Deal . 
@ Despair ia 

© Dismantle On Sight ...... EFF R 

LIN R 4.00 

Conflict... 
. EV R 

00! @ End Ths... 
“WEAR 4.00 ? @ Epic Duel 

} @ Flight Escort . 
: CLOUD CITY 3 @ Focused Attack . UN R 

: : @ Force Field .. -U/LIN R 

: EXPANSION i @ Forced Landing .........UEF R 
: DECIPHER-1997 £ © Frozen Assets EFF R 
: Full Set (180 cards) .00 : O Gambler's Luck . UN R 
Booster Pack (9 cards) . 250 :O Glancing Blow . LN R 

3 Booster Box (60 packs) AIO00 $ O Haven .......cceceeees EFF R 
Commons 10 : @ He's All Yours, Bounty Hunter 

? Uncommons . B00! © Sironcatinsmbdswnenenpronic 
? O Higher Ground 

$O Advantage ........005 EFF R 300 : © Hindsight... 
: @ Aili! Aaa! Agaggggggga! LIN R 3.00 = OQ Hopping Mad... < 
FOAll My Urchins .. EFFR = 3.00 § @ Vim Your Father Ee 

 @ All Too Easy 3.00 = OI Don’t Need Their Scum, Either 
FO AmbuUSH oo... 3.00 :  U/LINR 
: O Artoo, Come Back At Once! :@ | ‘Had No Choice . 

: © Impressive, Most inapcéssive 

: @ Interrogation Array ...... 

2 © Into The Ventilation Shaft, Lefty 

t @ Lando Calrissian ... 
= © Lando Clarissian 
: O Leia Of Alderaan... 
: @ Lieutenant Sheckil 

$ O Lobot 
+ © Luke's Blaster Pistol 

? @ Mandalorian Armor 
$ @ Mostly Armless ... 

+ © nogooo0000000! 
? @ Obsidian 7 
+ @ Obsidian 8 

= O Off The Edge . 
: O Old Pirates 
3 @ Point Man 

} O Princess Leia 
: O Protector ...... 
$O Punch It! .... 
: © Redemption . 
£ @ Release Your Anger 
+ O Rendezvous Point On Tatooine 

= O Shocking Information 
? @ Slavel.... 
? @ Slip Sliding Away 
+ O Smoke Screen 
: @ Surprise é 

$ O Surreptitious Glance......LIN R 
+ @ The Emperor's Prize 
£ © This Is Even Better ...... 
£ @ This ls Still Wrong 
+ @ Ugloste 

$ O Uncontrollable Fury 
? @ Vader's Bounty 
5 @ Vader's Cape ... 

: O We'll Find Han 
@ We're The Bait... 

JABBA'S PALACE 
EXPANSION 
DECIPHER-1997 
Full Set (180 cards)... 
Booster Pack (9 cards) 

Booster Bax (60 packs) 
Commons 

; Uncommons 
4.00 : . DEV R 

30 it 
350 | 

4.00 : © Blaster Deflection ...... UAINR 3.75 

4.00 : @ Bengar’s Modified Riot GuiWEAR 5.00 
4.00. ? @ Double Laser Cannon ...WEAR 5.00 
4.00 ? O Droopy McCool .. “ALR 4,00 
§00 :OsD8 ......... 450 

3.50  @ Ephant Mon 5.00 
6.00 : @ EV-9D9 4.50 

4.00 Fozec 3.50 
4.50 : @ Gailid ... 450 

4.00 = O Garon Nas Tal 3.50 

3.50 : O Geezum 
3.50 + O Ghoel 
400 : 
400 
4.00 : @ Hermi Odle 

$ @ Hutt Bounty . 
3.50; O | Must Be Allowed To Speak 

3.50 : 

3.50 :. F 
4.00 : O Jedi Mind Trick. . 4.50 

: O Jess 4.00 

4.00 : O Kalit 4.00 
4,00 $ O Kiffex 3.50 

£ O Kirdo Ill 3.00 
? @ Kithaba 3.50 
: @ Klaatu ..... 4.00 

? O Laudica 3.50 
+ © Leslomy Tacema .. ‘oh 3.50 

O Life Debt ... UN R = 4,00 
Loje Nella wAL R350 
Malakili. . AL 4.00 
Max Rebo .. ve AL 4.00 
Murttoc Yine .. ee AL 3.50 
Nal Hutta ... -LOC 3.50 
Nizuc Bek .. AL 3.50 

Nysad ... AL 3.50 
Oola AL 4,00 
Ortugg ... oAL 350 * 
Palejo Reshad AL 3.50 
Pote Snitkin ..... AL 3.50 

Princess Leia Organa 

Pucumir Thryss 

Rhik Dike, Here. 
Rancor 
Rayc Ryjerd .. 

Salacious Crumb 

Scum And Villainy 

Sergeant Doallyn.. 

Strangle .. 

Thul Fain .. 

OTibrin 
O Unfriendly Fire .. 

Vedain 

O Wul Tazaene 
Wittin .. 
Wooof .. 

O Yoxgit .. 

SPECIAL EDITION 
EXPANSION 
DECIPHER—1598 
Full Set (324 cards) ... 

voAL R 30,00 3 @Amanaman ......... AL R 4.50 Booster Pack (9 cards 250 

8.00 : O Ardon “Vapor” Crell -AL R 4.00 Booster Box (30 packs) 0,00 

velIN R350 2 OQUAMOO Lecce DROR 15.00 — Starter Pack (60 cards) 1250 

STAR 4.50: O Attark 3 3.50 Starter Box (12 packs)“ 
IMP R 5.00 : © Aved Lun “ALR 4,00 = Commons .... 

REBR 25.00 : @ Bane Malar AL R500 © Uncommons .. 
. IMP R 3.50 ; @ Barada... “ALR 4,00 

350 : @ Beedo ... ALR 4.00 @ AReal Hero r 
4,00 :O BG-J38 . DROR 4.00 © All Wings Report In 8.00 

4.00 i 1° Bib Fortuna ..,.. . AL R 6.50 @ Bantha Herd 4.00 

WARS DATA, c-commMon U-UNCOMMON R-RARE 

@DARK SIDE OLIGHT SIDE 

DRO Droid 
EFF Effect 
IMP Imperial 

LIN Lost Interrupt 
LOC Location 
OBJ Objective 

REB Rebel 
STA Starship 
UEF Utinni Effect 

NT DOWN. 

UIN Used Interrupt 
VEH Vehicle 
WEA Weapon 

HEAVY TRADING 



O Ben Kenobi REBR 30.00 = © Meditation 

@ Boba Fett . ALR 22.00 Melas ... 

@ Boelo 1... ‘ 4.00 = © Mind What You. 
© Bassk In Hound's Tooth R500 : @ Nebit 
@ Brangus Glee . 4.00 = © Old Times. 
O Bron Burs . 4.00 : @ One-Am 
O Camie . 30 : @ 08-724 Obsidian 1 
@ Carbon Chamber Testing 100 ? @ 08-72-10. 
© Cloud City Celebration ...EFF R 3.00 : @ 0S-72-2 in Obsidian 2 

@ Cloud City Occupation ...EFF R 3.00 : @ Outer Rim Scout 

@ Cloud City: Downtown PlazaLOCR 3.50 : © Princess Organa. 
© Cloud City: Downtown PlazaLOCR 3.50 R312, 

O Colonel Feyn Gospic ...REB R 4.00 : @Ralitir . 

© Commander Wedge AntilesREBR 8.00 : @ Rebel Base Occupation 
© Corellian Engineering Corporation : O Rebel Fleet... 

eae 3.00 = © Rendezvous Point 
© Corporal Grenwick . 4.00 : @ Rendili StarDrive 
© Coruscant... 3.00 : © Rescue The Princess 
© Coruscant 3.00 : @ Return To Base 
© Coruscant Celebration .. 3.00 : Q Rogue 4d . 

@ Coruscant: Imperial SquareLOC R 4.00 > @ RR'uruurrr 

@ Counter Surprise Assault LIN R 3.00 : @ Rystll 
© Dantooine Base OperationsOBJR 6.00 : @ Sarlace . 

@ Darth Vader, Dark Lord Of The Sith O Sergeant Hallis ........ 
Sergeant Major Enfield 

@ Sergeant Narthax 

@ Sergeant Torent 
Short-Range Fighters 

@ Sienar Fleet Systems... 

: O Slayn & Korpil Facilities 

= O Soth Petikkin 

@ Destroyed Homestead . 0g ; O Spiral... 
© Docking And Repair Facilities : © Star Destroyer! 

O Stay Sharp! . 

O Don't Tread On Me . @ Strategic Reserves 

@ Drecited imperial Starfet EFF Roo Surface Defense 
@ Sy Snootles 

® Dune Walker > ; 

© Entrenchment O T-47 Battle Formation 
O General McQuarrie © Tatooine Celebration ...EFF R 

O Goo Nee Tay f e Tatooine Occupation ...EFF R 
O Gatton Mie Tatooine: Beggar's CanyonLOC R 

= - O Tawss Khaa ALR 
ORES OO Thetit. ALR A 
O Heroes OF Yavin . 00 OTK REBR 10.00 
O Hidden Base UY + @ Umpass-stay ALR 4.00 
O Fit And Run 00  @ UrRur. ALR 400 
@ Honing Beem 00; @ URoRRUR'R'R's Bartha... VEH R 4.50 
@ fHunt Down And Destroy The Jedi O Uutkik . R 4.00 

oie 2 ‘: @ Vader's Petsanal Shute STAR 1000 
e ‘Hunting Party i Vengeance 

@ [asa, The Traitor OF Jawa faye © Wittin's cane 

i : © Xewing Assault Squadron STA R- 
e IM4-099 = 25 : © Yavin 4: Massassi Headquarters 
@ Imperial Occupation...... i oS ea 

© Imperial Atrocity... 

@ Imperial Propaganda. 00 : 
© Incom Corporation ...... A H FIRST ANTHOLOGY 

@ ISB Operations .00 : DECIPHER—1997 
@ Jabba. D000 + Boxed Set oo... ee cee eee 25.00 
@ Jabba's Influence . 00 : 
@ Jabba's Space Cruiser . oi @ Boba Fett......... so IMP-R 12,00 
O Joh Yowza .... i O Cmdr. Wedge Antilles ...REBR 8.00 

© Kalit's Sanderawle ot @ Death Star Assault Squadron 
ONG WA vnc acinnonseteans a 

O Koensayr Manufacturing . e 
@ Krayt Dragon. 2 i @ Jabba's Influence 

@ Kuat Drive Yards......... .00 $ O X-Wing Assault Squadron STA R 

The Gathering 

O Lando's Blaster Rifle i — 

O Leia's Blaster Rifle .. “ me 

© Lieutenant Tam Mison REBR 450 : ALA Ce LEE ELED DDeT COMM 

rere : . — strategy, asia ‘commentary... 
© Major Palo Torshan .. Cee re .. for the Players...by the Players ¥ 
© Mechanical Failure . 

‘seed in Cal 

| ‘TG, Star W 

ile Earth, Battletern, 

‘ be be The National Collector, inc. 

‘ 6113 Clark Center Ave. 
: Pure Sarasota, FL 34238 ; 

941-927-8398 fax 941-927-9495 
info@tncmagic.com 



ene 
Aladdin's Ring ANR4th,5t 

@, @: Do 4 damage to Pe target. i 
Altar of Dementia A “ TM 

Sacrifice a creature; Target player puts a number of cards equal to that creature's 3 
power from the top of his or her library into his or her graveyard, 

Amulet of Kroog ART Cos @ AQAt 
®, @: Prevent 1 damage to any target. 

Angel’s Trumpet AR ave 
Attacking does’ not cause creatures to tap, At the end of each player's turn, tap al 
untapped creatures he controls that did not attack this tum, Angel's Trumpet deal 
1 damage to that player for each cfeature tapped this way, 

Ankh of Mishra Al ve @ LUR 4th St 
Whenever a player puts a land into play, Ankh deals 2 damage to him. 

Ashnod’s Altar A By & AQ, CH.St 
@, Sacrifice one of your creatures in play: Add’ to your mana pool. 

Ashnod’s Transmogrant A Ce | 6@ AQ, CH.Att 
: ®, Sacrifice: Turn non-artifact creature into an artifact creature with +1/+ 

Barbed Sextant A «6 Ast 
&, @, Sacrifice: Add one mana of any color to your mana pool, Cantrip. 

Barl's Cage A oe DK, CHBt 
@: Target creature does not untap during its controller's next untap phase. 

Barrin’s Codex AR 
During your upkeep, you may put a counter on Codex, #2, , Sacrifice Codex: 
Draw X cards, where X is the. number of counters on Codex. 

Battering Ram Al Ci & AQ 4th bt 
Bands when attacking. At the end of combat, any walls blocking Battering Ram are = 
destroyed. 1/1. Of course, no one plays with walls, right? 

atl 

ay 
@: Regenerates. 3/1, 

KIND CR RATING COST 

AC 

Clockwork Beast AC 
Put seven +1/+0 counters on Beast: 
attacks or blocks, remove a counter. 
seven counters), Use only during uj 

= Ganwer Steed AC 
annot be blocked by artifact creat 

end of any combat in which Steed 
Add X counters to Steed (maximum 

Coat of Arms 
ach creature gets +1/+-1 for eac 

> type. 
> Coiled Tinviper A 
: inst strike, 2/1 
: Cold Storage ART 
: : Put target creature you control o 
= all creatures on Cold Storage into play. 
= Colossus of Sardia AC 
: rample, Does not untap. : Untap 
: Copper Gnomes 
+ @, Saorifice: Choose an arti 
> Coral Helm A 
: — ;, Discard a card at random: Give 
: Crawlspace RI 
: No more than two creatures can attack 
: Crown of the Ages 

@, @: Switch target enchantment 
ment's controller does not change. Treat 

0 see 

Rs 

Beast of Burden AC “ } Crystal Chimes AR we 
Beast of Burden has power and toughness each equal to the total number 0 : @®, @, Sacrifice: Return all enchantmer 
creatures in play. */* = Crystal Rod Ri ch 

Booby Trap A oo 6 6G M : — @: Gain 1 life for any blue spell cast. 
When Trap comes into play, name a card other than a basic land. When target : Cursed Scroll ARI see 
opponent draws cards, he reveals them to all players. If any of those cards Is the 
named card, sacrifice Trap and it deals 10 damage to that player. 

Bottle Gnomes A oon | M 
Sacrifice Bottle Gnomes: Gain 3 life, 1/3, 

Bottle of Suleiman A ‘ AN,R 4th St 
& .@, Sacrifice: Flip a coin, If opponent wins, you take § damage. Otherwise, 
you get a Djinn token, a 6/5 flying artifact creature. : Dancing Scimitar Al Ree & ANR 4th, Stl 

Buliwhip ART“ Uo see @ > Flying. 1/5. 
@, @: Do 1 damage to target creature. That creature attacks this turn if able. : Defense Grid ART Ro osee# Ul 

Carthodion Al “ @ Z = During each player's turn, spells played by another player cost an additional 
When Carthodion is put into a graveyard from play, add three colorless mana to ©: ‘Diaholic Machine ART Us & Dk 4th. ot 
your mana pool, 3/3, i Whenever a land is destroyed, its controller takes 2 damage. 

Chimeric Staff A - ¢ Z : Dingas Egg ART Ree @ R,4th, ott 
®: Staff is an artifact creature with power and toughness each equal to X until i: Whenever a land is destroyed, its controller takes 2 damage. 
end of turn. 3 = Scepter ART Ro sree .RAth Sth 

Citanul Flute ART Rose @& Z =  @, @: Opponent must discard 1 card of his choice. Play as a sorcery. 
&. © Search your library for a creature card with total casting cost no greater = Dragon Blood ART =U see UZ 
than X. Reveal that card and put it into your hand. mM: @, @ Puta +1/+1 counter on target creature, 

Claws of Gix A ae : Dragon Engine C AQR4th.5 
®, Sacrifice a permanent: Gain 1 life. : @: +1/40 until end of tum. 1/3, 

elem gy \eag 

@@: Name a card. Opponent chooses a card at random from your hand. | 
: chooses the named card, Scroll deals 2 damage to target creature or player 
: Damping Engine A - ® 
: 10 controls more permanents than any other cannot play lands or 

artifact, creature, or enchantment spells. That player may sacrifice a permanent to 
ignore this effect until end of turn. 

A player wi 

ART Artifact 
AC Artifact Creature 
CR Current Rarity 

* 

6 

& 

fact In your hand and put it into play, 1/1 
R 

you each combat, 
é 

an only give 1 life per spell. 

S 
other creature in play of the same creature 

& M 
‘ald Storage, Sacrifice Cold Storage: Put 

AQ 4th. ot 
Colussus during your upkeep, 9/9, 

4th St 
target creature +2/+2 until end of tum 

s 

rom one creature to another. The enchant- 
enchantment as if just cast, 

& 
nts from your graveyard to your hand, 

LUR AIH 

At the end of any combat in which Beast 
®&, @: Add X counters to Beast (maximum 

keep. 0/4, 

ures, Put 4 +1/+0 counters on Steed, At the 
attacks or blocks, remove a counter. @, @: 

four counters), 0/8. 

NAME 

? Echo Chamber AT R= @ 
3 @@ Opponent chooses a creature he controls. Put a token creature into play and 

KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND 

TM 

treat it as a copy of that creature. Creature is unaffected by summoning sickness, At 

During your draw phase, draw an a 
discard your hand. 

? Grafted Skullcap A os & 
: itional card. At the end of each of your turns, 

: end of turn, remove token creature from game, rae a a sorcery, 
: Elkin Bottle A es (ABth 
: @&,@: Place the top card of your library face wi in front of you. You may play 

that card as though it were in your hand, If you do not play it by your next 
: upkeep, remove it from the game 
: Emerald Medallion A R se 2 M 

Your green spells cost @ less to play. 
Emmessi Tome Al Pe M 

& @: Draw two cards, then choose and aceite a card, 
: Endoskeleten A —- UZ 
: You may choose not to untap Endoskeleton, 2, @; Target creature gets +0/+3 

as long as Endoskeleton remains tapped. 
Energizer AC an 4 M 

: @ @: Puta+1/+1 counter on Energizer. 2/2, 
: Ensnaring Bridge A wees $l 

Creatures with power greater than the number of eards in your hand cannot attack, 
> Erratic Portal ART Roseoe x 
+ Return target creature to its owner's hand unless its owner pays “4. 
: Essence Bottle Al a8 2 f 
: @ @: Put an elixir counter on Essence Bottle. @, Remove all elixir counters 
= from Bottle: Gain 2 life for each ellxir counter removed in this way, 
: Excavator A a8 2 
i ® Sacrifice a basic land: Target creature gains that landwalk until end of turn, 
: Feldon’s Cane Al sae H.Bt 

® Remove Cane from game: Shuffle your graveyard into your library, 
: Fellwar Stone Al see 4th. tl 
: @ Produce 1 mana of any color that opponent's lands may produce. 
: Feroz’s Ban A << ££ HLS 
= Summon spells cost an additional > to cast. 
: Flowstone Sculpture = A\ —- TM 

@. Choose and discard a card: Hlowstone Sculpture gains flying, first strike, or 
¢ trample permanently, ot put a +1/+1 counter on Flowstone Soulpture, 4/4, 
: Fluctuator A ss & UZ 
: Cycling costs you up to “less to play, Banned! 
: Flying Carpet A Rose ANR4th.6 
3 ®, Give target creature flying until end of turn. If target is destroyed before 
3 end of turn, so Is Flying Carpet. 
: Fool's Tome AR aoe TM 
: @.@: Draw a card. Use this ability only if you have no cards in your hand, 

Raps cil? = Fountain of Youth A we 6 6@ IK, CHB 
>, @: Gain 1 life, 

AQAth.th = Gauntlets of Chaos A “ & 6, CH.t 
: @, @, Sacrifice Gauntlets: Take control of an opponent's land, creature, or arti- 

LURAth.Sth = fact. Then give that opponent one of your permanents of the same type. Destroy all 
: enchantments on traded permanents 
: Glasses of Urza Al oo LUR.4th, St 
: @: Look at opponent's hand. No, his cards! 

HL.th 7 

: Grapeshot Catapult AG oe 4 AQ,4th bt 
uy : ®: Do 1 damage to a target flying creature, 2/3. 

: Grim Monolith Al oo L 
: Grim Monolith does not untap during your untap phase. @: Add three colorless 

Mz mana to your mana pool. @: Untap Grim Monolit 
: Grindstone A a | TM 
: @, & Put the top two cards of target player's library into that player's grave- 
i yard. If both cards share at least one color, repeat this process 
: Heartstone AR «<« iN 

The cost of each creature ability requiring an activation cost is reduced by 
= This cannot reduce an ability’s generic mana cost to less than <4. 

Z = Helm of Chatzuk A = LUA Bt 
:  @&, @: Give target creature banding until end of turn. 
: Helm of Possession Al one e ™ 

You may choose not to untap Helm. 2@,@; Sacrifice a creature: Gain control of 
: target creature as long as you control of Helm and it remains tapped. 
: Hive, The A [We e LUR4th Ott 

(A,ot! : @, @: Create a Giant Wasp token, a 1/1 flying artifact creature. 
: Hopping Automaton AC ae S UZ 
: @: Automaton gets -1/-1 and flying until end of turn, 2/2. 

UZ } Horn of Greed A oe 8 
Whenever any player plays a land, that player draws a card, 

Sth = Hornet Cannon A - gl 
@, @: Puta token into play. Treat this token as a 1/1 artifact creature with fly- 

i ing that is unaffected by summoning sickness. At ond of turn, destroy the token. 
he? Howling Mine A see LURK 

: During each player's draw phase, that player draws an additional card. 
Mfinite Hourglass A R ee e (ABI 

MAGIC DATA 
@ ARTIFACT @BLACK © BLUE 

EA Enchant Artifact 
EC Enchant Creature 
EL Enchant Land 

@ dur 
Put'a time counter on Infinite Hourglass during your upkeep, Any player may pay 

ing any upkeep to remove a time counter. All creatures gain +1/+0 for 
each time counter on Infinite Hourglass. 

ron Maiden A oe & 
During each of your opponent's upkeeps, Iron Maiden deals 1 damage to that 
player for each card more than four in his or her hand. 

ron Star A ” & 
: Gain 1 life for any red spell cast, Can only give 1 life per spell. 

ory Cup A oe £ 
©: Gain 1 life for any white spell cast. Can only give 1 life per spell. 

jade Monolith Al R ise * 
@: Redirect all damage from any creature to yourselt. 

jalum Tome AR ase 
@, @: Draw a card and then discard a card of your choice, 

= jandor's Saddlebags «=A one 
&, @: ntap target creature, 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R= 

LURAth ot 

UR 4th, St 

LUR 4th bt 

AQ, CHAt 

AN,R 4th Bt 

RARE 

GOLD @GREEN @®RED OWHITE @LAND 

EN Enchantment INT Interrupt SC Summon 
EW Enchant World LL Legendary Land SL Summon 
INS Instant MS Mana Source SOR Sorcery 

Creature 
Legend 



NAME KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND g KIND: «CR RATING COST SETS FOUND a NAME B KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND 

Jayemdae Tome ART Ro seve LUR4th6th : Phyrexian Splicer A — TM : Static Orh ART oo . @ TM 
@, @: Draw a card. :  @@ Choose flying, first strike, trample, or shadow. Target creature with that ability : Players cannot untap more than two permanents during their untap phases, 

dester’s Cap ART Ro seve @& |ASth $, loses it until end of tum, Another target creature gains that abilty until end of tun. ‘Sword of the Chosen ART oo ¢$ 
®, ®: Sacrifice to look through target player's library and remove any three ==: Pit Trap Al oo 6=— UZ: ®: Target legend gets +2/+2 until end of turn. 
cards from the game, > @ Ye, Sacrifice Trap: Bury target attacking creature without flying, : Tawnes's Weaponry ART w= 6 AQ,4th.5th 

det Medallion ART Rs @ M = Partcullis Al Ro SH: @, & Target creature gets +1/+1 as long as Weaponry remains tapped, You 
Your black spells cost “€ less to play, : Whenever any creature comes into play, if there are two or more other creatures in: may choose not to untap Weaponry during untap phase. 

dinxed Idol ART Ross Pg Mod play, set that creature aside, If Portcullis leaves play, put the creature into play : Telethapter AC oo @ M 
During your upkeep, Jinxed Idol deals 2 damage to you. Sacrifice a creature: Tar- : under its owner's control, ap a creature you control: Telethopter gains flying until end of turn. 3/1. 
get opponent gains control of Jinxed Idol permanently. } Primal Clay Al —- AQR4th5th : Temporal Apertsre @ 

dJinxed Ring ART Ross & SH  — When cast, choose whether to make Primal Clay a 1/6 wall, 3/3 ground creature, ®, © Shuffle your library and reveal the top card. Until end of turn, as long as 
Whenever any card is put into your graveyard from play, Ring deals 1 damage to you. or 2/2 flying creature. lat card remains on top of your library, you may play the card as though it were 
Sacrifice a creature: Target opponent gains control of Ring permanently. ? Puppet Strings A soe TM in your hand without paying its casting cost. 

dhoira’s Toolbox AC - 6 :  @- Tap or untap target creature, : Thepter Squadren AC oo 
: Regenerate target artifact creature, 1/1, : ; Flying. Comes into play with 3 +1/+1 counters, @%, Remove a counter: Put a 1/1 

Joven’s Teols ARI oo & HLSth = i lying artifact creature Thopter token into play, Play as a sorcery, “, Sacrifice a 
@, @ Target oreature can only be blocked by walls until end of turn, hopter: Put a+1/4-1 counter on Squadron, Play as a sorcery, 0/0. 

Karn, Silver Golem AG emne A as 2 Thran Lens STUMPERS 
Whenever Karn blacks or becomes blacked, it gets -4/+-4 until end of turn. : : All permanents are colorless. 
Target noncreature artifact is an artifact creature with power and toughness each by @e)|llewel=|e),<-1e) a) ! Thran War Machine AC = 6 
equal to its casting cost until end of turn, 4/4. a i : : cho. Thran War Machine attacks each tum if able, 4/5. 

Library of Leng AR 6 LUR 4th : Thran Weaponry AR ” & 
cho, You may choose not to untap Thran Weaponry during your untap phase, 2, 

: @: All creatures get +2/+2 as long as Thran Weaponry remains tapped. 
: Thran Turbine AR 7 ¢ Z 
: Juring your upkeep, you may add up to two colorless mana to your mana pool, 

Skip your discard phase. If forced to discard, you can choose to discard to the to 
of your library rather than your graveyard, : 

Lifeline AR we. & Zz: 
Whenever a creature is put into a graveyard and a creature is in play, return that: 
creature from its graveyard to play at end of turn. : : his mana cannot be spent to play spells. 

Lotus Blossom AR oo 6 2: : Threne of Bone AR “ & LURAth St 
During your upkeep, you may put a petal counter on Lotus Blossom. @, Sacrifice _&£ @: Gain 1 life each time a black spell is cast, Use only once per spell. 
Blossom; Add X mana of one color ta your mana pool, where X is the number of |} Thumbserews ARI .. 
petal counters on Blossom. : i uring your upkeep, if you have five or more cards in your hand, Thumbscrews 

Lotus Petal A i Me : leals 1 damage to target opponent. 
®. Sacrifice Lotus Petal: Add one mana of any color to your mana pool. Banned! : Ticking Gnomes AC see & 

Magnetic Web AR ee & Mi i cho. Sacrifice Ticking Gnomes: Ticking Gnomes deals 1 damage to target 
lf creature with a magnet counter attacks, all creatures with magnet counters that atr- = = ___ Greature or player. 3/3, 
tacker céntrols attack if able and all creatures with magnet counters that defender controls |: Time Bomb AR -—- IA, ott 
block that creature if able. <@%: Put a magnet counter on target creature, : : ut a counter on Bomb during your upkeep. &&2,4%, Saorifice: Do X damage to eacl 

Mana Vault A oo | LURAthEth : + oreature and player, where X is number of counters on Bomb. 
®: Add 3 to your mana pool. #: Untap Mana Vault. Use only during your : } Torture Chamber AR oo 6B IM 
upkeep. Does 1 damage to you if Vault is tapped at the end of your upkeep. : uring your upkeap, put a counter on Chamber, At end of your tur, Chamber deals 

Manakin ~ AC oo & damage to you for each counter on it, €2,4, Remove all counters fram Chamber: 

@: Add one colorless mana to your mana pool. 1/1. : : Chamber deals | damage for each counter on it to target creature, 
Medicine Bag AR - 6 Bs t Transmogrifying Licid = AC 3 X 

®, ©, Choose and discard a card: Regenerate target creature, 3 : Counts as a Licid. 2%, @: Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature 

Meekstone A Rose & LUR4thSth $ zg boca that reads “Enchanted creature gets +1/+1 and counts as an arti- 
Creatures with power greater than 2 do not untap during untap phase. : ae: act.” You may pay # to end this effect. 2/2. 

Memory Crystal y AR eas i? ape KE J cast a Hing OF Bix oa ny last turn anu: j Umbilicus ARI - Z 
All buyback costs are reduced by : flow it's upkeep. Ean I use the Ring ot. Dury each ee u ‘ini that player pays 2 life or returns a permanent he 

Memory Jar Al —- = ¢ les ttm } controls to owner's hand. 
@® Sacrifice: Each player sets aside his or her hand, face down, and draws seven Gix even if See hn eis cost? : Urza’s Armor ARI eee © Z 
cards. At end of turn, each player discards his or her hand and returns to his or = a Whenever a source deals damage to you, that damage is reduced by 1, 
ve each card he or she set aside this way. : 1 fi E ar — ~ M 4 = Be al Anan 

Metallic Sliver AC ” ®& ME pre-release i: : Avenger gets -1/-1 and gains either flying, banding, first strike, or trample 
Metallic Sliver counts as a sliver, 1/1: i the Seattle tourney Now, : Until end of turn, 4/4 

Metrognonss Al Poe ) i fifth Edition rules: No. 1's con: red pan i Urza's Bauble AT Us @ IASt 
When a spell or ability one of your opponents controls causes you to discard Met- : = permanent with a *nending phase cosi. = i @. Sacrifice: Look at a random card from opponent's hand. Cantrip. 
pe put four i artifact Gnome tokens into play, , @: Puta 1/1 artifact: However, under Sixth Edition rules, you're : oe ’ A we 6 & 
nome token into play, : : cho, <: Draw a car 

Millstone oe A uo» AQRAhSt 3 free to use the Ring hecause the “phase : Volrath’s Laboratory A - §=6 § 
®, @ Take the top 2 cards from target player's library and place them in that ; | i hs igs removed. E Choose a color and a creature type. &, @: Put a token creature into play. Treat 
player's graveyard. 5 ——— "this token as a.2/2 creature of the chosen color and creature type. 

Mindless Automaton A - §=6¢ EX i Purging Scythe AR ae e 7 : Voltaic Key Al oe Z 
Comes into play with two +1/+1 counters, 1, Discard a card: Puta +1/+-1 counter on H During your upkeep, Scythe deals 2 damage to the creature with the lowest tough- i ©, & Untap target artifact. 
Automaton, Remove 2 +1/++1 counters from Automaton: Draw a card, 0/0, } ness, You choose which one if there is a tie i Wall of Junk AC ae Z 

Mishra’s Helix A —- 6 UZ } Quicksilver Amutet AR - «6 iL =... Whenever Wall blocks, return it to owner's hand at end of combat. 0/7. 

&, @: Tap X lands. : — @, @ Chose a creature card in your hand and put that creature into play, : Wall of Spears Al = @ AQAth Bt 
Mobile Fort A - §=6& U2 = Ring of Gix ART Ro sece Li irst strike, counts as a wall, 2/3, 

Counts as a wall, &; Fort gets +3/-1 until end of turn and can attack this turn =} Echo, @s, e@e: Tap target artifact, ereature, or land, : Watchdog A oo & M 

a though it were not a Wall. Play only once each turn, 0/6. > Rod of Rain AR ow = LURAtHStH Blocks if able. if Watchdog is untapped, all creatures attacking you get -1/-0, 1/2, 
Mogg Cannon A - & TM = @, Do 1 damage to any target. ‘ Wheel of Torture AR ee S 

®: Target creature you control gets +1/+0 and gains flying until end of tun. At? Ruby Medallion AR - @ During each of your opponent's uokeeps, Wheel of Torture deals 1 damage to that 
end of tum, destroy that creature. + Your red spells cost less to play. : layer for each card fewer than three in his or her hand, 

Mox Diamond A ~~ € SH = Sapphire Medallion AR - @ y Whetstone Al - @ Z 
When Mox Diamond comes into-play, choose and discard a land card or sacrifice — Yur blue spells costs <@ less to play, : _ @ Each player puts the top two cards of his library into his dt 

Mox Diamond. @: Add one mana of any color to your mana pool 2 Sealding Tongs ARI - & yi Winter Orb A one - @ LUR4th.5t 

Nevinyrral’s Disk A as LURAthSth During your upkeep, if you have three or fewer cards in your hand, Scalding Tongs £ ach player may only untap 1 land during his untap phase. 
@®, ©: Destroy all non-land permanents. Comes into play tapped. 3 deals 1 damage to target opponent. : Wirecat AC ° Z 

Noetic Scales ry Rose & Z = Serapheap A ‘i 2 i Wirecat cannot attack or block if an enchantment is in play. 4/3. 

Duting each player's upkeep, rtum to cwne's hand each creature that player cor? Whenever an artfact or enchantment is put into your graveyard from play, gain 1 ie, ; Wosden Sphere AR Us |= 6 LURAthS 
trols with power greater than the number of cards in his or her hand, 3 Scroll Rack A ww 6B Mo @: Gain 1 Ife for any green spel is cast. Use only once per spel 

Null Brooch A | EX 3 8,4: Choose any number of cards in your hand and set those cards aside, Put Workhorse : N ow 6 & 
%, ®, Discard your hand: Counter target noncreature spell, = an equal number of cards from the top of your library into your hand, Then put the: mes into play with 4 +-1/-+1 counters, Remove a counter: Add one colorless 

Obelisk of Undoing ART Re @ AQ, CH.5th cards set aside in this way on top of your library in any order. $ mana to your mana pool, Play this ability as a mana source, 0/0. 
@, @: Take one of your permanents in play back to your hand, : Serpent Generator N Rw UG, CHEth Wern Powerstone A . 2 Z 

Omithopter A ee: AQR4th Sth a @: Puta Poison Snake token, a 1/1 artifact creature, in play. Ifa Snake omnes into play tapped. €>: Add two colorless mana to your mana pool. 
lying. 0/2. Despite what Tam Slizewski thinks, this card still sucks, ; damages opponent, opponent gets 1 poison counter. : 

Patchwork Gnomes =A oe WE Shapeshifter A ~~ 6 ie BLACK 
hoose and discard a card: Regenerate Patchwork Gomes, 2/1, *Sany number from 0 to 6. Choose * when Shapeshifter is cast and during each 

Pearl Medallion Al -  & M = of your upkeeps. */(7-"). ; Abandon Hope SOR Us BO M 
Your white spells cost #@ less to play. ? Shifting Wall N wo SH: hoose and discard X cards: Look at target apponent’s hand and choose X of 

Pentagram of the Ages ART R os @ IASth = ~~ Counts as a Wall Shifting Wall comes into play with X +1/-+1 counters on it, 0/0. : {tose cards. That player discards the chosen cards. 
@, ©: Prevent all damage done to you from one source. Skull Catapult A aso & JASth Abyssal Horror So ” Sen IZ 

Phyrexian Colossus A a & Z : 8, @: Sacrifice a creature to do 2 damage to any target. : lying, When Horror comes into play, target player discards two cards. 2/2. 

Joes not untap during your untap phase, Pay 8 life: Untap Phyrexian Colossus. > $kyshaper A - & x 3 Abyssal Specter Nh oo BOR ; IA.Sth 

annot be blocked by fewer than three creatures, 8/8, ! ” Saorifioe: All creatures you control gain flying until end of turn. + Flying. Opponent damaged A ecter must discard a card of his choice, 2/8, 
Phyrexian Grimoire ART Rove @ M = Smokestack ART OR | @ 7 ¢ Animate Dead Ue BR LURAth Sth 

 & Target opponent chooses one of the top two cards in your graveyard. uring your upkeep, you may put @ counter on Smokestack. During each player's =; -—«Bring a creature from any me into play on your side with -1 power. I Animate 
femove that card from the game and put the other into your hand + upkeep, that player sacrifices a permanent for each counter on Smokestack, : ead leaves play, the greature is buried. 

Phyrexian Hulk A ” & M = Soul Net N a g LUR4thGth ? Ashes to Ashes SOR = «6 SS DKAth, oth 
5/4, { Gain 1 life when a creature is placed in the graveyard. ; Remove two non-artifact creatures from the game and take 5 damage. 

Phyrexian Processor = AR - 6 Z ? Spelibeok N A eS x : Bad Moon N oo 6 @O@ LUR4th Sth 
When Processor comes into play, pay any amount of life. @, @: Puta Minion Skin your discard phase. : All black oreatures in play get +1/+1, 
token into play. Treat this token as a black creature with power and toughness = Sphere af Resistance ART OR ss 2 x} Befoul SOR «= —6<O@e UZ 
each equal to the original paid life total, $ ~All spells cost an additional 1 ta Hs, ‘ Jestroy target land or nonblack creature. A creature destroyed this way cannot be 

} Squee’s Toy A & Mig ome is ns os i 
9 ) : Bellowing Fien 7 

sO trevor! eamagetay cu tt 1 Suen TH)? Bio : Flying. Whenever Bellowing Fiend damages any creature, Bellowing Fiend deals 3 
: damage to that creature's controller and 3 damage to you. 3/3. 
: Bereavement EN bed ee ; UZ 

MAGIC SET ABREVIATIONS {Whenever a green creature is put into a graveyard from play, its controller chooses 
lla i ba mS “ : and discards a card. 

AI Alliances DK The Dark HL Homelands MG Mirage U_ Unlimited : 
AQ Antiquities EX Exodus IA Ice Age PR Promo UL Urza's Legacy 
AN Arabian Nights FE Fallen Empires L Limited R_ Revised UZ = Uiza's Saga : : : 
B Beta Limited 5th Fifth Edition (Alpha & Beta) SH Stronghold VS = Visions MAY 199539 q q 3 
CH Chronicles 4th Fourth Edition LG Legends TM Tempest WL Weatherlight 
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coffin Queen SC oe -G® M : Derelor SCR os Oe FE,ath 
You may leave Queen tapped. 4, @: Put target creature from a graveyard =: h Your black spells cost an additional ig 4/4, ae 

q Tih rat iy 2 into play under your control. Remove creature from the game if Coffin Queen : Despondency C ” Z 

4 G erin becomes untapped or if you lose control of Coffin Queen, 1/1. : chanted Creature gets -2/-0. When Despondency is put into a graveyard from 
Commander Greven i+VecSL = =—6 BOSS M play, return it to owner's hand. 

When Commander Greven il-Vec comes into play, sacrifice a creature. Greven can- : Diabolic Edict NS Css ee M 
not be blocked except by artifact creatures and black creatures. 7/5. : arget player sacrifices a creature. 

Contamination EN ae. ee Z + Diabolic Servitude Use Se Z 
During your upkeep, sacrifice a creature or sacrifice Contamination. Whenever a © — When Servitude comes into play, choose target creature in your graveyard and put 
land is tapped for mana, it produces * instead of its normal type and amount. it into play. When the chosen creature is put into a graveyard, remove the creature 

Corpse Dance INS sane om the game and return Servitude to owner's hand, When Servitude leaves play, 

Black Knight N Buyback @, Put top creature from your graveyard into play. Creature is unaffected by remove the chosen creature from the game. 

rotection from white, first strike, 2/9, + summoning sickness this turn and is removed from the game at end of turn. : Discordant Dirge Riss See Z 

Blight fl xe 22 G4thsth ; Gorrupt N Ci Se Zz; uring your upkeep, you may put a verse counter on Discordant Dirge. 48, Sacri- 

f target land is tapped, destroy it at end of tum. "> Corrupt deals 1 damage to target creature or player for each swamp you control, ice Dirge: Look at target opponent's hand and choose and discard up to X of 

Blood Pet g . 2 ‘You gain life equal to the damage dealt. those cards, where X is the number of verse counters on Dirge. 

Sacrifice Blood Pet: Add en your mana pool, 1/1 ;Corrupting lid =F SOU OS SH: Disturbed Burial SOR vases M 
Blood Vassal “ Se 7: @, @: Conupting Licid loses this-ability and becomes a creature enchantment =: juyback #, Return target creature fram your graveyard to your hand, 

Sactifice Vassal: Add a your mana pool, 2/2. + that reads “Enchanted creature cannot be blocked except by artifact creatures and ; Drain Life Cocco @® LUR4MGSth 

Bog Imp sé Ce ee K 4th St lack creatures” instead of a creature. Move Corrupting Licid onto target creature. 0 1 damage to target for each @ spent above casting cost. Gain 1 life for each 

lying. 1/1. You won't find clever quips like this one in Duelist or Sorye, m+ You may pay @ to end this effect. 2/2. £ _ damage done. You cannot gain more life than target's current toughness. 

Bog Raiders g eT 7: Crazed Skirge Nt oo «6=— SS 2 ; Dread of Night EN —- @ 

Swampwalk, 2/2, : lying. Unaffected by summoning sickness. 2/2. : All white creatures get -1/-1, 

Bog Rats g — s KcHoth : Srovax the Cursed SL - «=6SD SH Dregs of Sorrow R oe VSD M 

annot be blocked by walls, 1/1. anes jaunts as a Vampire. Comes into play with four +1/+-1 counters. During your H jestroy X target nonblack creatures. Draw X cards. 

Bog Wraith sc | BS LUR 4th St upkeep, sacrifice a creature and put a +1/+1 counter on Crovax, or remove a : Drudge Skeletons SGi.-- Qh sess L R4th ot 

Swamawalk. 3/3. Ou is one of 11 four-letter Q-words, Quoz is not oe of them |. +1/+1 counter from Crovax. : Crovax as flying until end of tum. 0/0, i @: Regenerates. 1/1. 

Bone Shredder g acon 2 : Culling the Weak MS 3 EX : Dungeon Shade SC gl 

lying; echo. When Shredder comes into play, destroy target nonartfact, nonblack  _, Sacrifice a creature: Add eats w yout mal pool, £ Flying, @; Dungeon Shade gets +1/-+1 until end of turn, 1/1. 
creature, 1/1. : Cursed Flesh g EX : Duress Ny Cove IZ 

Bottomless Pit N BOS sh f reature gets ~1/-1 and can a be bocked by artifact and black creatures. i ook at target opponent's hand and discard a noncreature, nonland card there, 

uring each player's upkeep, that player discards a card at random. } Cursed Land L - @O8 LURAthSth } Eastern Paladin oo 6 BRS 
Bounty Hunter SC one SBS Mi 01 damage to controller of target land during upkeep. i @%, @: Destroy target green creature, 3/3, 

®: Puta bounty counter on target nonblack creature. @: Destroy target creature : Dark Banishing 8 ue Oe |AMGTM ; Endless Scream El ae M 
with any bounty counters on it. 2/2, : jury target non-black creature. ; nichanted creature gets +X/+0. 

Breach NS ae 7 ¢ Dark Hatchling a GED Z : Enfeeblement El -—- 22 TM 

arget oreature gets +2/-+0 until end of turn. That creature cannot be blocked : ying. When Hatchling comes into play, bury target nonblack creature, 3/3. : E ‘chanted creature gets -2/-2. 

except by artifact creatures and black creatures this turn. + Dark Ritual MS core @ ——LURAIHIAMG.SINTM ; Engineered Plague EN - 8e 
Breeding Pit - =6S Festh : _ Add 4 to your mana pool + When Engineered Plague comes into play, choose a creature type. All creatures o 

Put a O/1 Thrull token in play at the end of each of your turns, Pay #84 curing : Darkest Hour EN ae. 2; __ the chosen type get allel: 
upkeep or bury Breeding Pit. + All oreatures are black, ; Entropic Specter 8 “ See X 

Brink of Madness N ~~ §=Ooe + Darkling Stalker 8 ee Mo: lying. Entropic Specter has power and toughness each equal to the number of 

uring your upkeep, of you have no cards in hand, sacrifice Brink of Madness and @: Regenerate Stalker. : Stalker gets +1/-+1 until end of turn. 1/1. : cards In target opponent's hand, If Entra ic Specter damages any player, that 

target opponent discards his or her hand. : Dauthi Cutthroat gl oa i layer chooses and discards a card. */*. 

Broken Visage SR we ee HLSth : Shadow. 4, @: Destroy target creature wit shadow. 1/1. : Erg Raiders | 6@® ANR4th.5tt 

uty target non-artifact attacking creature and put into play a black creature with : Dauthi Embrace N ee M i Take 2 damage at end of turn if Erg Raiders don't attack. 2/3, 
jower and toughness equal ta target creature, Bury token at end of turn, £  @@: Target creature gains s jadow until end of turn. ? Evil Eye of Orms-By-Gore S| ee LG.5t 

Brush with Death SOR = =6-BM sh } Dauthi Ghoul g - . Se 4 __ Your creatures may not attack, except for su Eyes. May only be blocked by walls, 3/6. 

uyback @4%4, Target opponent loses 2 life, You gain 2 life, : Shadow, Whenever any creature with shadow is put into any graveyard from play, Evil Presence a: 2 LUR 4th St 

Cackling Fiend SI GC BSe @ } puta +1/+1 counter on Dauthi Ghoul, 1/1. ¢ ___ Target land is now a basic swamp. 

When Fiend comes into play, each of your opponents discards a card, 2/1, : Dauthi Horror N - §=6 M ¢ Evinear's Justice =» 8 =e M 

Cannibalize SOR ee sy  _ Shadow. Dauthi Horror cannot be blocked by white creatures. 2/1. ¢ _ _ Buyback @. Evincar's Justice deals 2 damage to each creature and player. 

hoose two target creatures controlled by any one player. Remove one of those © Dauthi Jackal c - «6S x ; Eviscerator st ae 
creatures from the game and put two +1/+1 counters on the other. : Shadow. #84, Sacrifice Jackal: Destroy target blocking creature. 2/1. : rotection from white. When Eviscerator comes Into play, lose 9 life. 8/5, 

Carnophage Cm 6S x : Dauthi Marauder 6S Mo: Exhume es ee 

uring your upkeep, pay 1 life or tap Carnophage. 2/2. i Shadow. 3/1 : ach player chooses a creature card in his or her graveyard and puts it into play. 

Carrion Ants sc rT yy LG4thsth : Dauthi Mercenary N et IM : Expunge INS SS Z 

2: +1/+1 until end of tun. 0/1. + Shadow, #84: Dauthi Mercenary gets +1/+-0 until end of turn. 2/1. + Bury target nonartifact, Nonblack creature. Cycling <b, 

eee ciel tf 7 are tne saeD vn D fd > id discards th 4 — | creatures of : tu : cai hie ‘ 
» @: Remove fram the game up to three target cards i A 1/. yadow. Sacrifice Dauthi Mindripper. Defending player chooses and discards three: estroy all creatures of any creature type of your choice. 

iia ee TEE ea cane tee TY $ cards. Use only when Mindripper 's attacking and unblocked. 2/1. Fallen Angel -- §6=—s S OE LG.CH.Sth 
: } Sacrifice a creature: Fallen Angel gains +2/+1 until end of turn. 3/3 

: Fear El «OO L RAIA StH 

| LLE = | | 2 | 4 | 4 a a : nly black or artifact creatures may block target creature, 
: Fevered Convulsions EN - = M 
$ $M: Puta -1/-1 counter on target creature, 
: Flesh Reaver NY se & Z 

| You and target opponent cach untap 
| and gain control of all crearures the = 

other controls until end ofturn, | 
‘Those creatures are unaffected 
summoning sickness this turn, 

Power you can let him 
borrow three of your 
creatures, and lead up on 
Multani’s and Polar Krak- 
ens to 
Heart's 

We don't 
ik Welsman at 

our little old 

Whenever Reaver successfully deals damage to a creature or opponent, Reaver 
deals an equal amount of damage to you. 4/4. 

8 Fog of Gnats 
Flying. : Regenerate Fog 

Foul Imp 
|; Flying. When Foul imp comes 

? Frozen Shade 
@:+1/+1 until end of tum, 0/1. 

SOR Fugue 
Target player chooses and discards t 

Funeral March 
When target creature leaves 
ture. Ignore this effect if he 

Giant Cockroach 
4/2. 

Gloom 

controls no other creatures. 
8 ae 

EN ee 
White spells and white enchantment costs now require an extra @B. 

ee Gravedigger M 
When Gravedigger comes into play, you may return target creature card from your 
graveyard to your hand. 2/2. 

Grave Pact 
Whenever any creature you 
sacrifices a creature. 

Pay X life: Target creature gets +X/+0 until end of turn. 
N 

: Greater Werewolf 

Carrionette 8 oR Se TM : Dauthi Slayer Sc oo ae TM : _— After combat, put a -0/-2 co 

@®@- Remove Carrionette and target creature from the game. That creature's = Shadow. Each turn, Dauthi Slayer attacks if able. 2/2, : Grollub 
controller may pay @ to counter this ability. Use this ability only if Carrionette is: Dauthi Trapper cD ee SH : For each 1 damage dealt to 

in your graveyard. 1/1. :  @ Target creature gains shadow until end of turn. 1/1. ? Hatred 
Cat Burglar O iss ae EX = Dauthi Warlord “—- = @ EX i 

@®. ©. Target player discards a card. Play this ability as a sorcery, 2/2, Shadow. Has power equal to the number of creatures with shadow in play. “/1. Hecatomb 
Cloak of Confusion fC Se IASth + Death Pits of Rath one Fe 

if target attacking creature is not blocked, you may have it deal no damage and 
force the defending player to discard a card at random, erated this turn. 

Ny Clot Sliver tC 8@ TW i Death Stroke SOR 
Each Sliver gains “#®: Regenerate this creature.” 1/1. : Destroy target tapped creature. 

Coercion SOR GC ses ee VS,TM : Death’s Duet OR 
Look at target opponent's hand and make him discard a card of your choice. : 

: Deathgrip 
: 8: Counter a green spell. 

MAGIC FACT 

ART Artifact 

4 a. a INQUESTGAMEAI9 - AC Artifact 6 

Return two target creature cards from your graveyard to your hand. 
N ee 

CR Current Rarity 

Whenever any creature is dealt damage, destroy it That creature cannot he regen- i 

ee 

MAGIC DATA 
@ ARTIFACT @BLACK © BLUE 

SH i 

We ae A: 

LURAth oth : 

control ta have Hecatomb deal 
+ Hollow Dogs 

Whenever Dogs attacks, it gets +2/+0 until end of turn. 3/3. 
+ Howl from Beyond ee 

Target creature gains +X/+0 until 
: ‘ll-Gotten Gains 

Remove Ill-Gotten Gains from the game. All players discard their hands, then each 
player puts up to three cards 

EN. R see Gee 
contro! 

SG OG eee 

Cs ee 
lub, each opponent gains 1 life. 3/3. 

Sse 

Ss 
Grol 
INS R ceee 

Ro OOS 

lamage to any target. 

from his or her graveyard into his or her hand. 

of Ghats. 1/1. 
§ — O82 § 

into play, lose 2 life, 2/2 
SCC te Oe LR 4th St 

2 X 
ree cards. 
C + See HLSt 

lay, that creature's controller must sacrifice a crea- 

LURAth.S 

is put into any graveyard, each other player 

ee HLSt 
wunter on all creatures that blocked werewolf, 2/4. 

IA.t 
Sacrifice four creatures when Hecatomb comes into play. #8; Tap a swamp you 

Hy 

SCC UZ 

NSC. ose LURAIIASt 
end of turn. 

SOR R seo See UZ 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

EA Enchant Artifact © EN Enchantment INT 
feature EC Enchant Creature EW Enchant World LL 

EL Enchant Land INS Instant MS 

Interrupt SC Summon Creature 
Legendary Land SL Summon Legend 
Mana Source SOR Sorcery 



NAME 

Imp’s Taunt INS 
Buyback @. Target creature attacks 

Initiates of the Ebon HandSC 

KIND CR RATING COST 

£e 
this tum if able. 

e 

TM 

@: Add to your mana pool, Bury Initiates if more than @ is spent this way 
in one turn, 1/1. 

Keeper of the Dead SC 
, @: Destroy target nonblack 
controller has at least two fewer creature cards in his or her graveyard than you 
have in yours. 1/2. 

Kezzerdrix St 
First strike. During your upkeep, if yo 
deals 4 damage to you. 4/4, 

Kjeldoran Dead St 
You must sacrifice a creature when 

Oe 
jur opponents control no creatures, 

2 
jead comes into play. #6: Regenerate, 3/1, 

TM 

SETS FOUND i 

i Order of Yawgmoth Sl 

Feath 

ee Ki 
creature. Play this ability only if that creature's 

damage to a player, that player chooses and discards a card, 2/2. : Rank and File 
Ostracize Ky C se UL = — When Rank comes into play, all gree 

Look at target opponent's had and choose a creature card there. That player 2 Rats of Rath NH 
discards that card 3 @: Destroy target artifact, creature, 

? Paralyze El Ces 6 @ LUR4th Sth : Ravenous Skirge 

Kezzerdrix = 

IAS 
: Perish 

NAME 

Order cannot be blocked exce 

KIND CR RATING COST 

{J eee 

SETS FOUND J 

UZ 

Tap target creature. Target creature doesn't untap as normal, Creature's controller 
may spend @° to untap during upkeep 

; Parasite Bond EC e 
During upkeep of enchanted creature's controller, Bond deals'2 damage to that Hee : 

8 
Destroy all green creatures. 

ieee 

UY seve 

jose creatures cannot be regenerated this turn. 

UZ : 

RAME 

ee : Raise Dead 
it by black or artifact creatures. Whenever Order deals : 

: Reckless Spite NS 
: lestroy two nonblack creatures. Lose 6 life. 
: Reclusive Wight 

SOR 
ring 2 creature from your graveyar 

st 

equal to that creature's total casting 

KIND CR RATING COST 

Ceo 2 
into your hand, 

Cee ee 
or land you control. 2/1, 

ee 
: lying. Whenever Skirge attacks, it gets +2/+0 until end of turn, 1/1. 
: Reanimate SOR 

ut target creature card from any graveyard into pl 
cost. 

Soe 

See 
Nn creatures get -1/-1 until end of turn, 3/3, 

™ 

? 
lay under your control. Lose life 

Se 
jermanents, saorifice Wight. 4/4. 

SETS FOUND 

LUR4th.oth 

L 

M 

Z 
ae < Dusk a ; tear : r uring ne ie if you contro} any other nonland e 

: Destroy target creature blocking Knight of Dusk, > Recurring Nightmare N 2 eS EX 
Knights of Stromgald = SC cae 2 IAI Ss | LU 4 | fc) = i = : Sacrifice a creature, Return Recurring Nightmare to owner's hand: Put target crea- 

Protection from white, 4: +1/+0. 4: First strike, 2/1. ture card from your graveyard into play, Play this ability as a sorcery. Banned! 
Krovikan Fetish £0 | 6D IASth : Reprocess SOR eone Z 

Target creature gets +1/+1, Cantrip. i Sacrifice any number of artifacts, creatures and/or lands and draw a card for each 
Lab Rats SOR we (8 SH:  __ one sacrificed this way. 

Buyback @, Put a 1/1 black rat token into play. : : Revenant 8 oo )6=— SH 
Leeching Licid st on ; : Flying. Revenant has power and toughness each equal to the number of creature 

&,@ Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature enchantmentthat reads “l 3 3 cards in your graveyard. */*, 
ing the upkeep of enchanted creature's controller, Licid deals 1 damage to that : > Sadistic Glee - S M 
player” instead of a creature. You may pay % to end this effect, 2/2 3 : Whenever any creature is put Into any graveyard from play, put a +1/+1 counter 

Leshrac’s Rite C ee ge (A, Sth : on enchanted creature. 
Enchanted creature gains swampwalk. : ¢ Sanguine Guard 8 -—- Oee@ IZ 

Living Death SOR ~- Se Mi 2 _ First strike, @@: Regenerate, 2/2. 
Set aside all creature cards in all graveyards. Then, put each creature that is in play = : Sarcomancy N Re = M 
into its owner's graveyard. Then, put each creature card set aside into play. : £ Put a 2/2 black Zombie token into play, During your upkeep, if there are no Zom- 

Looming Shade SCC eee ) 2; : ies in play, Sarcomancy deals 1 damage to you. 
@: Shade gets +1/+1 until end of turn. 1/1. 3 + Scare Tactics INS C —X 

Lord of the Pit SC OR ss Gey LUR4tath = : : P e a you control se las until end of turn, 
Flying, trample, During your upkeep, sacrifice a creature other than Lord of the Pit = conuallcr: : Scathe Zombies Ce ae LUR4th,5tl 
or Lord of the Pit does 7 damage to you. 7/7, : ao enchant core : 2/2, Zzazzz... 

Lost Soul st oo eee LG4th5th 2 ou comme posiy fre them : ? Screeching Harpy NH <= =6BSO M 
Swampwalk, 2/1, : n : Flying. 48: Regenerate Screeching Harpy. 2/2, 

Lurking Evil NR ss Be Z : : Sengir Autocrat St = 6D HLS 
Pay half your life: Evil becomes a 4/4 creature with flying that counts as a Horror. = : When Autocrat comes into play, put three 0/1 black creatures into play. 2/2. 

Lurking Skirge -- «=—6 SO L 3 : Serpent Warrior C + ee 
When a creature is put into one of your opponents’ graveyards, Skirge becomes a: = _ When Serpent Warrior comes into play, iss 3 life, 3/3. 
3/2. creature with flying that counts as an Imp. 5 = : Servant of Volrath 8C ee M 

bear nye {me Wa Ry si vi ; Mt What happen s when | enchant one of - wee Sal i Volrath leaves p ri salves ne oS 
lying, <>: All non-Wall creatures target opponent controls attack this turn if able, = 2 Sick and Tire - 

At end of turn, destroy each of those creatures that did not attack, Use this ability = my creatures with ‘Treacherous Link and 3 wo target creatures each get -1/-1 until end of turn, 
only during target opponent's turn and only before combat. 1/1, : a Pariah? : Sieken El - «6 Z 

Mana Leech 8 ” Ce Z 3 — : Enchanted creature gets -1/-1. Cycling 
You may choose not to untap Leech. @: Tap target land. As long as Leach remains = -f : Skeleton Scavengers _— S| Rs 65S Ny 
tapped, that land does not untap during its controller's untap phase, 1/1. : Under fifth Edition rules, Whig aint 2 Skeleton Scavengers comes into play with one +1/-+1 counter on it. Pay @ for 

Marsh Lurker 8 oe Se M : = : ag : z ; each +1/+1 counter on Skeleton Scavengers: Regenerate Skeleton Scavengers 
Saorifice a swamp: Marsh Lurker cannot be blocked this turn except by artifact: | meme Joop. The result is that damage dealt to : ei and a a “a /+1 counter i" it 0/0. “ ; 
creatures and black creatures, 3/2. H will stick you, and damage dealt : Skirge Familiar a @ 

Megrim oe ee SH =) yor fo to ; lying. Choose and discard a card: Add @ to your mana pool, 3/2. 
“ ba any opponent discards a card, Megrim deals 2 damage to him, 4 : the creature remains on the creature. Under sare oe “i - 29 Seep Z 

ind Maggots eee however, lying. When you successfully cast a creature spell, sacrifice Skirge. 3/2. 
When Maggots comes into play, discard any number of creature cards, For eacl Siath Edition rules, yu t to Skyshroud Vampire ~- §6=6s @ OB 
card discarded this way, put two +1/-+1 counters on Maggots, 2/2. — ges yes eS ee ee i lying. Discard a creature card: Vampire gets +2/+2 until end of tum. 3/3, 

Mind Peel SOR ed 2 _.: Slaughter NS ~- §=6@e 
juyback @ 4. Target player chooses and discards a card, 2 i% H juyback—Pay 4 life. Destroy target nonblack creature, That creature cannot be 

Mind Ravel SOR Cs (Sth : Persecute SOR oo ORD Z : regenerated this tur, 
farget player must discard a card, Draw a card at the beginning of the next tum. : Choose a color, Look at target player's hand and discard all cards of chosen color. Sleeper Agent 8 es g Z 

Mind Wa SOR see RD \ASth = Pestilence EN ee @ BS — LU RAH St, UZ : When Agent comes into play, target opponent gains control of it During your 
ook at a player's hand and make him discard X cards of your choice. ? —Atthe end of each turn, if no creatures are in play, sacrifice Pestilence. @@:Pesti- : upkeep, Agent deals 2 damage to you. 3/3. 

Mindstab Thrull Ni - ee FESth = lence deals 1 damage to each creature and player. : Sleeper’s Guile El - ¢e L 
Thrull attacks and is not blocked, you may have it deal no damage and sacrifice : Phyrexian Breodlings SC Bas i chanted creature cannot be blocked except by artifact creatures and black 

it to force the defender to discard three cards. 2/2, : _ @ Sacrifice a creature: Puta +1/+1 counter on Broadlings. 2/2. creatures, When Sleeper's Guile is put into a graveyard from play, return Sleeper's 
Mindwarper Sc . See SH : Phyrexian Debaser SC ~~ Be wile to owner's hand. 

‘ames into play with three +1/-+1 counters, #4, Remove a+1/-+1 counter; ? Flying. @, Sacrifice: Target oreature gets -2/-2 until end of turn, 2/2. Sorceress Queen 8 oe 6 SOR ANRAth.Sth 
arget player chooses and discards a card, Play this ability as a sorcery, 0/0, + Phyrexian Defiler C ss = OOO = @: Target creature becomes 0/2 until end of turn, 1/1. 

Mindwhip Sliver SC - 2 © Sacrifice: Target creature gets -3/-3 until end of turn, 3/3. > Souldrinker 8 -  £@ M 
ach Sliver gains “#@, Sacrifice this creature: Target player discards-a card at ©: Phyrexian Denouncer Ci) | =6@e = Pay 3 life: Put a +1/-+1 counter on Souldrinker. 2/2. 

random, Play this ability as a sorcery.” 2/2 3 @ Sacrifice: Target creature gets -1/-1 untl end of turn, 1/1. = Spike Cannibal - yy x 
Minion of the Wastes <- §=6SROR TM : Phyrexian Ghoul SCC ee ee Z = Comes into play with one +1/-+1 counter, When Cannibal comes into play, move 

‘ample, When you play Minion of the Wastes, pay any amount of life. Minion has  _ Saarfioe a creature: Ghoul gets +2/+-2 until end of turn. 2/2. = all +1/+1 counters from all creatures onto Cannibal. 0/0. 
power and toughness each equal to that amount. */*, : Phyrexian Plaguelord SC = OC6 : Spinal Graft C+ Be M 

Morgue Thrull - & ¢ © Saorifice: Target creature gets -4/-4 until end of tum. Sacrifice a creature: chanted creature gets +3/+8, if enchanted creature is the target of a spell or 
Sacrifice Thrull: Put the top three cards of your library into your graveyard. gt : arget creature gets -1/-1 until end of turn. 4/4, : __ ability, destroy the creature, Creature cannot regenerate this turn. 

Mortuary EN wae : Phyrexian Reclamation EN oes 2 Spined Fluke ove Z 
Whenever any creature is put into your graveyard from play, put that creature ‘ eas @@, Pay 2 life: Return target creature card from your graveyard to your hand. $ When Fluke comes into play, sacrifice a creature. #: Regenerate. 5/1. 
top of your library, : Pit Imp é vc Ce ® : Stromgald Cabal se DOO IASth 

Murk Dwellers S C= Be Kathsth = Flying. Pit imp gets +1/+0 until end of tun. You cannot spend more than: Pay 7 life to counter a white spell. 2/2. 
If Murk Dwellers attack and is not blocked, it gains +2/-+0, 2/2, i @® in this way each turn, 0/1, : Stronghold Assassin —_S ~~ £9¢ Ny 

Nausea C+ | 6 e EX; Pit Seorpion SoCs | @e Le4th.Sth £ — @, Sacrifice a creature: Destroy target nonblack creature. 2/1. 
All creatures get -1/-1 until end of turn, £ __ lf Scorpion damages opponent, ponent gets 1 poison counter. 1/1. : Stronghold Taskmaster § - @oe s 

Necrite Cc Cs See Festh : PitSpawn SCR oe ME f EX ? All other black creatures get -1/-1, 4/3. 
f Necrteatacks and isnt blocked, you may have it deal no damage ard sacriioe = Fist strke During your upkeep, pay 4 or sacrifice Pit Spawn. f Pt Soavn = Subversion N - Gee 
it to bury a target creature controlled by the defending player. 2/2. : damages any creature, remove that creature from the game. 6/4. + During your upkeep, each of your opponents loses 1 Ife, Gain 1 life for each 1 life 

Necrologia NS Ue Oe ex ; Plague Beetle - © ? lost this way. 
lay Necrologia only during your discard phase, Pay X life: Draw X cards. = Swampwalk. 1/1 5 : Swat NS - 08 

Necropotence ENR eee ee Ash: Plague Rats » SG, * Os ee  — LRA Ath 3 _ Destroy target creature with wer 2 of Iss. Cyoling @ 
Skip your draw phase, @: Pay 1 Ife to set aside the top card of your library, Add =. Power and toughness equal number of Plague Rats in ply. */” yi Tainted ther - @8e Z 
itto your hand at the start of your next discard phase : Plaguebearer SCR ss | me : Whenever a creature comes into play, its controller sacrifices a creature or land, 

Nether Shadow CC OR oe LURath Eth “ bar Destroy target ins lack creature with be cost equal to X. 1/1 : To ' NS Z i $2 LUR4th.5th 

f three creatures are above i , to play during con- = ' oa : jury target creature. Cannot target black or artifact creatures. 
idles fo ngs ee ki pre 1 play ding : Whenever a card is put into a graveyard, remove that card from the game. ; Tethered Skirge = ee 

Nightmare So OR BM LuRéthsth ; Pox ; SOR Rosse hited IASth Flying, Whenever Skirge becomes the target of a spell or ability, lose 1 life. 2/2, 
lying. Power and toughness equal number of swamps controller has. */*. i ach player sacrifices 1/3 of their life; then they must discard 1/3 of the cards Thrull Retainer C - £5 

No Mercy NR eae 2 UL: their hand: then they must sacrifice 1/3 of their creatures; finally they must sac Give target +1/41, Sacrifice Retainer to regenerate the creature, 

Whenever a creature successfully deals damage to you, destroy it + __ fice 1/3 oftheir lands. Round each loss up. : Thrull Surgeon - €@ EX 
No Rest for the Wicked [EN U «= aa Uz : Priest of Gix s oo §=—6 OS :  &@®, Sacrifice Surgeon: Look at target player's hand and choose one of those 

i add 4% to your mana pool, 2/1. cards, That player discards Sacrifice No Rest: Return to 
from play this turn. 

Oath of Ghouls N 
During each player's upkeep, 

your 

Ro O@ 

and all creature cards put into your graveyard : Rabid Rats 
KG 

if there are more creature cards in that player's 
graveyard than in target opponent's graveyard, the player may return a creature 
card from his graveyard to his hand, 

N Oppression R ose eee 
Whenever a player successfully casts a spell, that player discards a card, 

uz ; Rain of Filth INS 

? Rain of Tears 

When Priest of Gix comes into play, 
S 

®: Target blocking creature gets - 
8 

SVS, M: Examine opponent's 
creature, if any are in hand. 2/1. 

Each land you control gains “Sacrific 
SOR 

Destroy target land, 

ee 
/-1 until end of turn, 1/1. 
Ri ss See Dk thot 
and. Opponent must randomly discard a 

= 
e: Add to your pool” until end of turn. 

See 

Zi 

™ 

: Tor 
iat card, Play this ability as a sorcery. 1/1. 
C oe ment fs $I 

: __ Enchanted creature gets -3/-0. 
: Torture C e HLOi 
: _ @&@-: Place a -1/-1 token on creature Torture enchants. 
: Tortured Existence C ss e 8 

%. Choose and discard a creature card: Return target creature card from your 
: graveyard to your hand, 
: Touch of Death SOR C+ ° @@ IAbth 

Do 1 damage to any player and gain 1 life. Cantrip. 

MAY1999 1 41 Ea) 



NAME KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND NAME KIND OR RATING COST SETS FOUND 

Back to Basics N Re ee UZ : Dream Prowler SC C+) «See SH 
Nonbasic lands do not untap during their controllers’ untap phases, = Dream Prowler is unblockable as long as no other creatures are attacking, 1/5, 

Bartin, Master Wizard §=SC | R ee eee UZ : Drifting Djinn C OR Ge 
@, Sacrifice a permanent: Return target creature to owner's hand. 1/1. : Flying. During your upkeep, i @ of sacrifice Djinn. 6/5. 

2 Benthic Behemath Ni ~~ 86ee TM : Duplicity Rss Se TM 

TD) a  cpaaipcapaigiaspiigal 7 ss slandwalk. 7/6. = When Duplicity comes inta ee put the top five cards of your library face down 

ling Fl ex ULC ey Binding Grasp C —- §6©SS (Ath : on Duplicity. During your upkeep, you may exchange all the cards in your hand for 
ay @ during upkeep or bury Binding Grasp. Gain control of target creature, ; the cards on Duplicity. At the end of your turn, discard a card. If you lose control 

which gains +0/+1. ars : of Duplicity, put all a is on io owner's vane 

: Boomerang INS - 6 SE LG.CHMG.Sth : Enchantment Alteration ove U2 
NAME KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND Return target permanent to owner's hand. : Move target enchantment from one creature to another or one land to another, 

Treacherous Link C “ UL ; Bouncing Beebles “Cs ee , L_ = Energy Field N ove | 

Redirect to its controller all damage dealt to enchanted creature. = Bouncing Beebles is unblockable i defender player controls an artifact. 2/2. ; revent all damage dealt to you from sources you do not control, When a card Is 

Unearth SOR ~ UL : Brainstorm NS Cw @ _IASth put into your graveyard, sacrifice Energy Field 

foose target creature card in your graveyard with total casting cost 3 or less and aw three cards, then put any two cards from your hand on top of your library. ; Energy Flux : N ass AQRAth Sth 
ut that oreature into play, Cycling 2. : SEG eee ee M : ach artifact requires @ during upkeep or it must be destroyed. 

Unholy Strength C - 6 LUR4thSth = juyback <@, Return target permanent to owner's hand. : Enervate NS oC ss ee lASth 

arget creature gains +2/+1. > Catalog NS Co Zz: ap target creature, land, or artifact, Cantrip. 

Unnerve SOR C = mp uz i Draw two cards, then choose and discard a card. : Ephemeron SC Re £¢6@ EX 

ach of your opponents chooses and discards two cards. 3 Chill iy N ooo Mi: lying. Choose and discard a card: Return Ephemeron to owner's hand, 4/4, 

Unworthy Dead g Ce =o uz: ‘ed spells cost an additional $ to play. : Equilibrium oo) §=— SS X 

@:- Regenerate, 1/1. > Cloak of Mists C — = =6Se 2 : — Whenever you successfully cast a creature spell, you may pay <> to return target 

Vampire Bats SC os 2 LG4th sth = . ee creature is ura ie : i we x ae hand. ; : is ' 

ing, Ch er . : } Gloud of Faeries ase : Ertai, Wizard Ade oe 

‘nag a Bali-H1 0 un nf On ay GSR ay H lying, When Faeries comes into play, untap up to two lands. Cycling #@. 1/1, = ral, Wizard Adept counts as a Wizard. @@ @, @- Counter target spell. Play 

Vampire Hounds Sc * Se py : Gloud Spit SCC se oe SH} this ability as an interupt, 1/1. 

Choose and ciscard a creature card: Hounds gets +2/-+2 until end of tum. 2/2 : _ Flying. Cloud Spit can block only creatures with fying. 8/1 : Ertai’s Meddling — INT a M 
Vampirie Embrace C -—  S@@ ae Confiscate 1d Z { — When target spell is successfully ast, put X delay counters on it. X cannot be 0. 

chanted creature gets +2/-+2 and flying. Whenever a creature successfuly Yu contol enchanted permanent. $ During each upkeep of that spel's caster, remiove a delay counter ftom the spell. 

dealt damage by enchanted creature this turn is put into a graveyard, put a : Contempt -  &é ae e spell has no delay counters on tt, it resolves. 
+1/+1 counter on enchanted creature, $ ff enchanted creature attacks, return that creature and Contempt to owner's hand =: Escaped Shapeshifter SI — @6¢ M 

Vebuild —~ @ 7 = atend of combat $ As long as your opponent controls any creatures with fying Shapeshifter gains flying. 

‘ames into play with one +1/+1 counter on it. During your upkeep, you may put 3 eon 8 E oe ae é ae for first strike, sa and protection from at 3/4 i 

+/+ ild, i ’ i 2 . } Evacuation ace 
al tii on Vebuild. When Vebuild attacks or blocks, destroy it at end of } Gounterspell NT wis LURATHASHIM £ Rtur al creatures to owners hans. 

Victimize SOR ee Se Zz: Counter target spell as it is being cast. i Exhaustion one. oe Z 

Choose two target creature cards in your graveyard. Sacrifice a creature and put 3 Cunning Dice eo th i eatures and lands target opponent controls do not untap during his or her next 

the two chosen creatures into play tapped. : Enchanted creature gets +3/++3. If enchanted creature attacks or blocks, sacrifice : untap phase. 

Vile Requiem N - 8e¢ z : _ Cunning at end of turn. ? Fade Away SOR “ ee x 

During your upkeep, you may put a counter on Requiem. #84, Sacrifice : NS Cs : Z 3 ‘or each creature, that creature's controller pays 8 or sacrifices a permanent. 

Requiem: Destroy up to X target nonblack creatures, where X is the number of Each player chooses a creature he controls and returns it to owner's hand. : Feedback # 26 LUR4th.5th 

counters on Requiem, Those creatures cannot be regenerated this turn. : Curiosity Coie @ X= Do1 damage to controller of target enchantment during upkeep. 
Volrath’s Dungeon N R= G@e fe I enchanted creature damages an opponent, you may draw a card. : Fighting Drake . See T™ 

Any player may pay 6 life during his or her turn to destroy Vola’ Dungeon, Dance of Many N Rew DKCHSth Flying, 2/4. 
Choose and discard a card: Target player chooses a card in his hand and puts that = Put a token creature in play and treat it as a duplicate of target creature, If elther Fleeting Image SC [see oe L 

card on top of his library, Play this ability as a sorcery. ? the token or Dance of Many leaves play, both must be destrayed. Pay ii@® dur- Flying, @®: Return Image to owner's hand. 2/1. 

Wall of Bone Sc = ® LURethSth ? _ Ing upkeep or destroy Dance of Many. : Flight 6 6 LUR4th Sth 

®: Regenerate Wall of Bone. 1/4. dan gl C se ee AN.CH.Sth : arget creature now has flying, 

Wall of Souls SC on sh: ___|slandhome, 4/1. : Rood N see Kath oth 

Whenever Wall of Souls is dealt combat damage, it deals an equal amount of ‘Dark Maze . SOc. fe, 38 HLSth : —  @@: Tap target non-flying creature, 
damage to target opponent, 0/4, 4: Can attack this turn. At the end of tum, remove Maze from the game. Dark Fog Bank $ -—- §=6 Z 

Warp Artifact FA Roe ee LURAth Sth: Maze cannot attack the turn it comes under your control. : lying. Bank does not deal or receive combat damage. 0/2. 

Wi B) damage to target ae controller during upkeep. : 
leakness fC e LUR4th Sth = 
Target creature loses -2/-1, : cr KILLER COMBOS 
B®, &: Destroy target white creature. 3/3. : 

Witch Engine St as WZ 
Swampwalk. @: Add’ @@eateae to 
trol of Witch Engine. 4/4, 

Wretched, The st 
After combat, take control o 
such creatures | 

Xenic Poltergeist 
@: Tum target 

until your next u 
Yawgmoth’s Edict 

Whenever one o 
1 life and you gain 1 life. 

Yawgmoth's Will 
Until end of turn, 

keep. 1/1, 
N 

SOR 

Zombie Master 
All zombies in play gain swampwalk 

Academy Researchers SC 
When Researchers comes into play, you may choose an enchant creature card in 
your hand and put that enchantment 

N Ather Storm 

Ather Tide SOR 
Discar 

Air Elemental 
Flying, 4/4, 

Annut NT 
Counter target artifact or enchantment spell 

st 

counters from Anthro 
ic Aura 

troy all enchantments on target 

Arcane Laberatory N 
layer cannot play Ti than 

aw a card. 1/1. 
Attunement N 

jantment.” 
Azure Drake 

lying, 2/4, 
SC 

MAGIC FACT 

Seen 
all creatures blocking The Wretched. Lose control of 

Wretched leaves play or your control, 2/5, 
St Rs BO 

non-creature artifact into an artifact creature with both 
toughness equal to its casting cost and with its original abilities, This e 

A 
your opponents successfully casts a white spell, that player 

ee 
you may play cards in your graveyard as though they were in 

your hand, Cards put into your graveyard this tur are removed from the 
St See 

into play on Researchers, 2/2 
ee 

No summon spells may be cast. Anyone thay pay 4 life to bury Storm, 
Se 

X creature cards: Return X target creatures to their owner's hand. 
See 

e 

See 
asm comes into play with two +1/+1 counters on it. 4, @: Remove all = 

asm and put X +1/++1 counters on it. 0/0. 
ee 

~—- «=6B SS 
one spell each turn, 
Ree & 

Ree 

ee 

> 
to owner's hand: Draw three cards, then choose and discard four cards. 

. 
ach other enchantment gains “During your upkeep, pay # or sacrifice this 

eee oe 

116 inavesteaamer4sg 

your mana pool. Target opponent 

and may regenerate for #8. 2/3. 

creature, Enchant creature cannot be targeter 
yy any other instants, sorceries, or enchantments. 

jains con- 

6,CH.Sth 

AQAth, Sth 
jower and 
fect lasts 

UZ 
loses 

UZ 

game, 
LUR Ath, 

Si civeal Kowa! With” 
Might of Qaks, even the 
weeniest of weenies can 
smash your opponent. 

‘ood measure, 
it with Fling for — 

another eight damage. 
Everybody say 

for 

HLSth 3 = er a2 
Deflection NT sce GS IASth = Forbid INT soe OES x 

Xi Target spell with one target now targets a legal target of your choice. juyback—Choose and discard two cards. Counter target spell. 
: Delusions of Mediocrity EN * L_: Force Spike INT == 6 LG.th 

LUR 4th, St When Delusions comes into play, gain 10 life, When Delusions leaves play, lose 10 life. Counter target spell unless its caster spends 
: Dismiss INT ere 6. M = Forget SOR . HL,Sth 

ZZ: Counter target spell, Draw a card. arget player discards two cards and then draws two cards, 
: Disruptive Student SC “ ee Z } Frantic Search NS « oe L 
: © Counter target spell unless its caster pays an additional <8. 1/1. raw two cards, then choose and discard two cards. Untap up to three lands, 

Dominating Licid SC - «668 X : Fylamarid Sl gee M 

: @®GB, ©. Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature enchantment that lying. Cannot be blocked by blue creatures. a: Target creature is blue until end 
LE5i reads “Gain control of enchanted creature,” Move Dominating Licid onto target of turn. 1/3, 

2 creature You may pay @ to end this effect. 1/1. Gaseous Form OC ae LG.4th,Sth,TM 
: Douse N ones Z arget creature neither deals nor receives damage in combat. 

Z i ®®: Counter target red spell jant Grab C3 ee 
: Drain Power SOR oor ee LUR4th,Sth @: Until end of turn, Crab cannot be the target of spells or abilities, 3/3, 
: Tap opponent's lands for mana and draw all mana in his pool into yours. iided Drake ss ee 
} Dream Cache SOR oo ee GTM lying, When Drake comes into play, exchange control of Drake for target creature 
: Draw three cards. Choose two cards from your hand and put both on either the to one of your opponents controls or sacrifice Drake. 3/3, 
{or the bottom of your library. facial Wall se ee |A,oth 
} Dream Halls N - 6° SH Ov, 

Instead of paying the casting cost for a spell of any color, its caster may choose : Gliding Lieid g ae SH 
and discard a card that shares’at least one color with that spell, If the spell has X “®, @: Gliding Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature enchantment that 

LG,CH, Att in its casting cost, X is 0. Banned! reads “Enchanted creature gains flying” instead of a creature, Move Gliding Licid 

MAGIC DATA 
@ ARTIFACT @BLACK © BLUE 

EA Enchant Artifact 
EC Enchant Creature 
EL Enchant Land 

‘ART Artifact 
AC Artifact Creature 
CR Current Rarity 

EN Enchantment 
EW Enchant World 
INS Instant 

onto target creature, You may pay ® to end this effect. 2/2. 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

SC Summon Creature 
SL Summon Legend 
SOR Sorcery 

INT Interrupt 
LL Legendary Land 
MS Mana Source 



NAME KIND 

Great Whale SC 

CR RATING COST 

R= | 6@ 
When Whale comes into play, untap up w sve ee 

Hammerhead Shark SC 
Shark cannot attack unless defending air controls any islands, 2/3, 

ee Hermetic Study 
Enchanted creature gains “@: Deal 

Hesitation EN 
If any spell is played, counter that s 

Hibernation INS 
Return all green permanents to own 

Homarid Warrior Nt 
@®: Warrior may not be the target 0 

0 eee 

IS 

pell and sacrifice Hesitation. 
* 

rs’ hands. 
Cos 

rior. It does not untap as riormal during your next untap. 3/3. 
ee 

1 damage to target creature or player,” 
s 

& 
spells or effects until end of turn. Tap War- 

SETS FOUND fea NAME KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND fy NAME KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND 

Z : Mind Bomb SOR os s DK4th.Sth = * Ravn Familiar St - ee U 
; 0 3 damage to each player. Players may discard up to 3 cards. Each discarded =: lying; echo, When Familiar comes into play, look at the top three cards of your 

SH = card prevents 1 damage fram Mind Bomb to that player. : library. Put one of them into your hand and the rest on the bottom of your library 
: Mind Games INS “e ® SH = __ inany order. 1/2. 

Z : Buyback 4%. Tap target artifact, creature, or land, : Ray of Command INS oo — -O@ |AMG.St! 
: Mind Over Matter AN ” SSOCE X Intap target creature controlled by opponent and take control of it until end of 
: Choose and discard a card: Tap or untap target artifact, creature, or land. 3 tum, Creature is unaffected by summoning sickness, 
} Mirozel C * ¢ X } Rebound INT oe 6S 3 

i lying. If Mirozel is the target of any spell or ability, return Mirozel to owner's : arget spell, which targets a single player, targets a player of your choice instead, 
hand, 2/3. t Rebuild INS ~  o@ L 

FESth : Miscalculation NT Co gm les Return all artifacts to owners’ hands, Cycling <@. 
+ Counter target ; Recall soe OOS L6,CH.Sth 
? Mnemonic Sliver 

ell unless its caster 
Ni 

ays an additional 4. Cycling 4. 
eo Sacrifice X cards in hand to bring X cards from your graveyard into your hand, 

Horned Turtle ° Mi ach Sliver gains “#, Sacrifice this creature: Draw a card,” 2/2. 3 en remove Recall from game. 
14, : Morphing SCR see OOS Z : Recantation EN ” See Z 

Horseshoe Crab SC oC ee 2: @: Untap Morphling. @: Morphling gains flying until end of turn. : uring your upkeep, you may put a counter on Recantation, @#, Sacrifice Recan- 

@: Untap Horseshoe Crab. 1/3. : ®: Morphling cannot be the target of spells or abilities until end of tun, tation: Return up to X target permanents to owner's hand, where X is the number 

Hurkyl’s Recall INS -—- §=6 6 AQR4thSth = ®: Morphling gets +1/-1 until end of turn, @&: Morphling gets -1/+1 until end af counters an Recantation. 

‘turn all artifacts in play controlled by target player to owner's hand tof tum. 3/3. : Reef Pirates SC oo eee HLGth 

Hydroblast NT oon 6 \ASth : Oath of Scholars EN R see we Xt Reef Pirates damage an opponent, opponent takes the top card from his library 

‘ounter a spell being cast or destroy a red permanent if it's red. : During each player's upkeep, if that player has fewer cards in hand than target ©: _ _and puts it in his graveyard, 2/2. 

Imaginary Pet SC oo ~* Z : opponent, the player may discard his hand and draw three cards. : Reins of Power INS ee SH 

uring your upkeep, if you have a card in hand, return Pet to your hand. 4/4. : Opportunity NS -- «6S lL: You and target opponent each untap and gain control of all creatures the other con- 

Insight N - §=6 GS M i Target player draws four cards, $ _ trols until end of turn. Creatures are unaffected by summoning sickness this turn. 

ic ae target opponent successfully casts a green - draw a card. i : eee , MW aes L6,CH.Sth 
interdict NT ace & i ‘ounter target summon spell. 

unter target artifact, creature, enchantment, or land ability requiring an activation cost. SS | LU MI =) = [= SS : Reseind INS - eee Z 

Abiltes of that permanent cannot be played ean this turn, Draw a card, + __etum target permanent to owner's hand. Cycling @. 
Intervene INT * L : Rewind IT Z 

‘ounter target spell that targets a creature. 5 ‘aunter target spell. Untap up to four lands, 
Intruder Alarm Rv «OS SH : Robe of Mirrors EC Cee @ X 

Creatures do not untap during their controllers’ untap phases, Whenever any crea- 
ture comes into play, untap all creatures. 

NS Intuition R vee B® M 
Search your library for any three cards and reveal them to target opponent. He or 
she chooses one. Put that card into your hand and the rest into your graveyard. 
Shuffle your library afterwards, 

Juxtapose SOR — 6G LG.CH.Sth 
Caster and target player each choose their highest-casting-cost creature and 
exchange control of them, then do the same for artifacts. 

Keeper of the Mind SC ove es EX 
®, @: Draw a card, Play this ability only if target opponent has at least two 
more cards in hand than you, 1/2 

Killer Whale St o- = SOS EX 
®: Killer Whale gains flying until end of turn. 3/5, 

King Crab SC oU eee UL 
@@, S: Put target green creature on top of owner's library, 4/5. 

Krovikan Sorcerer SC -- §=—6 Ath 
®: Discard a card from your hand and draw a card. If you discarded a black 
card, draw 2 cards, keeping one and discarding the other: 1/1. 

Labyrinth Minotaur oo St HLSth 
Creatures blocked by Labyrinth Minotaur do not untap as normal during their con- 
troller's next untap phase, 1/4. 

Launch 
chanted creature gains flying. Wh 

retum Launch to owner's hand. 
Leap INS 

arget creature gains flying until ent 
Legacy's Allure EN 

uring your upkeep, you may put a 

Legerdemain 
ermanently exchange contro! 
jermanent of the same type. 

of target 

B s 

Cs s 
of turn, Draw a card. 

ee 
th 

on Legacy's Allure, 
ee 

aunch is put into a graveyard from play, 

easure counter on Legacy's Allure. Sacrifice 
egacy's Allure: Permanently gain control of target creature with power no greater 

than the number of treasure counters 

artifact or creature for control of target 

Z 

SH 

Leviathan Nt ° SOCOe K.4th.6th 
rample. Enters play tapped. Sacrifice two islands during upkeep to unta 
aviathan, Sacrifice two islands to attack. 10/10. 

Levitation EN CG eee L 
All creatures you contral gain flying. 

Lifetap EN - 6é LUR.4th 5th 
Gain 1 life whenever opponent taps a forest. 

Lilting Refrain EN one Z 
uring your upkeep, put a counter on Refrain, Sacrifice: Counter target spell unless 

its caster pays an additional X, where X is the number of counters on Refrain, 
Lingering Mirage i - Z 

nichanted land isan island. Cycling 
Lord of Atlantis Ny an 6é LU.R4th,5th 

All Merfolk in play gain islandwalk and +1/+1. 2/2. 
Magical Hack INT oR se * LUR4th.5th 

Change the text of a card being played or in play by switching one basic land ty 
with another. 

Magus of the Unseen SCR sees IASth 
®@, @: Untap one of opponent's artifacts and gain control of it until end of 
turn, If itis an artifact creature, it is unaffected by summoning sickness, Artifact 
returns to its owner tapped at end of turn, 1/1, 

Mana Breach + ee Xx 
When any player plays a spell, that player returns a land he controls to his hand. 

Mana Leak NT ange “6 SH 
Counter target spell unless its caster pays an additional &. 

Mana Severance SOR - §=6e M 
Search your library for any number of land cards and remove them from the gam 
Shuffle your tibrary afterwards, 

Manta Riders Ni ae ® TM 
®: Manta Riders gains flying until end of turn. 1/1. 

Mask of the Mimic NS - «6 SH 
Sacrifice a creature: Search your library for any copy of target creature card an 
put it into play, Shuffle your library afterwards: 

Maweor : 8¢ | «GOS M 
Flying. @: Mawcor deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 3/3. 

Meditate NS RR oeeee ¢ 
Skip your next turn: Draw four cards, 

Memory Lapse NT oC see - eb HLMG,Sth 
Counter target spell. Put that spell on top af its owner's library. 

Mertolk Looter ee 
®: Draw a card, then choose and fscard a card, 1/1, 

Merfolk of Pearl Trident SC 
1. 

? Rootwater Diver 

i Rootwater Hunter St 
: ®: Rootwater Hunter deals 1 dama 
: Rootwater Matriarch = SC. 

|? Scrivener 

‘chanted creature cannot be the tar 

®, Sacrifice Rootwater Diver: Return 
your hand. 1/1. 

‘get of spells or abilities, 
oes * M 

target artifact card from your graveyard to 

ee 

> onit. 2/3. 
|: Rootwater Mystic SC @ K 
: ®@: Look at the top card of target player's library. 1/1. 
: Rootwater Shaman 8 R= @@ M 
3 You may play creature enchantments whenever you could play an instant. 2/2, 
: Sandbar Merfolk = = 
: Cycling @. 1/1, 
: Sandbar Serpent HY ot ee Z 

+: Cycling @. 3/4, 
= School of Piranha gl ee X 
: uring your upkeep, pay - or sacrifice School of Piranha, 3/3. 

es ae X 
When Scrivener comes into A you 

Ro see 
®: Gain control of target creature as long as that creature has any enchantments 

irom your graveyard to your hand. 2/2 
8 

je to target creature or player. 1/1, 
See 

may return target instant or interrupt card 

} Sea Monster ees M 

it Monster cannot attack unless defending ne controls any islands, 6/6. 
Sea Serpent St Se LURAth St 

Islandhome, 6/8, 
Sea Spirit - €@ 1A. 

i ¢ — -@:+1/40 until end of tum. 2/3. 

: oe Sea Sprite N -— 6 HLSt 
Wo. Because the Drake went to the lying, Protection from red. 1/1. 

from vour hand rather than fram: S*sinse« ~ €6@ FESt 
de ‘t slandhome, @: Gain contro! of target creature if its controller controls an island. 

eg fd count as a babi You lose control of creature if Seasinger leaves play, leaves your contral, or 
ta only a “creature : jecomes untapped. You may leave Seasinger tapped. 0/1. 

I notice it. |} Second Chance N oS 
vere : uring your upkeep, if you have 6 life or less, sacrifice Second Chance and take 
8 SS L =. afvextra turn after this one, 

Flying, When Palinehron comes into play, untap up to seven lands, aaa: Segovian Leviathan st a) LG.4th.5t 
turn Palinchron to owner's hand, 4/6 E __Islandwalk. 3/8, 
rell Drake - §=6eBS jz ; Shadow Rift NS Ce * M 

lying. Cycling &. 2/3. : arget creature gains shadow until end of turn. Draw a card, 
ell Flux - 6@ Es ati Wings C se M 
‘ichanted creature gains “During your upkeep, pay this creature's casting cost or = nohanted creature gains flying, @®: Return Wings to owner's hand. 
sate” Bai ee es : : Show and Tell SOR w— §=6GS 7 

eregrine Drake St -—- §=6pQE zs ach player may choose an artifact, creature, enchantment, or land card in his 

ing. When Peregrine Drake comes into play, untap up to five lands, 2/3. : ___ hand and put that permanent into play, 
hantasmal Forces “ * URathsth  Sibilant Spirit SCR se Se IAS 

lying. Pay %* during upkeep or Phantasmal Forces is destroyed. 4/1. __. Flying, When Spirit attacks, defending player may draw a card. 6/6, 
hantasmal Terrain ELC see UR4thath : Sift OR oo §=6O@S 

arget land switches to any basic land type chosen by caster. : __ Draw three cards, then choose and discard a card, 

tom Monster SC ~~ 8@ LuRatnsth £ Silver Wyvern C Rs | SOS sl 
lying. 3/3. : lying. <@: Target spell or ability, which targets only Silver Wyvern, targets another 
fe Ship NY R cee UR4thSth = creature of your choice instead, Play this ability as an interrupt, 4/3, 

slandhome. @: Do 1 damage to any target. 4/3, £ Skyshroud Condor SC . M 
ent SOR - =8€ (ASth ‘in. You sat ia Si oud Condor unless you have successfully cast 

You may look at the top three cards of one player's library. Either shuffle that : another spell this tum. 
ibrary or put the cards back on top in any order. Cantrip : Sleight of Mind WN “ @ LURAtHIAS 

‘ower Sink NT ee = SBS —LURATHANGHNIMUZ : hange text of a card being played or in play by switching one color ward with another. 

Counter target spell unless its caster spends . Spells caster must spend all = Slow Motion iH re 

mana fram lands and mana pool until X is met. : uring the upkeep of enchanted creature's controller, that player pays or 

lower Taint . oe Z ; sacrifices that creature. When Slow Motion is put info a graveyard from play, 

uring the upkeep of enchanted enchantment's controller, that player pays #%# or 3 P return Slow Motion to owner's hand. 
lases 2 life. Cycling 328, ; Shag NS * Se 

recognition Ro ose ae TM: eturn target creature to owner's hand, Untap up to two lands, 

uring your upkeep, you may look at the top card of target opponent's library. You = Somnophore Nl y Soe Z 
may then put that card on the bottom of his or her library. i lying, Whenever Somnophore deals damage to a player, tap target creature that 

rodligal Sorcerer gl ae UR4thath layer controls. That creature does nat untap during its controllers untap phase as 

@: Prodigal Sorcerer deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 1/1. i ng as Somnophore remains in play. 2/2. 
ropaganda oe Tm ? Soul Barrier NU ee * IAS 

ach tum, each creature cannot atack unless its controller pays an additional 4 ©:  ‘TarGet opponent takes 2 damage whenever he casts a summon spell That player 
or that creature i may pay @ to prevent this damage, 

sychic Venom ” UR4thsth : Spell Blast INT Ce ee LU.R4th,5th,TM 

0 2 damage to target land's controller whenever the land is tapped. $ Counter target spel; X is the casting cost of target spell 

Ransack SOR Us sy: Spindrift Drake rn, J N 
cok at the top five cards of target player's library, Put any number of those cards au your upkeep, Be ‘ santa — Drake, 2/1. fi 

on the bottom ofthat brary in ny order andthe rest on tp ft Flying. When Spire Owl comes into play, look at the top four cards of your library 
and put them back in any order. 1/1. 
: Stasis N Reo @@ LURAth, St 

layers don't get an untap pl jase. Pay &@ during upkeep or bury Stasis, 

mayiss9 117 
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; Turnabo ut NS oe ee UZ Winged Sliver sf C+ ee ™ 
ap of untap all artifacts, creatures, or lands target player controls. All Slivers gain flying. 1/1. 

ithe & Gathering” : Twiddle N - € Luath oth} Wizard Mentor Ce | Oe W 
$ ‘ap or untap any single land, creature, or artifact in play, @ Return Mentor and target creature you control to owner's hand. 2/2. 

: Twitch NS oC os se TM : Zephid N see DEG UZ 

ap or untap target artifact, creature or land. Draw a card. Flying, Zephid cannot be the target of spells or abilities, 3/4, 

Unstable Mutation 6 6 AN,R 4th. St ephid Embrace EC ieee ee UZ 

Target creature gains +3/+3, Put -1/-1 counter on creature during your upkeep, Creature gets +2/+-2, gains flying, and cannot he target of spells or abilities. 

hese counters remain even if Unstable Mutation Is eas i sph fale a  - 164th St 

Unstable Shapeshifter SC ao & lying, Does not tap to attack, 1/1. 

KT EATNE SUSE S15 00ND Whenever any ee comes into play, Unstable Super permanently ur erly aa e i ee sh 3 i att 

i ecomes a copy of that creature and retains this ability. 071. players play with hands face up. When a player draws a card, any other player 

te of target cipal? eee DUR AEAE : Unsummon 4 NS oC eee © LULR4th.5t mav nav 2 life ta fnree the nlaver tn disrard that rard 

Steal Enchantment : coe ee M 4 feturn target creature to its owner's hand, : 

Gain control of target enchantment. : Updraft NS - ee (At! — 

Stern Proctor C « £e zi Give target creature flying until end of turn, Cantrip, = Et nem 

When Stern Proctor comes into play, return target artifact or enchantment to : Veil of Birds N se ae 2; Acidic Sliver ‘ 8 ~~  2@ 8 
owner's hand. 1/2. + When one of your opponents successfully casts a spell if Vell is an enchantment, Each Slver gains “@, Sactfice this oreature: This creature deals 2 damage 

Stinging Licid Sc Se Moi Nell becomes a /1 Bird with flying, : to target creature or player.” 2/2. 

@ © ©: Licid loses this abllty and becomes a creature enchantment that reads Veiled Apparition N = ee : 2: Grystalline Stiver SC os OD g 

“Whenever enchanted creature becomes tapped, Stinging Licid deals 2 damage to When one of your opponents successfully casts a spell f Apparition is an + Slivers cannot be the target of spells or abilities. 2/2. 

that creature's controller” instead of a creature, Move Stinging Licid onto target enchantment, Apparition becomes a 3/3 Ilusion with Thing and “During your =? ‘raeoplasm 8 fs 20 M 
creature, You may pay @ to end this effect. 1/1. upkeep, pay ee or sacrifice Apparition, 3 lying, When you play Dracoplasm, sacrifice any number of creatures. Comes into 

Stroke of Genius INS R comme hah ge 7 : Veiled Crocodile N we ee 2 = play with power equal to the total power of the sacrificed creatures and toughness 

Target player draws X cards, $ When a player has no cards in hand, if Crocodile is an enchantment, Crocodile = = equal to their total toughness. @: Dracoplasm gets +1/-+-0 until end of tum, */°. 

Sunder INS -—- He 7 : becomes a 4/4 Crocodile, ? Hibernation Sliver 8c - of 8 

Return all lands to owners’ hands, * t Veiled Sentry Ol Z } Each Slver gains “Pay 2 life: Return this creature to owner's hand.” 2/2. 

Telepathy is ee Py 7: When one of your opponents successfully casts a spell, if Sentry is an enchant- ; Labetemy SOR -—- ee 

Each of your opponents plays with his or her hand revealed. = ment, Sentry becomes an llusion with power and toughness each equal to total: ook at target player's hand and choose any of those cards other than a basic 

Thalakos Deceiver ow §=69Oe SH z casting cost of that spell. i and, Search that player's graveyard, hand and library for all copies of the chosen 

Shadow. Sacrifice Deceiver: Gain contr! of target oreature permanently. Use tis: Veiled Serpent N - ¢@ 2 = card and remove them from the game 
ability only if Deceiver is attacking and unblocked. 1/1. : When one of your opponents successfully casts a spel if Serpent is an enchant- { Ranger ee-¥es 8 - =O IM 

Thalakos Dreamsower - Be = ‘Ment, Serpent becomes a 4/4 Serpent that cannot attack unless defending player: First strike, #@: Regenerate Ranger en-Vec. 2/2 

Shadow, You leave Dreamsawer tapped. i Dreamsover damages any opponent, : _contols an island. Cyaling ® ; Segmented Warm - oee@ | elt 
tap target creature. As long as Dreamsower remains tapped, that creature does not: Vigilant Drake —- €© L_ = Whenever Wurm is the target of a spell or ability, put a-1/-1 counter on it. 8/5, 

untap during its controllers untap phase, 1/1. } Flying. &@ @: Untap Drake, 38 } Selenia, Bask Angel = SLR ote 
Thalakos Drifters — 206 ex; Vodalian Soldiers SC 2 2€ FEsth : Flying. Counts as an Angel, Pay 2 life: Return to owner's hand. 3/3, 

Choose and discard a card: Drifters gains shadow until end of tum, 3/3. : HA i Sky Spirit St ee 
Thalakos Merfolk SoC Oe : Volrath's Curse fb C- 86 | TM: Flying, first strike, 2/2, 

Shadow. @®: Put Thalakos Merfolk on top of owner's library. 2/1. Enchanted creature cannot attack, block or play any ability requiring an activation : Sliver Queen Re #OSSH 8 

Thalakos Scout SCC te e cost. That creature's controller may sacrifice a permanent to ignore this ability until $ Sliver Queen counts as a Sliver. @*: Put a Sliver token into play. Treat this token 

Shadow, Choose and discard a card: Return Scout to owner's hand: 2/1 end of turn. 4 @: Return Volrath's Curse to owner's hand, as a 1/1 colorless creature. 7/7. 
: : Soltart Guerrillas 8 - = =DOe M 

KILLER COMBOS 

Winceeladeining 
into play, Disaster is 

, and Oath of | 

goes 
am, the Oath will 

Shadow. If Soltari Guerrillas ass 
redirect that damage to 

Spined Siver 
Ifa Sliver is blocked, it gets +1/+- 
t Spontanesus Cembestien INS 
Sacrifice a creature: S. Combustion 
i Vhati #Dal 8 

ns 
target 

N 

Vicinal Sliver 8 
: Each Sliver gains "@, Sacrifice this 
Weed Sage § 

T: Name a creature card, 
any of those cards are t 
your graveyard. 1/1. 

Reveal the 
je name 

creature. 3/2. 

Until end of 

T; Target creature's power or toughness is 1 until end of turn, 8/3, 

combat damage to any opponent, you may 

ee § 
turn for each creature blocking it. 2/2. 

ee 
als 3 damage to each creature. 

-- §6=—96 OO M 

 6=—6 GE 8 
creature: Gain 4 life.” 2/2. 
Res | 6«@@ M 
top four cards of your library to all players, | 

card, put them into your hand, Put the rest into 

ensure that jand, 
= as mle EN - «6 SOO Z 
as long : you os Instead of drawing @ card, you may choose a land or nonland and reveal cards 
opponent play land from your library until you reveal a card of the chosen kind. Put that card into your 

€ vii hand and put all other revealed cards on the bottom of your library in any order, 
SC - §=6 

St —- €8 © Ne 
, 4: Regenerate, 3/3, 

Alaren EN Rossen @ 
Any player may play a creature card with total casting cost 3 or less whenever he 

= could play an instant and without paying its casting cost. 
SS ees } An-Hawa Constable 8 a eee HLSt 

: + “js the total number of green creatures in play, 2/1+*" 
Thalakos Seer SC se ee TM : Volrath’s Shapeshifter SC R * See SH = Apgeanda SC -—- =6<Oe Z 

Shadow. If Thalakos Seer leaves play, draw a card. 1/1. + As long as the top card of your graveyard is @ creature, Shapeshifter is a copy of that =~ gwampwalk. 3/3, 
Thalakos Sentry SC oC Se TM = card, except that Shapeshifter retains its ablities. #8: Discard a card. 0/1. Apes af Rath sc = @ee 

Shadow, 1/2, G Walking Oream § eS, se ; If Apes attacks, it does not untap during your next untap phase. 6/4, 
Theft of Dreams § cs ee EX = Walking Dream is unblockable. Walking Dream does not untap during your untap : Argethian Elder = Be 7 

For each tapped creature target opponent controls, draw a card. : hase if any opponent controls two or more creatures, 3/3. ie: tap two target lands. 2/2. 

Thornwind Faeries Co 6 Oe + Wall of Air 8 oo «EE LUR4thSth } Argethian Enchantress - ea Z 

Fiying. @: Deal 1 damage to target creature or player, 1/1 : Flying, 1/5, =~ Cannot be the target of spells or abilities: Whenever you successfully cast an 
Tidal Surge SOR -  €e SH : Wall of Tears SC - ¢¢@ SH $ enchantment spell, draw a card. 0/1. 

Tap up to three target creatures without flying. : f Wall of Tears blocks any creatures, return each of those creatures to owner's = Argothian Swine sC ts ae Z 
Tidal Warrior C gee co SHE and at end of combat. 0/4. i rample. 3/3, 

@: Target land is an island until end of turn. 1/1. : Walking Sponge 8 Ge te Lt ian Warm 8 sees OO 7 
Time Ebb SOR 6 ss Se TM :  @ Target creature loses flying, frst strike, or trample until end of turn. 1/1. 5 ‘ample, When Wurm comes into play, any player may sacrifice a land to put 

Put target creature on top of owner's library. : Wayward Soul 8 a See EX Argothian Wurm on tap of owner's llbrary. 8/6. 
Time Elemental § - §6@e LG4th.5 Flying, @:: Put Wayward Soul on top of owner's library. 3/2. : Aspect af Walf - 2@ LURAth St 

@ & ©, @. Retum target permanent to owner's hand, Cannot target enchanted : Weatherseed Faeries SC C * LE Target gets +X/-+X, where X is half the number of forests you contr, 
permanents, Destroy Time Elemental and do 6 damage to its contraller if it blocks lying, protection from red. 2/1. } Aurochs : g rs oe ISH 

__ orattacks, 0/2, Whim of Volrath INS = ee . : rample, Gains +1/+0 for each other Aurochs that attacks, 2/3. 
Time Spiral Sl R se Gee WZ juyback =. Change the text of target permanent by replacing all instances of}: Avenging Draid is oe 7 

Remove Spiral from the game, Each player shuffles his or her graveyard and han one color word of one basic land type with another until end of turn. : Druid damages opponent, you may reveal cards fram your library until you reveal 
into his or her library, then draws seven cards, You untap up to six lands, Bans Whiptonque Frog SC -—- 86 > a land, Putit into play and put all other revealed cards into your graveyard, 1/3. 

Time Warp R se BOe TM ‘@: Whiptongue Frog gains flying until end of turn, 1/3. Awakening ~~ See “Sg 

Target player takes an extra tur after this one, Whispers of the Muse INS Uae IM } ft the beginning of each player's upkeep, untap all creatures and lands. 
Tinker SOR Use Oe U uyback @. Draw a card, : Bayou so OL, we oe 

At the time you play Tinker, sacrifice an artifact, Search your library for an artifact ; Wind Dancer SC oo 6 Mi ying; swarnpwalk, 1/ 
card and put that artifact into play. ying. @: Target creature gains flying until end of turn, 1/1. : Os e x 

Tolarian Winds NS Co |e UZ + Wind Drake SS Ge @@ Mt enchanted oreature is put into any graveyard, draw two cards, 
Discard your hand, then draw that many cards. Flying. 2/2. : Birds of SCOR eee LUR4th Bt 

Tradewind Rider SCR we Ow ME Wind Spirit SC — © (sth = Flying, @: Add one mana of any color to your mana pool. 0/1. 
Flying, @, Tap two creatures you control: Return target permanent to owner's lying. Wind Spirit cannot be blocked by less than two creatures. 3/2. > Blanchwood Armor Ol ee Z 

hand, 1/4. Windfall ? SOR Oe a 3 nohanted creature gets +X/-+X, where X is the number of forests you control. 
Treasure Trove N Us @e@ EX Each player discards his or her hand and draws cards equal to the greatest um- : Bianctwood Treefelk SC Cc a 

@ &@: Draw a card, er a player discarded this way. Banned! > A/S, 

MAGIC FACT 
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ART Artifact 
AC Artifact Creature 
CR Current Rarity 

MAGIC DATA 
@ ARTIFACT @BLACK BLUE 

EA Enchant Artifact 
EC Enchant Creature 

EN Enchantment 
EW Enchant World 

EL Enchant Land INS Instant 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

GOLD @GREEN 

INT Interrup 
LL Legendary Land 
MS Mana Source 

@RED OWHITE @LAND 

t SC Summon Creature 
SL Summon Legend 
SOR Sorcery 
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: Exploration N “ 2 UZ SC ~~ @e08 M 
Bioated Toad 8 * ee + You may play an additional land each turn. Forestwalk. 3/4. 

rotection from blue. Cycling @. 2/2. ? Fecundity N oo Se UZ lermit Druid SC oR se Ge SH 
Broken Fall EN ss ee M = Whenever a creature is put Into a graveyard from play, that creature's controller @, @: Reveal cards from the top of your library until you reveal a basic land. 

Return Broken Fall to owner's hand. Regenerate target creature. + may draw a card, Put it into your hand and put all other revealed cards into your graveyard. 1/1. 
Bull Hippo sl Oe Z + Fertile Ground Ll Cs UZ : Hidden Ancients EN - ee U 

Islandwalk, 3/3. : Whenever target is tapped for mana, it produces an additional mana of any color. When one of your opponents successfully casts an enchantment spell, if Ancients 
Burgeoning fh = 8 SH Failing Drake st “ a ™ is an enchantment, Ancients becomes a 5/5 Treefolk creature. 

Whenever any opponent plays a land, you may choose a land card from your hand Flying, If Falling Drake blocks or is blocked by any creature, that creature gets idden Gibbons fh Re @ L 
and put it into play, : +1441 until end of turn. 2/3, : When one of your opponents successfully casts an instant or interrupt spell, 

Canopy Spider 8 C + ee Mt Fog INS oo 2 LUR4thMG,Sth Hidden Gibbons becomes a 4/4 creature that counts as an Ape. 
anopy Spider can block creatures with flying. 1/3, {Creatures do not damage one another in combat, itiden Guerillas EN 2 Z 

Carapace ecw ® HLSth = Force of Nature SC oo BROMO LRT When one of your opponents successfully casts an artifact spell, if Guerillas is an 
+0/+2, Sacrifice Carapace to regenerate the creature it enchants ? Trample, Pay «294 499 curing upkeep or Force does 8 ae to you. 8/8 enchantment, Guerlas becomes a 5/3 Soldier creature with trample, 

Carpet of Flowers i oe 2 Z + Fortitude C ase UZ : Hidden Herd EN Ro Z 
uring your main phase, you may add up to X mana of one color to your mana =~ When Fortitude is put into a graveyard from play, at ee to owner's hand. When one of your opponents play a nonbasic land, if Herd is an enchantment, 
ool, where X is the number of islands target opponent controls. : Sacrifice a forest: Regenerate enchanted creature. Herd becomes a 3/3 Beast creature. 

Carnassid 8 ss @ae SH} Foxfire NS /  @e IASth : Hidden Predators EN - @ Z 
rample, a: Regenerate Camassid, 6/4 + Untap attacking creature, Creature neither deals nor recelves damage during com- When one of your opponents controls creature with power 4 or greater, if Preda- 

Cartographer BY oe ee X $ bat this tum, Cantrip, tors is an enchantment, Predators becomes a 4/4 Beast creature. 
When Cartographer comes into play, you may return target land card from your = | Tongue C 2 TM : Hidden Spider EN - a Z 
raveyard to your hand, 2/2. : When Frog Tongue comes into play, draw a card. Enchanted creature can block When one of your opponents successfully casts a creature with flying, if Spider is 

Cat Warriors N ~- ae UG.CHSth = creatures with flying, an enchantment, it becomes a 3/5 creature that can block creatures with flying. 
orestwalk. 2/2. : Fugitive Druid SS R= @m@ TM : Hidden Stag IN - oe Z 

Cave Tiger Ny Gi} vem oe Z : Whenever one of your opponents plays a land, if Stag is an enchantment, Stag 
és teas creature blocks it, Tiger gets +1/-+1 . a of turn, 2/2. " i becomes a 3/2 Beast creature, Whenever you play a land, if Stag is a creature, 

arging Rhino SI ace Lo : Stag becomes an enchantment. 
Charging Rhino cannot be blocked by more than one creature. 4/4. ! S&S T U M 2 EE = 1] Horned Sliver SC ae ee M 

Child of Gaea 8 se 6G zt All Slivers gain trample, 2/2. 
ample, During your upkeep, pay @®@® or sacrifice Child. if Hungry Mist SC -—- §=— SD HLSth 
@@: Regenerate Child of Gaea. 7/7. iy During your upkeep, pay 4 or bury Hungry Mist. 6/2. 

Choke N — @e Mi Hurricane SOR a. LURATHIAStH 
slands do not untap during their controllers’ untap phases. ip Do X damage to all players and flying creatures, 

Chab Toad SC ne 2@ IASth = § Hush SOR C s+ @m@ Z 
Gains +2/+2 until end of turn when blocked or blocking. 1/1. : Destroy all enchantments: Cycling @. 

Citanul Centaurs SC ee Z 3 instill Energy EC 2 LUR 4th Sth 
cho, Cannot be the target of spells or abilities. 6/3, : You may untap creature one extra time during your turn; target may attack when 

Citanul Hierophants HY Rw =6@@ 2 ty it comes into play. 
Each creature you control gains “&: Add ® to your mana pool,” 3/2. | ronroot Treefolk Ss Ce ee LUAR4th.6th 

Cockatrice 8 -- 6D LURAthSth 3/5, 
lying. Any non-wall creature blocking or blocked by Cockatrice is destroyed at =: jackalope Herd § C se QM EX 

end of combat. 2/4. : If you play any spell, return Jackalope Herd to owner's hand. 4/5. 
Constant Mists NS — ee SH: ohtull Wurm 8 - oe IA.t 

uyback—Sacrifice a land. Creatures deal no combat damage this turn. : Johtull Wurm gets -2/-1 for each extra creature blocking it. 6/6. 
Cradle Guard Ni se | 6-O8 Wt Keeper of the Beasts SI a 2. EX 

Trample: echo, 4/4, : ®, @: Put a Beast token into play. Treat this token as a 2/2 green creature. 
Crashing Boars St |= GOD EX i Play this ability only if target opponent controls more creatures than you, 1/2. 

If Crashing Boars attacks, defending player chooses an untapped creature he or == Killer Bees St oe See GAth ott 
+ she controls. That creature blocks Crashing Boars this turn if able, 4/4. Flying. 4; Give Bees +1/+1 until end of turn. 0/1. 
Craw Giant 8 oe 6 MOR LG CHO Krakilin SC o- | —- O ™ 

rample, rampage: 2, 6/4. Comes into play with X +1/+1 counters on it. 44: Regenerate, 0/0. 
Craw Wurm st ae See LUR4th.5 Ley Droid NH oo 6 6B UR 4th tl 

/4, e us , : H Pe alg a land of your ae 1/1. thay 
Crazed Armodon ee i= _ 2 Lhurg —- gee it 

®: Armodon gets +3/+0 and a trample until ie es end of tum, = . When sn darmonic Convergence, i: th * equals the total number naar in all graveyards. */*+1, 
lestroy Crazed Armodon. Use this ability only once each turn. 3/3. i order chantmen' : Lifeforce -- 6=— UR Ath 

Crossbow Ambush NS oC 2 SH t who chooses the of the en ts + @@: Counter a black spell as it is being cast . 
All creatures you control can block creatures with flying until end of turn. : | On top of the library? > Living Artifact FA Res @ UR4th. bth 

Crosswinds N “ ge Zz: : Put one counter on ae artifact for = > you lose. During your upkeep, you 
All creatures with flying get -2/-0. : : . aco {may trade one and only one counter for 1 life, 

Crop Rotation NS Coe a : The owner of each library chooses the ? Living Lands EN a TY UReth Si 
At us in am oy ate Rei sacrifice @ land, Search your ibrary for a land} | gio oF the enthantments going onto that : . Treat all forests in play as 1/1 creatures. i 
card and put that land into play. : z ay re : : Uanowar Elves st oe 6@ UR 4th, 

Grumble WS Co @ sorahah : | Mle Also, they must show the order ob tie 535 a to you mana pol 1, 
Bury target artifact. Controller gains life equal to the casting cost. : _enchantments fo all players hefore putting = one Wolf Na * ee 

Darkwatch Elves Ni on e : the enchantments ;? You may haye Lone Wolf deal combat damage to defending player instead of to 
Protection from black. Cycling @, 2/2. : on top. : —_ oreatures blocking it. 2/2. 

Defense of the Heart N ae =6<O@ 4 : Lowland Basilisk SC aee oe Hy 
During your upkeep, if one of your epponents controls three or more creatures, = ee ON oe ge age : Whenever Basilisk damages any creature, destroy creature at end of combat. 1/3. 
sacrifice Defense of the Hear, search your library for up to two creature cards, © = Wheneyer any player successfully casts an enchantment spell that targets Fugitive = Lull NS oo S Z 
and put those creatures into play. = Druid, draw a card, 3/2, $ Creatures deal no combat damage this turn. Opin @. 

Deranged Hermit SC coe MO } Fungusaur sc -—- =m UR4thsth } Lure C ee yy LURATHIASIH 

Echo, When Deranged Hermit comes into play, put four Squirrel tokens into play. Gots a +1/+1 counter after any turn when Fungusaur has been damaged but not : All creatures that can block target creature must do so. 
Treat these tokens as. 1/1 green creatures. All squirrels get +1/-+1. 1/1. + destroyed, 2/2. ! Manabond N oo a x 

Oesert Twister SR Us @ae ANRAthSth = Fyndhorn Elder sc - @e INSth = uring your discard phase, you may choose to put all land cards from your hand 
__Destroy target permanent. £ ” @: Add @@@ to your mana pool. 1/1, : into play. If you do, discard the rest of your hand. 

Dirtcowl Wurm 8 GO Mt Gaea’s Bounty SR C= 86m UZ : Marsh Viper SC - oe DKAtHEth 
Whenever any opponent plays a land, put a +1/-+1 counter on Wurm. 3/4. + Search your library for up to two forests, reveal them, and put them into your hand, jpponent takes 2 poison counters when damaged by Viper. 1/2. 

Durkwood Boars iy ee LGathSth = gaea’s Embrace Fe aoe BOD UZ : Midsummer Revel N ~— @00 Z 
44, ? Enchanted creature gets +3/+3 and gains trample and #: Regenerate, : uring your upkeep, you may put a counter on Revel. , Sacrifice Revel: Put X 

Earthoratt fh Ree 6m Mi Gang of Elk Ni -—- ¢e@ UL: east tokens into play, where X is the number of counters on Midsummer Revel. 
Tap an untapped creature you control: Untap target basic land, Banned! : Whenever a creature blocks it, Gang of Ek gets +2/-+2 until end of turn. 6/4. Treat these tokens as 8/3 green creatures. 

Eiadamri, Lord of Leaves SLR + ME Ghazbin Ogre se ® ANCH.Sth = Might of Oaks NS Rove OM L 
All Elves gan forestwalk. Eves cannot be the target of spells o abies. 2/2 } During controller's upkeep, Ghazbén Ogre soho oth contol ofthe player with Target creature gets +7/++7 until end of turn, 

Eladamri’s Vineyard = are : M = the most life, 2/2. } Miri, Gat Warrior sl - gee x 
At beginning of each player's main phase, add @®4® to that player's pool 2 Giant Growth NS a LU.RATHIASth = Miri, Cat Warrior counts as a Cat Warrior, Fist strike, forestwalk. 2/3. 

Elder Druid S ~- §=68 IASth Target creature gets +3/--3 until end of turn. : Mirrl’s Guile N Ree  @ M 
~  @@, @: Tap or untap target land, creature or artifact. 2/2, ? Giant Spider s —- oo LUR4th 5th $ During your upkeep, you may look at the top three cards of your library and put 
Elven Palisade EN = 2 EX; Giant Spider can block creatures with flying. 2/4. : : ___ them back in any order. 

Sacrifice a forest; Target attacking creature gets -3/-0 until end of turn. } Gorilla Warrior g * ge 7 ? Mongrel Pack 8 R= a M 
Elven Riders st es eee LG4thSth 3 3/9, If Mongrel Pack is put into any graveyard from play during combat, put four Houn 

annat be blocked except by walls and flying creatures. 3/3. t Greater Good N Rowe @e 2} tokens into play, Treat these tokens as 1/1 green oreatures. 4/1. 
Etven Rite SOR | 6e SH = Saorifice a creature: Draw cards equal to the sacrificed creature's power, then : Mulch SOR -—- §=696@@ NY 

Put a total of two +1/++1 counters on any number of target creatures. + choose and discard three cards. 3 Reveal the top four cards of your library to all players. Put any of those cards that 
Elven Warhounds SI = oe M Greener Pastures No Rese ee 2 = are lands into your hand and the rest into your graveyard. 

f Warhounds is blocked, put the blocker on top of owner's library, 2/2 ? During each player's upkeep, if that player controls more lands than any other, the ; Multani, Mare-Sorcerer SLR seers 
EWvish Archers SCR =6Om LURAthSth player puts a 1/1 green Saproling token into play under his or her control $ Has power and toughness each equal to the total number of cards in all players’ 

irst strike, 2/1, Misprint: Alpha listed power/toughness as 1/2. Grizzly Bears SC ae 7 LUR4thSth = hands. Cannot be the target of spells or abilities. */°. 
Elvish ervey 5 hie C ts i veniih 4 Ae : — is 8 Cc a ; ae ay 

For each creature that blocks it, Berserker gets +1/+1 until end of tum. 1/1. = Harmonic Convergence INS * Qe L cho. When Multan's Acolyte comes into play, draw a card. 2/1. 
Evish Fury INS) C ee) =6@ MoE Return al nat ed to top of owners’ libraries. { Multani's Presence AN fh: ® 

juyback 4. Target creature gets +2/-+2 until end of turn. : Harrow S - oe M i Whenever a spell you play is countered, draw a card, 
Elvish Herder st =, 2 Sacrifice a land: Search your library for up to two basic land cards and put them ©? Muscle Sliver § we CO. M 

@: Target creature gains trample until end of turn. 1/1. Into play. Shuffle your library afterwards. All Slivers get +1/+1. 1/1. 
Etvish Lyrist st “- @ 2 = Hawkeater Moth g on Sa Z : Natural Spring SOR -- §6=— se S$ OOD ™ 

@, © Savrtice lyrist: Destay target enchantment, 1/1 $ Flying. Cannot be the target of spells or abilities, 1/2, $ Target player gains 8 life 
Endangered Armodon = SC —- @eo SH = Heartwood Dryad g oo 6 M : Nature’s Lore SOR -- «6 IASt 

ff you control any creature with toughness 2 or less, sacrifice Armodon, 4/5, + “Heartwood Dryad can block oreatures with shadow. 2/1. : Search your library for one forest and put it into play. 
Endless Wurm SR eae Z : Heartwood Giant SC °° San M Nature's Revolt EN - @ae M 

rample, During your upkeep, sacrifice an enchantment or sacrifice Wurm, 9/9. {  @ Sacrifice a forest: Giant deals 2 damage to target player. 4/4, { All lands are 2/2 creatures. 
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; Silk Net INS 2 L i Sylvan Library fl Rowe =o LG.4th,ot 
ith flyit i : ing your draw phase, then either put two of the 

K 

‘ Hal bree gets “alan can block ae mn flying until end of at : You may draw two extra cards durin 
> imian Grun' sone : cards drawn this turn back or pay 4 life per card not replaced. 
ihe seston im g° Echo, You may play Simian Grunts any time you could play an instant. 3/4. 3 Symbiosis INS nd ge WZ 

} Skyshroud Areher 8 aa 2 SH = Two target oreatures each get +2/+2 until end of tur, 
®: Target creature with flying gets -1/-1 until end of turn. 1/1. : Tarpan Sl se e IAt 

Skyshroud Eff st «6G M = You gain 1 life if Tarpan goes to the graveyard from play. 1/1, 
@: Add @ to your mana pool. #8: Add 4 or @ to-your mana pool. 1/1. : Tempting Licid SI a ee HY 

banda ein ‘al SC aes k ie ee Xi @@ Ae a“ Ms ability and mene a creature Sr ana that reads “All 
ite gets +1/+2 as long as any opponent controls any nonbasic lands. 1/1. {  oreatures able to block enchanted creature do so” instead of a creature. Move Lici 

RIND SDB BB ING: 5! ETS uUAD Skyshroud Ranger 8C - 2 M i onto target creature, You may pay #® to end this effect. 2/2. 
Needle Storm SOR Se ee ™ @: Choose a land in your hand and put it into play, Play as a sorcery, 1/1. : Thicket Basilisk § - ¢008 LUR Ath Sth 

Needle Storm deals 4 damage to each creature with fying, : Skyshroud Troll SC oo )6=—6 SO M i Any non-wall creature blocking or blocked by Basilisk is destroyed at end of com- 
Nurturing Licid iy eee oe M ; @@- Regenerate Skyshroud Troll, 3/3. E bat, 2/4, 

© cid loses this ability and becomes a creature enchantment that reads: Skyshroud Troopers st Si ee SH; Titania's Boon SOR A acs U 
“@: Regenerate enchanted creature” instead ofa creature, Move Licid onto target: @- Add @ to your mana pool, Play this ability as a mana source. 3/3. i: Puta +1/+1 counter on each creature you control, 
creature, You may pay @ to end this effect. 1/1. 2 Skyshroud War Beast SC -R «+ @@ EX ; Titania’s Chosen Ni 1 IZ 

Oath of Druids [IN Row @m@ ‘a Tram Sem at aes as pave a tines each equal to the rum- tery a player successfully casts a green spell, put a+1/-+1 counter on Cho- 
i 5 dat er of nonbasic lands target opponent controls, °/* > sen 1/1. During each player's upkeep, if that player controls fewer creatures than an oppo : Song of Serenity EN ee X Titania's Song my — 6e AQRAtH Sth 

nent, the player may reveal cards from his library until he reveals a creature card, = ; : r a 7 ° 
putting it into play and the rest into his graveyard. : Creatures with any enchantments on them cannot attack or block. Every non-creature artifact loses its abilities and becomes an artifact creature with 

Overgrowth fl oe ee SH: Spike Breeder ; SC -—- ¢@ SH : power and toughness equal to its casting cast. 
Whenever enchanted land is tapped for mana, it produces an additional aa, : Breeder comes into play with three +1/+1 counters on it, @, Remove a+1/+1 + Trained Armotion g “ eae ™ 

Overrun SOR oes yy) Mi counter from Breeder: Put a-+1/-+1 counter on target creature. @,Removea : 3/3, 
Al creatures you control get +-3/-+3 and gain trample until end of turn. : —+1/+1 counter from Breeder: Put a Spike token into play, Treat this token asa: Tranquility SOR cn LUR.4th.Sth,TM 

Pincher Beetles 8 Cone oe ™ : 1/1 green creature. 0/0. Destroy all enchantments in play. ; 

F pe oe cannot be He target of spells or —. 3/1. r 
ated Rootwalla sos e Xx 
@®: Rootwalla gets +3/+3 until end of turn. Use only once each turn. 3/3. 4 aaa = | | | Mi es a | eS 

Pouncing Jaguar $l Co 6 
Echo. 2/2 =e 

Pradesh Gypsies g on ee L6,4th.5th 
®®, @: Give target creature -2/-0 until end of turn, 1/1. ' \ ' 

Predatory Hunger El co 2 Xi ; 
bia ay opponent successfully casts a creature spell, put a+1/+1 counter = Mmm. Bone Shredder. 
on enchanted creature, : e? , 

Priest of Titania St -  @@ Zz: There's an unpleasant 
@ Add @ to your mana pool for each Elf in play. 1/1 Not 

enough? How about 
shredding bones every 
turn? With Phyrexian 
Reclamation in play, you — 
can skip the Shredder’s 

Primal Order EN Rs Se HL.Sth 
During player's upkeep, Primal Order deals 1 damage to that player for each non- 
basic land he controls. 

Primal Rage EN co ee SH 
All creatures you control gain trample. 

Provoke INS a ee SH 
Untap target creature you do not control. That creature blocks this turn if able. sie. 

ui Daca 7 mk ail : — “BH echo cost, return it to 
gmy Tro aoe ving Our HEN / = 

For each creature that blocks it, Pygmy Troll gets +1/+-1 until end of turn. @: : euisti for sacrice 1) i Pele 2 Hae your hand fora piddly two 
Regenerate Pygmy Troll. 1/1. Avy Hone Shedd play, i oe oe mana and cast it again. — 

Rabid Wolverines St - gan X ¢ | MME destroy target nionsrt Te Now fhat’s unpleasant— 
For each creature that blocks it, \Wolverines gets +1/+1 until end of turn. 4/4, oe  . :  . for your | Rabid Wombat Sc ~  @an LG.cHsth : | _ . : a : _ your opponent. 

+2/+2 for each enchantment on it. Doesn't tap when attacking. 0/1. : ! 
Radjan Spirit Ni ~~ oe U6.4th.6th 

@: Target creature loses flying ability until turn ends, 3/2. E = ze : = = 
Rampant Growth SOR «= =—-@@ MGM 5 : . 

Search your library for a basic land card and put it into play, tapped. Spike Colony 8 a 2 SH : Treefalk Mystic 8S Co 6 m@ UL 
Rancor EC soe @ iL : Spike Colony comes into play with four +1/+1 counters on it, @, Remove a 3} Whenever a creature blocks or is blocked by Treefolk Mystic, destroy all 

Enchanted creature gains +2/+0 and trample, When Rancor is put into a : +1/+1 counter from Colony: Put a +1/-+1 counter on target creature, 0/0, : enchantments on that creature, 2/4. 
graveyard from play, return Rancor to owner's hand. : Spike Drone HY C a TM : Treefelk Seedlings SC . ge UZ 

Reality Anchor INS co ee MW: Spike Drone comes into play with one +1/+1 counter on it. @@, Remove a : Seedlings has toughness equal to the number of forests you control, 2/*. 

Target creature loses shadow until end of turn. Draw a card. : — +1/+1 counter from Drone: Put a +1/+1 counter on target creature, 0/0, : Treatop Rangers § -— @® UZ 

Reap NS oo =e M : Spike Feeder g o- 6 Oe SH : Rangers cannot be blocked except by creatures with flying. 2/2. 

Return’ any number of target cards from your graveyard to your hand. You cannot : © Spike Feeder comes into play with two +1/-+1 counters on it. @, Remove a : Trumpeting Armedon —S 2. ™ 
choose more cards than the number of black permanents target opponent controls, : +1/+1 counter fro Spike Feeder: Put a +1/+1 counter on target creature. 3 @@ Target creature blocks Trumpeting Armodon this turn if able, 3/3, 

Reclaim NS or) EX Remove a+1/+1 counter from Spike Feeder: Gain 2 life, 0/0 ? Tsunami SOR - ¢2 LUR4th Sth 
Put target card from your graveyard on top of your library, : Spike Hatcher N - ¢8 EX = Destroy all Islands in play. 

Recycle N ce OO M = Spike Hatcher comes into play with six +1/+1 counters on it. @, Remove a : Untamed Wilds SOR —- @f G4th.6th 
Skip your draw phase, Whenever you play a card, draw a card. During your discard : +1/+1 counter from Spike Hatcher; Put a +1/+1 counter on target creature. 8, : Search your library for one basic land and put it in play. 
phase, choose and discard all but two cards. : Remove a +1/+1 counter from Spike Hatcher: Regenerate Spike Hatcher. 0/0,  : Venom E “— ee K4th.5th 

Regeneration C Ce ee LWURATHIAMGS =: Spike Rogue Ny * eee EX + All non-wall creatures in combat with target are destroyed after oan 

@®: Regenerate enchanted creature, = Spike Rogue comes into play with two +1/+1 counters on it, @, Remove a : Venomous Fangs E oo ee Z 

Rejuvenate SOR C ¢ en UZ}. +1/+1 counter from Spike Rogue: Put a+1/+1 counter on target creature, @, : — Whenever enchanted creature successfully deals damage ita destroy 
Gain 6 life, Cycling @ i Remove a +1/+1 counter from any creature you control: Puta +-1/+1 counter on : that creature, 

Repapulate NS Cs ae iL: — Spike Rogue. 0/0, : Verdant Force § - ace 
Shuffle all creature cards from target player's graveyard into that player's library. : Spike Soldier SC - «6 SH = During each player's upkeep, put a Saproling token into play, Treat this token as a 
ycling @. : Soldier comes into play with three +1/+1 counters on it. #8, Remove a +1/+1 : 1/1 green creature, 7/7. 

Respite NS Coe am M 2 counter from Soldier: Put a +1/+1 counter on target creature, Remove a +1/+1 : Verdant Touch SOR ee J $l 
Creatures deal no combat damage this tur. Gain 1 life for each attacker. counter from Soldier: Soldier gets +2/+2 until end of turn, 0/0. + Buyback @. Target land becomes a 2/2 creature permanently. 

Resuscitate NS oo ee EX : Spike Weaver NH 7 ean EX : Verdigris s -—- o@ M 
ntil end of tum, each creature you control gains “@¥: Regenerate this creature,” ; Spike Weaver comes into play with three +1/+1 counters on it. @, Removea Destroy target artifact. 

Retaliation N ” ee Z = +1/+1 counter from Spike Weaver: Put a +1/+1 counter on target creature. @, : Verduran Enchantress we eee LUR4th. bt 
ach creature you control gains "Whenever a creature blocks it, this creature gets Remove a +1/+1 counter from Spike Weaver: Creatures deal no combat damage Draw a card each time you cast an enchantment. 0/2. 
+1/+1 until end of turn.” this tum. 0/0. : Vernal Bloom EN ae oe Z 

Root Maze N Roe e ; TM : Spike Worker Ky C + ee SH : Whenever a forest is tapped for mana, it produces an additional @. 

All artifacts and lands come into play tapped. Worker comes into play with two +1/+1 counters on it. 28, Remove a +1/+1 : Volrath’s Gardens N 2 SI 

Roothreaker Wurm gl o M = counter from Worker: Put a +1/+1 counter on target creature, 0/0. :  @, Tap a creature you control, Gain 2 life, Play thls ability as a sorcery. 

rample. 6/6. : Spined Wurm 8 - ae SH : Wall of Blossoms gl 6 
Rootwalla SC - §6@e Mi O/4 : When Wall of Blossoms comes into play, draw a card. 0/4. 

@@; Gots +2/+2 until end of turn, Use this a only once each turn, 2/2. + Sporogenesis Noah se ge Z : Wall of Brambles 8 * ee LUR 4th St 
Rootwater Alligator NH ea Xt During your upkeep, you may put a fungus counter on target nontoken creature, @: Regenerates, 2/3, 

Sacrifice a forest: Regenerate Rootwater Alar 3/2, ? Whenever a creature with a fungus counter on it is put into a graveyard, put a 1/1 : Wanderlust oo 2e LURAth Bt 

Scaled Wurm : st o ee IASth = green Saproling token into play for each of those fungus counters. When Sporoge- : 10 1 damage to controller of target creature during upkeep, 

7/6. : _ nesis leaves play, remove all fungus counters from all creatures. : War Dance N ~~ @ Z 
Scavenger Falk SC - @ DKCHSth : Spreading Algae us 2 2: uring your upkeep, you may put a counter on Dance. Sacrifice Target creature 

@®: Sacrifice Scavenger Folk to destroy target artifact. 1/1, i Play only on a swamp, When enchanted land becomes tapped, destroy that land. When gets +K/-+X until end of tum, where X is the number of counters on Dance, 
Scragnoth SC -—- §=6g M$ Algae is put into a graveyard from play, return Algae to owner's hand, : War Mammoth SC | om LU,R4th,5t 

Protection fram blue. While Scragnoth is being cast, it cannot be countered, 3/4. } Stampede NS Row: Sep ASth rample, 3/3. 
Scryb Sprites 8 Ce a LUR4th5th : All attacking creatures get trample and +1/+0 until end of turn. : Weatherseed Elf S Ce ® 

Flying. 1/1. $ Storm Front EN Use @ M + @ Target creature gains forestwalk until end of turn. 1/1. 
Seeker of Skybreak St Cc Be Mo: @@: Tap target creature with flying. : Weatherseed Treefolk SC R --- @@@@ 

@: Untap target creature, 2/1. : Stream of Life SOR Cs @@ LUR4tHSth : rample. When Weatherseed Treefolk is put into a graveyard from play, return 

Shanodin Dryads Sl Ce 2 LUR4thSth = . Target player gains X life. + Weatherseed Treefolk to owner's hand. 6/3, ; 

Forestwalk. 1/1. : Survival of the Fittest EN R s+ @@ k } Whirling Dervish StU ss = 6O® LG.Ath tt 
Shrink INS Ce a HLS ®, Choose and discard a creature card: Search your library for a creature card, rotection from black. Gains +1/+-1 if it damages opponent. 1/1. 

Target creature gets -6/-0 until the end of tum. feveal that card to all players and put it into your hand. : 

MAGIC DATA. C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

@ ARTIFACT @BLACK @BLUE “GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 
ART Artifact EA Enchant Artifact © EN Enchantment INT Interrupt SC Summon Creature 
AC Artifact Creature © EC Enchant Creature EW Enchant World LL Legendary Land SL Summon Legend 
CR Current Rarity EL Enchant Land INS Instant _ MS Mana Source SOR Sorcery 120 inovesteamMeER49 
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‘Whirlwind SOR R= Gee Z Crater Hellion SCR se) 6©SOS Z + Fire Ants § se ee UZ 
lestroy all creatures with flying. i ‘cho. When Hellion comes into play, it teal 4 damage to each other creature, 6/6. : ®&: Ants deals 1 damage to each other creature without flying. 2/1. 

Wild Dogs aoe 2 : Craven Giant sc OE ae SH : Fire Drake N “° eee DK.CH,att 
During your upkeep, if a player has more life than any other, that player gains i raven Giant cannot block. 4/1. i lying. @;+1/+0. Only one @ can be used in this manner, 1/2, 
control of Wild Dogs. 2/1. : Crimson Manticore SI Re Se L6,4th.oth : Fireball SOR core LUR 4th 5 

Wild Growth El Ce ® LURAtHIAStH = Flying. @, @: Do 1 damage to an attacking or blocking creature. 2/2. : jo X damage, divided evenly among any number of targets (round down), Pay @ 
arget land provides an extra 4 when tapped for mana. : Crown of Flames C ese 2 i for each target beyond the first. 

Winding Wurm « ee Z $ — @: Enchanted creature gets +1/+0 until end of turn. @: Return Crown of : Firebreathing eee a LUR4thMG, dt 
cho. 6/6. : lames to owner's hand. $B +10. 

Wing Snare SOR “—- =6©@e 3 Deadshot SOR R se ee M i Firefly N ws eo TM 
estroy target creature with flying, : ap target creature. That creature deals damage equal to its power to another tar- \ying. @: Firefly gets +1/+0 until end of turn. 1/1 

Winter Blast SOR —- §6S@ (G,4th,5th = get creature. Fireslinger SC - §=6OS ™ 
ap X target creatures. Do 2 damage to each target flying creature. } Destructive Urge E co ee Z :  @: Deals 1 damage to target creature or player and 1 damage to you. 1/1. 

Winter's Grasp SOR - GOO M = Whenever enchanted creature successfully deals combat damage to a player, that : Flame Spirit oo ee 
lestroy target land, i layer sacrifices a land. : @: +1/+0 until end of turn, 2/3, 

Wolverine Pack 8 C gee LG.5th : Detonate —- $0 AQ4thoth ? Flame Wave SOR bid eoeeso 3 
Rampage: 2, 2/4. : jestroy target artifact and do X damage to its controller, X (s the casting cost of | lo 4 damage to target player and each creature he or she controls. 

Wood Elves 8 C+ EX : __ the artifact. 3 Flare NS .- & IA.MG.5 
When Wood Elves comes into play, search your library for a forest card and put ©: Defender of Chaos 8 Ces |6@@ L.. 2 jare does 1 damage to any target. Cantrip, 
that forest into play, 1/1. : ratection from white, You may play Defender any time you could play an instant. : Flashfires SOR one eo LU,R4th.5i 

Wyluli Walf 8 ” geo AN 5th =. 2/1, : lestroy all plains in play. 
®: Target creature gets +1/+1. 1/1. : Disintegrate SOR C ss &@ LUR4thoth : Fling NS -- §6=— BO. fy 

Yavimaya Granger g (" ape ge ks jo X damage to target. If target dies this turn, remove it from game. : Sacrifice a creature: Fling deals damage equal to the sacrificed creature's power 
Echo, When Granger comes into play, you may search your library for a basic land : Disorder SOR “ ee Z : to target creature or player. 
card and put that land Into play tapped, 2/2. i isorder deals 2 damage to each white creature and each player who controlsa : Flowstone Blade ° 2 $i 

Yavimaya Scion «6G : white creature. : @: Enchanted creature gets +1/-1 until end of turn. 
Protection from artifacts, 4/4, > Dizzying Gaze E C e EX : Flowstone Flood SOR on EX 

Yavimaya Wurm § Coe 6@Oe : lay Dizzying Gaze only on a creature you control, @: Enchanted creature deals 1: uyback—Pay 3 life, Discard a card at random. Destroy target land. 
Trample, 6/4, $ damage to target creature with flying. : Flowstone Giant -- §6=6p BOD ™ 

: Dromosaur § Cs ee Zi 4: Flowstone Giant gets +2/-2 until end of turn, 3/3, 
: Whenever Dramosaur blocks or becomes blocked, it gets +2/-2 until end of turn. 2/3. : Flowstone Hellion gl eee 

re T. E mace Hellion is irae by summoning sickness, 4: Flowstone Hellion 
jout Face jets +1/-1 until end of tun, 3/3, 
Switch target creature's power and toughness until end of turn. Effects that alter =e | | M Be m4 = Flowstone Mauler sl -- 80 a] 
the creature's power alter its toughness instead, and vice versa, this turn, tample, 2: Flowstone Mauler gets +1/-1 until end of turn. 4/5. 

Acidic Soil SOR ” @ ': Flowstone Salamander § — ¢3O M 
Acidic Soil deals 1 damage to each player for each land he controls, : _ @ Salamander deals 1 damage to target creature blocking it. 3/4, 

Aftershock SOR  §6=6@SS Flowstene Shambler 8 Se SH 
Destroy target artifact, creature, or land, Aftershock deals 8 damage to you. @: Flowstone Shambler gets +1/- int end of tur, 2/2, 

Ambush Party 8 ” ee HLSth : Flowstone Wyvern § oo §6=— GOD M 
First strike, May attack the turn it comes into play on your side, 3/1. : Flying. @; Flowstone Wyvern gets +2/-2 until end of turn, 3/3. 

Amok EN R eo : Furnace Brood § “ €e x 
@, Discard a card at random: Put a +1/+1 counter on target creature, i ®@- Target creature cannot be regenerated this turn. 3/3, 

Anarchist Nc 2 : Furnace of Rath seee ese M 
When Anarchist comes into play, you may return target sorcery card from your 3 lauble all damage assigned to any creature or player. 
graveyard to your hand. 2/2, : Furnace Spirit hy . ee § 

Ancient Runes N en @ 3 Furnace Spirit is unaffected by summoning sickness.@; Furnace Spirit gets 
During each player's upkeep, Ancient Runes deals 1 damage to that player for :  +1/-+0 until end of tum. 1/1. 
each artifact he or she controls. $ Gamble SOR seis 

Antagonism se 4 : Search your library for a card and put it in your hand. Discard a card at random. 
During each player's discard phase, Antagonism deals 2 damage to that player ] i Game of Chaos R co cry) IA.Sth 
Unless one of his opponents 

Apocalypse SOR 
Remove all permanents from 

Are Lightning SOR ¢ 
Arc Lightning deals 3 damage divided as you choose among any number of tar ©, Sacrifice: Fire-Eater deals damage equal to its power to target creature or 
creatures and/or players. : layer, 2/2. 

Atog N oo 6=—6 OS AQRS ? Ghitu Slinger 8 — 20 L 
®, Sactifice an artifact: +2/+2. 1/2. : cho, When Slinger comes into play, it deals 2 damage to target creature or 

oe or N one ue eee: hag: eat at nd : 
cho. Avalanche Riders is unaffected by summoning sickness, When Riders comes = : Ghitu War Cry EN ” 4 

into play, destroy target land. 2/2. i | jane a Planar Collapse, and there are — $ _ @: Target oreature gets +1/+0 until end of turn, 
Ball Lightning So Re O88 Ok4ahsth ? | FO ePeatures in play. Wy EUNSUM-— ; Giant Strength - 32 (G,4th sth.7M 

‘ample, Ball Lightning is unaffected by summoning sickness. Bury Ball Lightning : | fine Gn gf fis Gredlures i FeSponse tO { __ Make target creature +2/+2 
at end of turn in which it comes into play. 6/1. : the upkeep ability. Does Collapse go off? { Goblin Bombardment N - 0 ™ 

Barbed Sliver § ons an a : 3 saysE. E P ne a creature: Bombardment deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 
ach Sliver gains "@e: This creature gets +1/+0 until end of turn.” a} : ats =: Goblin Cadets - 2 

Bedlam EN Pa 2eo 2 te No. Planar ©. checks how many : . pi enever Cadets blocks or becomes blacke oma gains control of it. ih 
Creatures cannot block. : E 7 Stil Fasg- ; Goblin Digging Team § . j 

Bird Maiden § C eo ANAthoth : riley be in lf hea + @ Sacrifice Digging Team to destroy target wall. 1/1. 
Wing, 1/2 ; lution upkeep ae! [Goblin Hero 6 oC @@ Kat 

Blood Frenzy NS 0 see ME creatures in play when the ability © 1) 
arget attacking or blocking creature gets +4/+0 until end of turn. At end of turn, the Collapse Stays int play and noth- |: Goblin King NH ” Soe LUR 4th 
estroy that creature H ing ¢ All Goblins gain mountainwalk and +1/+1, 2/2. 

Blood Lust NS GC see Sm L64thoth : =; Goblin Lackey C - 2 Z 
arget creature gets +4/-4. \ts toughness cannot go belaw 1, : : Whenever Lackey successfully damages a player, you may choose a Goblin card in 

Boil NS —- ¢@ ; Duct Crawler Sh. Liew @ SH = your hand and put tt into play, 1/1. 
Destroy all islands, 2 @@: Target creature cannot block Duct Crawler this turn, 1/1 ? Goblin Matron sc —~ Bo Z 

Brand NS R= @: 7 : Owarven Catapult INS - 8S Fath =” When Goblin Matron comes into play, you may search your library for a Goblin 
Gain contra! of all permanents you own. Cycling *%. ? Do X damage, divided evenly among al of opponent's creatures. } card. If you do, reveal that card and put it into your hand, 1/1, 

Brassclaw Ores C “ FESth ; Owarven Soldier c+ #0 FEoth : Goblin Medics SC -  @0 
Cannot be assigned to block creatures of power greater than 1. 3/2. : If Soldier blocks or gets blocked by Orcs, it gains +0/+-2 until end of turn. 2/1, Whenever Medios becomes tapped, it deals 1 damage to target creature or player, 1/1, 

Bravado c a go 7 ; Dwarven Warriors SC - §6©90 UR4thSth = Goblin Offensive SOR SOO 
Enchanted creatiire gets +1/+1 for each other creature you control. ae @: Target creature of power no greater than 2 becomes unblackable, 1/1, : uit X 1/1 red Goblin tokens into play. 

Brothers of Fire soot ‘ Dk4thoth : Earthquake SOR R sess URAthSth Goblin Patrol Coe 68 Z 
SS: Do 1 damage to any target and 1 damage to you. 2/2. : _ DoX damage to all players and non-flying creatures in pla. i cho. 2/1. 

Brute, The Cc Ce. ee L64thsth : Electryte SC ~ eo UL } Goblin Raider ‘i Z 
arget creature gains +1/+0, 9: Regenerates, Whenever Eleotryte successfully deals combat damage to defending player, Elec- ‘annot black, 2/2, 

Bulwark N oo 24 2} ‘ttyte deals damage equal to its power to each blocking creature, 3/3. ! Goblin Spelunkers se C= @@ Z 

uring your upkeep, Bulwark deals 1 damage to target opponent for each card in: Enraging Licid i. SC bis ™ ; lountainwalk, 2/2, 
your hand greater than the number of cards in that player's hand, Be: Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature enchantment at reads =} Goblin War Buggy SC - ee Z 

Canyon Drake * 2eo Mi “Enchanted creature is unaffected by summoning sickness” Instead of a creature. i cho, War Buggy is unaffected by summoning sickness, 2/2. 

lying. 8, Discard a card at random: Dreke gets +2/-+0 until end of tur. 1/2 = _ You may pay @ to end this effect. 1/1. ! Goblin War Drums tC 6 6@@ FESt 
Canyon Wildcat st —- §=69@ M : Errantry ee!  =—6 P A,Sth i ach attacker you control may not be blocked with less than two creatures, 

Mountainwalk. 2/1, fi {ae creature gets +3/-+0, No other creatures can attack this turn if target crea : Goblin Warrens -—- 88 

Cave People 8 s £oo Okethsth : ture attacks. : @®: Sacrifice two Goblins to put three 1/1 red Goblin tokens into play. 
eople get -+1/-2 until end of turn when they are attacking, 2@e@, @: Give : Eternal Warrier EC a 2 Le4thsth } Goblin Welder Ss Re @ 

target creature mourtainwalk until-end of turn. 1/4, : Target creature does not tap to attack.  —-@; Exchange target artifact a player controls for target artifact card in that 
Chaatic Goo N = GOS M Falter NS Ce @@ UZ = player's graveyard, 1/1. 

ante Gob cores ia play with three +1/41 counters on it, During your {Creatures without flying cannot block this turn. : Granite Grip C Ce 6 6@e L 
upkeep, you may flip a coin, If you win the flip, add a+1/-+7 counter to Chaotic +: Fanning the Flames SOR — 868 SH: Enchanted creature gets +1/+0 for each mountain you control, 
Goo, Otherwise, remove a +1/+1 counter from it, 0/0, + Buyback @*. Do X damage to target creature or player i Guma SC ~~ ¢o Z 

Cinder Crawler SC - 2 x ? Fault Line NS ae UZ = Protection from blue, 2/2. 
®: Cinder Crawler gets +1/-+0 until end of tur, Play this ability only if Cinder ? Fault Line deals X damage to each creature without tying and each player. ? Hand te Hand - @@ ™M 
rawler is blocked. 1/2. : Fiery Mantie EC = = 6D ‘ Z : ——Instants and abilities requiting activation cost cannot be played during combat, 

Conquer id —- 09 WASth ¢ When Mantle Is put into a graveyard from play. return Mantle to owner's hand. : Haves N ee 2 M 

ake control of target land. $ _ @: Enchanted creature gets +-1/-+0 until end of turn. : Whenever target opponent casts a white spell, he or she loses 2 life. 
Convulsing Lieid - SH : Fighting Chance NS * 2 EX : Headlong Rush NS oo 

®@, ©: Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature enchantment that reads For each blocking creature, flip a coin. f you win the flip, that creature deals no = All attacking oreatures gain fist strike untl end of tum, 
“Enchanted creature cannot block” instead of a creature, Move Licid onto target combat damage this turn. ? Heart Sliver St - £o M 
creatures You may pay & to end this effect, 2/2, 

Jas successfully dealt damage that turn. 
R se 

game, Discard your hand, 
eo 

eeee 
continue. The stakes double 

i Ghira Fire-Eater 

Choose target player and flip a coin, 
damage. Otherwise, you lose 1 life 

each round. 

you win, you gain 1 life and opponent take 
and opponent gains 1 life. The winner can 

-  @@ \ L 

All Slivers are unaffected by summoning sickness. 1/1, 
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Mogg Raider SI se @ M ; Pyromancy EN oo eee L 
Secs a Goblin: Target creature ae ts +1/+1 until end of turn. 1/1, : — @, Discard a card at random: Pyromancy deals to target creature or player 

isyg Squad HY ° Le M$ damage equal to the total casting cost of the discarded card. 

Woog Squad gets -1/-1 for each other creature in play. 3/3. : Pyrotechnics SOR —- 6 6Be L6.4th,oth 

eiten Hydra SC “a £e L 0 4 damage divided any way among any number of targets. 

 @@: Put a+1/+1 counter on Hydra. @, Remove all +1/-+1 counters fom : Rack and Rain INS ee L 

Hydra: Hydra deals 1 damage to target creature or player for each +1/+1 counter = estroy two target artifacts. 

removed this way. 1/1. : Raging Gebtin SCC @ EX 

Mens’s Geblin Raiders 5 Cs @ LUR4th.5th +} Raging Goblin is unaffected y sar vale die ; 
Wi. : Rain of Sait * 2 

AOE Os SETS UN Monstrous Hound § - Se X = _ Destroy two target lands, 

Heat of Battle EN ae a Cannot attack unless you control more lands than defending player. Cannot block Rath’ Bragoa : gl gaa See _™ 

s Whenever any oreature blocks, Heat deals 1 damage to that creature's controller, unless you control more lands than attacking player. 4/4. 3 tying, When Rathi Dragon comes into play, sacrifice two mountains or sacrifice 

Heat Ray NS - £6 7 : Mountain Goat SS Ce @ Wath athi Dragon, 5/5, 

eat Ray deals XK damage to target creature ¢  Mountainwalk. 1/1. —— Baboon 5 oe oe a EX 

HIN Giant cco oe LUR4thSth ; Se Quarter _ at oe M en Baboons comes into play, destroy target nonbasic lant 

3/3, ase 7 a ia Se bee or is blocked by a creature with lesser power, 3 Raze Ra ia ett fn F . nk IZ 

Minotaur eS : lestroy the creature with the lesser power. 3 ie time you play Raze, sacrifice a land. Destroy target lan 
— Minotaur st Pee LURAINSI } pote of yy os i at ne EX Reckless Ogre a hea eee . 

impending Sisaster a se : y's upkeep, if that player has less life than target opponent, he or If Ogre attacks and no ape i do, it gets stl until end of tum. 3/2. 

5 
exes oo 

uring your upkeep, of there are seven ot more lands in play, sacrifice Impending she may have Oath deal 1 ae o that eee 
i Ogre Shaman nchanted creature gains first strike. 

wie” alan Fl a e (ASth ®, Discard a card at random: Deal 2 damage to target creature or player. 3/3. é egade Warlord st OU es £e M 

arget creature cannot be blocked by less than 2 creatures, 5 i tk 8 ” irst strike, i Renegade Warlord attacks, each other attacking creature gets 

Incinerate NS we OS (AMG.S5th Okk cannot attack unless a creature with greater power also attacks, Okk cannot +1/+0 until end of turn. 3/3. 
03 damage to any target. Creatures may nat regenerate, "+ __ block unless a creature with greater power also blocks. 4/4. elromancer ; Sl Co §6$SOe 

inferno NS -— ee DK4thsth : Sastaught co 2 X Whenever Retromancer is the target of a spell or ability, Retromancer deals 3 

8 damage to all players and all creatures, joa Whenever you successfully cast a creature spell, tap target creature, damage to that spell or ability's controller. 3/3. 

invasion Plans He ee § 
ach creature blocks whenever able, Attacking player chooses how creatures block. 

tronclaw Curse as @ HL.St 
arget gets -0/-1 and cannot be assigned to block a creature whose power equals 

or exceeds its toughness, 
cone ‘ave st a ret LUAth Bt ' 

ay only block creatures of power equaling 1 or less. 2/2, = 
Jackal ad iy a Ke ; Fe . M _ Blue isn't the — 

‘or each 1 damage dealt to Jackal Pup, it deals 1 damage to you, 2/1, i 
Jagged Lightning SOR ee see Z i Sele A iy 

ightning deals 3 damage to target creature and 8 damage to another creature. = 
Jokuthaups atk ko eee IAS by slowing things down 

jury all artifacts, creatures, and lands, , convi | 
Keeper af the Flame 8 on ee X you ban Snase nee your 

@, &: Keeper of the Flame deals 2 damage to target opponent. Play this ability opponent s tired crea- | 
only if that waa as more life than you. 1/2. ” tures to retire. Tack a 

Kelden Wario 8 st eee LUR4th, 5 i P oe 
* is the number of non-Wwall creatures in play on your side. */*. Slow Motion on an offend- q 

Kindle NS Be e MW ing beastie and then cast _ 
‘ndle deals to target creature or player an amount of damage equal to 2 plus the i hen you ir 

number of Kindle cards in all graveyards. During the upkeep o! i ces and es f Exhaustion when | 
Last-Ditch Effort WS Us @ are’s layer wwoisdo not uniap during bis or | DDPOMENE 15 [OW Of mania, 

Saorifice X creatures, Last-Ditch Effort deals X damage to target creature or player. aie ‘Aer next untap phase. : And uh, well, that's it. 
tn Axe SOR C + ee : E vars ee ey : Next combo. : 

E : Sasis 31 wi Clpow fis yoturny he . 2 fe alin ae | io | 
Destroy target land. Cycling <. 

Lightning Blast INS Cs ee M 
Lightning Blast deals 4 damage to target creature or player. 

U g Dragon SC — 29282 eis Err teres ars ae Ste Ee ee eee eet = 
lying; echo. @@: Lightning Dragon gets +1/+0 until end of turn. 4/4. : Bpportunist § oo ee TM : Rivalry El Roe ee UL 

Lightning Elemental SC = .< M$ ~ @ Opportunist deals 1 damage to target creature that was damaged this turn, 2/2. uring each player's upkeep, if that player contrals more lands than any other, 
Lightning Elemental is unaffected by summoning sickness. 4/1 : Groish Artillery 8 -- «6 ee LUR4th,5t Rivalry deals 2 damage to him or her. 

Lowland Giant Sh ae ee M =  @ Does 2 damage to any target and 3 damage to you. 1/3. Misprint: Alpha ver- : Rolling Thunder SOR Coss ae TM 
4/3, = sion lists casting cost as a. ‘olling Thunder deals X damage divided any way you choose among any number 

Mage ii-Vec St . ee EX } Qreish Captain Sl * @ E.bt of target creatures and/or players, 

®, Discard a card at random: Mage il-Vec deals 1 damage to target creature or : <8: Choose target Ore, then flip a coin. If opponent wins i target Ore gets wination SOR a | SH 
player. 2/2, $ — +2/+0 until end of turn. Otherwise, the Orc gets -0/-2, 1/1. jestroy all nonbasic lands, 

| Magmasaur SC bes see M = Qreish Conseripts SC." OG e Sth = Rumbling Grescends EN * gee UZ 

Magmasaur comes into play with five +1/+1 counters on it. During your upkeep, Cannot attack unless at least two other creatures attack. Cannot block unless at uring your upkeep, you may put a counter on Crescendo, @¥, Sacrifice: Destroy 
remove a +1/+1 counter from Magmasaur, or sacrifice Magmasaur and it deals 1 : east two other creatures block, 2/2, up to X target lands, where X Is the number of counters on Crescendo. 
lamage for each +1/++1 counter on it to each creature with flying and each 2 Qreish Farmer SC -— gee ~ (At ‘sbertesth Tiger § C 2e (A\Sth 

layer. 0/0. 2 &: Tum target land into a swamp until its controller's next untap, 2/2, inst strike, 2/1 
Mana Clash SOR R + @ Dk4th.oth } Oreish Oriflamme «6G @ LUR4thth ; Sabertesth Wyvern Ny a se EX 

hoose a player. You both flip 2 coin, Any player whose coin comes up tails loses : All of your attacking creatures gain +1/-+0 during your attack. Misprint: Alpha lying, first strike, 3/2, 
life. Repeat until both players’ coins come up heads } version lists casting cost as ><, Sandstone Warrior SS Cs @e@e M 

Mana Fare EI oe @e LUR4thoth : Grcish Squatters 8 see £e A.5t irst strike. @: Sandstone Warrior gets +1/+-0 until end of turn. 1/3. 

ach land produces an extra mana of its normal type : Squatters is not blocked, you may have it dono damage and gain control ofa =; Seald EN om: ee Z 

Manabarbs i «68 LUR4th5th = land controlled by the defending player. 2/3, : Whenever a player taps an island for mana, Scald deals 1 damage to him. 
0 1 damage to controller whenever he draws mana from any land. : Orag 8 Rowe Saee E5th : Sealding Salamander — SI as ee 

Maniacal Rage EC oo 6S EX : rample, Can't attack if opponent has an untapped creature of power greater than + © Scalding Salamander deals 1 damage to each creature without flying defend- 
Enchanted creature gets +2/+2 and cannot block. : 2 Can't block creatures of power areaar' than 2.6/6. : ing player controls. Play this ability only if Scalding Salamander is attacking an 

Meltdown SOR ss se 2 } Outmaneuver NS. se Z : only once each turn. 2/1. 
estroy each artifact with total casting cost X or less. : — X target blocked creatures deal combat deel 0 defending player instead of to: Seorehed Earth SOR -—- 822 M 

Nish Justice SOR “ ee she locking creatures this turn, + Choose and discard X land cards: Destroy X target lands. 
Mob Justice deals 1 damage to target player for each creature you control > Pallimad NW ane 2e M : Scorla Wurm SI « @ 

Mogg Assassin N - 28 X = * 1s equal to the number of tapped lands target opponent controls, */3. : uring your upkeep, flip a coin, If you lose, return Wurm to owner's hand. 7/7. 
©: Flip a coin. If you win the flip, destroy target creature an opponent controls, Pandemonium EN - ¢@ X + Scrap INS C. ee 
Itherwise, destroy target creature of that opponent's choice. 2/1, : Whenever any creature comes into play, that creature's controller may choose to : estroy target artifact, Cycling &, 

Megg Bombers SG Gee ee SH = have it deal damage equal to its power to target creature or player. : Searing Touch NS . 2 TM 

f any other creature comes into play, sacrifice Mogg Bombers and it deals 3 dam- ; Panic NS . a IASth juyback @ Searing Touch deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 

age to target player, 3/4, Target may not block. Gantrip, : Seething Anger SOR Cos @ 

Mogg Canseripts sf i. @ M : Parch NS ~~ 6@ L = Buyback @. Target creature gets +3/+0 until end of turn, 
Mogg Conscripts cannot attack unless you have successfully cast a creature spell : Choose one-Parch deals 2 damage to target creature or player: ar Parch deals 4 : Seismic Assault N - §6—8e X 
his tun, 2/2, : lamage to target blue creatures. : joose and discard a land card: Deal 2 damage to target creature or player. 

Mogg Fanatic SC ee OS > Paroxysm EC ae e X ? Shadowsterm SOR ae @ 
Sacrifice Fanatic: Fanatic deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 1/1. : uring the upkeep of enchanted creature's controller, reveal the top card of that ©: —  Shadowstorm deals 2 damage to each creature with shadow. 

Mogg Runkes SL £e SH : layers library. If that card is a land, destray enchanted creature. Otherwise, : Shard Phoenix Ay see e $i 
Mogg Flunkies cannot attack or block during a turn in which no other creature you : enchanted creature gets +3/+3 until end of turn, : Flying, @@@: Put Shard Phoenix into your hand. Use this abllity only if 
control attacks or blocks. 3/3. : Price of Progress NS —- 6S X Phoenix is in your graveyard and only during your upkeep. Sacrifice Phoenix; 

Mogg Infestation SOR R sve See SH: eal 2 damage to each player for each nonbasic land he or she controls, : Shard Phoenix deals 2 damage to each creature without flying. 2/2, 
Destroy all creatures target player controls. For each creature put into any grave- : Primordial Doze SC ” @ L6.CHSth : Shatter NS - 6@ LURATHIASIHIM 
yard in this way, put two Goblin tokens into play under that player's control. Treat ust attack if possible. Add a +1/+1 counter at end of upkeep. Pay “® per : estroy target artifact. 
these tokens as 1/1 red creatures, = counter or Ooze deals 1 damage to you per counter and taps. 1/1. : Shattering Pulse NS wo §=6—@ Xx 

Mogg Maniac S Us ee SH = Pygmy Pyrosaur st $e Ls uyback @*. Destroy target artifact. 
Whenever Mogg Maniac is dealt damage, it deals an equal amount of damage to annot block. @; Pyrosaur gets +1/+1 until end of turn. 1/1. : Shatterstorm SOR —- 222 AQRAtH 
target opponent, 1/1, 2 Pyroblast INT —- «6 WASth = jury all artifacts in play. 

: unter target spell or destroy target permanent if it is blue. : 

Hitet P= 
MAGIC FACT i | MAGIC DATA C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

ill i i i eae SS 

@ ARTIFACT @BLACK @BLUE GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 
—_—_———eeee—eeeeeeeeEeeeEeEeeeeeeeeeeeeeSeSeEeEeEeSeEeSeeee 
ART Artifact EA Enchant Artifact © EN Enchantment INT Interrupt SC Summon Creature 
AC Artifact Creature © EC Enchant Creature © EW Enchant World LL Legendary Land SL Summon Legend 

1 : = INGUESTGAMERG® CR Current Rarity EL _ Enchant Land INS Instant MS Mana Source SOR Sorcery 
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Shiv's Embrace El o- | 6©BSSe Z = Akron Legionnaire SR Oe LG.CH.Sth : Cessation C s+ Qe L 
reature gets +2/+2 and flying. @: Creature gets +1/+0 until end of turn. i your non-artifact creatures, only Legionnaire may attack, 8/4. Enchanted creature cannot attack. When Cessation is put into a graveyard from 

Shivan Dragon iy we 6S CO LUR4thSth : Alabaster Potion INS Cee See LG.4th.Sth play, return Cessation to owner's hand, 
lying. @: +1/+0, 6/6 Rive tarnet nlaver X life nr nrevent X damane tn anv tarnet hange of Heart NS oC * SH 

Shivan Helikite 8 —- $6e Z = Alay NS Cs ee EX Buyback @. Target creature cannot attack this tur. 
: lying ve Hellkite a damage to target creature or player, 8/5, $ Buyback , Destroy target ana 2 harging Paladin St sa 2* EX 
hivan Phoenix owe 6 SO@ : Angelic Blessing SOR 0 6 If Charging Paladin attacks, it gets +0/+3 until end of turn, 2/2. 
Ke ue uel Phoenix is put i a graveyard from play, return it to owner's hand. 3/4, arget creature gets a gains flying until end of turn. ‘i OP: Artifacts N 0 6 AQ4th Sth 

hivan Rapter ct ee 2 = Angelic Curator fs De ®: Prevent all damage against you from an artifact source, 
irst strike; echo, Raptor is unaffected by summoning sickness, 3/1. ‘ : lying, protection from fie 1. ie ‘OP: Black N Cee te P.URATHIASthTM 

Shock Is - @ : Angelic Chorus oe) ORE ®®: Prevent all damage to you from one black source. 
Shock deals 2 damage to target creature or player. : — “When-a creature comes into play under your control, gain life equal to its toughness, : CoP: Blue N Coss | ie LURATHIASIHIM 

Shecker § o- 6 6 OO M : Angelic Page SC ” oe UZ 6: Prevent all damage to you from one blue source, 
If Shocker damages any player, that player discards his or her hand, then draws a = Flying. @: Target attacking or blocking creature gets +1/+1 until end of turn, 1/1. oP: Green N oe LURATHIASIIM 
new hand of as many cards as he or she had before. 1/1, : Angelic Protector NH oe | 6 T™ %: Prevent all damage to you from one green source, 

Shower of Sparks Ss) 0 @ Zz: lying. If Protector Is target of a spell or ability, it gets +-0/-+3 until end of tun. 2/2. : CoP: Red NC cee ae LURATHIASHIM § 
Shower deals 1 damage to target creature and 1 damage to target player. : Angry Mob NG oo RK DK4th,Sth ®: Prevent all damage to you from one red source. 

Slaggishness Be ee Lo: rample, During your turn, “=total number of swamps all opponents control. oP: Shadew NG = o* M 
Creature cannot block, When Sluggishness is put into graveyard from play, return =: wise, “=O, 2+*/2+", ®: Prevent all damage to you from a creature with shadow. 

. Sluggishness to owner's ba F . :. : Animate Wall C Re * LUR4th.Bth oP: White N Ce 6 Ba LURATHIAStHTM 
make an ee LURAthSth farget wall may now attack, : Prevent all damage to you from one white source. 

ach player may only untap one creature during untap phase. i Ansint NS — 6 ™ lear NS Uo see baie Z 
Sneak Aitack NR see 2: juyback @. Prevent up to 3 damage to any creature. jestroy target enchantment. Cycling 

@: Choose a creature card from your hand and put it into play. The creature is: Arensen’s Aura EN oe 6H IA.5th lergy en-Veo SC Cc | ae M 
unaffected by summoning sickness, At the end of turn, sacrifice the creature. Sacrifice an enchantment to destroy another enchantment. @: Prevent 1 damage to any creature or player. 1/1. 

Sonic Burst NS Cee Gm X }  @@@: Counter an enchantment as it is being cast. loudchaser Eagie SC oC t= | 6H TM 
iscard a card at random: Burst deals 4 damage to target creature or player, H Armageddon SOR secs GOH LUR4th.Sth lying, When Eagle comes into play, destroy target enchantment, 2/2. 

Spelisheck N Us ee X : estroy all lands in play, ongregate NS Cesc ae Z 
‘ a H el casts a 7 et deals 2 _— ; him or her. § : Armor of Faith fi ‘. am o * IAoth ee gains 2 life for each creature in play. 
pitting Hydra : arget creature gains +1/+ +0/+ ontemplation N OU eee Pee 8 

lydra comes into play with four +1/-+1 counters on it e@, Removea+1/+1 +: Armor Sfiver Ni ow) 6G ™ Whenever you successfully cast a spell, gain 1 life. 
- ae ji ie Do1 Hae wee a i. i : i reals ‘ ‘i saa am ir EX 
tarke of Rath eve « : uring your upkeep, if you have 10 or less life, gain 1 life. 
©: Destroy target artifact or creature. That permanent's controller gains control of &S T | J 4 | 2 Ee ba S onviction COC ee aoe Si 

sie Rath permanently. ae a hy : athatod creature gets +1/+3, 3%: Return Conviction to owner's hand. 
am Bia cone ‘ rf qusade NR sees ea LU,R 4th, St 

last deals 2 damage to each creature and aaa : All white creatures gain +1/+1, 
fi N oD ee LUR4thoth ‘Avenant Archer AG Gi oe LG,CH.btt 

. Give one of your creatures with toughness less than Giant's power flying until = © Do 1 damage to target attacking or blocking creature, 1/2 
end of turn, Target creature is killed at end of turn. 3/4, jeath Speakers sl * * HLA 

Stone Rain SOR C s+ = @@ — LURATHIAMGSthTM rotection from black. 1/1. 
a a one land. i ue i Death Ward NS Co * LURAthIA St 

Stone Spiri ove at fegenerate target creature. 
Stone Spirit cannot be blocked by flying creatures, 4/3, etender of Law HY C ss | | ae 

Stun : i C a oe M ei mm red. You may lay Det ae any time you could play an instant. 2/1. 
arget creature cannot block this turn, Draw a card. jevout Harpis! co * 

Sudden Impact NS - 6S M ®: Destroy target creature enchantment. 1/1. 
Sudden Impact deals 1 damage to target player for each card in his hand. efensive Formation N es * Z 

Sulfuric Vapars EN - 6G IZ You always choose how creatures attacking you deal combat damage. 
Whenever any red spell deals damage, it instead deals that amount of damage isciple of Grace gl Ce Pe 
P anes i ‘ iy mae io lack. Cycling @. 1/2. 

Tahngarth’s Rage C ” 2 : isciple of Law SI Ce ee Z 
a soe creature is attacking, it gets +3/+0. Otherwise, it gets -2/-1. i] ion from red. Qycling @, 1/2. . 

andering Giant § a See isencha S coooe ete LURAHIAMGSHTMUZ 
oo is unaffected by summoning sickness. 4/3, ay target enchantment or artifact. 

Tooth and Claw . ee ivine Offering Ss core LG.MG.5t 
Sacrifice two creatures; Put a Carnivore token into play. Treat this token as a 3/ estroy target artifact, gaining life equaling casting cost of artifact. 
red peu i ivine Transtormation se Qe L6,4th,ot 

Torch Sang N oe AJ Z arget creature gets +3/+3, 
uring your upkeep, you may put a counter on Song, 32, Sacrifice: Song deals te Dust SOR |= Qe DK.St 

‘ iio: to target creature or player, where X is the number of counters on Song. F ere any two target artifacts from the game, 
fiashino Bey st . eee ite Archers N - oe Z 

, ies Vash te) attacks, f creatures you ae od if able, 4/3. ; : he ae Archers deals 3 damage to target attack or blocking creature. 3/3. 
Viashino Cutthroal ace 2 iy ite Javelineer 8 7 He 
vai Cutthroat is unaffected by summoning sickness, At end of turn return : ti, Javelineer blacks, it deals 1 damage to target attacking creature, 2/2. 
utthroat to owner's hand, 5/3, : ase INS oo 

Viashino Heretic st oo 6 BS lL: “ . ‘emove target enchantment fram the game, 
© @, @: Destroy target artifact. Viashino Heretic deals to that artifact's : only an Exalted Bragen NH oo BH EX 
controller damage equal to the artifact's total casting cost. 1/3, {aa it happens io j Raper: enchanting a creature, it lying, Each turn, Exalted Dragon cannot attack unless you sacrifice a land, 6/6. 

Viashino Outrider SC on ee 2 | is not a legal farget for Devout Harpist, — Expendable Tresps § se ae 
ns oo . é ‘ : i @, Searle Expendable Troops deals 2 damage to target attacking or blocking 
Viashino Runner 2) @ : were . ‘ creature, 2/1, 

nner cannot be blocked by only one creature, 3/2. : ries aon Sher gains °@: This ea gats +) 4 an of tum.” 2/2 Tw: Fye tor an Eye NS Roses ee ANRAth St 
eS a : e abd ‘cine eies : Fyn ‘ne Sy me ee controller of a creature, spell, or effect as target creature, 

ess, At end of turn, MOA, § ae spell, or effect does to you. 
Viashing Sandswinmer” SC ~ @e@ zi Aad Rececy oe Oe ei (9 ™ = Faith Healer et Re oe Z 

@: Flip asi | i win tha return Sandswimmer to owner's hand, Other- tiog gel antment: tie gets ey oe : Te 1 = an enchantment: Gain Ife equal to the enchantment’s total casting cost. 1/1. 
wise, sacrifice Sandswimmer, : ‘ iel ouls N oe QE M 

Viashino Weaponsmith SC - Be Zt ry. a rn ay graveyard from play, you may put Aveng- Whenever a non-token creature is put into your graveyard from play, put an 
X yale creature blocks eam gets a Fue end of tun, 2/2. , : ieee Aaay owner ; ly. « . oe HL ae ae into play. Treat as a 1/1 white creature with flying. 
‘ug Lizart one . 4 : ickering Ward C 6 M 

si bas Matava 3/4, st ee ‘ : mL target oreature et w greater ae 1 8 When you play Flickering Ward, choose a color, Enchanted creature gains protec- 
Nail of Diffusion one : tion from the chosen color. 3%: Return Ward to owner's hand. 

Wall of Diffusion can block creatures with shadow, 0/5. ty Seen ee to any ae a player Draw cmt LUR Ah allantry NS oe M 
Wal - ipa ip sc ” eee LUR4th Sth wight in i REN AE ae ‘ey creature gets +4/+4 until end of turn. Draw a card. 

2: +1/+0, 0/6. : Ua a errard’s Battle Cry eons tee M 
Wall of Razors SC ~~ §=— OS SH : Besse Fee aes te ti o* Ul 4: All creature you control get +1/+1 until end of turn, 

ist strike. 4/1, } blessed Wine ie ee ew iasth ; Slerious Anthem se ae Z 
Wall of Stone SC ” £ee LURAthSth ain 1 Ife Cantip e All creatures you control get +1/+1, 

wld Wee sc : Be T™ H es ae King § ae R k if 9 hl Ina be = hers ab or fei me 
ie an Wurm comes into pay tha coin. IF you lose, return Wurm to your han i ; alah HIRE MNEES T * DK att janna’s Custody N co M 
Nildfire i t Fy gic Artifacts cannot be the target of spells or abilities. 

* ml player sacrifices four lands, then Wildfire deals 4 damage to each creature, == aGean may not attack unis peat oe %. uy i Heal y -  # (Ath 
Winds of Change SOR Rw @ Gath oth 4 - ‘ ravent 1 damage to any target. Cantrip. 

All players must shuffle their hands into ther ibraries, then draw as many cards: B oes +1/42. When vee . a ies Z a return Teta owners at ealing Salve y oo LURA4HMG.5thUZ 
- ate aia had, is = hes | u fe se ermanet ‘ ti ae Ta player gains 3 life; ar prevent up to 8 damage to a target, 

ord of Blasting ae ‘ oth Catming Lisi erald of Serra g ovee pe 
: : ig Licid 8 Bs ae sl fir 

neuen at anager whet eal :  #, @: Becomes a creature enchantment that reads “Enchanted creature cannot nace hah does not cause Herald af — tap, 3/4, 
; = attack.” Move Licid onto target creature, You may pay #€ to end this effect, 2/2 charted ature yes /-°5 

W/L i oe Tard to put a Caribou token iio play, Te ei asa 0/1 be idden Retreat mal: * 
: said +: Roditea tien want. foose a card in your hand and put it on top of your library: Prevent all damage 

Antes Barnes ae at 0 QE Sth ae g wie LURAth St in an instant or sorcery. 
lying, Protection from red. 3/4. : ¢ ee es igh Ground ai * X 

Abate Grace 4 sl oe | UZ: ice” ped creatures a ie tacks eee onus; K ach creature you control may block one additional creature. 
creatures gain protection fram black. : " . ipparion NY 7) Oe |A,atl 

Absolute Law EN oo 6 WZ: a alayer coll the ae a an arta, a orea annot block creatures with power 8 or greater unless you pay <8. 1/3. 
All creatures gain protection from red. : catzsttaphe A ent oR Ri iaeee ‘oF * UZ 

Aavaniea som SSE ane ee Destroy all lands or bury all creatures. 
First strike. : Target creature gains first strike until end of turn, 1/1. 
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Holy Strength fe oC * LUR4th.5t 
Target creature gains +1/+2. 

Honor Guard SC oC te § 
¥: Honor Guard gets +0/+1 until end of turn. 1/1, 

Hope and Glory INS se pe U 
Untap two target creatures. Each of them gets +1/+1 until end of tur. 

Humbie INS ee J UZ 
Target creature loses all abilities and is a 0/1 creature until end of turn, 

Humility EN suse RE TM 
Each creature loses all abilities and is a 1/1 creature. 

leatian Phalanx St as ee FESt 
Bands, 2/4. 

leatian Seeut St we * FESt 
@, ©: Give target creature first strike, 1/1 

leatian Town SOR oo BE FEU 
Put four Citizen tokens; which are 1/1 white creatures, in play. 

Intrepid Hero SC oe UZ 
®: Destroy target creature with power 4 or greater. 1/1. 

invulnerability NS se ™ 
uyback @. Prevent all damage to you from one source 

fron Will NS as * U 
arget creature gets +0/+-4 until end of turn, Cycling <8, 

island Sanctuary N = 6 LULR.4th, St 
If you decline one card during your draw phase, only flying or islandwalking crea- 
tures may attack you until your next turn. 

ivory Guardians St * PEE G.CH.St 
rotection from red, All Guardians are +1/+1 if opponent controls any red cards, 3/3. 

dustice N oe BH IA.t 
You must pay 34% during upkeep. When a red spell or creature deals damage, 
Justice deals the same damage to the effect’s controller. 

Karma N seco BSE LURAtS 
uring each player's upkeep, he takes 1 damage for each swamp he controls, 

Karmic Guide SCR see eae U 
lying: protection from black; echo. When Karmic Guide comes into play, choose 

target creature card in your graveyard and put that creature into play. 2/2. 
Keeper of the Light SC oo RE EX 

%, @: Gain 3 life, Use only if you have less life than target opponent. 1/2. 
Kismet N id L64th St 

All of target opponent's creatures, lands and artifacts enter play tapped. 
Kjeldoran Royal Guard = SC oe Bee ; 

®: Redirect all damage done to you by unblocked creatures this turn to Kjeldora 
‘oyal Guard instead. 2/5. 

S 

Kjeldoran Skycaptain SC a ae ASH 
lying, banding, first strike, 2/2. 

Knight of Dawn st er 4 
irst strike, Knight gains protection from a color of your choice until end of tum, 2/2, 

Knighthood N “ oe 
All creatures you control gain first strike, : 

Kor Chant SC tee ie EX 
‘edirect to target creature all damage dealt to any one creature you control 
rom any one source. 

Lancers en-Kor SC OU se ee SI 
rample, @; Redirect 1 damage from Lancers to a creature you control, 3/3, 

Light of Day NU sees ate 
ack creatures cannot attack or block, 

Limited Resources N Rose X 
ach player chooses five, lands he controls and sacrifices the rest. As long as ther 

are ten or more lands in play, players cannot play lands. 
Marble Titan SCOR es Se 

reatures with power 3 or greater do not untap during their untap phases, 3/3. 
Martyr's Cause NU we oe 

Sacrifice a creature: Prevent all damage to a creature or player from one source. 
Master Decoy SCC sae IM 
3. @: Tap target creature. 1/2. 

Mesa Falcon SCC ss oe HL.Gth 
lying. a: +0/+1 until end of turn, 1/1. 

Mesa Pegasus SCC ss ae LUR 4th oth 
lying, banding, 1/1, % 

Monk idealist SC | 6G Z 
When Idealist comes into play, return target enchantment card from your grave- 
yard to your hand, 2/2, 

Monk Realist st od Z 
When Realist comes into play, destroy target enchantment. 1/1. 

Mother of Runes St scone 
@: Target creature you control gains protection from a color of your choice unti 
end of turn. 1/1, 

Mounted Archers SC oC ss | (ae 
Can block creatures with fiying, 9%: Can block an additional creature this tum. 2/3. 

Nomads en-Kor 8¢ ace 8 
@@: Redirect 1 damage from Nomads en-Kor to a creature you control. 1/1 

Oath of Lieges N oo 6 6 X 
During each player's upkeep, if he controls fewer lands than target opponent, he 
may search his or her library for a basic land card and put that land into play, 

Opal Aeralith oo OH 
Whenever an opponent successfully casts @ creature spell, if Acrolith is an enchant 
ment, it becomes.a 2/4 Guardian oreature, >: Acrolith becomes an enchantm 

Opal Avenger ae oe 
When you have 10 life or less, Opal Avenger becomes a 3/5 creature that counts 
a8 a guardian, 

Opal Archangel N we we Z 
When one of your opponents successfully casts a creature spell, Archangel 
becomes a 5/6 flying Angel. Attacking does not cause Archangel to tap. 

Opal Caryatid C se * 
When one of your opponents successfully casts a creature spell, if Caryatid is an 
enchantment, Caryatid becomes a 2/2 Soldier. 
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pal Champion NU ee UL : Reaping the Rewards i | | oF EX 
When one of your opponents successfully casts a creature spell, Opal Champion :  BuybackSacrifice a land, Gain 2 life, 
becomes a 3/3 creature with first strike that counts as a knight. : Reconnaissance N - 6 EX 

pal Gargoyle EN. fe ee WZ: @: Remove target attacking creature you control from combat and untap it, 
When one of your opponents successfully casts a creature spell, if Gargoyle js an. : Redeem Ss Pe UZ 
enchantment, Gargoyle becomes a 2/2 flying Gargoyle. H Prevent all damage to one or two creatures. 

pal Titan EN coe QUE UZ : Remembrance EN 2 UZ 
When one of your opponents successfully casts a creature spell, Titan becomes a 4/4 : Whenever @ nontoken creature you control is put into a graveyard, you may searcl 
creature with protection from each of that spel's colors and that counts as a Giant: your library for a copy of that creature, reveal the card and put it into your hand, 

racle en-Vec st -  @* TM } Repentance SOR (ae T 
& Opponent chooses some creatures he controls. During that player's next turn, those Target creature deals to itself damage equal to its power, 
creatures attack if able, and no other creatures can attack. At the end of tum, destoy  : Repentant Blacksmith SC ave ge AN,CH.Sth 
each af those creatures that did not attack. Use only during your tum, 1/1, : Protection from red, 1/2, 

der of the Sacred TorchSt cee \ASth : Reverse Damage NS aces Qe LUR4thS 
®: Pay 1 life to counter a black spell, 2/2 + All damage from any one source is instead added to your life total. 

irder of the White Shield SC coe HE IASth : Righteousness NS ss * LUR4thot 
Protection from black. 9 a: +1/+0. 4: First Strike, 2/1. + Target defending creature gets +7/+7 until end of turn, 

rim, Samite Healer $l cece EE M = Rolling Stones EN R see oe $ 
Counts as a Cleric. @: Prevent up to 3 damage to any creature or player. 1/3. Walls can attack as though they were not Walls, 

irim’s Prayer N oO Sake M : RoP: Artifacts EI oa Ge Z 
If any creature attacks you, gain 1 life for each attacking creature, :_ #€; Prevent all damage to you from an artifact source. Cycling <2. 

acifism C0 see ae MG.IMUZ : RoP: Black C | 6 @e Z 
Enchanted creature cannot attack or black. : 4: Prevent all damage to you from a black source. Cycling 

faladin en-Vec 8 se X: BoP: Blue Coe | ae Z 
First strike, protection from black, protection from red. 2/2, : %; Prevent all damage to you from a blue souroe, Cycling @. 

fariah El fe oe 2 : RoP: Green N oC se (ae Z 
Redirect to enchanted oreature all damage dealt to you. : #%; Prevent all damage to you from a green source. Cycling @. 

lath of Peace SOR - oe 2 : RoP: Lands Rs oe Z 
Destroy target creature, That creature's owner gains 4 life. $9: Prevent all damage to you from a land source, Cycling 

eace and Quiet s * ee L : RoP: Red Cee ae Z 
Destroy target target enchantments, 4 +: Prevent all damage to you from a red source, Cycling 

leace of Mind N 6G X } RoP: White Cos ae Z 
#, Choose and discard a card: Gain 3 life : 

KILLER COMBOS 

| When a black 
mage goes on a homicidal 
rampage, there is no 
mercy—ano jus! 
your opponent's crea- 
tures. With the Jade 
Monolith, any creature 
that damages ane of your 
creatures will quickly find 
itself six-feet under, as 
Jong as you're willing to 
suck up same damage 
through the Monolith. 
Works especially well 
when wiping out those 
pesky blockers... 

Pearled Unicorn SC . oe LUR4thSth : 3%: Prevent all damage to you from a white source. Cycling <2, 
2/2. : Saered Boon N a oe IA.Sth 

‘egasus Charger By co Oe UZ = Prevent up to 3 damage dealt to target creature. At end of turn put a +O/+1 
Flying, first strike. 2/1. = counter on that creature for each damage prevented, 

fegasus Refuge El * Oe TM = Sacred Ground EN coe OE SH 
@, Choose and discard a card: Put a Pegasus token into play, Treat this token as ? Whenever an effect controlled by any opponent puts a land into your graveyard 
a1/1 white creature with flying, 3 from play, put that land into play. 

‘egasus Stampede SOR as Ge EX Sacred Guide § oa * M 
Buyback—Sacrifce a land. Put a 1/ white flying Pegasus token into play, -@ 9%, Sacrifice Guide; Rveal and remove cards from your library from the game 

nance i oe Be EX ? until you reveal a white card. Put that card into your hand, 1/1. 
Choose a cafd from your hand and put that card on top of your library: Prevent all : Safeguard E Ro see See M 
damage from a black or red source. : a: Target creature deals no combat damage this turn, 

ersonai Incarnation g one RE LUR4thth  Samite Blessing E oo * $ 
Owner may redirect any amount of damage done to Incarnation to himself instead. : Creature gains “a: Prevent all damage to any creature from any one source.” 
If Incarnation dies, its owner loses half his life (round up), 6/6, : Samite Healer SC OC eee oe LULR4th, Sth 

ikemen gl oe Dk4thath $ — @ Prevent 1 damage to any target. 1/1. 
Banding, first strike. 1/1 : Sanctum Custodian No | Qe Z 

lanar Birth SOR oe De Z : Prevent up to 2 damage to a creature or player. 1/2. 
Put all basic lands from all graveyards into play under their owners’ control tapped : Sanctum Guardian Ni ose Gee Z 

lanar Collapse id Ree Oe : Sacrifice; Prevent all damage to a creature or player from one source. 1/4. 
During your upkeep, if there are four or more creatures in play, sacrifice Collapse : Scapegoat INS ” Ea gl 
and destroy all creatures, Those creatures cannot be regenerated this turn, } Saoriice a creature: Return any # of target creatures you contol to owner's hand, 

resence of the Master “ Ge Z : Seasoned Marshal SC Utes alee 
Whenever a player plays an enchantment spell, counter tt { Whenever Marshal attacks, you may tap target creature, 2/2. 

rismatic Ward EC oy ae IASth = Seraph SC OR see | ae IASt 
+ Choose a color when Prismatic Ward comes into play. All damage dealt to target lying, If a creature dies during a turn in which Seraph damaged it, put it into play 

creature by sources of that color is reduced to 0, ¢ under your control, Bury it if Seraph leaves play or your control, 4/4, 
urify SOR R s+ @aeae } Serene Offering INS Oe M 

estroy all artifacts and enchantments. : jestroy target enchantment, Gain life equal to its total casting cost, 
ursuit of Knowledge soe ie SH } Serra Avatar SCR sere eee Z 

Skip drawing a card; Put a study counter on Pursuit. Remove three study counters = Avatar has power and toughness each equal to your life total, When Avatar is put 
from Pursuit, Sacrifice Pursuit: Draw seven cards, + into-a graveyard, shuffle Avatar into owner's library. */* 

Wwikening Licid sl = OF M = Serra Bestiary fC eae HLAth 
@%, @: Licid becomes a creature enchantment that reads “Enchanted creature : ay 3463 during your upkeep or bury Bestiary. Target creature cannot block, 
gains first strike” instead of a creature, You pay # to end this effect. 1/1 = attack or use any abilities that have @ in its activation cost, 

Radiant, Archangel Sl ce RE ‘ } Serra Paladin SC 0 se alee HLSth 
Flying, Counts as an angel. Attacking does ‘ot cause Radiant to tap, Radiant gets H © Prevent 1 damage to any oreature or player. eae, @>; Attacking doas 

+1/+1 for each other creature with flying in play, 3/3. + not cause target creature to tap this turn. 2/2. 
Radiant's Dragoons 8 see OK > Serra Zealot so oC * UZ 

Echo. When Radiant's Dragoons comes into play, gain 6 life. 2/9. i inst strike, 1/1 
Radiani’s Judgment INS 6 6 OS : Serra’s Embrace FLU see alee UZ 

Jestroy target creature power 4 or greater. Cycling : chanted creature gets +2/+2 and gains flying. Attacking does not cause 
enchanted creature to tap, 
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AME KIND CR RATING COST SETS FOUND 4 WAME KIND «CR RATING COST SETS FOUND 

Waylay INS os 4 Z : Ghitu Encampment AN eee iT 

: Put three 2/2 white Knight tokens into play. Remove them from game at end of turn. = jomes into play tapped. @: Add @ to your mana pool. @>@: Encampment 
> Welkin Hawk SC (Css 6 ate Xe ecomes a 2/1 red creature with first strike until end of turn. 

Flying. If Hawk is put Into any graveyard from play, you may search your library for = Ghost Town LAN ss ™ 

a Welkin Hawk card and put it into your hand. 1/1. : ® Add one colorless mana to your mana pool. @: Return Ghost Town to 

7 White Knight SC soe HE LURth Sth = owner's hand, Use this ability only during another player's turn. 

== otection from black, first strike, 2/2. : Havenwood Battleground LAN see ; Et 

| 0 e Winds of Rath SOR = Bee Mi: jomes Into play tapped. @>: Add @* to your mana pool, @, Sacrifice Havenwood 

poe bt tts jestroy all creatures with no enchantments on them. Those creatures cannot be = attleground: Add 4 to your mana pocl, 
regenerated this tum. : Hollow Trees AN - E.5t 

KIND CR RATING GOST Worship EN oo OR 2: Comes into play tapped. You may leave Trees tapped to put a counter on it. @; 
jamage that would reduce your life total to less than 1 Instead reduces it to : ‘emove any number of counters, adding @® for each one. 

Serra’s Hymn IN Use you control a creature. : Ieatian Store LAl oo EI 

luring your upkeep, you may put a counter'on Hymn, Sacrifice: Prevent up to X dam- = Worthy Cause INS aoe * Mi Comes Into play tapped. You may leave Store tapped to put a counter on it. @: 

age total fo any number of creatures and/or players, where X is the number of counters, 2 uyback @. Sacrifice a creature: Gain life equal to the creature's toughness. = emove any number of counters, adding 3% for each one, ~ 

Serra's Liturgy EN = Sexe 2 Wrath of God INS Ro sseee pale ade LURAN Sth : lee Floe LAN se At 

uring your upkeep, you may put a counter-on Liturgy. a¥, Sacrifice: Destroy up Bury all oreatures in play, : You may choose not to unta Ite Floe. @: Tap a non-flying attacking creature, 

a X target artfacts and/or enchantments, where X isthe number of counters, : Youthful Knight St = OF SH } | That creature doesn't untap as long as Ioe Fle is tapped. 

Shackles EC oo =O EX i First strike, 2/1, + Karplusan Forest AN Ro eeee At 

Enchanted creature does not untap. st: Return Shackles to owner's hand, : Zealots en-Dal SC Ge EX $  @: Add & to your mana pool, @: Add @ to your mana poo! and take 1 dam- 

Shaman en-Kor SCOR ow) ake SHE uring your upkeep, fall nonland permanents you control are white gain 1 We, 2/4. ? age. @: Add @@ to your mana pool and take 1 damage 

®@: Redirect 1 damage from Shaman to a creature you control. @a¥€: Redirect = : Maze of Shadows AN bis M 

‘0 Shaman er-Kor all damage dealt to any one creature from any ane source, 1/2. £ @: Add one colorless mana to your mana pool. @: Untap target attacking creature 
Shield Bearer 8 z x inath ¢ with shadow, That creature neither deals nor receives combat damage. 

janding. 0/3. : Adarkar Wastes LAN seve \ IA Mogg Hollews AN one 

Shield Mate 8 Ce ea . @: Add @ to your mana pool and take 1 dam- @: Add one colorless mana to your mana pool. @: Add 4 or @ to your 

a Sacrifice Shield Mate: Target creature gets +O/-+4 until end of turn. 1/1, and take 1 damage. = mana pool. Mogg Hollows doas nat untap during your next untap phase. 

j Shield Wall INS -~ oe igcHsth : Ancient Tomb , TM : Phyrexian Tower AN . 

Give all your creatures -+-0/+2 until end of turn. ®@: Add two colorless mana to your pool, Tomb deals 2 damage to you. : ®@: Add one colorless mana to your mana pool. @%, Sacrifice a creature: Add 

Shimmering Barrier N - eae 7 ; Blasted Landscape LAN ei = @@ to your mana pool, 

ist strike. Cycling @. 1/3. @ Add one colorless mana to your mana pool, Cycling @. : Pine Barrens AN oe M 

Silent Attendant sc ot « ee i Comes into play tapped. @: Add one colorless mana to your mana pool. @: Add 

@: Gain 1 life, 0/2. 
‘ in H are your mana pool i Pine Barrens deals 1 damage to you. 

Skyshreud Falcon 8 Cee | ae NY T : Polluted Mire one Z 

lying. Attacking does not cause Skyshroud Falcon to tap, 1/1, Ss LU M = — i SS + Comes into play tapped. «: Add 4 to your mana pool. Cycling 

Smite INS oe fy Reflecting Pool LAN Ro ose M 

estroy target blocked creature. 
®&: Add to your poo! that any land you control can produce. 

Soltari Champion gl 6 6 iy Remote Isle ave 

Shadow, If attacking, all your other creatures get +1/+1 until end of turn. 2/2, i Comes into play ta to your mana pool, Cycling 

Soltari Crusader SC oe ae Me : Rootwater Depths aoe 

Shadow, @¥: Soltari Crusader gets +1/-+0 until end of turn. 2/1. : = _ @; Add one colorless mana to your mana pool. @>: Add or i to your mana 
Soltari Emissary SCOR te ae Mi pool, Rootwater Depths does not untap during your next unta phase. 

#¢: Soltari Emissary gains shadow until end of turn, 2/1, A Ruins of Trokair LAN oon FESth 

Soltari Foot Soldier iN . * me Comes into play tapped, @>: Add ¥€ to your mana pool. @, Sacrifice Ruins o 

Shadow, 1/1. : Trokair; Add 9% to your mana pool; 

Soltari Lancer 8 Ce | Bae Mi Salt Flats LAN ooo M 

Shadow. First strike when attacking, 2/2. z Comes into play tapped. @>; Add one colorless mana to your mana pool, @>: Add 

Soltari Monk N we SE ME @ or 9 to your mana pool. Salt Flats deals 1 damage to you. 

Protection from black; shadow. 2/1. : Sand Silos AN = FESth 

Soltari Priest St oe | eE IM: Gomes into play tapped. You may leave Silos tapped to put a counter on it, 

Protection from red: shadow, 2/1 : Remove any number of counters, adding @ for each one, 

Soltari Trooper SC 8 @e Mi Scabland AN ase M 

Shadow. If Soltari Trooper attacks, It gets +1/-+1 until end of tum. 1/1. : Comes into play tapped. @: Add one colorless mana to your mana pool. @¥; Add 

Soltari Visionary NH sous e x i 2 or # to-your mana pool Scabland deals 1 damage to you. 

Shadow. If Visionary damages a player, destray an enchantment that player con- = Serra’s Sanctum DNR se Z 

trols, 2/2. 2 @ Add to your mana pool for each enchantment you control, 

Songstitcher N - i Shivan Gorge LAN . Z 

Ge: Target attacking creature with flying deals no combat damage this tum. 1/1. = @: Add one colorless mana to your mana pool. @a@, @: Gorge deals 1 dam- 

Soul Sculptor st oe = Oe Zi age to each of your opponents. 

@He, : Target creature becomes an enchantment and loses all abilities until a = Skyshroud Forest LAN Roses M 

ayer successfully casts a creature spell, 1/1. i Comes into play tapped. @¥: Add one colorless mana to your mana pool, @: Add 

Soul Warden st a8 * ‘e Tired on @® of @ to your mana pool, Forest deals 1 damage to you. 

Whenever any other creature comes into play, gain 1 life, 1/1. 3 = fit opponent it 4/4 Slippery Karst LAN ae 7 

Spirit en-Kor 8 sooo De SH: he se mes into play tapped. @: Add @ to your mana pool. Cycling @e. 

lying. @: Redirect 1 damage from Spirit to a creature you control, 2/2. : ' furning Smoldering Crater LAN Cotes 

Spirit Link i aoe Leathsth # Comes into play tapped. @: Add to your mana pool. Gyoting 

Gain 1 life for every point of damage done by target creature. 3 Spawning Pool LAN L 

Spirit Mirror EN wo) Da 1 “> It won't work. The. Comes into play tapped. @: Add 4 to your mana pool, 424: Pool becomes a 

uring your upkeep, if there are no Reflection tokens in play, put a 2/2 white = | je sets base power and t : 1/1 black creature with "4: Regenerate” until end of tum, 

é Mel token into play. 0: Destroy target Reflection, | Bas are eva set ' en eH pee ee 
aniding Tioogs a @ : Add one colorless mana to your mana pool, @: Stalking Stones becomes a 

Attacking does not cause Standing Troops to tap. 1/4. : uous effects, even if 3/3 artifact creature permanently. 

Staunch Defenders “ie Mi Sulfurous Springs A apse IASth 

When Staunch Defenders comes into play, gain 4 life, 3/4 : Bottomless Vault LAN @: Add @ to your mana pool. @: Add 4 to your mana pool and take 1 dam- 

Sustainer of the Realm SI we Ble Li james into play tapped. You may leave Vault tapped to put a counter on it. @ age. @: Add @ to your mana pool and take 1 damage, 

lying. Whenever Sustainer blocks, it gets +0/+2 until end of turn, 2/3, H 'emove any number of counters, adding 4 for each one. Svyelunite Temple LAN one FESth 

Talon Sliver C . Oe yi Brushland LAN seve IA.5t Comes into play tapped. @#: Add @ to your mana pool, @, Sacrifice Svyelunite 

All Slivers gain first strike. 1/1, $ — @: Add 1 colorless mana to your pool. @: Add 4 to your mana pool and take Temple: Add @e@ to your mana pool. 

Temper INS =| dee gH... | damage. @: Add ¥ to your mana pool and take 1 damage. Thalakos Lowlands AN sae TM 

revent up to X damage to target creature For each 1 damage prevented in this : Caldera Lake AN oe TM @ Add one colorless mana to your mana pool. @: Add @ or 4 to your mana 

way, put a-+1/+1 counter on that creature, i ‘ames into play tapped, @; Add one colorless mana to your mana pool. @: Ad pool, Does not untap during your next untap phase, 

Tragic Poet NH “ * : © of @ to your mana pool. Caldera Lake deals 1 damage to you. Thran Quarry LAN ose IZ 

® Sacrifice: Return target enchantment card from your graveyard to hand, 1/1. 2 Cinder Marsh LAN soe ™ At the end of each turn, if you control no creatures, sacrifice Thran Quarry. @: 

Treasure Hunter sc ~ Ox Fx 2 @: Add one colorless mana to your mana pool. @: Add 4 or @ to your man. Add one mana of any color to your mana pool 

When Hunter comes into play, return an artifact from your graveyard to hand, 2/2, > wool. Cinder Marsh does not untap during your next untap phase. Tolarian Academy AN ooee IZ 

Truce INS . Oe HLSth : Gity of Brass AN aeons AN,CH.St @: Add @ to your mana pool for each artifact you control. Banned! 

ach player may draw up to two.cards of gain 2 life for each’ card they dont craw, : .. Add 1 mana of any color, Take 1 damage whenever City Is tapped. Treetop Village LAN ase 
Tundra Wolves sc ” e LG4th5th : Gity of Traitors AN - E Comes into play tapped. @¥: Add @® to your mana pool, <4: Village becomes a 

inst strike, 1/1, : If you play a land, sacrifice City, @; Add two colorless mana to your mana pool. 3/3 green creature with trample until end of turn, This creature stil counts as a land, 

Venerable Monk sc . @* sy : Drifting Meadow AN on Uz : Underground River LAN Reese 1A 

When Venerable Monk comes into play, gain 2 life. 2/2, + Comes into play tapped. @: Add a to your mana pool, Cycling 2. @: Add 1 to your mana pool, &: Add @ to your mana pool and take 1 dam- 

Voice of Grace SC oe Tr 4 7; Owarven Hold AN Roe Bt age, @: Add @ to your mana pool and take 1 damage. 

ying, protection from black, 2/2, : Comes into play tapped. You may leave Hold tapped to put a counter on it. @: Urza's Mine LAN Cos AQLCH.SI 

Voice of Law St we | Oe 2: lemove any number of counters, adding for each one, @ Add @ to your mana pool. If you have Urza's Mine, Tower and Power Plant 

lying, protection from red, 2/2, : Dwarven Ruins AN see Bt in play at the same time, tap to add @ to your mana pool, 

Wall of Essence SC see e* SH: ‘ames into play tapped, @; Add @ to your mana pool. @, Sacrifice Dwarven Urza’s Power Plant AN CG « AQCH.St 

or each 1 combat damage dealt to Wall of Essence, gain 1 life. 0/4. : ins: Add @ to your mana pool, ®@: Add @ to your mana pool. If you have Urza's Mine, Tower and Power Plant 

Wall of Nets iy aoe * ex: Ehon Stronghold LAN soe Ebi in play at the same time, tap to add @ to your mana pool, 

At end of combat, remove from game all creatures blocked by Wall. If Wall leaves = ames into play tapped, @; Add to your mana pool. @, Sacrifice Ebon Urza's Tower LAN ve AQ.CH.S 

ay, return all removed creatures to the game. 0/7. 2 Stronghold: Add 4% to your mana pool, @: Add % to your mana pool, If you have Urza's Mine, Tower and Power Plant 

Wall of Swords gl we Oe LUR4thSth ; Faerie Conclave AN eee in play at the same time, tap to add @ to your mana pool, 

lying. 3/6. 3 jomes into play tapped. @: Add a? to your mana pool. #@e: Conclave Vee Township AN ove ™ 

Warmth IN ae TM: comes a 2/1 blue creature with flying until end of turn. This creature stil ®: Add one colorless mana to your mana pool. @: Add @ or a%& to your mana 

Whenever target opponent successfully casts a ted spell, gain 2 life 3 counts as a land, pool. Vee Township does not untap during your next untap phase. 

Warrior Angel 8 ae sh: Forbidding Watchtower LAN ooo Volrath’s Stronghold LAN oo s 

Flying. For each 1 damage Warrior Angel deals, gain 1 life. 3/4. 3 james into play tapped. @e: Add 3 to your mana pool, “>¥; Watchtower @: Add one colorless mana to your mana pool. 4@, @: Put target creature 

Warrior en-Kor gl oe HE SHE ecomes a 1/5 white creature until end of turn. This creature still. counts as a lan card from your graveyard on top of your library. 

@: Redirect 1 damage from Warrior e”-Kor to a creature you control, 2/2, : Gaea’s Cradle LAN a Wasteland LAN eens ™ 
2 @: Add @ to your mana pool for each creature you control.\ @: Add one colorless mana to your mana pool, ¢: Sacrifice Wasteland: Destroy 

target nonbasic land. 
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POKE-POWER They’re so cute it’s sickening, 

| and now they've invaded the U.S. 

: Dewgong Stage @ 8 @ Bea 
OKEMON : Evolves from Seel. seat Aurora Beam. Does 50 damage. 

HE NAME  ~—~—«s'TYPE:“~ENERGYHP WEAK RES RET CR 

: Ivysaur Stage] @ 6 @ & 
Evolves from Bulbasaur, waa Vine Whip. Does 30 damage. 

Abra Basic «= 30 C$  @@Ba Ice Beam. Does 30 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, the $  @@a@ Polsonpowder, Does 20 damage. The Defending Pokémon is 

@ Psyshock, Does 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, the Defending + Defending Pokémon is now Paralyzed. : now Poisoned. : 

Pokémon is now Paralyzed. ; Diglett Basic «6 : dynx Basic «= 70 ee 
Alakazam Stage2 @ 80 @ BSR: — @Dig. Does 10 damage. aia Mud Slap, Does 30 damage. : — @ Doubleslap. Flip 2 coins. This attack does 10 damage times the 

Evolves from Kadabra. Pokémon Power: Damage Swap. As often as you ©: Doduo Basic «Ook 50 lO : number of heads, hala? Meditate. Does 20 damage plus 10 more 

ike during your turn (before you attack), you may move 1 damage Fury Attack. Flip 2 coins. This attack does 10 damage times the + damage for each damage counter on the Defending Pokémon, 

counter from 1 Pokémon to another as long as you don't Knock Out that : number of heads. : Kadabra Stagei @ 60 @ BBS 

Pokémon, This power can't be used if Alakazam is Asleep, Confused, or : Dragonair Stage 1 2 80 @ @® R : Evolves from Abra, ee Recover, Discard 1 Psychic Energy card 

Paralyzed, itd Confuse Ray, Does 30 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, : Evolves from Dratini, <a Slam. Flip two coins. This attack does 3 : attached to Kadabra in order to use this attack. Remove all damage 

he Defending Pokémon is now Confused, : damage times the number of heads, @aBabie® Hyper Beam. Does 20: counters from Kadabra, ae Super Psy, Does 50 damage. 

Arcanine Stage 1 é BS U = — damage. If the Defending Pokémon has any Energy cards attached to it, : Kakuna Stage 1 @® 80 @ Be 

volves from Growlithe, aewea2 Flamethrower, Does 50 damage. Discard : choose 1 of them and discard it. : Evolves from Weedle, bea Stiffen. Flip a coin, If heads, prevent a 

@ Energy card attached to Arcanine in order to use this attack. } Dratini Basic =a 40 e¢ 2 : damage done to Kakuna during your opponent's next tun. (Any other 

RBS ake Down, Does 80 damage, Arcanine takes 30 damage. +: <4 Pound. Does 10 damage. : effects of attacks still happen.) edd Poisonpowder. Does 20 damage. 

Beedrill Stage? ee @ R } Drowzee Basic «=O 0 ® C :  Flpacoin. tfheads, the Defending Pokémon is now Poisoned. 

Evolves from Kakuna, aa Twineedle, Flip 2 coins. This attack does ©: © <a Pound, Doas 10 damage, «ik Confuse Ray. Does 10 damage, Flip a: Koffling Basic «= 0 @ie 

30 damage times the number of heads. disap Poison Sting: Does 40 : coin, If heads, the Defending Pokémon is now Confused. {  @@ Foul Gas, Does 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, the Defending 

jamage, Flip a coin. If heads, the defending Pokémon is now Poisoned. : Dugtrio Stage @ 70 @& @ BB R = — Pokémon is now Poisoned; if tals, itis now Confused. 

Blastoise Stage2 @ 100 @ @@e R : — Evolves from Diglett, aba Slash. Does 40 damage. : Machamp Stage2 @ 100 @ Bes R 

Evolves fram Wartortle. Pokémon Power: Rain Dance. AS often as you  : © @jéiBe@@@p Earthquake. Does 70 damage and does 10 damage to each ©: Evolves from Machoke. Pokémon Power: Strikes Back. Whenever your 

like during your turn (before your attack), you may attach 1@Energy  ? of your own Benched Pokémon. (Don't apply Weakness and Resistance ©: opponents attack damages Machamp (even if Machamp is Knocked 

card to 1 of your Pokémon. (This doesn't use up your 1 Energy card = for Benched Pokémon.) + Out), this power does 10 damage to the attacking Pokémon. (Don't apply 

attachment for the tum.) This power can't be'used if Blastoise is Asleep, : Electrabuzz Basic = 10 @ @B R : — Weakness and Resistance.) This power can't be used if Machamp is 

Confused, or Paralyzed, <@xa@k@ Hydro Pump. Does 40 damage plus 10 : Thundershock. Does 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, the Defendin : already Asleep, Confused, or Paralyzed when your opponent a acks, 

more damage for each <@@ Energy attached to Blastoise but not used to : Pokémon is now Paralyzed, sal Thunderpunch. Flip a coin. If heads, this :  @gdmdia Seismic Toss. Does 60 damage. 

pay for this attack's Energy cost. Extra @®Energy after the 2nd doesn’t : attack does 30 damage plus 10 more damage; if tails, this attack does? Machoke Stage1 @ 80 @ Bes 

count, ! 30 damage plus Electrabuzz does 10 damage to itself : Evolves from Machop. eda Karate Chop, Does 50 damage minus 0 

Bulbasaur Basic «= 40 @ C : Electrode Stage] @ 80 @ @® oR = damage for each damage counter on Machoke, eidiekea’ Submission. 

@G@ leech Seed, Does 20 damage. Unless all damage from this attack : — Evolves form Voltorb. Pokémon Power: Buzzap. At any time during your : — Does 60 damage. Machcke does 20 damage to itself. 

is prevented, you may remove 1 damage counter from Bulbasaur. ? tum (before your attack), you may Knock Out Electrode and attach it to; Machop Basic «= a 

Caterpie Basic «= 1a @ Ci Tofyourother Pokémon, If you do, choose’a type of Energy. Electrode : — @Low Kick, Does 20 damage. 

@ String Shot. Does 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, the Defending — is now an Energy card (instead of a Pokémon) that provides 2 energy of } Magikarp Basic = & @ U 

Pokémon is now Paralyzed. : that type. You can’t use this power if Electrode is Asleep, Confused or : + @B Tackle, Does 10 damage, @ Flail, Does 10 damage times the 
Chansey Basic «= Od @ MCC BOR: ~—~Pavalyzod, eee Electric Shock. Does 50 damage, Flip a coin. If tails, ? number of damage counters on Ma Ikarp. 

(BW Scrunch, Flip a coin. If heads, prevent all damage done to Chansey : Electrode does 10 damage to Itself. : Magmar Basic «= Ow ee 

during your opponent's next turn, eaoiaei’ Double-edge. 80 damage. : Farfetch’d Basic «= 50 SS @S—SSBSCUs =~ BBFire Punch, Does 30 damage. wid Flamethrower. Does 50 

Chansey does 80 damage to itself. +B Leek Slap. Does 30 damage. Flip a coin, If tails, this attack deas ? damage. Discard 1 @ Energy card attached to Magmar in order to use 

Charizard Stage? @@ 120 @ @ BBB R : — othing Either way you canst use this attack again as long as Farfetch'd : _ this attack. “ 

Evolves from Charmeleon. Pokémon Power: Energy Bum, As offen as you : stays in play (even putting Farfetch’d on the bench won't let you use it~; Magnemite Basic «= 40 @ cs 

like during your turn (before you attack) you may turn all Energy : again), @agae Pot Smash. Does 30 damage. :  @Thunder Wave, Does 10 damage, Flip a coin. If heads, the Defending -g 

attached to Charizard into Fire Energy cards for the rest of the turn. This : Gastly asic a e C } Pokémon is now Paralyzed, @ea Setfdestruct. Does 40 damage, Does “5 

power can't be used if Charizard is Asleep, Confused, or Paralyzed, :  @ Sleeping Gas, Flip a coin, if heads, the Defending Pokémon is now © : — 10 damage to each Pokémon on each player's Bench. (Don't apply 3 

WBBMB Fite Spin. Discard 2 Energy cards attached to Charizard in ©; Asleep, eB Destiny Bond, Discard 1 Psychic Energy card attached to ©; — Weakness and Resistance for Benched Pokémon.) Magnemite does 40g 

arder to use this attack. : — Gastly in order to use this attack. If a Pokémon Knocks Out Gastly during : — damage to itsett. 2 

Charmander Basic «=O OC @ = =C : your opponent's next turn, Knock Out that Pokémon. ? Magneton Stagel @ 8 @ a 8 

@@ Scratch. Does 10 damage. @a8 Ember. Does 30 damage. Discard 1 : Growlithe Basic «= @ @® U : — Evolves from Magnemite. apap’ Thunder Wave. Does 30 damage. Hip = 

@ Energy card attached to Charmander in order to use this attack. : wea Flare. Does 20 damage, : — acoin. If heads, the Defending Pokémon is now paralyzed. 5 

Charmeleon Stage| @ 80 @ ® U : Gyarados Stage 1 @ 100 @ @ Bee R : BwBBwSelidestruct, Does 80 damaye and does 20 damage to each a 
Evolves from Charmander, saga’ Slash. Does 30 damage. : Evolves from Magikarp, <éga@ea@® Dragon Rage, Does 50 damage, : Pokémon on each player's bench. (Don't apply Weakness and Resistance 

@BBFlamethrower, Does 50 damage, Discard 1 eM Energy card ' — @@ Bw Bubblebeam. Does 40 damage. Flip a coin. if heads, the i for the Benched Pokémon.) Magneton does 80 damage to itself: 3 

attached to Charmeleon in order to use this attack. Defending Pokémon is now Paralyzed. + Metapod Stage] @ 7 @ @ac 2 

Clefairy Basic «= B40 SS BOR: Haunter Stage1 @ 6 @ & Ul :  Fvahes trom Caterpie ea Stitfen, Flip a coin If heads, prevent al =~ 
@ Sing, Flip a coin, If heads, the Defending Pokémon is now Asleep,  ? Evolves from Gastly.@# Hypnosis. The Defending Pokémon is now : damage done to Metapod during your opponent's next tum, (Any other = 2 

@BBMetrognome. Choose 1 of the Defending Pokémon's attacks. : Asleep. sia Dream Eater, Does 50 damage, You can't use this attack : effects of attacks still happen.) edd Stun Spore, Flip a coin. If heads, be 

Metrognome copies that attack except for its Energy costs and anything : unless the Defending Pokémon is Asleep. = the Defending Pokémon is now Paralyzed. z 

else required in order to use that attack, such as discarding Energy : Hitmonchan Basic 4 «70 @e kh: s 

va : matter what type the Defending Pokémon is, Clefairy's type is :  @@ Jab, Does 20 damage. <@daiéa Special Punch, Does 40 damage. 3 

stil colorless.) : = 



NAME TYPE ENERGY HP WEAK RES RET CR : 

i Venusaur Stage 2 @ 
@@P sychic. Does 10 damage plus 10 more damage for each Energy 
card attached to the Defending Pokémon. <@@® Barrier. Discard 1 
Energy card attached to Mewtwo in order to prevent all ef 

. Including damage, done to Mewtwo during your opponent's nex 

rom Nidorino, kab 
ge plus 10 more damage; 

. During your opponent's 

e, (Any other effects of 

@® @ GR 
lamage. If your opponent 
1 of them and switches it 

lves from Pidgey. BB Whirlwin . 

Pokémon.) <paBea Mirror Move, If 0 was attacked last turn, do 

e chooses 1 of them and swit 

Pokémon has any Energy cards al , choose 1 of them and 

the Defending Pokémo 
Colorless, 8 Conversion: 

's Resistance to your choice other than Colorless. 

tails, Raichu ua 30 damage to 

ite. Does 20 damage. eaaB Super Fang. 
Does damage to the Defending Poké 
Pokémon's remaining HP (ri 

@ Sand-attack. Does 10 

is attack does nothing. 

@ Bubble. Does 10 damage. \ : 
é ip a coin. If heads, prevent : 

Evloves from Staryu. 
0 Starmie in order to use this 

nie Pokémon is now Paral 

a Slap, Does 20 damage. 

@BBind. Does 20 damage. Fil 
Pokémon is now Paralyzed, adi 
he Defending Pokémon is now Paral 

=p 

is npowder. Does 20 damage. 

NAME TYPE ENERGY HP 

Evolves from Ivysaur. Pol 
100 @ 

émon Power: Energy Trans, As atin 3 as you like 3 
during your turn (before your attack), you may take 
attached to 1 of your Pokémon and attach it to a di 
power can’t be used if Venusaur is Asleep, Confused, 
G@GH~S Solarbeam, Does 60 damage, 

Voltorh Basic = B 4 
Tackle. Does 10 damage. 
: Vulpix asic «=O 
: give Confuse Ray, Does 10 damage, Flip 
: Pokémon is now Confused. 
: Wartortle Stage @ 7 

Evolves from Squirtle, @@a Withdraw. Fil 
damage done to Wartortle during your opponent's next turn. 

+  @B Bite. Does 40 damage. 
: Weedle Basic 

@ Poison Sting. Does 

: Zapdos 

30 damage to itself. 

+ Draw 2 cards, 
: Clefairy Doll 

no attacks, can't retreat, 

: discard Clefairy Doll 
: Computer Search 

H Defender 
Attach Defender to 1 of y 
next turn, discard Defender, 
reduced by 20 (after applyit 

: Devolution Spray 

all Evolution cards of thal 

anything else that might 
evolved it), 
: Energy Removal 

@ 4 
damage. Flip ac 

Pokémon is now Poisoned. 
asic 

BBB Thunder, Does 60 damage. Fii 

rom your han 
and, 8 

Discard 2 of the other cards 
leck for any card and put it i 

Pokémon. At the 

Weakne' 

kémon in play and a 
igher attache 

hat Pokémon is no longer Asleep, Confused, Paral 
ack (just as if you had 

Choose 1 of your own Pol 

Choose 1 Energy card al 
: iscard it, 
: Energy Retrieval 

rade 1 of the other cart 
from your discard pile, 
: Full Heal 

Your Active Pokémon is no longer Asleep, Confused, Paralyzed, or 
: Poisoned. 
: Gust of Wind 

Choose 1 of your opponent's Benched Pokémon and switch it with his o 
her Active Pokémon. 

: Impostor Professor Oak 
Your opponent shuffles his hand into his deck, then draws 7 cards, 

; : tem Finder 
Discard 2 of the other cards from your hand in 
order to put a Trainer card from your discard pile 
into your hand, 

Play Clefairy Doll as if it were a Basic Pokémon. While in play, Clefairy 
all counts as a Pokémon (instead of a Trainer card), Clefairy Dall has 

and can't be Asleep, 
Poisoned, If Clefairy Doll is Knocked Out, it 
jut Pokémon. At any time during your turn 

lone to 

of ana 

your | 

is in your hand for up to 2 basic Energy cards 

acoin. If 

a coin. | 

in. If heads, the Defending 

a coin, If tails, Zapdos does 

oesn' 
el 

in or : 
uffle your deck afterward, = 

Pokémon by attacks is ? 
ss and Resistance), : 

ponent’s Pokémon and 

? Lass R 
You and your opponent show each other your hands, then shuffle all 

: Trainer cards from your hands into your decks. 
: Maintenance U 

Shuffle 2 of the other cards from your hand into your deck in order to 
: draw a card, 
: PlusPower U 
Attach PlusPower to your Active Pokémon. At the end of your turn, 

discard PlusPower. If this Pokémon's attack does damage to the 
jefending Pokémon (after applying Weakness and Resistance), the 

attack does 10 more damage to the Defending Pokémon, 
: Pokédex U 
: ook at up to 6 cards from the top of your deck and rearrange them as 
> you like, 
: Pokémon Breeder R 

ut a Stage 2 evolution card from your hand on the matching basic 
Pokémon. You can only play this card when you would be allowed to 

evolve that Pokémon anyway, 
+ Pokémon Center U 

Remove all damage counters from all of your Pokémon with damge 
counters, then discard all Energy cards attached to those Pokémon, 

Pokémon Flute U 
Choose 1 Basic Pokémon card from your opponent's discard pile and put 
it onto his or her Bench. (You can't play Pokémon Flute if your 
opponent's Bench is full.) 

Pokemon Trader R 
rade 1 Basic Pokémon or Evolution card in your hand for 1 Basic 

Pokémon or Evolution card from your deck. Show to your opponent, 
? Potion 
: ‘emove up to 2 damage counters from 1 of your Pokémon. 
: Professor Oak U 

iscard your hand, then draw 7 cards. 
: Revive U 
$ Put 1 Basic Pokémon card from your discard pile onto your Bench, Put 

damage counters on that Pokémon equal to half its HP (rounded down 
(0 the nearest 10), (You can't play Revive if your Bench is full.) 

t Scoop Up R 
: Choose 1 of your own Pokémon in play and return its Basic Pokémon 

cards to your hand. (Discard all cards attached to that card.) 
Super Energy Removal R 

iscard 1 Energy card attached to 1 of your own Pokémon in order to 
choose 1 of your opponent's Pokémon and up to 2 Energy cards 

: attached to it. Discard those Energy cards. 
: Super Potion U 

iscard 1 Energy card attached to 1 of your own Pokémon in order to 
i remove up to 4 damage counters from that Pokémon 
: Switch C 
: Switch 1 of your own Benched Pokémon with your Active Pokémon. 

RGY 
Double Colorless Energy 

Provides egxa@ Energy, Doesn't count as a basic Energy card, 
Fighting Energy 

Provides @ Energy. 
ire Energy C 

Provides w@# Energy. 
irass Energy C 

Provides @@ Energy. 
ightning Energy C 

Provides a Energy. 
sychic Energy 

Provides @ Energy, 
: Water Energy C 
: Provides @ Energy. 



A LOOK BEHIND THE INQUES? 

Ultima Online, the dirtiest battles occur not between the 

players and monsters, but between player and player. Most 

notably, those players who use good characters and those who use 

Player Killers (PKs). So it came to pass that IQ Gamer Editor-in- 

Chief Pat McCallum and his vile PK Hobgoblin and Editor Mike 

Searle with the noble Surian Ascensia agreed to do battle. “PKs 

suck,” Searle was heard to say before the bout, “and Pat knows 

it. He just loves roleplaying evil.” 

“Actually,” Pat commented after hearing his rival, “It’s not 

roleplaying. I am evil. I think it’s because I watched too many car- 

toons as a kid.” 

High noon was the graveyard outside Moonglow (Atlantic), 

and the battle began with the Hobgoblin making the first move 

with the standard PK trick: paralyze/explosion/e-bolt. Ascensia 

battled back with superior magery and hammered his foe. Now 

wounded, weakened and out of magic, the Hobgoblin was 

doomed. But just as victory seemed assured for the noble Ascen- 

sia, Malek Grimsword (Pat’s buddy Craig Cornell)—vile PK and 

ally of the Hobgoblin—emerged from hiding and assaulted the 

weakened Surian, cutting him down with multiple energy bolts. 

As Grimsword cured his battered ally, Hobgoblin looted Surian’s 

body, split the goods with his PK buddy and, in response to the 

booing of the IQ Gamer staff, said, “Look, I’m a PK. I do bad 

things. Besides, learn a lesson from this: always have a plan B.” 

Mike, busy filling Pat’s gas 

DEATH BY PLAN B Ultima tank with sand, was unavailable 
Online proves again that for comment. 

good guys often finish last. 

PAT: The Boss, | 
Ergo, the Bad Guy. 

0: of them had to die. In the computer gaming world of 

LIGUER: Numbs the 

pain of any loss. 

mY WIKE: He's one of those guys 
who's born every minute 

COLLARED 
SHIRT: Your : TOYS: “| just buy 

first tip-off that | | excessive material 
yes, he really : goods to fill the 

is evil. , empty void in my 

/ _ heart.” 

KNIFE: Wedged 

between his shoul. 

der blades (never 

trust your friends). 

| THUNB: It just smells funny 

PUDDLE OF DROOL: Mike's 
2 = THE CRIME SCENE _ — always leaking weird 

fluids. Very gross. 

photo by Paul Schiraldi 
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. DEAR ADVERTISERS, 

Karen Evora 
Advertising Projects Manager 
Wizard Entertainment 
151 Wells Avenue, 
Congers NY 10920 
PH: 914.268.3907 
FX: 914.268.5386 

Mann soe 
BOSTON COMIC BOOK AND TOY SPECTACULAR 15. Radisson Hotel, 200 Stuart St. $5 
admission ($1 OFF WITH THIS AD), children under 10 and fons IN FULL COSTUME FREE. 
10 a.m.-4 p.m., early preview 9am-$10 Don’t miss NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COMIC 
BOOK AND TOY SHOW, Me Magic: The Gathering, non-sports cards, Beanie Babies, Manga, 
anime, original artwork, Star Wars, Star Trek, action figures, CDs and video. SPECIAL 
GUESTS: Wizards of the Coast fantasy artists ED BEARD JR., RON ROUSELLE AND PROF. 
HERBERT. Also LOWELL CUNNINGHAM (Men in Black). $100 in “SHOW MONEY” raffled 
HOURLY! Contact: Primate Promotions @ (978) 388-6576 or e-mail primatepro@aol.com. 

JULY 23-25, BOSTON 
VISIONS ‘99: BOSTON. NEW ENGLAND’S LARGEST GAMING, COMIC, SCI-FI, TOY & FANTASY 
CONVENTION, Bayside Expo Center. Magic: The Gathering, Star Wars, Star Trek tourna- 
ments, plus other gaming events. Great prizes including cash! Hundreds of exhibit booths, 
celebrity guest stars, comic book artists, writers, publishers, autographs, panels, live per- 
formances, auctions, anime, scientific presentations, video room and more! For information, 
call (508) 896-7448, visit www.i-visions.com, e-mail: ivisions@cape.com or write Infi- 
nite Visions, Box 904, South Yarmouth, MA 02664. Exhibitors call (508) 896-7402. 

MICHIGAN 
WARIGUS DATES, BATTLE CREEK 
FREE TYPE Il MAGICTOURNAMENTS TWICE A MONTH. 48 S. 20th St, Battle Creek, Ml 49015. 
We buy all game cards, sports cards, used Nintendo, SEGA, Playstation games, used RPGs 
and wargames, old coins, comics, non-game cards, old records (60’s-80's), paperback and 
hardcover sci-fi books, VHS and DVD sci-fi movies, movie posters, used miniatures, metal 
detectors, rock tumblers, lapidary equipment and paintball items. We buy, sell and trade 
all kinds of hobby stuff. For information, call (616) 968-1487. 

HEN ARK. MAY, NANUET 
WIZARD WORLD, the longest running tournament in Rockland! 1/4 mile east of Nanuet 
Mall on Route 59 in the Service Merchandise shopping center. Magic tournaments every 
Friday at 6 p.m. Players vote for tournament type (I, II, draft) with prizes for the top three 
competitors. Sanctioned Type II tournaments on Mondays. Call for ARENA information. 
We also have a complete selection of L5R, Star Wars, BattleTech, and Rage, with events 
running Saturdays and Sundays in our dedicated gaming area. We will demo any game 
upon request. For further information contact, Tohn or Kierin at (914) 624-2224. 

OHIO 
JULY 1-4, COLUMBUS 
ORIGINS INTERNATIONAL GAME EXPO & FAIR ‘99, Columbus Convention Center. Preregis- 
tration weekend badge $40, on-site $45. Guests: celebrities, artists, authors, game designers 
and more. Events: focus, history, celebrity signings, seminars, roleplaying games, largest 
independent war college, historical miniatures, RPGA events, live-action roleplaying events 
(LARPs), board and computer games, trading card games, auction, art show, a maze of games 
and more. Contact: Andon Unlimited @ 1 (800) 529-EXPO to request a FREE preregistra- 
tion book or e-mail us at Andon@AOL.com. Preregister online at www.andonunlimited.com. 

PENN ppeo ANTA 
APRIL 23-25, MONROEWILLE 
1999 PITTSBURGH COMICON. Pittsburgh ExpoMart, 1002 Graham Ave., Windber. Admis- 
sion:S12/day, $30/3 day poss. Fri. 2-8 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m., Sun. 10 o.m.-5 p.m. Activities 
indude CBLDF 1999 Defender of Liberty Award Ceremony, casino night, charity auctions, CBLDF 
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If you want to list your show or tournament, contact: 

Photos by Paul Schiraldi. 
cll . 

oe 

Mardi Gras Party, costume contest, 24-hr. films, 24-hr. anime fest, gaming tournaments (Magic, 
Star Wars, Star Trek, L5R, Babylon 5, Overpower, Middle-earth, Highlander, Shi: (CG Premier 
and more), panels, demos, small-press expo, and more. Guests include: George Perez, Dick 
Ayers, Michael Turner, Randy Green, Mark Waid, Brian Pulido, Top Cow, CHAOS! McFarlane 
Toys, Awesome/Hyperwerks, Wizard Press, Crusade, (PM Manga, TV Comics, Decipher, Davdez, 
Diamond Comics, Wizards of the Coast, London Night Studios and many more. For more info: 
check out our website at www.pittsburghcomicon.com; or at Pittsburgh Comicon, 1002 Graham 
Ave., Windber, PA 15963; e-mail us at pcomicon@nb.net; or call (814) 467-4116. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
FEBRUARY & MARCH, MYRTLE BEACH 
THE DUELING GROUND! 4981 Hwy. 707 Myrtle Beach, SC 29575. SC’s premiere gam- 
ing arena! Magic: The Gathering DCI sanctioned tourney every Tuesday and Friday night 
at 7:30 p.m. Type and prizes vary; call for details. Saturdays, we vary tournaments. Feb 
6: Legend of the Five Rings, 2 p.m. Feb. 13: Warhammer and Star Wars Swiss, 2 p.m. 
Feb. 20: Deadlands 1- on-1, 2 p.m. Feb. 27: M:7G extended, 2 p.m. Prize: box of Urza 
Saga. We offer 1,000 sq. ft. of FREE dedicated gaming tables. SEE YA ON THE BATTLE- 
FIELD! Call (843) 293-1406 or check out www.duelingground.com. 

TEXAS 
APRIL 24-25, HOUSTON 
NOSTALGIA PROMOTIONS COLLECTORS SHOWS. Holiday Inn Hotel: |-1 OW at Antoine —phone 
(713) 681-5000. 50+ tables. $2 admission for adults, children 12 years & under FREE with 
ad. 10 o.m.-4 p.m. each day! Comic books, sports cards, toys, trading cards, Beanies & racing 
memorabilia. Artists and writers each show. Enter the art contest! Try the speed pitch machine! 
Play in the Magic tournament: (Type ll, entry $5, Sat. only. Star Wars tournament: no entrance 
fee, Decipher sanctioned, Sun.) $400 in prizes given out! First 100 paid admissions are eligi 
ble to win $50 in show money! For more information, call Andy Mingle @ (281) 748-5154. 

VIRGINIA 
MAY 2, TYSONS CORNER (WASHINGTON D.C. AREA) 
CAPITAL ASSOCIATES MONTHLY COMIC, TOY, MAGIC AND NON-SPORT CARD SHOW. Tysons 
Corner Westpark Hotel, 8401 Westpark Dr., McLean, VA. Directions: Take exit 10 (Route 7 
west) off |-495, 1/2 mile west on Route 7; hotel is on right. For further directions, call (703) 
734-2800. 90 vendor tables: Ist table @ $65, 2nd table @ $60, 3rd+ @ $55. $2 admis- 
sion, children under 5 FREE. FREE parking. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Buy, sell, trade: MAG/Cand other 
gaming cards, gold, silver & new comics, independents, anime, figures, toys, BEANIE BABIES, 
posters, T-shirts, original artwork, non-sports cards, etc. Guests: Call Jeffery Rocen @ (703) 
912-1993, check out http://members.col.com/comicshow or e-mail comicshow@aol.com. 

WISCONSIN 
MARCH 27-28, STEVENS POINT 
POINTCON 6. Laird Room, University Center-UWSP, 1015 Reserve St.. Tables available @ 
$50 each. $5 admission on Saturday, $4 on Sunday or $8 for the weekend. 9 o.m.-1] p.m. 
Saturday and 9 o.m.-7 p.m. Sunday. Special guest: Craig Sheeley. Also features DCI sanctioned 
M:TG and the WI State Highlander CCG Championships. Board, strategy and roleplaying 
games, anime and more! Please e-mail GASP at gasp@uwsp.edu or call us at (715) 343-0537. 

AUGUST 5-8, MILWAUKEE 
GEN CON GAME FAIR ‘99, Midwest Express Center. $50 pre-registration weekend hadge, $55 
on-site. Guests: celebrities, artists, authors, game designers and more. Events: national cham- 
pionships, demo games, miniatures, RPGA, roleplaying, Magic: The Gathering, TCG tournaments, 
board games, costume contest, anime room, art show, auction, celebrity signings, seminars, exhibit 
hall and more. To request a free preregistration book, contact Andon Unlimited @ 1 (800) 529- 
EXPO or e-mail us at Andon@AOL.com. Preregister online at www.andonunlimited.com. 



AND THESE 

Together for the first time anywhere, the legends of 
fantasy on two amazing gatefold covers! Acclaimed artist Larry 
Elmore provides the art for both the heroes (Drizzt Do’Urden, 
Gandalf, Conan, Elric, King Arthur and Robin Hood) and the 
villains (Dakkon Blackblade, Raistlin, 
Gollum, Lolth, Lord Soth and Nosferatu)! 

All. characters ™ & © their respective owners. 



THE GOOD GUYS! 

Grats 

FREE INSIDE! 
e MAGIC: THE GATHERING Urza's Destiny preview card! 
e DUNGEONS & DRAGONS Exclusive module: 

Warriors of the Gray Queen! 
° DOOMTOWN Free rare card! 

| e MAGIC: THE GATHERING Win a complete set valued 
at over $6,000! 

e EVERQUEST Win a brand new PC! 

XCLUSIVE 
OVERAGE: 

e STAR WARS: Episode 7 
e MAGIC: THE GATHERING 7th Edition 
e The ULTIMATE RPG dream team 
e Plus: MAGIC: THE GATHERING players 
guide & price guide, killer decks, online 
game update, CCG & RPG news and 
reviews, lowbrow humor and more! 



I@ GAMER’S UNIQUE TAKE ON THE WORLD OF GAMING 

DARING PILOT STEVE AusTin BECAME 
sue Bionic Six Mution Douar MIAN, 
Sut HE HAD ‘vo Go BACK AND REGTART Ag 

Greerines! O81 Wan Kenobi, HERE! 
FAMous MoviES WE THOUGHT WE KNEW FROM BEGINNING 

“fo END ALL SEEM To HAVE NEW/ BEGINNINGS POPPING LIP! 
LeT'S TAKE A Look AY SOME FAMILIAR FAVORITES 

ANd THE PREQUELS -HeyVe inspiney! 

SALAH sotre eee Te 
THE DIMSSAURS OF JURASSIC 
PARK, : 

AY 

‘yes! THERE WASA Ss 

rae | PROTOZOIC) 
op ais planes we cout 
JUSTIFY “THE COST 
THE UPQRADES, 

THE Gr ure of Planet of tHe APES turned 
evoturion on 1S GAR, Bur BEFORE EvoWING APE 
{HHABITANTS, EARTH HAS To BACK UP AGAIN For BACK iN THE "90s, Avien VISITORS WE 

REFERRED To AS “\/" INVADED EARTH, BUT 
EVIDENTLY MoT GEFORE "ME INITIAL 

sera Scout, Mi - 

INDEPENDENCE DAY Took on 
WHOLE NEW MEANING WHEN EARTH 

LIBERATED ITSELF FROM ILL TEMPERED 
ALIENS -- WHO SUDDENLY GET A 

HEAD- START ON ~— 

IF we Go BACK FAR ENOUGH, 
WE LEARN THAT AEONS BEFORE 
THERE WAS AN OUTPOST IN SPACE 

calten Baayion S, 
WE HAD PLAIN OLD «< 

‘SINCE You NEVER KNow 
WHAT FINISHED TALE mAY 

Whld UP With A PREVIOUS 
ONE SLAPPED onto rr, E Bip 

THAT THE FORCE BE with you ? 
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